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ABSTRACT

This study analyses surveys carried out on the Isle of Lewis between 1993 and 1997, by the
author. Surveys were targeted across representative areas of terrain to the west and east of the
south of Loch Roag, and also at its southern, inland, end. Later an additional area was

examined, the Isle of Bernera, located in the centre of Loch Roag, and much of the coastline
of Lewis was also surveyed during a coastal erosion assessment commissioned by Historic

Scotland, one of the important discoveries of which was a large number of promontory

enclosures distributed all round the coast of the island. These latter surveys were used in this

study to provide a wider base, and a test, for the results of the initial analysis.

The aim of the study was to examine the viability of using archaeological data derived

primarily from survey, supported with limited excavation, to model site and settlement
distribution and landscape development. The extensive data sets were drawn not only from the
author's own surveys but also from the Royal Commission on Ancient and Historic
Monuments of Scotland (National Monuments Record of Scotland and the First Edition

Survey Project), and from the survey carried out by Ian Armit in the Bhaltos area in the early
1990s.

Data was processed using GIS software (IDRISI and MAPINFO) to allow the location of
individual classes of monument to be compared to the prevailing terrain types on the island.
Monument type locations were also compared to each other and to place-names, and to the

geomorphology.

The resultant data allowed a model to be formulated for each monument type, that describes
not only its relationship to terrain types but also data such as prominence in the landscape,
association or otherwise with other monument classes, place-names and frequency.

Following the initial formulation of the model, its predications were tested against the results
of the survey of Great and Little Bernera. To test further the validity of the model two data
sets were developed from the Bernera data, a linear-random (probabilistic) sample of 25%,
and the total survey. This permitted for the testing not only of the model but also the more

general question of the validity of probabilistic sampling as a survey method. The results of
the validation process allowed the provisional model, to be further augmented and adjusted to

form a final model for site and settlement distribution on Lewis and in the wider Western Isles

region.
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CHAPTER 1

My interpretations, I have no doubt, will be disputed by many. That
is inevitable, since no mans opinions are infallible. Those that I
have ventured here in order to add clarity and depth to this
narrative are merely the best I could come up with from the
evidence andfrom what knowledge and experience I have had.

From William Shirer's "The rise and fall of the Third Reich." 1959

To this I would add that I also hope that I have been honest enough
to admit the fallibilities I have personally seen within this work,
(which are particularly noticeable within the recording system),
even though this has, in the past, not been the archaeological way.

Christopher Burgess 1998

INTRODUCTION

The study that follows is based on four years fieldwork carried out between 1993
and 1997. This work began as a by-product of having to make a living but rapidly

developed into a research interest into settlement on the Isle of Lewis in the Outer
Hebrides.

Many of the previous projects in this area have been looked at single sites or single

periods, the conspicuous example being the excavations of the monumental
architecture of the Iron Age and later prehistory (the brochs/duns or Complex
Atlantic round houses). The re-commencement of archaeological research from the
research station at Calanais Farm in 1993 saw a change in approach with wider

landscape studies coming very much to the fore.

This new research, the groundwork for this study, commenced with two basic

principles:

• Firstly, that all periods of settlement are affected by what went before, and will
affect what follows.

• Secondly, that the remains of all periods are affected by those that follow and
will affect those that went before.

If these principles are valid then the study of one period of settlement is incomplete
unless what went before and what followed are also examined. The ultimate



extension of this argument is that the study of settlement is never complete unless
all periods of activity are examined.

In the Western Isles this is crucial as what went before directly shaped the later
environment and followed frequently obscured the evidence of what went before.

Examples of this are everywhere in Lewis, the best perhaps is that of the

widespread grazing and felling in prehistory which has contributed to much of the
island being covered in blanket peat. Ironically this peat now obscures the

archaeological remains of those people who perpetrated its formation. At the other
end of the time scale, intensive agriculture in later history (associated particularly
with crofting) has obliterated much relating to the prehistoric, Norse and early
medieval periods of settlement.

Not only is Lewis (like much of the Western Isles) one of the last great

"undiscovered countries" of Scottish archaeology, but what little that is known

suggests that the island's settlement patterns and site distributions are vastly
different from those elsewhere in Scotland. It is notably different from Highland

Region (immediately to the east on the mainland) and other island archipelagos

(Orkney and Shetland) to the north-east.

To try to apply wider Scottish or English settlement models, however modified, to

the Western Isles is unsatisfactory. These are islands where the accepted norms of
settlement archaeology have little relevance. The reasons for this are numerous, but
include the fact that the island went effectively from the Middle Ages to one of the
most regimented agricultural systems in Europe as recently as the early 19th

century. Other factors include the existence of white slavery until 1745, and
enforced land clearances and deportations until after the introduction of crofting.

The extensive examination of all periods of settlement has been focused, on Lewis
in four survey areas, Calanais, Garenin, Aird Uig and Bernera, ranging in size from
circa 1000 hectares up to 3000 hectares. In addition to these specific areas the study
of much of the island's coastline has also been undertaken (Coastal erosion
assessment of Lewis or Cea(L)). This work, examining every anthropogenic feature

(except for occupied and modern structures), has expanded the known record of
sites for Lewis from the 647 sites in the National Monuments Record of Scotland to

a total of more than 3500 sites. These sites are of all types including the "lowliest"



dykes and cairns to the "mightiest" broch towers and wheelhouses, and cover

everything from mills to blackhouses and kilns in between.

The primary aim of this study is to take this vast plethora of data and use it to form
a predictive model for site and settlement distribution of all phases for the Isle of
Lewis and perhaps to the wider Western Isles area. The model should be capable of

being interrogated in two ways. The first is aimed at predicting, during survey,

which features one can expect in specific terrain types. The second is aimed at

defining the criteria that should be sought to locate specific monument classes.

Secondarily the study aims to prove that the strategy of total survey employed (see

Chapter 4), is more valid as a method of data gathering for the formation of
settlement models than probabilistic or partial sampling strategies (see section 4.1).

These aims will be pursued and the hypothesis will be tested in the following

chapters:

Chapter 2: outlines fieldwork that has already occurred in the Western Isles.

Chapter 3: outlines the paleo-environment work carried out in the Western Isles
and sets the environmental background for the study.

Chapter 4: details methods and classifications used for the work forming the
core of this study.

Chapters 5: examines the results of the studies at Calanais, Garenin and Aird Uig,

supported where necessary in Chapter 6.

Chapter 6: examines the regional (island-wide) evidence based on a place-name

study, the Coastal Erosion Assessment data and the National
Monuments Record of Scotland.

Chapter 7: defines the predictive model on the basis of the information in the

previous chapters.

Chapter 8: The hypothesis that the predictive model provides is then tested using
data collected in 1996 on the islands of Great Bernera and Little

Bernera. Also the issues of probabilistic and total sampling are

compared and addressed.
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Chapter 9: the validity of the model is discussed and a conclusion to the study is
drawn.

In the process it is hoped that many previously unasked and unanswered questions
will be addressed providing Lewis, and by extension the wider Western Isles, with a

model for site and settlement distribution which hitherto has been sorely lacking.

Also attached to this volume is a Compact Disk (hereafter referred to as the CD).
This disk contains much of the information found in the Appendices as database
tables. The tables are generally in the Access for Windows 97 format but are also
included as delimited ASCII files for translation to other software. Also on this disk

is a database version of the Model and Queries presented in Chapter 7.

Definitions and usages: the conventions used in this text

The remainder of this chapter is devoted to defining the various terms and words
that will be used throughout this text to detail dates, places, locations etc. The use

and spelling of place-names is a particular problem that needs to be addressed. It is
not uncommon for the same place-name to be spelt in as many as three different

ways, including one English and two Gaelic versions. This is because Gaelic is

primarily a spoken language, a fact that leads to some disagreement on the subject
of spelling. This problem is made worse as the Ordnance Survey has been

frequently known to spell Gaelic place-names incorrectly.

A good example of the variation in spelling is that of Calanais1, which is Callanish
in English (English translations are usually, but not always, fairly literal), Calanais
on the new Gaelic township signs and Chalanais on the new Gaelic tourist heritage

signs. Martin Martin, a Gaelic speaker who wrote in English, spelt names

phonetically and referred to Calanais as Classerniss (1698, 91).

At present the island is in place-name turmoil with many of the road signs being

changed to Gaelic and new tourist heritage signs spelling names in a variety of
Gaelic conventions. To further complicate matters the published maps mix Gaelic
and English, while the intention is a complete move to "Gaelicisation" as soon as

possible. The modern 1:50000 "Landranger" number 8 Ordnance survey map has



all its place-names in Gaelic (Calanais is Calanais). The next "Landranger" west,

number 13, overlaps at Calanais and has all of its names in English (Calanais is

Callanish). The same area covered by the 1:25000 "Pathfinder" map is also all in

English.

Consequently the naming of places can be confusing, with some regularly receiving
their Gaelic spelling and some English. Rather than expending time making all the

place-names Gaelic or all English, this document tends to use the most regularly
used (Gaelic or English) spelling. Calanais is Calanais (Gaelic); Galson, Gabhson in
Gaelic, is Galson (English). An attempt has been made to be consistent in the

spelling of place-names throughout the text.

1.1.1 Chronologies: relative and absolute, a dating framework

The actual dating of a site, group of sites or of landscapes is one of the most

important aspects of archaeological study. Once the site is placed in the context of
time it can be related to other sites, contemporary, earlier or later, to contribute to

an understanding of the society that produced it.

Today the dating of sites can be done with reasonable accuracy to within fifty or so

years in many areas and contexts. In some ways the obsession with dating has
become all consuming. Site records are not generally considered complete until

they are supported by scientific dates. This is a trait that plagues archaeologists

(including the author) as they shy away from relying solely upon artefact-based

dating, that are frequently only relative in nature, are regularly re-interpreted, and
demand ever more precise absolute dates.

To many (including the author) this is a laudable facet of the changing face of
modern scientific archaeology, but it also presents several problems to this study,
one theoretical and one practical.

In examining more than 3500 sites, accurate dating would be easily acceptable if all
fell within the same general period. However, in the case of this study the sites are

potentially spread across 5000 years. The level of accuracy obtainable in modern
scientific dating might actually be counterproductive in dealing with such a large

1 Pronounced Cal an ish
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age range and sample. It would be likely to lead to confusion making us focus on

the minutiae of individual dates rather than examining the wider picture.

This however is only a theoretical problem, as Lewis, like the rest of Britain, has

relatively few accurately dated sites compared to the total record. Indeed Lewis

probably has less than the national average of dated sites. The one exception to this
in the Isles is later prehistoric monumental architecture, which has been intensively

investigated, dated and examined in recent years2. In effect, the vast majority of
sites are not closely dated and beyond that there is not even a type site, or similar

example, that can be used to suggest dates for most classes.

The practical problem - a lack of precise dates - helps in part to resolve the
theoretical one - the obscuring of the wider picture by the minutiae of individual
dates. This still leaves the problem of how to give a sense of time to this study
rather than examining features purely on the basis of their form in an abstract
manner.

The obvious solution is to draw back from the acute level of detail that accurate

dates give and to consider the evidence in a framework of wider time periods, i.e.

Neolithic, Iron Age, medieval or modern. This would provide some sort of

chronological expression for some of the material in this study, but there still
remain many sites that cannot be dated even to this degree of resolution. Provisional

periods have been supplied for many sites on the basis of comparison to other dated

features, on and off the island, and by means of direct and indirect association with
other landscape features including the blanket mire. Many classes (notably the
cellular structures, shielings and dykes and their sub-classes) have only relative

chronologies relating one to one another (see section 5.4.22.1), and even these are

often theoretical and are largely unsupported by hard physical evidence. These
relative chronologies are occasionally anchored at one points providing some

reference to the absolute dating framework.

Another problem that presents itself is the potential blurring of the interfaces
between the accepted periods. At one extreme, Bronze Age person did not wake up

one morning, have a flash of inspiration, and decide to become Iron Age person. At

This is not a criticism of the ongoing research programmes that continue the work examining post
broch and broch stmctures on sites such as those on the Bhaltos peninsula. While this group of sites
has been extensively studied many questions still remain to be answered.
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the other, one faces the problem that many of the remains relating to medieval/post-

medieval/pre-enclosure settlement are morphologically and chronologically

indistinguishable. These sites are commonly referred to as being "pre-crofting" as

that is the only sure thing that can be said about their antecedents.

These problems have lead to the development of a system of "phasing" which takes
account of the relatively few accurate dates and uses divisions broad enough to

accommodate most of the material. Even then, one should always bear in mind how

flimsy many of the relative chronologies are within this framework and how the
interfaces between phases are blurred.

This phasing scheme uses nine divisions, rather than the ten to twelve familiar from
more conventional chronologies, and may unite several periods into one "phase" in
an attempt avoid proliferation of terms whilst accommodating all of the material.

Figure 2 illustrates and defines the nine phases and how they relate to each other in
terms of blurred interfaces and the wider relative chronology. What must be
stressed is that this scheme is strictly regional and pertains specifically to the
monuments and conditions of Lewis. The later prehistory of Lewis lasted until the

early medieval and is contemporary. It is protohistory in the French sense of being

contemporary with historic periods elsewhere.

Political, economic, technological and social changes or events such as the arrival
of the Norse peoples or the beginning of crofting and the instigation of the crofting
laws define the nine phases. But within these phases island society may have

changed hardly at all, and between phases there may have been little discernible
difference in culture. This particularly applies to the medieval, post medieval and

pre-crofting phases, which could have been singularly defined as medieval.
Between the later prehistoric/Norse and the crofting phase the nature and form of
settlement appears to undergo little change between the three phases. However this
division into three phases is made for a reason. Primarily, all three are used

regularly in Lewisian archaeology and have subtly different meanings. The best

example of this is "pre-crofting" which is used specifically when a site is known not

to be modern, or crofting in phase, but could fall into any of the phases back to and

including the later prehistoric.
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While one might deplore this vagueness, and it might be argued that one of the aims
of this study should be to try and clear up such dating problems, this is not always

possible. The primary aim here is not to attempt to bury inconveniently, or undated,
material nor to hypothesise at length about dates or phasing for which there is no

supporting evidence. It seems wiser to attempt an objective survey, if only to show
how little is known of the whole period for the archaeological remains that typify
the phases between the end of later prehistory and the commencement of

apportionment in 1811.

There is also a second reason for the definition of the three phases to describe this

period of time (later prehistoric to crofting). That is that while the archaeological
record does not appear to change radically during this time there are radical changes
in the political scene not only in the island's ownership but also on a national scale
that did have an affect on the island. This applies particularly to the medieval and

post-medieval phases, where archaeological remains may evolve but are

consistently unchanged in any great way through time while the island's ownership

changes twice.

1.1.1.1 Early prehistoric

This phase covers the periods from the late Mesolithic (though as yet there are no

firm records for sites of this period on Lewis), through the Neolithic to the Early
and Middle Bronze Age where it merges with the later prehistoric. Though this

phase may be open-ended on its early side it may be defined in general terms as

stretching from circa 5000 BP to circa 3000 BP, or from the fifth/fourth to the end
of the second millennium BC.

It also seems to be appropriate to group these periods in this way as many (if not

all) of the archaeological features associated with them may be found in similar
environmental contexts. These are either in the inter-tidal zone having been

submerged by rising sea level, or buried at, or near, the bottom of the blanket peat

which covers so much of Lewis. As a result sites of this phase are poorly

represented in the archaeological record of the island being either obscured or

destroyed. The environmental background relating to this is discussed in Chapter 3:
however attempting to draw comparisons between the various periods represented
in this phase would be incorrect. This is in part because elsewhere in Scotland and

Europe we know them to be completely different from each other ranging from
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migrant hunter-gatherers through early farmers to a developing society involved in
skilled metalwork and extensive trade. On Lewis however, one consistent trait links

all three periods and that is the lack of any evidence of their settlement remains and
the frequent dominance of the record by ritual and "public" monuments such as the

megalithic complex of Calanais Circle and the Bronze Age funerary enclosure at

An Dunan in Uig Parish (Burgess et al 1998). But as for the settlements of the
societies that built these monuments, little is known on the islands.

Furthermore, while little is known of the Bronze Age communities on Lewis, the

change from Middle Bronze Age to Late Bronze Age that marks the interface of
this phase with the next is generally, in terms of "Old World prehistory," seen as a

major social, political and economic dislocation. This has been claimed for the 12th

century BC over most of Europe, Britain included, and from the Late Bronze Age to

the Iron Age in the Aegean and East Mediterranean area.

It is this break which may depend on volcanically induced catastrophe as first

suggested by C.B. Burgess (1980, 1985, 1989, 1992) and elaborated upon by Baillie

(1989, 1995) and recently developed ambitiously by Falkenstien (1997).

At its most extreme this argument suggests the abandonment of large tracts of
mainland and island Scotland in the later 12th Century, and in the ensuing period,
low population and much reduced social and economic activity. This might explain
the paucity of Later Bronze Age activity over much of Northern Britain, including

Lewis, as well as Ireland and much of Europe, but as a theory it still has to gain
wider acceptance.

1.1.1.2 Later prehistoric

For Lewis this phase starts with a poorly defined interface in the Late Bronze Age
and includes the whole of the Iron Age and that period of time variously referred to

as Pictish (Foster 1998), and pre-Norse (Armit 1992b). This phase can be defined as

encompassing the time between circa 2800BP to circa 1300 BP.

This is a phase that shows extensive settlement evidence in the archaeological
record of the Western Isles. This is made all the more obvious by the monumental

nature of much of its architecture. This has lead to an increased level of

archaeological interest in sites in this phase. Where the monumentality of the sites
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diminishes research has concentrated on the new styles of architecture that replace
it.

It has been suggested that this phase should be subdivided to take into account the

major changes in architecture, taken by many to be major cultural markers in the

society. A break has been considered where complex Atlantic round houses and
associated structures give way to wheelhouses and cellular structures. This would

roughly split the phase in half, however this approach is rejected here as it

needlessly complicates the chronological scheme and also because it would place
further emphasis on this period, which is already heavily over-represented in the

archaeological record due to the bias in research. The aim here is not to reject or

criticise the extensive level of work carried out on sites and society of this period,
but to prevent this research dominating the whole of the study.

Furthermore the author believes that there is a social continuity within this phase
that emerges with the development of Atlantic round houses and with other
monumental structures such as promontory enclosures, and continues through the
centuries when wheelhouses and cellular phases were built. This may be seen to

continue into the late pre-Norse phase when figure of "8" houses were constructed.
This continuity can be seen not only in terms of the material culture, which changed

only slowly in this phase, but also in the structures. These changed in form but
seem to have maintained similar internal layouts over a period of more than 1200

years. These similarities are discussed at length in Chapters 4 and 5.

The author feels that the key excavated site of this phase, Loch na Berie near Riof,
while providing valuable insights of "post broch" architecture has been allowed to

cloud the wider picture. These excavations have examined a figure of "8" house and
series of small cellular structures both constructed in the remains of a partially
dismantled complex Atlantic round house. But since Armif s attempt, in the late

1980s, to classify similar sites (1990a) perhaps undue weight has been given to the

significance of the Loch na Berie results. As yet there is nothing to suggest that this

site, one of many from this phase on Lewis, is actually representative of "post
broch" activities on the island, as the structures in question are constrained within
the confines of the old complex Atlantic round house. There is still no evidence to

show whether other complex Atlantic round houses in the region have comparable

developments in structural and spatial usage. It is the case however that the
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excavation results from the cellular phase of Berie_Riof do not necessarily suggest

that the cells were used for habitation, but rather had a possible industrial use (D.W.

Harding pers comm).

Efforts by the wider Edinburgh University research projects (discussed in Chapter

2) to identify contemporary settlement and habitation outwith the constraints of a

complex Atlantic round house have so far failed. This is either because the nature of
the small cellular structures of Berie Riof type do not survive well when not

protected by larger structure, or simply because contemporary habitations have yet

to be recognised in the archaeological record. Only further excavations on such
sites can help to answer this problem.

1.1.1.3 Norse

This phase describes a documented period of settlement by the peoples of
Scandinavia (specifically Norway and Sweden) that is conventionally thought to

have started around 800AD (Armit 1996d) though others suggest an earlier date
some time between 1350 and 1300 BP (7th century AD) (Mary McLeod pers

comm.) and has no clearly defined end in the medieval phase as the settlers were

gradually assimilated into the indigenous population.

This phase is distinguished here, even though it overlaps with the early medieval
because it so clearly identifies with an intrusive cultural group, and one with
remains that are so conspicuous in the archaeological and historical record. This is

particularly true of Norse place-names, which still dominate areas of the islands

today (see section 6.1.2).

That these signify an important change in the society of the Western Isles is
confirmed by the material culture, which has distinct forms of ceramics, metalwork
and luxury goods that are easily distinguished from the later prehistoric materials.
These cultural innovations were comprehensively assimilated into indigenous
tradition. Similarly there were major architectural changes in typical habitationa!

buildings, as the cellular and round houses were superseded by linear or long
houses. This new tradition lasted right down to the crofting phase, becoming the
island blackhouse which survived in its final form into the early 20th century.

However such structures still showed a basic similarity of construction technique to

the round/figure of "8" houses such as those seen at Bostadh (Neighbour and



Burgess 1997) with inner and outer wall faces of dry-stone and a core of soil/sand
and refuse.

1.1.1.4 Early medieval

Covering much of the Norse period, and having a poorly defined interface with the

medieval, this phase may be defined as stretching from circa 1300BP until circa

1000 BP, a time when the first writing and history reached the islands with the
Norse and early Christian settlers. Very few if any sites or settlement can be firmly
dated to this phase and the few candidates have yet to be tested by excavation.

This phase is distinguished from the Norse and later prehistoric phases described
above by the arrival of Christianity. This is first believed to have arrived on Lewis
first at the Eilean Colum Cille during the 7th or 8th centuries from the Columban
settlement on Iona. While this phase overlaps the Norse phase, it brings its own set

of cultural markers, including carvings, structures and other artefacts related to

religious settlement.

The resulting cultural mix (Christian, Norse and indigenous) persisted through the
medieval phase surviving the collapse of the Lordship of the Isles, the dissolution of
the monasteries and two changes of ownership of the islands. The indigenous social
structure that evolved only finally changed when the crofting commission drafted

legislation to set fair rents and land rights during the 1880s.

1.1.1.5 Medieval

The duration of this phase is unclear and it might be argued that essentially it
survived until the implementation of crofting practices at the start of the 19th

century. The present study suggests that the archaeological features representative
of this phase remain largely unchanged for over 900 years.

The only political developments that effected significant change were the collapse
of the Lordship of the Isles at the end of the reign of John the Fourth Lord of the
Isles in 1493 (Williams 1997), the Cromwellian occupation of the mid 17th century

(Thomas 1890, Mackenzie 1919 and McDonald 1977), and the collapse of the
Jacobite uprising of 1745 (Lenman 1980). This final historical event led to the

Anglicisation of the clan chiefs by the victorious English administration which

perceived how best to control clan aggression and to change the relationship
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between the chiefs and subjects to one that was effectively between landlords and
tenants. This soured the relationships within the clans as the new landlords began to

exploit their tenants and the land they occupied to increase personal wealth and

profit.

Little of this can be seen in the archaeological record, as the land apportionment did
not change for a further sixty six years until 1811. Then the owner of the island,
F.H. Mackenzie, the ninth Lord Seaforth introduced crofting apportionment, an idea
borrowed from the mainland, with a view to intensifying settlement, increasing rent

income and freeing common land for estate agriculture.

This phase can be defined as extending from circa 1000BP until circa 400BP

though its upper interface is extremely blurred in terms of the settlement record.

1.1.1.6 Post medieval

The post medieval phase, as has already been indicated, differs little from the
medieval period in its archaeological remains. Historically it is represented by

Anglicisation of land ownership and the introduction of ever more brutal

clearances, sub-letting and tack regimes. It is in this period that the first
"whitehouses" appeared as the landlords followed trends of society on the

mainland; also direct political control London became more noticeable.

The interface between the medieval and post-medieval is indistinct with little

change evident in the archaeology until crofting was introduced in the early 19th

century. Many of the relative chronologies used in Chapter 5 (i.e. that for shielings)

suggest that this phase saw a general increase in the use of stone in building, away

from the all turf structures that Dodgshon (1993) suggests proliferated in the

medieval, to the stone-faced, earth-cored, structures (classified later in this text as

stone-and-turf) that predominated in the crofting phase of settlement.

1.1.1.7 Pre-crofting

This phase is almost surplus to requirements here, as has been stated above the

archaeological record is little changed in the 1000 years preceding en-crofting. It is
however retained, because its use fully describes features that are firmly dated to

before the crofting period but are of uncertain phase in terms of whether they are

related to the early medieval, medieval or post medieval phases. This phase has no
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clear interface with the post medieval, but has a relatively sharp interface with the

crofting phase around 1811 (circa 139 BP).

1.1.1.8 Crofting

The implementation of the Crofting Laws subsequent to the crofting commission of
1882 (Cameron 1986) marks the consolidation of this new system of land

apportionment introduced by F.H. Mackenzie3 as a way of increasing his income
from the island (Macdonald 1978, 36-37). This marked the first radical change in

agriculture and settlement on Lewis for over 1000 years. Some of the features that
are characteristic of this phase of settlement in the islands continue from earlier
eras, notably the island blackhouse and the shieling, but in much more regimented
areas defined by the crofting regime. This phase continues to this day, as the

Crofting Laws of 1882 still apply to land ownership and tenancy. While the
blackhouse has now been superseded, firstly by the Department of Fisheries and

Agriculture houses, and latterly by the ubiquitous "kit houses", land tenure and
divisions remain unchanged. However, the last twenty to thirty years have seen a

decline in the crofting tradition. While the laws that preserve the tenant/owner

relationship still exist, more and more crofts have fallen into disuse due to an ever

ageing community, an exodus of youth who prefer not to croft and a changing

agricultural policy that subsidises sheep but not the crops that can be grown on the
islands.

1.1.1.9 Modern

While it might be argued that the crofting phase still prevails on Lewis there are

classes of recent monuments that have nothing to do with crofting and belong in the
modern world outwith the Western Isles. As the island has been drawn increasingly
into the wider world, so it has been subjected to outside developments, notably

during events such as World War 2 and the boom in the oil exploration. This phase

may include military structures that are associated with the British and European re¬

armament of the 1930s and 1940s and oil industry sites such as the Shipyard/rig
fabrication yard at Airnish to the south of Stornoway.

A member of parliament raised to the peerage in 1797 as Lord Seaforth, F.H. Mackenzie is said to
have been the first of his race to try to improve the lot of his tenant. As well as commencing the en-
crofting of Lewis he was also intent on dispensing with the "Tacksman" system of land tenancy,
though this prove to be harder to achieve than expected.
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This Modern phase runs in parallel with the later crofting period which still
continues to turn out features that may be seen to be directly related to that phase of
settlement. These include the early 20th century Department of Fisheries and

Agriculture one and half storied, double dormered house and that feature of the

future, the late 20th century Lewis "kit bungalow".

1.1.2 Conventions used within the text

Within the text the following conventions are used in the interest of achieving

consistency in describing the data. These include:

• Sites referred to in the discussion are given where possible their National
Monument Record for Scotland's reference numbers i.e. NMRS, NB02SW 01.

This number corresponds to an entry in the Royal Commission for Ancient and
Historic Monuments gazetteer found in Appendix 10.

• Sites referred to in the discussion that are not as yet part of the National
Monuments Record for Scotland are labelled with a National Grid Reference.

This grid reference should be an eight figure reference {i.e. to the nearest 10

metres) but on some occasions is only a six figure reference {i.e. to the nearest

100 metres) i.e. NB 2150 33504. This reference can invariably be cross checked
in the appendices with the gazetteer for one of the five surveys on which this

study is based.

• Major sections of this document are referred to in the text as Chapters and are

numbered 1 through to 9. Sub-sections within the chapters are referred to in the
text as sections and are referred to by their hierarchical section number, i.e. see

section 5.4.28, refers to the section dedicated to the discussion of the distribution

of settlement in Chapter 5.

• Place-names may be in Gaelic or English, though consistency is maintained

throughout the text.

• Diagnostic place-names such as Buaile or Sidhean are typed in italic to highlight
them. Where part of a name is represented by such a diagnostic element then that
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part that is diagnostic is italicised, i.e. lAnshader, Kirkifrosf, Buaile Aileen or

Suainabhal. Where a diagnostic name is referred to in the text and is a prefix or

suffix then it is written with a series of dots to indicate the rest of the name, i.e.

"...abahal" or "Bhara...".

• Survey areas may be referred to by their name, i.e. Calanais, or by their project
name i.e. WLLP (the acronym for West of Lewis Landscape Project). On
occasion both may be used within the same piece of text with a view to avoiding

repetition.

• References to different resolutions of survey include local level, meaning survey

areas of the type discussed in Chapter 5, that deal primarily with one small area

of the Island usually encompassing one or two townships and between 1000 and
3000 hectares in extent. Surveys at a regional (island wide) level, are those such
as the Coastal Erosion Survey that cover much if not all of the island or one

particular environment found on the island such as the coastal strip.

• Information of no direct relevance to the text is included in footnotes. These

footnotes are numbered sequentially within each chapter and appear at the
bottom of the relevant page.

• Common place-name elements will be given an additional local name to help to

differentiate between locations e.g. Bharabhat_Crowlista, Bharabhat_Cnip,

Bharabhat_Bernera and Bharabhat_Calanais.

• In Chapter 7 field names within the model are referred to using chevrons and
italics i.e.«field name». Where a response is being given for a field, that

response is given in quotations and italics after the name of the fields, i.e.

«field name», "response".

The National Grid Reference for the centre of the Calanais Township.
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CHAPTER 2

Harrey. Now we returne backwards to the Harrey, quhilk is but ane
He and the Lewis togidder, extending in lenthe from the south west
to the north eist to three scoir of myles andfrom the north west to
the south eist to 16 myles in bried.

Lewis is the north pairt of this ile, and the maist also, faire and
weill inhabit at the coste, ane fertile fruitfull countrey, for the most
part all beire, with 4 paroche kirks and ane caistell callit
Steornaway; with three principal salt water loches in it, very guig
for the take of herrings, to wit, Loche Selge, farrest to the
southwest, Loche Fasirt, nothwart fra that ane loche that is lange
and has certain small lohces in it, quhilke is for the same callit the
Loches

From Sir Donald Munro's "Description of the Western Isle of
Scotland." 1549

2.0 PREVIOUS ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEARCH ON LEWIS AND IN THE

WESTERN ISLES

This chapter will first address survey work carried out in Lewis (as defined in

Chapter 1), and then the remainder of the southern Outer Hebrides. It will also
summarise excavations on whether or not they are part of these survey activities.

2.1 A BRIEF HISTORY OF EARLY RESEARCH IN LEWIS AND THE WESTERN ISLES

Interest in the monuments of the western isles is not a new phenomenon. The
account of Martin Martin (1695) includes some description of '...Druids, Heathen

Temples, Monasteries, Churchs, Chappels, Antiquities, Monuments, Forts...''

(McLeod 1994, 5). Dean Munro gives a general description of the islands from his
tour that predates Martin Martin by 150 years (McLeod 1994, 14) and Johnson

(inspired to tour the islands by Martin Martin) wrote at length on the function of the
broch of Dun Beag on the Isle of Skye during his Hebridean tour of 1773 (Johnson

1774, 62-3).

The roots of archaeological research (rather than antiquarian tourism) in the region

may be traced to the mid and late 19th century. Armit suggests that the first true

archaeology was carried out under the instruction of Sir James Matheson in 1857,
when he had thick blanket peat removed from the Calanais Stone Circle (1996d, 8).

Captain F.W.L Thomas, a naval officer, carried out the first concentrated and
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published surveys of antiquities in the Western Isles (as opposed to Matheson's site

presentation activities at Calanais). These surveys were primarily of the
monumental Iron Age architecture such as the brochs and wheelhouses and led to

two papers on prehistoric habitation in the region (Thomas 1870, 1890).

The first major campaign of excavations was instigated by Erskine Beveridge
around the turn of the century when he moved to live on Vallay, an islet on the
north shore of North Uist. Between 1897 and his death in 1920 he located and

examined an immense number of features in the Machair of the Vallay Strand,

concentrating primarily on sites that dated to the final centuries of the First
millennium BC and the first century of the First millennium AD (Armit 1992a, 12;

1996d, 8). Much of Beveridge's work is included in his book North Uist (1911)

though excavations carried out after 1911 were published posthumously in the

Proceedings of the Society ofAntiquaries ofScotland (Beveridge 1930, 1931).

The work of Beveridge provides a baseline for archaeological work on North Uist
that is still used today (Armit 1992a, 12); unfortunately the rest of the Western Isles
were not similarly served. Basic information for the whole of the Western Isles area

can be draw from the Inventory of the Royal Commission of Ancient and Historic
Monuments of Scotland (hereafter RCAHMS).

2.1.1 The RCAHMS Inventory of The Outer Hebrides, Skye and the Small
Isles

The ninth report of the RCAHMS was part of the series of county inventories that
was instigated in 1909 by the then new Secretary to the Commission, Alexander
Curie. Survey for these early inventories was frequently patchy and involved

travelling to known sites (in 1909 the mode of transport was by cycle when Curie
commenced the survey of Berwickshire).

Essentially these inventories were to be commentaries on the antiquities located

during the survey by the Ordnance Survey for the County Series maps during the
1850s. While the expectation existed that new sites would be located whilst

travelling to known ones, no regular scheme of prospecting was ever employed.

(Hallidayand Stevenson 1991, I3l).

Survey for the Western Isles volume was conducted between 1914 and 1925. Much
of the work was carried out by one person and in an erratic manner. On Barra, for
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example, 35 sites were recorded in just 10 days. In many cases the description made

only applies to the core elements of the site leaving outlying elements unexamined

(Armit 1992a, 12).

For all of its shortcomings, until the 1970s this volume still provided the only

archaeological survey for large parts of the Western Isles including Lewis. The

Inventory lists 104 individual sites within the four parishes of Lewis (Barvas,

Lochs, Stornoway and Uig, Figure B). These sites are split in to 6 categories:

❖ Sites - the locations of features now lost or destroyed such as 'Duns' or

'Teampulls', 25 Records on Lewis.

❖ Ecclesiastical - chapels, churches, monastic settlements and sites with place-
names including kil (till) a form of ceall from the Irish for cell, Annait

(Annaid) a name applied to Celtic churches and monasteries or the 'mother

church', an example being na h' Annaidean near Shader (in Barvas parish).
The use of Teampull (from the Latin Templum) is also common, particularly
on Lewis where a series of sites are recorded on the west coast (in the Barvas
and Uig parishes), frequently the Teampull name is followed by a saint's

name, for example Teampull Eoin near Bragar,. (RCAHMS 1928, xlv). 19
records on Lewis.

❖ Brochs - defined by walls with an average thickness of 11 feet and features
such as a narrow entrance, guard cells, and long galleries at ground level. 45
such sites are recorded in the whole Inventory of which 15 are said to be
'doubtful examples' (RCAHMS 1928, xxxvi). 7 records on Lewis.

❖ Duns - or defensive structures located primarily on hilltops and islands. The

majority are recorded on the west side of the island, with most being near the
shore (RCAHMS 1928, xxxiii). 21 records on Lewis.

❖ Standing stones, cairns and stone circles - excluding clearance cairns, this

group includes seven round cairns most of which were thought to be robbed

(RCAHMS 1928 xxvii). 20 records on Lewis.

❖ Miscellaneous - including hut circles, four examples of earth houses, and a

group that includes souterrains and wheelhouses, most of which were

covered with sand and therefore were inaccessible at the time of this survey

(RCAHMS 1928 xli). Also in this group are middens and stray finds. 12
records on Lewis.
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As well as recording the sites noted during the survey the Inventory also addresses
four groups of sites that were not represented in the outer islands. These are:

❖ Castles, similar to those seen on the mainland, of which 15 are recorded in

the Inventory, mostly on the Isle of Skye, (RCAHMS 1928 xlvi).

❖ Norse remains are scarce throughout the Inventory, with only one 'runic'
stone being recorded (from Cille-Bharra on Barra, Inventory number 436)

though the runes were said to show no particular Norse influence (RCAHMS

1928, xxii). On the other hand, place-names were widely recognised (see

Chapter 7). The possibility of Norse graves was totally rejected due to

erosion activity which was thought have destroyed all such sites (RCAHMS
1928, xlvi).

❖ Rock markings were largely discounted on Lewis as the nature of the stone

was seen as being too hard. (RCAHMS 1928 xlvi).

❖ Cairnfields of Bronze Age and Iron Age date, similar to those seen frequently
in southern Scotland at a height of between 700 and 1000 feet (circa 250-300

metres) are also absent in the record. Similarly, except for one example
recorded on Raasay (Isle of Skye) no such sites are found around 200 feet

(circa 75 metres), where such sites were recorded on the east coast of
Scotland in the Aberdeenshire area.(RCAHMS 1928, xxxii)

These absences mean only that no such sites were recorded by the Ordnance Survey
or brought to the RCAHMS surveyors' attention by local people, not surprising as

fieldwalking was not employed. In fact later surveys have shown that rock

markings, castles and Norse graves and settlements do exist in the Outer Hebrides,
and cairnfields do exisit, though not necessarily at the altitudes suggested in the

Inventory.

2.1.2 RCAHMS activity since the 1928 Inventory

RCAHMS survey activity in the Western Isles since 1925 and the completion of
fieldwork for the Inventory has not involved any further programmes of extensive

prospecting survey. While the number of records on Lewis has increased from 104
sites to 647 (see Appendix 1, Table 35), this is due largely to the archive activities
of the National Monuments Record of Scotland (hereafter NMRS). This involves
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recording all sites in publications (particularly Discovery and Excavation in

Scotland), and reports that are provided by researchers for archiving.

RCAHMS has begun to instigate prospection fieldwork elsewhere in Scotland, in
areas such as Perthshire (RCAHMS, 1995 and 1996) and in Dumfriesshire

(RCAHMS, 1998), but as yet no major scheme of this type has been suggested for
the Outer Hebrides.

Three smaller programmes run by the NMRS and RCAHMS have actively
contributed to the record for the Western Isles, the largest an ongoing desk-based

assessment, the First Edition Settlement Project (hereafter FESP.). This has the aim
of recording all settlement marked as abandoned or disused on the County (First)
Edition Ordnance Survey 6" maps. Much of the information gathered from this

survey has yet to be accessed to the Oracle databases that form the core of the
NMRS site archive (P McKeague pers comm). The list of 503 sites (appendix 1,
table 36) that represents the present state of the NMRS record is derived from their

Geographic Information System (hereafter GIS.) known as ARTIMIS, and includes
little of the FESP data.

Two other small scale surveys, both outwith Lewis but within the wider Western
Isles area, prove the value of prospection and detailed survey in this theatre. These
are the survey of the remains of Village Bay and other antiquities of St Kilda

(RCAHMS, 1988), and the survey of the Waternish peninsula on the Isle of Skye

(RCAHMS, 1993). Both cases clearly demonstrate the high levels of data that still
remain to be retrieved by the kind of detailed and well thought-out prospection the
RCAHMS has been carrying out in recent years.

2.1.3 Breakdown of the present NMRS record

The ARTIMIS database provided by NMRS lists 245 separate classes, many of
which are similar but are listed individually due to the use of qualifications such as

associated artefact descriptions, or because several classifications have been
included as one record.

Table 1 (appendix 1) is a simplified list based on the ARTIMIS site types. Many
NMRS records have a primary type and are supplemented with between one and
five secondary types, the count column in this table containing both primary and
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secondary types. The table contains 30 types of monuments that are arranged into

groups such as ecclesiastical sites, burials and standing stones.

Ambiguities in the records listed in Table 35 (Appendix 1) where site types are

vague or unclear are not the fault of the NMRS but are due to the form of the data
that is used to compile the vast majority of the records. Creating a new record based
on a documentary source such as Discovery and Excavation in Scotland (hereafter

DES.) leaves the NMRS dependant on the site interpretation of the author of the
source reference. This may mean that site types vary or are vague as different
classification systems are used.

Detailed examination of the description attached to each individual record might
allow for a more precise classification to be drawn. This approach is also

problematic as it would be rely on the set of criteria used in the preparation of the

description, which may be as subjective as the interpretation of the monument class.

2.2 Survey Projects on Lewis

Apart from the RCAHMS Inventory and the ongoing programme of archiving
carried out by the NMRS two main phases of prospection survey have been carried
out on the Isle of Lewis. These fall under the auspices of two separate institutions;
the first being the Central Excavation Unit (hereafter CEU) who carried out the
Coastal Erosion and Archaeology Survey (see section 2.2.1) of 1978. This work
was commissioned by the Scottish Development Department, Historic Building and
Monuments Board (the forerunner of Historic Scotland). The National Museum of
Scotland (hereafter NMS) also carried out a number of rescue and research
excavations during the late 1970s an the 1980s (see section 2.5).

The second institution involved in long term research on Lewis is the University of

Edinburgh; the Department of Archaeology's Callanish (now Calanais in Gaelic)

Archaeological Research Project. Research was carried out including excavation
and prospection between 1985 and 1990 and then, after a three year break, between
1993 and the present day (see section 2.2.2).
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2.2.1 The 1978 Coastal Erosion and Archaeology Survey

Carried out by the CEU during August and September of 1978, this survey

corresponded closely in its area and its objectives to the Coastal Erosion
Assessment (Lewis) executed in 1996. (discussed below and in Chapter 5). As such
it represents a major piece of comparative work that can add to the baseline in the
NMRS record.

Copies of the report are as yet incomplete; copies of the gazetteer and small finds

report have been lodged with Historic Scotland, but these contain no summary or

methodology for the survey. Trevor Cowie, the project supervisor, now of the

NMS, has been kind enough to supply all of the available draft text which does give
an account of the methodology but has no overall assessment or conclusions (Cowie

1995).

The primary aim of this survey was to assess the extent of damage caused by
coastal erosion to coastal archaeological sites on the islands of Lewis and the
Harrises. The extent of the problem was unclear as the only pre-existing survey was

that carried out for the 1928 Inventory (RCAHMS 1928).

The coastline of Lewis differs vastly from that of the southern Outer Hebrides,
where the western shores are fringed by a fairly continuous machair plain. A

comparative study was executed by I Shepherd (Cowie 1995, 4) but was never

reported upon. The fact that the Lewis coastline consists of a mixture of hard and
soft landforms led to the decision to attempt to cover as much of its extent as

possible in the short time available. This approach was designed to allow the

checking of the overall completeness of the existing record.

Sites were assessed for their actual condition and then for any immediate and long
term threats and recommendations for further action were made (Cowie 1995, 8-9).
In the gazetteer (Cowie 1994) the site records are divided by Parish (see Figure B,
the map of parishes in Lewis and Harris).

Five key areas were targeted for fieldwork, with the hope that further areas could be
examined as time allowed. These primary areas were:

❖ The north-west coast of Lewis in its entirety - 154 records. From the Port of
Ness in the north to Carloway in the south including the machair systems of

Eoropie, Swainebost, Barvas, Dal Beg and Dal Mor. Most of these records
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fall in the Barvas Parish (149), with only 5 records being made in the Uig
Parish (Cowie 1995, 9).

❖ The west of Lewis - 162 records. Areas walked include Great and Little

Bernera, and the entire stretch from Traigh na Berie to Mealista. All of the
sites in this area fall with in the Parish of Uig (Cowie 1995, 9).

❖ The east coast of Lewis - 76 records. From the Eye Peninsula to Traigh
Geiraha to the north including the machair systems at Traigh Geiraha, Tolsta
and Coll. This stretch also covered several softer geological areas, including
the Eye Peninsula and Gress Beach. The sites in this area fall in the Parish of

Stornoway (70). Also included was the stretch of coastline between Traigh
Geiraha and Ness to the north. Sites from this section fall in Barvas Parish (6)

(Cowie 1995, 10).

❖ The south and west Harris coast line - 74 records. From Luskentyre to

Rodil including the machair systems at Northton, Scarasta, Borve, Nisabost
and Luskentyre. These sites all fall in the Harris Parish (Cowie 1995, 10).

❖ Ensay, Killegray and Berneray - 48 records. Brief visits were made to these
islands in the strait between North Uist and South Harris. All of these islands

fall within the Harris Parish (Cowie 1995, 10).

These areas were chosen on the basis of the Ordnance Survey record cards (held by
the NMRS) and with reference to the geomorphic surveys of the beaches of Lewis
and Harris prepared by Ritchie and Mather (1970). Since the results of this study
were supposed to be comparable to those of the study being prepared by Ian

Shepherd in the Uists, a site record card prepared by Shepherd for use in the

Grampian Region SMR was adopted for both surveys. But as with all surveys using
form recording, records were frequently incomplete on the forms and notes were

instead taken in note books (Cowie 1995,10-11).

The results of the survey will eventually be presented on two sets of maps; 9 sheets
at a scale of 1:50000 will show the overall distribution of sites around the coastline,

(these sheets are as yet un-available, author's note). A further 25 maps have been

presented in the gazetteer at a scale of 1:10000 showing areas which Cowie deemed
deserved greater detail in the report because of their particular interest-

Table 2 (Appendix 4) is a breakdown of site types of the 398 sites recorded using
the same classes as were used to quantify the site type in the NMRS data set (Table
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1, Appendix 1). As with Table 1 the Figures in the count column represent a

combination of primary and secondary classifications.

2.2.2 Calanais (Callanish) Archaeological Research Project

The Calanais Archaeological Research Project (hereafter CARP) commenced in
1985 at the time that the University of Edinburgh purchased Calanais Farm and set

up the Calanais Archaeological Research Centre. The first period of work between
1985 and 1990 had the initial aim of investigating prehistoric settlement by means

of ground and aerial and underwater survey and excavation, and experiments in

farming (carried out at Calanais Farm).

Activities were concentrated on the Bhaltos pensinsula where the RCAHMS

Inventory seemed to be more detailed than elsewhere on the island (Armit 1994,

71). Work commenced with excavations of the complex Atlantic round house on

Loch Bharabhat, the broch tower on Loch na Berie and the wheelhouse at Cnip (see
section 2.5.1). These excavations were complemented with prospection survey

carried out first by Dr T.N. Dixon and P. Topping (Dixon and Topping 1989) and
later completed by I. Armit and the Centre for Field Archaeology (hereafter CFA)

(see section 2.2.2.1).

After an interval of three years from 1990 to 1992 excavations recommenced at the
broch tower on Loch na Berie, and new excavation and prospection was started in
the Calanais area. These new research activities were widened to examine all

periods of settlement. Areas covered by new prospection were further expanded
between 1994 and 1996 when survey was carried out at Calanais, Garenin, the Aird

Uig peninsula (including Uig Sands) and latterly around much of the Lewis
coastline in a linear survey from Aird Drollageo in the south-west to Ranish in the

east, via the Butt of Lewis (see section 2.2.2.2 and Figure 3).

2.2.2.1 The 1989 and 1992 survey of the Bhaltos Peninsula

Covering an area of circa 750 hectares this survey area comprised the whole of the
Bhaltos peninsula with the exception of its south coast and the south-facing slopes
above the south coast. All sites of archaeological significance were recorded, but all
settlements and field systems marked as occupied or ruins on the County (First)
Edition and later Ordnance Survey Maps were excluded.
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This study area has most of the terrain types prevalent on Lewis; machair, steeply

rising hills and lochs, but lacks the extensive areas of blanket peat that dominate the
interior of the island (Armit 1994, 67-69).

Prospection was supported by detailed topographic (total station) survey of features,

individually and in groups with both magnetic and resistivity geophysical survey.

Selected sites were cored within the machair to help in the calibration of geophysics
results and soil samples were taken for later analysis (Armit 1994, 70; 1992b, 4).

The results of the survey were presented first in an archive report (Armit 1992b)
and later in an academic paper in PSAS (Armit 1994) the two incorporating

essentially the same data. In summary the survey identified over 40 previously
unrecorded features (Armit 1994, 74) bringing the total number of recorded sites in
the study area to 54 (Armit 1992b, 67) (see Appendix 9, Table 47 for a full
breakdown of sites). The sites were split into eight groups based on chronology and

typology:

❖ Early prehistoric - before circa 1000BC (Armit 1994, 74).

❖ Atlantic Roundhouses - including sites believed to date to the 1st millennium
BC (Armit 1994, 75).

❖ Later Iron Age and pre-Norse sites. - covering sites from the last centuries
BC up to the pre-Norse period (Armit 1994, 80).

❖ Norse settlement.

❖ Undated settlements - covering a number of settlement mounds and middens

(Armit 1994, 83).

❖ Medieval and later.

❖ Nineteenth century.

❖ Miscellaneous - undated features such as banks and boat nausts (Armit 1994,

91).

In defining these groups Armit touches upon many of the recurring themes of
settlement studies in the Outer Hebrides, particularly on Lewis, but also on occasion
in Scotland as a whole. On the Bhaltos peninsula, for example, settlement is
unknown in some periods notably in the Bronze Age and Norse periods for which
burials have been recorded, but little or no habitation has been identified (Armit

1994, 74 and 82).
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Similarly no settlement can be firmly assigned to the early medieval and medieval

periods. Armit places sites in these periods by a process of elimination because they
do not fit, typologically, with the prehistoric or the 19th century types (Armit 1994,

85). Such sites are left floating in a time band of over a thousand years. These

problems are a recurrent theme and will be addressed in detail in later chapters.

The best represented distribution in the study area is that of the Atlantic round

houses, perhaps because more excavation and research has targeted these structures

than any other site type in the Western Isles. Complex Atlantic Round Houses were

recorded at Dun Bharabhat and Traigh Clibhe, (NB13NW 4 and 9) the broch tower

on Loch na Berie (NB13NW 3) and two wheelhouses at Cnip and behind Traigh na

Berie, (NB13NE 17 and NB13NW 4) (Armit 1992b, 41-44).

While Armit also noted the interesting distribution of middens and settlement
mounds he acknowledged the lack of secure dating evidence other than of a

typological nature - class 5 evidence according to his five levels of dating (1991,

74).

He concluded from his results that a series of changes or 'dislocations' can be seen

in the archaeological record for the Bhaltos peninsula (1994, 90-91) and that these

changes are representative of the wider settlement history for the Western Isles.
These changes are:

❖ The introduction of monumental architecture in the early Iron Age,

suggesting an economy less seasonal in its base than in earlier prehistoric

periods.

❖ The deliberate avoidance of traditional (Iron Age?) settlement sites by Norse

settlers, indicated by the lack of Norse evidence in excavated Iron Age sites
such as those at Loch na Berie and Loch Bharabhat.

❖ The 'abandonment' of the machair plain and the shift to the lower slopes of
the hills by 19th century settlement marked on the County (First) Edition
Ordnance Survey. This allows for the identification and at least a coarse

dating of features such as settlement mounds that that are located exclusively
on the machair plain.

2.2.2.2 Survey activities since 1993

Survey on Lewis has taken on a new dimension since the re-commencement of the
research field work of CARP. Five new large area surveys have been carried out
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between 1993 and 1996 with the aims of examining different terrain types in detail
and recording all settlement evidence. These surveys and the results they produced
are discussed in detail in Chapters 5,6 and 8 and are only summarised here.

The West of Lewis Landscape Project (hereafter WLLP) carried out an integrated

programme of survey, excavation and environmental sampling between 1993 and
1995 in the Calanais area at the south end of East Loch Roag. The survey covered
circa 2500 hectares of the Calanais Grazing Lands (Figure 3). This included the

relatively rich but narrow band of agricultural land commonly called the 'white
lands' at the coast and the larger expanse of blanket peat bog known as the 'black
lands'. Also included in the area were circa 500 hectares of inland lochs (twenty
water bodies) that were surveyed for the presence of underwater features such as

man-made islets (or crannogs) by divers.

This survey revealed a number of complex settlement sites and more than 1000
features. Many of the lochs examined contained partially or completely submerged
islets frequently attached to the shore by a stone-built causeway (Coles 1993b, 110;
Coles and Burgess 1994, 96).

The Garenin Landscape Survey (hereafter GLS) examined features around the
conservation area at the township of Garenin (to the west of Carloway) during 1994
and 1995. Situated at the east side of the mouth of East Loch Roag, it was thought
that this area would provide a good comparison to the work carried out for WLLP.
An integrated approach of survey, excavation and in 1995, of environmental

sampling, started with the examination of the post-medieval and crofting period
settlement in the township crofts. Later, the all-period survey expanded to cover an

area of circa 1000 hectares to the north and south of the township. This area

included the grazing lands of the Borrowston and Garenin townships and part of
that of the Dal Mor township (Figure 3).

The area is dominated by high sea-cliffs backed by blanket peat broken by frequent
rock outcrops. Fertile valleys and bays punctuate these high cliffs with sandy and
cobbled beaches such as those seen at Garenin and Dal Mor. Sites recorded ranged
from evidence of sub-peat field-systems through large promontory enclosures to

blackhouse and crofting settlement including features such as illicit stills and corn-

drying kilns (Burgess et al 1994, 96, Burgess 1995, Burgess and Gilmour 1995, 112
and Burgess et al 1996c 111).
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The Uig Landscape Survey (hereafter ULS) has been carrying out a programme of

survey, excavation and environmental sampling since 1995. This survey area is
located on the western shore of the mouth of West Loch Roag. It was chosen in part

because of its situation immediately adjacent to the Bhaltos survey area examined

by Dixon and Topping in 1989 and Armit and the CFA during 1992 (Figure 3). This

study area covers more than 1500 hectares and includes machair in the south around
the Uig Sands and an area dominated by high sea-cliffs backed by blanket peat

broken by extensive areas of bed-rock.

Survey included underwater inspection of the area's three large water bodies. This
revealed at least one previously unrecorded, completely submerged, man made islet
in Loch Mheacliet - site ULS47 NB 0467 3673 (Burgess and Church 1996, 32)

(Appendix 8, Table 39). Sites recorded ranged from the complex Atlantic round
houses of the machair plain to the RAF base on the high cliffs of Gallan Head at the
northern extent of the study area (Burgess and Church 1995, 111; Burgess and
Church 1996, Burgess et al 1996a,b,d,e 110-111; Gilmour et al 1997).

Survey of Great and Little Bernera was carried out as part of the Bostadh Beach

Project during 1996 (Neighbour and Burgess 1996, 113), taking in the whole of the
islands of Great Bernera and Little Bernera (an area of circa 2300 hectares) located
at the boundary of East and West Loch Roag (Figure 3). The study area includes

high sea-cliffs, tidal lochs, limited areas of machair, and blanket peat punctuated by
rock outcrops. In the south of the island there is a band of 'white land' that looks
south from the north shore of Loch Barraglom (the narrow strait that separates

Great Bernera from mainland Lewis). The Bernera study will be discussed in detail
in Chapter 8 and will be used to assess the validity (or otherwise) of the settlement
model proposed in Chapter 7.

The Coastal Erosion Assessment (Lewis), (hereafter Cea(L)), was instigated

following successful experiments in coastal erosion survey during prospection on

Uig Sands as part of ULS in 1995. Cea(L) covered a linear corridor from the south¬
west tip of Lewis at Aird Drollageo (NA 994 203) via the Butt of Lewis to Ranish

(NB 402 255) in the east (Figure 3). This corridor, circa 450 kilometres in length,
varied in width from 50 metres to 1000 metres (averaging 250 metres). The results
of this survey detail 1825 individual cultural heritage sites, 15 palaeo-environment
sites and 319 geomorphic and erosion cells (Burgess and Church 1997, 16 and

Burgess et al, 1996f, 110). These results provide a baseline of information ranging
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from early prehistory to a cut-off date of 1950, and are discussed in detail in

Chapter 6.

2.2.3 Other survey work

In addition to these larger research programmes on Lewis there has been a constant

background of local work, that for the most part has been published through DES.
Table 38 (Appendix 2) lists the results of a desk-based assessment which examined
all DES entries for the Western Isles between 1988 and 1996. These references

provide the basis for many of the RCAHMS, NMRS records listed in Table 35

(Appendix 1).

The largest body of work recorded in this manner is the prospecting carried by M.R.
and G.R. Curtis. Their records are derived from a mixture of requests from local

people for site inspections and the deliberate prospection of areas as diverse as

Northton on Harris and Barvas Machiar on Lewis. Much of this work is centred

around Calanais where the Curtises have spent the last 20 years carrying out

detailed research on the Calanais ritual landscape.

Many of their reports show a bias towards features that might relate to that

landscape, and in some cases their interpretations might be questionable. This may

be the case for large mounds or cairns that are surmounted by small rectilinear
structures (shielings)(Curtis and Curtis 1990a, 49; 1992i, 7; 1994b, 95; 1994g, 97;

19941, 97; 1995a, 107; and 1995h, 110). While it cannot be ruled out that these sites
are cairns, prospection for WLLP, GLS and ULS has shown that shielings tend to

be situated on prominent natural knolls made even more conspicuous by the

presence of the structures and the surrounding lush green grass caused by manuring
and other human activities.

One interesting record in this class is the mound by Little Loch Roag (NGR: NB
1386 2552). This mound, 50 by 30 metres is constructed of stone and is surmounted

by a substantial stone-built structure that measures 18 metres by 13 metres (Curtis
and Curtis 1992n). It could be anything from a man-made island, a 'tell' containing
the demolished remains of a complex Atlantic round house to, as the Curtises

suggest, a prehistoric burial cairn. The name of the site, Sidean Cliet Thog, or fairy
hill, suggests a reverence for the site within the local tradition of the area but
without further survey and firm interpretation of the mound is impossible.
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Of the 64 reports made by the Curtises (and Ponting and Curtis) in DES since 1988
the following breakdown may be made:

❖ Burial cairns - 25 (Curtis and Curtis,1990e, 49; 1991b, 76; 1991c, 76; 1991f,

76; 1991g, 76; 1992c, 86; 1992f, 86; 1992i, 86; 1992j, 86; 1992k, 86; 19921,

86; 1992n, 87; 1993b, 109; 1994b, 95; 1994c, 95; 1994g, 97; 1994k, 98;

1995a, 107; 1995b 110; 1995c, 110; 1995f, 110; and 1995h, 110)

❖ Burials - 2 (Curtis and Curtis 1990d, 49; and 1991i, 76)

❖ Find Spots - 10 (Curtis 1988, Curtis and Curtis 1989a, 71; 1989e, 72; 1991e,

76; 1994e, 95; 1994f, 97; 1996a, 105; 1996b, 112; Ponting and Curtis 1988d,

32; and Ponting 1988, 32)

❖ Stone circles/settings - 11 (Curtis and Curtis 1989b, 72, 1989d, 72; 1990b,

49; 1990c, 49; 1992a, 84; 1994d, 95; 1994h, 97; 1994m, 98; 1995g, 110;

Ponting and Curtis 1988b, 32; and 1988e, 32)

❖ Carvings (cup marks) - 3 (Curtis and Curtis, 1992g, 86; 1994a, 95; and

Ponting and Curtis 1988a, 32)

❖ Hut Circles - 3 (Curtis and Curtis, 1989c, 72; 1991a, 76; and 1991h, 76)

❖ Excavations - 3 (Curtis and Curtis, 1994n, 98; Curtis et al, 1994, 94; and

Ponting and Curtis, 1988c, 32)

❖ Structures - 4 (Curtis and Curtis 1992h, 86; 1993a, 109; 19941, 97; and

1994j, 97)

❖ Settlements - 2 (Curtis and Curtis 1992e, 84; and 1993c, 110)

❖ Sub-peat features - 3 (Curtis and Curtis, 1990a 49; 1995d, 110; and 1995e,

110)

2.3 Survey Projects in the rest of the Outer Hebrides

Survey projects in the remaining islands of the Outer Hebrides are concentrated in
the southern islands of the Uists, Benbecula and Barra. With the exception of the
coastal erosion and archaeological survey carried out by the NMS (see section

2.2.1), and the Curtises prospections (discussed in section 2.2.3), little or no

prospection survey has occurred on either North or South Harris.
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The work in the southern Outer Hebrides can be broken into two distinct groups, the
activities of Sheffield University under the auspices of the Sheffield. Environmental
and Archaeological Research Campaign in the Hebrides, (hereafter SEARCH.) and
the work of Ian Armit and the CFA on North Uist and particularly in the Vallay
Strand area.

2.3.1 The Vallay Strand Project, North Uist

Following Armit's work during the mid and late 1980s at Foch Olabhat (Armit

1988a, 30; 1988b, 30; 1989a, 70; and 1989b, 70), new survey work was initiated

immediately to the east on the Vallay Strand, located on the north coast of North
Uist. Field work was carried out in 1990 by Armit and in 1995 (Armit and Dunwell

1995a, 108) and 1996 by the CFA (Dunwell and Clarke 1996a and 1996b, 107).

The aim of the survey was to place within their landscape context three sites in the
course of excavation on the strand, that were at risk from coastal erosion (Armit

1996a, 106; Armit and Dunwell 1995a, 108; Armit and Braby 1995, 106; Dunwell
1996a and 1996b). To this end a programme of prospecting survey and palaeo-
environment sampling was undertaken, the purpose of which was to locate through

fieldwalking sites that would help in the assessment of sea-level changes.

The project set out to record all the features (except for cultivation and clearance

cairns) in a coastal strip 0.5-1.5 kilometres wide between Foch Olabhat in the west
and Ceann nan Clachan in the east. Features were located to an accuracy suitable
for mapping at 1:10000 scale (circa 10 metres diameter) using tapes and Global

Positioning Systems (hereafter GPS.).

139 sites were recorded ranging in date from the Neolithic to modern, and in use

from funerary to domestic. The eroding coastal edge has the largest number of sites
and the greatest time depth while the interior has for the most part only post-

medieval settlement (Dunwell and Clarke 1996a, 3-8).

Seven categories of site were identified:

❖ Field systems - 38 records - including individual field walls etc. The survey

revealed the usual palimpsest of field systems that may be seen in most areas

of the Western Isles. Three sites proved to be of particular interest; walls that
marked the en-crofting of Griminish in 1814, the township boundary between
Griminish and Foshigarry and finally a group of old structures and walls that
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appeared to be of considerable antiquity and were positioned to enclose the

promontory of Geirrisclett peninsula (Dunwell and Clarke, 1996, 10).

Drove roads (and track ways) - 2 records.

Buildings and Settlement - This group was split into seven sub groups:

♦ Blackhouse and recent settlement - 3 records - one of which was still

occupied when surveyed for the Ordnance Survey County (First)
Edition maps of 1881 (Dunwell and Clarke, 1996, 12).

♦ 19th century stone-built settlement - 40 records - including rectilinear

buildings and clusters of settlement. To the west of the

Griminish/Vallay township boundary these sites are concentrated in
four areas consisting of at least one large habitational structure, a

smaller ancillary structure and a kiln/barn (Dunwell and Clarke 1996,

13).

♦ Turf-built structures and enclosures - 20 records - including stone-

and-turf, and turf structures, none of which are recorded by the
Ordnance Survey. Many of these features occur in the same areas as

the later 19th century features (Dunwell and Clarke 1996, 13).

♦ Medieval and post-medieval settlement of the Druim nan Dearcag type
- 2 records - from evidence of surface traces these sites appear to be
of similar type to the settlement excavated at Druim nan Dearcag

(Armit 1988a, 30.) One of these structures was excavated (Dunwell

1996b) at Airaigh Mhic Ruairidh (Dunwell and Clarke 1996, 13).

♦ Undated square structures - 4 records - thought to be shielings or

bothies, these sites are circa 2-2.5 metres square and constructed of
stone-and-turf (Dunwell and Clarke 1996, 14).

♦ Probably pre-medieval ovate buildings - 1 record - This stone-built
ovate structure shows evidence of having a sub-rectangular structure

and 2 bothies built into it. Located on a knoll at Bagh an Ackara, this
site was excavated in 1995 (Armit and Dunwell 1995b, 108) revealing
that the ovoid structure had at least two phases. The date of these
features is as yet uncertain (Dunwell and Clarke 1996,14).
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♦ Settlement of prehistoric date. - 4 records - Three are sites identified

by Beveridge, the aisled round houses at Iochdrach (NMRS: NF77SE

6) and Cnoc n' Comhdalach (NMRS: NF77SE 3 and 24) and a multi

period unnamed site on the most prominent knoll on the Geirisclett

peninsula (NMRS: NF77NE 2). In addition, this study has identified a

burnt mound and structure at Ceann nan Clachan (Dunwell 1996a;
Armit and Braby 1996a, 106) which as yet has no firm date (Dunwell
and Clarke, 1996,14).

❖ Bivallate enclosures - 1 record - Lying beside boggy ground at Airagh Mhic
Ruiridh is a distinctive enclosure with two building phases. The first is an

oval enclosure circa 12 metres across bounded by a double bank and medial
ditch. The second phase is represented by the levelling of the eastern end of
the feature and the rebuilding of a single bank with square corners (Dunwell
and Clarke 1996,14-15).

❖ Walled knolls - 4 records - 4 knolls were originally surrounded by coursed
stone or boulder walls. Three contain the remains of pre-medieval structures,

while the fourth has no such structures but shows signs of cultivation. While
the walls may be recent, there seems to be some correlation between pre-

medieval settlement and these features (Dunwell and Clarke 1996, 15).

❖ Funerary sites - 3 records - including a chambered cairn on Greisisclett

(NF77NE 15 and Henshall 1972), a square stone setting, possibly a cist in
front of an outcrop face (author's note - this site may be the fire pit for an

illicit still), and a modern cairn overlying an earlier structure (Dunwell and
Clarke 1996,15).

❖ Miscellaneous sites - 6 records - including a possible cup-marked stone,

and a series of marine industry features including kelp kilns at Greisiclett

(Dunwell and Clarke 1996, 15).

As yet the reports available for this survey (Dunwell and Clarke 1996) and the
associated excavations (Dunwell 1996a and 199b) are only data structure reports

and contain very little interpretation or discussion of the distribution or type of
settlement located during the prospection survey. Three sites were identified as

being of interest for studying sea-level change. A full account of this assessment is
made in Chapter 3.
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2.3.2 Sheffield Environmental and Archaeological Research Campaign in
the Hebrides (SEARCH)

SEARCH commenced fieldwork in the southern Outer Hebrides in 1988 with the

aim of examining the relationship between settlement and the natural environment
in a 'marginal environment' (Branigan and Foster 1995). The ongoing programme

of investigation has involved a series of prospection surveys on almost all of the
southern Outer Hebrides, from South Uist to Berneray. These prospections have
been supported by programmes of environmental sampling and excavation, some at

a trial level and some more detailed, of features ranging from the complex Atlantic
round house at Dun Vulan to blackhouses (see section 2.5.2).

So far the survey results have been published only in DES and in the form of
interim reports that summarise each field season. The exception is the publication of
the results in the first SEARCH Volume of the prospection survey in the Ben

Tangerval area of Barra (Branigan and Foster 1995). Further publication of survey

results is not due until volumes 4 and 5 of the SEARCH report series. (Volume 2

being the most recent publication, (Gilbertson et al. 1996)). Dr Parker Pearson of
Sheffield University and SEARCH has however been kind enough to supply texts

of internal unpublished SEARCH interim survey reports. These reports form the
basis of the brief resumes in the distributed interim reports produced annually by
the project.

Due to the size of the geographical area and the number of project elements
involved the following summary of SEARCH prospection activities is organised by
island rather than in chronological order, starting with South Uist in the north and

ending with Berneray in the south. (The locations of SEARCH surveys are marked
on Figure 5).

2.3.2.1 South Uist

Survey on South Uist commenced during the first SEARCH field work season in
1988. Prospection was carried out in three areas:

❖ Firstly, along a transect between Bheinn Mhor via East Loch Ollay to Taobh
a Deas Loch Aineort, an area of rocky mountains around Bheinn Mhor that
descends to the west on the machair plain and the many lochs in the area

between East Loch Ollay and Toabh a Deas Loch Aineort (NF 80 30 - NF 77
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28). One hundred sites were recorded, mostly of 18th and 19th century date
and ranging in type from marine industry features such as smoke houses to

sheep pens. Some structures are believed to pre-date the medieval, including
a site thought to be Bronze Age in date consisting of a large enclosure with 6

possible funerary cairns within (Sheffield University 1988, 5).

❖ Secondly, from the rocky hills of Ben Corry descending west to the machair

plain and Kildonan (NF 75 28 - NF 73 28). This transect terminated at the
Kildonan middens, the largest of which measures 230 metres in length. Core

survey sampling of these middens revealed that these deposits were up to 5
metres deep and covered stone structures (Sheffield University 1988, 4).

*t* Finally, in the machair between Smercleit and Bornais, a coastal strip of the
machair between 50 and 150 metres in width was examined for circa 15

kilometres (NF 75 15 - NF 73 30) revealing the 'usual' hearths, middens and
walls seen elsewhere on machair surveys (Sheffield University 1988, 6).

Further large scale prospection exercises have since concentrated on the machair of
the west coast. During 1993-1994 the area surrounding Dun Vulan (NGR: NF 713

298) on the west coast was surveyed in detail. An area of 5 square kilometres to the
north and south of the Ardvule Peninsula was first examined during 1993 when
over 30 new settlements were located, many showing signs of long occupation

(Parker Pearson and Sharpies 1993, 4). The sites seem to be regularly distributed

along the machair plain at intervals of 1-2 kilometres, suggesting that their
territories were similar to those of the modern crofting township borders on the
island (Parker Pearson and Sharpies 1994, 2).

Additional survey and sampling in 1994 showed that most of the prehistoric and

early medieval settlement evidence surviving in the machair is in the form of
mounds which ranging in height from 0.2 to 6 metres. Detailed instrument survey

showed that these mounds were frequently found in small clusters that conformed
in location to the approximate areas of the grazings of the modern townships.
Mounds putatively earlier in date are slight in form and differently distributed,

mostly in the southern half of the study area (Parker Pearson and Sharpies 1994, 2-

4).

The gazetteer for this survey lists 55 such sites (Parker Pearson 1996a, 26-54)

ranging in size from 5 metres to over 100 metres. Table 3 (Appendix 4) summarises
sizes (diameter and height) against possible period (based on artefactual evidence).
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This survey was further extended in 1995 and 1996 when work on the machair
revealed a further 115 sites in the townships of Gearraidh Bhaeilteas, Frobost,
Gearraidh Sheile, Baghasdal, Leth Mheadhanach, Gearraidh na Monadh Smercleit,
Cille Bhrighe, Drimore, Greirnis and Iochdar (Parker Pearson 1995b, 109; 1996a,

54-115; and 1996b, 110).

Overall this survey covers the whole of the west coast of the island, an area 35
kilometres in length, in a corridor of between 300 and 2000 metres in width. Site
concentrations peak in two areas, at Kildonnan (discussed above) and at Machair
Mheadhanach in the Iochadar area. While the survey is by no means exhaustive it
has aimed to examine and record all settlement of prehistoric, Norse and early
medieval date, as well as examining the numerous surface scatters of artefacts and
middens with a view to their dating. Sites were located by total station, GPS and re¬

section to be plotted at a scale of 1:10000 (Parker Pearson 1996a, 2-6).

The resulting body of data has been divided into five chronological groups and
assessed in detail within the Dun Vulan environs:

❖ Early Bronze Age (2500-1500BC) - 4 records, all in the south of the survey

area around Kildonan. Finds include flint arrowheads and Beaker pottery.

C14 samples obtained from trial excavations date to 3710±80 bp (OxA-3353)
and 3560±80 bp (OxA-3354), (Parker Pearson 1996a, 7).

❖ Late Bronze Age/early Iron Age (1200-100 BC) - 2 Records, found in the
northern half of the survey area at Staoinebrig and Ormacliet. These sites are

adjacent to later sites. Parker Pearson suggests that these sites represent the
first phases in the development of proto-townships that later developed into
modern crofting townships (Parker Pearson 1996a, 8).

❖ Middle Iron Age (100BC-400 AD) - 8 records, distributed evenly

throughout the survey area. These sites tend to be large, measuring between
2-6 metres in height and over 40 metres across. Their regular distribution,
one site to each modern township, has lead to the suggestion that these sites
mark the start of township development on South Uist (Parker Pearson

1996a, 8).

❖ Late Iron Age (AD 400-800) - 4 records evenly distributed in the centre of
the survey area, these sites are identified by the presence of plain pottery.

There seems to be little evidence of these sites continuing into the Norse
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period except for the upper levels of the mound at Bornish. Excavations at

Dun Vulan have produced no evidence of any Norse presence (Parker
Pearson 1996a, 9).

❖ Viking Age (AD800-1250) - 7 records, three are evenly distributed in the
south of the survey area, three are clustered together at Upper Bornish -

treated as one site (Parker Pearson et al 1995a, 108), and one is right at the
northern extreme of the survey area. There appears to be no continuity
between Norse and medieval settlement (Parker Pearson 1996a, 2-9-10).

2.3.2.2 Eriskay

One season of survey has been carried out on the island of Eriskay (Fleming 1991).
Situated between South Uist and Barra (centred at NGR: NF 795 805), the island
measures 4.5 kilometres from north to south and up to 2.8 kilometres in width. The

survey covered a 50 metre wide strip around the eroding edge of the coast and a

cursory examination of the interior of the island.

Sites included extended field systems with cairns and much evidence of cultivation.
One cairn of 3 metres in diameter was recorded at NGR: NF 784 122, one

(settlement?) mound 4 metres in diameter was recorded at NGR: NF 807 124 and
one boat-shaped structure was recorded at NGR: NF 807 124. The remaining
monuments recorded seem to be stone-built structures of late date: whitehouses,

greyhouses (Burgess 1995, 78) and blackhouses (Fleming 1991, 5).

2.3.2.3 Barra

Survey work has been carried out on Barra between 1988 and 1995 covering much
of the island with conventional survey and much of the coastline with coastal
erosion surveys. Work commenced with the initial prospection in the Borve Valley
on the west coast and on the Eoligarry Peninsula on the north coast in 1988.

The Borve Valley is circa 3 kilometres long and runs from the coast and Borve
Point in a south south-easterly direction. Much of the flat floor of the valley is
covered by the township of Borve, which is overlooked on either side by hills rising

steeply to over 200 metres. Prior to this work no intensive survey had been carried
out on Barra, and again the only baseline information has been provided by the
RCAHMS Inventory which recorded 20 'sites', 7 'duns', 9 'cairns' and 2 'standing
stones'.
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The results of the prospection at Borve included the discovery of three classes of
hut circle (based on size - 2 metres, 3-6 metres and 8-10 metres in diameter), 5

cairns, 2 standing stones and 2 megalithic stone settings. One of theses was

rectangular in shape and the other was circular with an external kerb, 24 metres in
diameter and a concentric internal ring 12 metres in diameter (Sheffield University

1988, 2).

This work was augmented in 1994 by a wall survey in the same area, aimed at

recording all walls outwith the modern crofts. At least seven separate types of

boundary were mapped and several super-impositions of wall styles proved crucial
to their dating. It is hoped that eventually this work will lead to the compilation of

maps for the different phases of enclosure that will be useful in interpreting the
distribution of the 240 monuments recorded in the valley (Branigan 1994d, 11).

The Eoligarry Peninsula is a machair headland at the north tip of Barra measuring 5
kilometres north to south and up to 1.8 kilometres east to west, with the township of

Eoligarry on its northern shore. Records include two long houses that were thought
to be Norse in date, and a series of fieldwalls and middens that surround Dun

Scurival at the northern extreme of the peninsula (Sheffield University 1988, 3;

Branigan 1993b 109).

This area was extended to the south during 1994 with an initial phase of prospection
of the hills Ben Eirval and Ben Cliad (Branigan 1994c, 11). 85 new features were

recorded during this first stage of work, including shielings, seven blackhouses, and

large numbers of circular and oval huts of between 4-8 metres in diameter

(compared to Ben Tangaval where only 5 % of huts are recorded in this category).

Sites in this area are mostly located below 100 metres OD. on the north and east

slopes of the massif. Seventeen sites have been dated provisionally to the

prehistoric period, including one broch, three oval thick-walled huts of 8-10 metres

diameter that are thought to be later Bronze Age or early Iron Age in date, five huts
of between 5-6 metres diameter that may be Bronze Age, five oval stone huts

measuring 5x4 metres that could be Iron Age, a kerbed cairn of late Bronze Age
date and a megalithic enclosure that could be Neolithic or Bronze Age.

The Bronze Age huts, the megalithic site and kerbed cairn are (with one exception)
all located on the west side of Ben Erival. The thick-walled oval huts that have been

shown to be later Bronze Age and early Iron Age in date by excavation are located
so that one falls in the centre of each of the three modern land divisions on the
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massif. Four of the smaller oval huts are found within 500 metres of each other on

the east facing slopes of Ardveenish. This distribution suggests a shift in settlement
from the west to the east in the Iron Age and may relate to climatic deterioration

during the 1st millennium BC (Branigan 1995a, 4).

During 1988 prospection was carried out specifically to identify possible habitation
in cave and rock shelter sites in the Ben Erival area to the south of Eoligarry. This

survey identified one cave containing shell and bone located at Beinn an Bile, and a

rock shelter was also noted. On the slopes of Flearval on the south-east side of the
island two further rock shelters with developed apron areas were recorded

(Sheffield University 1988, 8).

Between 1991 and 1992 much of the coast line of the island had been covered by
coastal erosion assessment (Branigan 1992d, 87 and 1992e, 87; Branigan and
Gilbertson 1992, 13; Branigan et al, 1991 and 1992). This work was carried out in a

linear transect of no more than 50 metres width to examine the eroding face of the
shore. 1991 fieldwork encompassed Brevig to Tangersdale around the south coast

of the island (Branigan et al 1991, 2-3), while 1992 fieldwork covered the east and
west coasts of the island (Branigan et al 1992, 1).

Of the 91 sites recorded most are the remains of post-medieval settlement including
blackhouses and shielings. One obvious exception to this is the complex Atlantic
round house at Dun Clieff on the north-east coast of the island (NF 6819 0530)
which is suffering from erosion activity (Branigan et al 1992, 7). Branigan
concluded that with the exception of this site, some boat-shaped enclosures (NGR:
NF 7276 0191) and the Dun (NGR: NF 7150 0265), most of the coastal settlement
was of modern origin and at no risk from coastal erosion (Branigan et al. 1992, 9).

On the south coast of Barra is the peninsula of Tangaval, an area of circa 700
hectares dominated in its centre by the massif of Ben Tangaval rising to over 330
metres. This area was surveyed in detail starting in 1988 and 1989 (Branigan 1989,

68) in advance of the construction of the Vatersay Causeway (Branigan and
Gilbertson 1989), and is published extensively in the first SEARCH Volume

(Branigan and Foster 1995 and Branigan 1995b).

The survey of the pensinsula was completed in 1991 by walking transects of
between 25 and 75 metres in width. 233 sites have been identified many of which
are believed to be post-medieval in date (Branigan and Foster 1995, 30-31). These
include:
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❖ 11 walls.

*t* 8 blackhouses, of which seven are notable because of their small size

(suggesting an early date - author's note).

♦> 11 enclosures and 51 clearance cairns, that are mostly adjacent to modern
settlement.

❖ 9 small circular huts.

❖ 10 rectangular huts.

❖ 83 temporary shelters.

Fifty sites are believed to be of some antiquity, (Branigan and Foster 1995, 31 -32),

including:

❖ 7 large round houses, concentrated around the south coast on middle slopes,
and believed to be Iron Age in date.

❖ Smaller oval huts, believed to be later prehistoric or medieval in date.

♦♦♦ 6 cellular sites, believed to be Iron Age in date.

❖ 4 cairns, of non-clearance type.

❖ 5 cists, found mainly in the south-east corner of the peninsula and thought to

date to the Bronze Age.

❖ 7 enlarged cists, constructed of megalithic stone and believed to be Neolithic
or Early Bronze Age in date.

Evidence from this survey and its associated excavations suggests that the earliest
settlers on Barra were Neolithic (from their material culture), commencing in the

early fourth millennium BC. There is as yet no evidence for Mesolithic activity, but
this cannot be ruled out.

Evidence of early prehistoric activity is supported by extensive excavations at Allt
Chrisal which at present has identified at least three circular huts and a series of

'activity platforms' upon which earlier wooden huts may have stood. Much of the
settlement of this period is in the south-east of the peninsula, and it is suggested
that the ingress of sand on the west and north-west sides of the peninsula has led to

the masking of sites.
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A large gap exists in the evidence for Tangaval between the Early Bronze Age and
the Atlantic Iron Age phase; this gap is also seen on Barra and much of the Outer
Hebrides. Environmental change, particularly the spread of blanket peat is believed
to have made the peninsula more marginal in farming terms in the later prehistoric

period. 16 sites on the peninsula are believed to be Iron Age in date, and all except

one are coastal in location, nowhere more than 50 metres from the shore. Two of

these sites are Atlantic Round Houses (Armit 1992a, 163) 15-18 metres in diameter,
and four are large huts of 8-10 meters diameter. Excavations at one of the latter
revealed a single circuit of walling 1 metre in width and it is believed that these
structures are probably wheelhouses.

The third type of round house recorded are the huts of 7 metres diameter with walls
at least 1 metre thick. While it is not certain where these fall in the sequence of

settlement, excavation at Borve suggests that similar structures follow immediately
after later Bronze Age settlement. These sites may be contemporary with a fourth

group of sites that are of oval shape but have similarly constructed walls. Branigan

suggests that the chronology may be later than suggested by Armit (1992), with the
Atlantic round houses being occupied until the 2nd century AD on the basis of
Zvelebil's excavations at Kildonan, South Uist (Zvelebil 1989, 69; and 1991, 75),

and wheelhouses lasting through the 4th and 5th centuries AD (Branigan 1995b, 199-

204).

Medieval settlement was lacking in the Tangaval study. Several boat-shaped

settings and small blackhouses may be of that period, but there is no material
culture to support this conclusion. Evidence of the post-medieval settlement and

agriculture is more widespread, particularly in the south-east of the peninsula.

Survey at the village of Gortien (Branigan 1994a, 12-13 and Branigan and Merrony

1995, 193-198) clearly shows three phases of construction before the site was

abandoned, with housing for as many as 10 families. This small village is
surrounded by cultivation, sheep walls and clearance. Abandonment of this site and
other similar sites between 1820 and 1840 suggests that enforced clearances were

taking place with people moving to the crofting townships such as Borve and

Kentangaval.

2.3.2.4 Vatersay

Vatersay lies immediately to the south of Barra and is connected to that island by a

causeway constructed in 1989. Consisting of two land masses joined by a dune bar
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the island, five kilometres from north to south, is seven kilometres from east to west

in the north and three and a half kilometres from east to west in the south. Both

coastal erosion and detailed prospecting surveys have been carried out here during
1992 and 1993 (Branigan 1992a, 87, and 1992f, 16).

In the south 40 sites were located across the area, only five of them in the coastal
band of 50 metres. Modern sites are relatively few, but prehistoric remains are well

represented. These include seven well-constructed kerb-cairns, a ruined dun, a

standing stone and a boat-shaped setting. Brannigan notes that the cairns form an

interesting group within 500 metres of the dun site (6 are within 300 metres), and
all are constructed using blocky stones in a manner not seen on any of the other
islands surveyed to the north (1992f, 16).

Work on Northern Vatersay begun in 1991 and 1992 remains incomplete as access

was refused during 1993 and 1994 (Branigan et al 1994, 1). Most of the features
recorded during this limited work date to the post-medieval period, though there are

small oval huts, a thick-walled circular hut that may be prehistoric, a kerbed cairn
that is actively eroding, and a midden and buried land surface that has produced
some pottery and several flints. One other unusual site is noted, the wreck of a

Catalina flying boat that crashed in 1948. This has been removed from Heishival

Beg, where it crashed, and dumped in a stream bed (Branigan et al 1994, 3-7).

2.3.2.5 Sandray

Located to the south of Vatersay, Sandray is an uninhabited island 2.5 by 2.5
kilometres. Survey of the island was completed during 1991 as part of the coastal
erosion survey of the southern islands (Foster 1991, 75). The project design
concentrated on the 50 metre eroding coastal edge, but also paid cursory visits to

the interior of the island and identified seventy-five features. Many of these sites
relate to post-medieval settlement, including twelve blackhouses and a system of
animal pens, cultivation and clearance cairns (Brannigan and Foster 1991a, 15; and

Branigan et al 1991, 9).

prehistoric monuments recorded include five large round houses, 8-12 metres in
diameter, one of which may have internal piers. Two small standing stones and 4
cists were also located and at Sheader a multi-period midden was noted that is
believed to have Neolithic and Bronze Age layers, and was seen to contain stone

structures (Branigan and Foster 1991a, 15).
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2.3.2.6 Mingulay

Surveyed over two seasons in 1993 and 1994 (Branigan et al 1993, 1; Branigan et al

1994, 1; Branigan 1993b, 109) the island of Mingulay lies between Pabbay (not

surveyed?) and Berneray, the most southerly island in the Outer Hebrides. The
island is 3.5 kilometres long, between 1 and 2.5 kilometres wide and is dominated

by three high hills; Hecla, MacPhee's Hill and Carnan, rising to between 215 and
270 metres OD. Mingulay bay on the east coast is the only sandy beach on the
island.

Forty-seven sites were recorded in the two seasons within the 50 metre strip of
coastline examined. A total of 350 sites have been recorded on the island as a

whole. Sites of interest include six shelters of post-medieval date, two enclosures,
an oval house possibly of medieval date, five ring cairns, four mounds and three

possible collapsed tombs. Also recorded were a series of seven sub-rectangular
structures that were thought to be burial caims. These features measure 5 by 2
metres with stone work graded in size from small at one end to large at the other.
Several have upstanding slabs at one end, and the interior is also mounded towards
one end. All command views from the mounded end. These cairns appear unique to

Mingulay as they are not recorded on any of the other Outer Hebridean islands

(Foster 1993, 11).

2.3.2.7 Berneray

The most southerly of the Outer Hebrides, Berneray, is 3 kilometres from east to

west and little more than 1 kilometre from north to south. The island was surveyed
as part of the coastal erosion programme in 1992 (Foster 1992a, 88; Branigan et al

1992, 11) when the opportunity was taken to examine the interior as well as the
usual 50 metre strip around the coastline. Eighty sites were recorded of which more

than half are believed to be medieval or prehistoric in date. Six boat-shaped
structures may date to either the Norse or medieval periods, four have a pointed

prow and a flat stern. The remaining two are pointed at both ends. These settings
measure between 4 and 9 metres in length.

The only site believed to be Iron Age was a dun - "Dun Barra Head" destroyed

during the construction of the Barra Head Lighthouse. Near to this site is Dun

Briste, a promontory enclosure with apparent intramural galleries in its enclosing
wall (Armit 1992a, 174). Seven hut circles of various dates were recorded along
with 5 cists, 5 burial cairns and 4 chambered tombs. The chambered tombs are all
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located in mounds on the north facing cliffs looking towards Mingulay. Foster

suggests that this distribution indicates a higher level of Neolithic and Bronze Age

activity than on the islands to the north, but that later prehistoric settlement is less
than would be expected on the basis of surveys carried out by SEARCH on Uist and
Barra. (1992c, 15).

2.4 Thematic Studies

In addition to the area specific surveys in Lewis and the rest of the Outer Hebrides,
a number of thematic studies have been carried out. These deal with one class or

period of monument and cover the whole, or a large part, of the Western Isles.

2.4.1 Chambered Tombs -Audrey Henshall, 1972

In her study of the chambered tombs of Scotland Henshall identifies a group of sites
she refers to as the Hebridean Group (1972, 111). These are found over an area

from the Butt of Lewis in the north to Loch Etive in the south (a distance of 150

miles), and from Uist in the west to Benderloch in the east (90 miles). The main
concentration of these sites is centred on the southern Outer Hebrides. A few sites

are recorded on Lewis and Harris, a few on Skye, and a very few on the west coast

of the mainland (1972, 113).

On North Uist Henshall records a 'remarkable' distribution of between nineteen and

twenty-two sites located mostly in upland moor areas as opposed to most of the
settlement which is found on the more fertile lowland coastal plain. These are

situated on the lower slopes of the more imposing hills, between 100 and 300 feet

OD, (30-100 metres), only four being close to machair (1972,116).

Tombs are fewer on the other islands of the southern Outer Hebrides (Benbecula,
South Uist and Barra) but similarly sited: two sites are recorded on Benbecula, eight
to ten on South Uist and two on Barra (1972, 118).

The distribution on Lewis consists of 6 sites in two groups marked by exceptional

geological conditions. Four tombs around the area of Stornoway are the only sites
on the east coast of the Outer Hebrides. These sites are located on the only area of

sedimentary rocks in the whole of the Outer Hebrides. The second group, two sites,
is on the west coast in the vicinity of Calanais and Breasclete above the shore of
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East Loch Roag, on a band of Schist stretching between Breasclete and the head of
East Loch Roag to the south of Calanais (1972, 118-120).

2.4.2 Stone Circles - Aubrey Burl, 1976

In his assessment of the stone circles of Britain, Burl's Western Isles area includes

all of the islands lying off the west coast of Scotland from Arran in the south to

Lewis in the North. He notes that the stone circles of the Western Isles lack the

uniformity of those to the south. Sites frequently include outlying and centre stones,

there are a few concentric rings and at least one avenue. He also notes that the
"circles" are smaller, frequently non-circular, and often have associated burials.

These sites turn up in clusters such as those seen at Machrie Moor (Arran) or on

Lewis (Calanais), or as solitary settings such as those seen on North Uist (1976,

140-141). These solitary sites are megalithic ovals located on the south shore of
North Uist and are frequently situated close to burial sites. Carinish is circa 400
metres west of a Hebridean long cairn of the same name, Loch a Phobuill is close to

Craonaval passage tomb, and Pobull Fhinn is circa 400 metres south-west of Barpa

Longrass round cairn. They are located 1.5 miles apart on a low plateau and in plan
the long axis of the oval is orientated approximately east to west. Burl suggests that
these pairings of circle and burial may relate to small, early prehistoric territories of
circa 130 hectares (1976,147-148).

2.4.3 Later prehistory - Ian Armit 1990

For the preparation of his PhD thesis (1990a) Armit carried out an extensive re¬

assessment of known later prehistoric settlement sites in the Western Isles. Rather
than carrying out a new prospecting survey he relied on the existing survey and
revisited many of the sites for assessment purposes. The basis of this study is a re¬

classification of later prehistoric structures in the Western Isles. Using the new

classification (see Figure 4) to group sites Armit then applied various methods of

analysis (Thiessen polygons, inter-visibility survey and carrying capacity) to the

groups of Atlantic round houses on Barra and North Uist, and the group of
wheelhouses on the Vallay Strand, North Uist (1992a, 113-126).

Armit concludes that changes in architecture equate to chronological changes with
Atlantic round houses emerging in the mid first millennium BC, then falling into
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disuse as wheelhouses were constructed in the last century BC and the first century

AD. Finally from the first century AD monumental architecture was abandoned in
favour of cellular structures. This sequence is accompanied by a concentration of
settlement in the coastal belt and the abandonment of the interior due largely to

environmental deterioration (1992a, 128).

2.4.4 Norse Settlement - Mary McLeod 1992-6

Since the early 1990s Mary McLeod (Glasgow University, Archaeology

Department) has carried out an extensive prospecting survey with the aim of

identifying Norse settlement on the Isle of Lewis as part of her PhD. thesis. As yet

little of this work has been published, the exception being two excavations carried
out on the north side of Uig Sands in 1995 (McLeod 1995a, 111 and 1995b, 110)
neither of which proved to be Norse in date. In 1996 McLeod decided to change the

emphasis of her PhD. to examine research data gathered on the Swedish site of

Birka, placing her work on Lewis on hold at least until 2000 (M McLeod pers.

comm).

2.5 Excavation in the Outer Hebrides

While the present research is primarily survey based in its emphasis, it does depend
on the results of excavation to provide control information on dating and

morphology. Table 4 (Appendix4) lists all of the recent excavations carried out on

Lewis (going back to the 1970s). More detailed reference may be made to these
excavations elsewhere in relevant parts of this text.

Excavations from the southern Outer Hebrides are not dealt with here but are listed

in Table 38 (Appendix 2) which lists all of the DES entries from the Western Isles

(except those from St. Kilda) since 1988. This covers all of the excavations
associated with Armit's work on the Vallay Strand and which have been carried out

in association with SEARCH projects. These sites are also referred to in relevant

parts of the present study.

One site on Harris that is not included in either table is the early prehistoric
settlement of Northton on Harris. Details of this site, including a survey carried out

by Cowie in 1978.
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2.6 Summary

This analysis of survey work in the Outer Hebrides has attempted to give an

indication of the results of all of the surveys ever carried out in the area. In the
Southern Isles it has been hampered by the limited nature of the published reports.

Throughout the area there is a problem of different interpretation. On Lewis and in
North Uist the use of Armit's classification of Atlantic round houses has been

accepted for better or worse, as a method of describing (if not dating) the
monumental architecture of later prehistory. Elsewhere this system is only partially

used, for example on Barra and South Uist SEARCH records 'hut circles' with wall
thickness and large diameters which appear on occasion also to be described as

Atlantic round houses or wheel houses. It is not simply a problem between the
work of CARP and SEARCH, it is most obvious in the NMRS record, where those

preparing the database are forced for the most part to accept the site recorders

original definition.

Putting aside the problems of interpretation and terminology, there are notable
differences in the class and distribution of many monuments between Lewis and the
southern Outer Hebrides; these include:

❖ The prevalence of settlement mounds on South Uist; only three are recorded
in Lewis

❖ The prevalence of circular huts in the southern isles; only five are recorded in
Lewis

❖ The prevalence of promontory enclosures on Lewis (sixty or more records);

only six are recorded in the southern isles

The discrepancy between the number of huts recorded may be explained by looking
at the number of cellular structures on Lewis, hundreds, compared to less than

twenty in the southern isles. Again the possibility of terminological confusions
cannot be ruled out.

Even the preliminary remarks suggest that a settlement model for Lewis may not be

applicable in the southern isles. Does the similarity of Armit's general results on the

Vallay Strand to those in Lewis mark some sort of transition in settlement between
the southern and northern isles? Or, is it merely that Armit's recording strategy and
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classifications are closer to those of the present author than those employed by
SEARCH?
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CHAPTER 3

.... In this countrey ofHarrey, northwart betwixt it and the Lewis,
are maney forrests, quherein are aboundance deir, bot not grate
quanttie, vereyfaire hunting games without any woodes....

....In this counrtey is peitmoss-land at the cea coast, and the place
quhar winnes his peitts this zeir, ther he sawis his come the next
zeire, after that he guids it well with sea ware

From Sir Donald Munro's Description of the Western Isle of
Scotland. 1549

3.0 THE ENVIRONMENT OF LEWIS AND THE OUTER HEBRIDES

The environment in which the remains of prehistoric and historic settlement are

situated today may have changed considerably from that at the time of their

construction, occupation or use, and abandonment. This has two implications for
our understanding of settlement distribution in two ways:

❖ Factors governing location of settlement have changed so that settlement

patterns have changed.

❖ Factors affecting our ability to see the location of settlement evidence have

changed, so that we see only a partial picture of past settlement patterns.

Thus for many periods our understanding of settlement distribution is based

completely on partial evidence. Perhaps the most extreme example of this is of

early prehistoric settlement which has been subject to peat growth, machair
encroachment and sea-level change, as well as general climatic change. This leaves

archaeologists looking for settlement patterns governed by considerably different
environmental circumstances from those prevailing today. Those patterns are likely
to be considerably different to those of later settlement. The problem then, is to

locate evidence, which may be covered by peat, constantly shifting machair or may

even have been submerged by rising sea levels.

3.1 The modern environment

The present environment of Lewis not only influences the form and distribution of
settlement today, but also affects what is known concerning previous settlement
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patterns. The evolution of this environment has not been entirely a natural process,

and many of the factors underlying the development of settlement in the Outer
Hebrides (particularly the peat encroachment of the last 3000 years) are at least in

part due to the activities of people.

3.1.1 Climate

The Outer Hebridean climate of today is one of changeable conditions, with
extremes of sunshine and heavy rain frequently occurring, following each other

closely on a daily basis. The overriding factors that dominate this changeability are,

❖ almost constant levels of high winds

❖ high annual precipitation levels

❖ low annual temperature ranges.

High wind speeds dominate the daily life of the Outer Hebrides, prevailing winds

originate from the south and south-west as a function of the cyclonic depressions
that pass frequently to the north of the island. Average wind speeds in Stornoway
are circa 14.5 knots and gales are recorded on at least 50 days of the year. This

high average wind speed tends to stunt the growth of plants and encourages the
lateral growth of dwarf forms. An additional effect caused by high wind speeds

(especially those above 30 knots) is an increase in the level of salt from sea spray

carried inland. This leads to further stunting of plant life in coastal areas (Angus

1994, 29).

Precipitation on Lewis varies from 1094 millimetres per year in Stornoway on the
east coast to upwards of 2400 millimetres for some of the higher mountains of Uig
and Harris. Mountains on the west coast may receive up to 1000 millimetres more

per year than low lying areas in the vicinity due to the effects of orographic uplift.
This also creates what is effectively a rain shadow in north and east Lewis. Days
with measurable rainfall are spread evenly throughout the year (17-26 per month)
with May and June being the driest months and December being the wettest. Snow
is recorded on 47 days of the year but settles for only 11 and very rarely lies, even

in snow beds in the mountainous areas, for very long. On the whole, evapo-

transpiration levels are less than those of precipitation, causing a potential water

surplus (Angus 1994,28).
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Temperature variations are almost the lowest recorded anywhere in the British
Isles. The maritime nature of the climate causes temperatures to be influenced

heavily by sea water temperature. Highest average temperatures are recorded in

August (12.9 °C) and the lowest in January or February (4.1 °C) giving an annual

range of just 8.7 °C. Frost is recorded on 47 days giving the Western Isles an

annual frost-free period that may be compared to that of the Scilly and Channel
Islands (Angus 1994, 30).

Overall the climate of modern Lewis is one of extreme winds and high

precipitation levels, ameliorated by low annual temperature fluctuations and very

little snow or frost. The climate is (and probably always has been) maritime, and
the present conditions have probably prevailed on the Outer Hebrides since the

post-medieval and possibly into later prehistory.

3.1.2 Geology

The solid geology of the Outer Hebrides is primarily formed of metamorphic

gneisses and igneous rocks (see Figure 6). The gneisses, of pre Cambrian origin

dating back more than 2800 million years, are collectively known as Lewisian

(Edwards et al 1994, 4), and are some of the oldest rocks in Britain (Hudson 1994,

19). These Lewisian gneisses are mostly hard grey rocks that include hornblends,

quartz and felspar. West and South Harris also have areas of metasedimentary
rocks that include dark coloured garnet-bearing schists, graphite-bearing gneisses,

quartzites and various marble-bearing bands. These rocks have undergone high
levels of metamorphosis (Gribble 1994,16).

Igneous rocks occur in southern Harris and western Lewis (as well as parts of
South Uist). These rocks date to 2200 million years and mn in bands from the
north-west to the south-east. They have generally been metamorphosed and include

anorthosite, tonalite and diorite.

In central Harris and western Lewis granite intrusions dominate. These date to

1750 million years and are surrounded by veined gneisses, forming the barren

rolling mountains of Harris and southern Lewis and the high sea-cliffs of south¬
west Lewis and west Harris (Gribble 1994, 16). The intrusion of this granite

accompanied folding, faulting and fissuring of the Laxfordian geological phase
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(2500-1400 million years) that gave the landscape its present structural pattern

(Edwards et a11994, 5).

The only exception to these Lewisian rocks is one small area of sedimentary rocks
found around Stornoway and Broad Bay on the east coast of Lewis. These rocks
consist primarily of unfossiliferous conglomerates that are thought to be post-

Caledonian in date (Gribble 1994, 17). While much of the Lewisian rock elsewhere
in the Outer Hebrides has formed thin acidic soils this area is more fertile and it has

been suggested that this is why it may show the first signs of Neolithic settlement
on the island (Henshall 1972,118).

3.1.3 Soils

Soil formation on Lewis is based largely on glacial drifts that are the remnants of
the Devensian glaciation. These deposits are rarer in Harris and the southern Outer
Hebrides. Throughout the Outer Hebrides two types of younger soils that post date
the last glacial activity may also be seen. These are shell sands and peats.

Climate has been a principal factor in the formation of soil types in the Outer
Hebrides. The wet environment caused by low water deficits, and on Lewis a

potential water surplus (Angus 1994), has led to the formation of water-logged
soils and sub-soils. These restrict root development and the breakdown of organic
matter and help to form peat. Freer drainage in machair areas provides aerobic
conditions within which organic material is broken down, quickly resulting in
nutrient rich calcareous soils (Hudson 1994, 19).

Hudson identifies 5 major soil landscapes in the Outer Hebrides (1994, 22-25).
These are:

❖ Machair and associated dune systems - covering circa 120 square

kilometres of the southern islands and more sporadic patches on Lewis and
Harris. In cross-section machair systems generally rise from the sea, cross a

beach which is frequently backed by shingle storm beaches and/or a sand
cliff. Behind this is an unstable fringe of dunes that shelter undulating
machair plain areas. The machair plain rises inland and then dips to areas of

water-logging or lochs which mark the landward edge of the system. Soils
include:

♦ Thin regosols, frequently with buried old ground surfaces.
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♦ Poorly drained ground water gleys in localised areas within blow outs

etc. where dune height has been reduced.

♦ Brown calcareous soils in more stable areas of machair plain.

♦ Calcareous ground water gleys in areas where the water table is near

the surface causing regular waterlogging or flooding.

Till-covered plain - Covering large parts of northern Lewis and more

localised areas in the Southern Isles defined by crag and tail features. Till
consists of gneisses, sandstone and conglomerates and has a sandy loam
texture. Land forms are undulating, slow to drain and favour peat growth.

Fringe areas around the coast of Lewis are populated and cultivated but
much of the till carries unrelieved blanket bog. Soils include;

♦ Non-calcareous or humic gleys (poorly drained) and sometimes

cidtivatedpodzols, in areas of croft land on the fringes of the blanket
mire.

♦ Peaty gleys and peaty podzols in areas of peat cutting and reclamation.

♦ Peat, covering the majority of the till deposits up to a depth of 2-3
metres.

Hummocky moraines - Occupying about 10% of the land surface of the
Outer Hebrides these glacial deposition features are most common in the
southern Isles in low lying areas and in the valleys surrounding the
mountains of Harris. Soils include;

♦ Brown forest soils and Humus rich podzols, on well drained mounded
drift deposits of sorted loamy sands and sand deposits.

♦ Peaty podzols and peaty gleys in valley areas where drift deposits are

still sandy but contain more rocks and boulders.

Rock controlled lowlands and low hills - Covering about 55% of the Outer

Hebrides, this landscape has rock near the surface, with soil forming in
shallow depressions between outcrops. Soils include;

♦ Nan calcareous gleys, peaty gleys and brown forest soils in areas

backing the machair of the southern islands.
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♦ Peaty rankers, peat and peaty podzols in areas where glaciation has
removed all underlying drift deposits.

❖ Mountains - This class comprises terrain similar to that seen in the rock
controlled group, but lying above 300-350 metres OD. and including
summits, ridges, colls and the upper slopes of the mountains of Harris and
South Uist.

♦ Subalpine podzols and gleys, between 300-600 metres.

♦ Alpine podzols and gleys, above 600 metres.

These soil classifications are based on those used in the Soil Survey for Scotland

(1984) for 1:250000 scale mapping. Details of these soils can be found there or in
Hudson (1994, 26-27).

When Armit characterised the soils of the Outer Hebrides as being a division
between the heavily-populated and farmed 'white lands' and the unpopulated
'black lands' (1992a, 4) he was essentially correct. This division is one between

relatively fertile land underpinned by shell sands and the edges of till and other
drift deposits (that form brown calcareous soils, brown forest soils, humic gleys
and cultivatedpodzols) and unfertile areas underpinned by till and shallow bedrock

(that form peaty soils and peat) and are not cultivated or settled. Figure 7
demonstrates this division in the Ness area, one of the few parts of Lewis that
shows any variation in soil types.

3,1,4 Sea level changes

There is no question that sea level is still rising around the Outer Hebrides, though
this is occurring much more slowly than 5000-2000 years ago when it may have
risen as much as 3-5 metres. This is proved visibly by the presence of

archaeological features (Burgess and Coles 1994), and organic (peat and wood)

layers (Ritchie 1966 and 1985) appearing in intertidal and sub-tidal areas.

Sea levels change as a result of two factors;

❖ Ice caps shrinking to increase the global water volume (eustacy).

❖ Weight of glacial ice causing land masses to become compressed. After the
ice retreats landmasses may still continue sinking, or may rebound

(isostacy).
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The picture is a complex one which has not been studied extensively on the Isle of
Lewis. Within the Outer Hebrides most studies have been carried out on the Uists

and Benbecula. Studies of inter-tidal and sub-tidal peat have been ongoing for

twenty years primarily by W Ritchie (1966, 1985 and Ritchie and Whittington

1994). This research suggests that sea level has risen circa 5 metres since 9000BP
with about 2-2.5 metres of this occurring since 5000BP.

In the simplest terms sea level change in the Outer Hebrides was caused by eustacy

between circa 15000BP and 8000BP as the ice sheets retreated and then after

8500-8000BP sea level continued to rise due to isostacy. This was not a function of
the weight of ice over the Outer Hebrides (the Devensian ice sheet was relatively

thin), but because mainland Scotland is in the process of isostatically rebounding

causing the Outer Hebrides to subside in a pivoting motion around the Minch Fault
line (GM. Coles pers comm).

On the west coast of the southern Outer Hebrides the sea bed descends at an

average gradient of circa 1:250 (J Barber pers comm). When considering the 5
metres of sea level rise (Ritchie 1985, 174-175) suggests this gradient implies that
as much as 1.25 kilometres of land surface has been lost from the margins of the
Western Isles since the last glaciation.

That sea level has risen on Lewis is not disputed. Whether it has risen more or less
than 5 metres still must await further research. However, assuming that Ritchie's
results apply to Lewis and Harris as well as the southern Outer Hebrides, then
much of the coast line where early prehistoric settlement (both Mesolithic and

Neolithic) may have been concentrated has been submerged. Using this data Figure
8 shows a tentative plot of coastline of northern Great Bernera, dated circa 5100BP
of Great Bernera.

3.1.5 Coastal Erosion

Lewis and the Western Isles are undergoing extensive coastal erosion due, at least
in part, to the increase in sea level described above. Extensive areas particularly on

the west side of the islands, are eroding due both to wave and aeolian action. This
has a major implication for archaeological remains in coastal areas, as sites are

regularly uncovered and eroded; this was one of the major factors that led to the

commissioning of the Cea(L) project in 1996 by Historic Scotland.
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That project showed that 63% of the coastline of Lewis (between Mealista in the
west and Ranish in the east) is eroding. However, of more than 1800 sites recorded
as part of this programme only 37% were actively eroding, and over 59% were

stable (Burgess and Church 1997, 394-402). A full examination of the site and
settlement data from this project is made in Chapter 6.

3.2 Qua ternaryhistory in the Outer Hebrides

The Quaternary Epoch (the last 2 million years of geological history) is dominated

by glacial activity which has scoured much of the land surface of the Outer
Hebrides leaving many of the landforms that dominate today's Hebridean

landscape. This period was marked by fluctuating temperatures causing retreat and
encroachment of ice sheets that covered much of Northern Europe (Edwards et al

1994, 7).

Glacial features that survive today date almost exclusively to the late Devensian

period of glaciation (Edwards et al 1994,8 and Peacock 1984,1). Those features
that potentially predate the late Devensian glaciation are the rock cut platforms of
north Lewis (particularly between Shader and Cunndal) which suggest a higher sea

level, the product of a warm phase between glacial advances (Edwards et al 1994,

6-8).

Late Devensian features appear to be the product of two phases of glaciation. These
are;

❖ The Hebridean ice sheet phase, dating is uncertain (glacial maximum is

suggested as 18000 BP). Surviving evidence includes glacial till that
underlies the peat of much of northern Lewis, and survives to the south in

crag and tail formations. These formations and roches moutonnees suggest

that ice spread radially from the highlands of Harris and extended beyond
the present coast of north Lewis (Peacock 1984, 7 and Edwards et al 1994,

9). Fluvio-glacial deposits formed either under the ice, or during its retreat

may also be seen. While most of these are deposits (outwash fans, kaimes

etc.) such as the moraine to the south and north of the bay at Camas Uig,
there are also glacial erosion features such as the sub-glacial meltwater
channel of Glen Valtos (Peacock 1984,15-16 and Edwards et al 1994, 10).
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❖ The valley glaciation phase, following the retreat of the Hebridean ice cap

there is evidence for small re-advances of ice in the mountainous areas of

south Lewis and Harris. Dated to between 13000 and 10000 BP these

advances are marked by outwash fans and terminal moraines such as those

seen at Loch Brinnaval and Loch Suainval. The exact extent of this advance

in the ice is unknown (Peacock 1984, 13-14 and Edwards et al 1994, 10-11).

The final retreat of the ice of the Valley glaciation phase appears to have occurred

rapidly, leaving Lewis free of its ice sheets by about 10000 BP. Environmental data

suggests that the warming process was a rapid one (Edwards et al 1994, 11).

The historic and prehistoric environment

Information on the Holocene climate and landscape development is drawn almost

completely from the evidence of pollen analysis of cores and samples taken from
six sites around Lewis:

♦♦♦ Little Loch Roag

❖ Tob nan Leobag, near Calanais

❖ Loch Bharabhat, Bhaltos peninsula

❖ Sheshader, Eye peninsula

♦♦♦ Loch na Beinne Bige, near Breasclete

❖ Loch Ruadh Guinnerso, Aird Uig.

Figure 9 shows a summary of the data recovered, their locations is marked on

Figure 3. This illustration has to be treated with some care as the dates from

Sheshader are not conclusive (Armit 1992a, 8), and as yet there are no dates from
the Guinnerso core (hence the data is separated on the Figure).

Central to the arguments based on the data provided by these analysis are the

following questions;

❖ To what extent did trees dominate the landscape in the Flandrian?

*t* If trees did dominate what evidence is there for their clearance?

❖ If trees were cleared, when did it occur?

❖ When did peat growth start?
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❖ Is there evidence of pastoralism and arable agriculture?

❖ and if so, when do they begin to appear in the record?

These questions have dominated debate on the palaeo-environment of Lewis and
the Outer Hebrides ever since core samples were taken by Birks and Madsen from
the site at the south end of Little Loch Roag in 1979 (Birks and Madsen 1979). The
results from this site (Figure 9) suggest that trees were scarce in the Flandrian with
arboreal pollen totalling between 3-18% of the overall count (1979, 835). This
came partly from small stands of Birch (Betula) and partly by wind carried pollen
from the mainland which accounted for other arboreal taxa such as Pine (Pinus).

Generally this lack of arboreal pollen was taken to represent the sparse growth of
trees throughout Lewis (Birks and Madsen 1979, 835).

Similar results provided from sites investigated by Ritchie during the mid 1960s
from the west coast of South Uist (1966, 84) seemed to back this up, and led Birks
and Madsen to suggest that the reason for this lack of trees was the harsh winds
that run in from the Atlantic and batter the Islands of the Outer Hebrides (1979,

840). But this has to be squared with the suggestion that the arboreal pollen count

was inflated by wind born pollen from the mainland.

Since the work on the Little Loch Roag site, samples from Loch Bharabhat

(Edwards et al 1994), Tob nan Leobag (Bohncke 1988), Loch Beinne Bige

(Edwards et al 1994) and Sheshader (Newell 1988) have all pointed to a much

higher level of arboreal pollen (between circa 40-80% of the total) in the period

immediately after the retreat of the Devensian ice sheet. This presents a very

different picture of Lewis covered by mixed woodland in this period, mainly of
Birch (Betula) with some of Willow, Elm, Hazel and Alder (Salix, Ulmus, Corylus
and Alnus). Later in the sequences Pine {Pinus) increased suggesting some pine
stands on the island.

These results are further supported by the survey of relict stumps and other tree

remains carried out on Lewis by Wilkins during 1980 (1984, 251-258). This survey

proved conclusively that quite large stands of trees including Birch, Willow and
Pine {Betula, Selix and Pinus) once stood on Lewis. Forty sites were located and

samples were taken for C14 dating.

Pine {Pinus) sites survive as stands represented by large stumps and trunks which
were spread over large areas, suggesting the presence of forests (Wilkins' sites 15
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and 27). Pine (Pinus) sites in the west were few but one (site 16) was located very

close to the site of Birks and Madsen's core. This was represented by only a single

stump.

Birch (Betula) remains survived across Lewis and were invariably layers of soft

wood, branches and bark at or near the bottom of peat sections, which never

included tree stumps. Willow (Salix) sites were fewer in number than that of Birch

(Betula) with which it was frequently associated but in general were equally well

spread (1984, 255-256).

C14 dates obtained from eleven samples suggested the following age ranges;

❖ Willow (Salix) - 9140 bp-8550 bp

♦♦♦ Birch (Betula) - 7980 bp-5030 bp

♦> Pine (Pinus) - 4870 bp-3910 bp

The work carried out recently at Loch Ruadh Guinnerso (Flitcroft 1997) produced
similar arboreal pollen counts to those seen at the Little Loch Roag site. Arboreal

pollen from this site seems to account for 10-30% of the overall count (1997, 58).
This is more than Little Loch Roag but considerably less than the more easterly
sites of Tob nan Leobag, Loch Bharabhat, Loch Beinne Bige and Sheshader.

The results from Tob nan Leobag, Loch Beinne Bige and Sheshader taken in
association with the data provided by Wilkins suggests that much of the island was

covered by trees, particularly Birch (Betula), during the Flandrian/early Holocene

period and that later during the early prehistoric stands of Pine (Pinus) also existed.
On the other hand the Ruadh Guinnerso and Little Loch Roag evidence suggests

that in exposed locations on the west coast this woodland tended to be more sparse,

patchy and possibly more scrub-like due to exposure to the harsher Atlantic
conditions.

Loch Bharabhat, which is located halfway between Loch Ruadh Guinnerso and
Tob nan Leobag and to the north of Little Loch Roag, seems to show some

measure of transition between the two extremes of scrub and woodland. Arboreal

pollen from this site accounted for circa 10-50% of the overall total counted.

Although this site lies to the west of the site at Little Loch Roag it is considerably
more sheltered than that site with steeps hills rising all around except to the north.
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The decline of the Lewis woodland is clearly visible in the results for the sites at

Loch Bharabhat, Tob nan Leobag, Loch Beinne Bige and Sheshader, starting

gradually at circa 5000BP and fairly constant until between 4000-3750BP, after
which arboreal pollen percentages drop suddenly. This sharp decline levels out

circa 3500BP (see Figure 9).

Peat growth appears to accelerate as arboreal pollen declines. Some of the earliest

peat from the island is dated to 7270 ± 100 (GU-1234) (Bohncke 1988, 451) and
9140 ±140 (Q-1531) (Birks and Madsen 1979, 831). This shows that peat

development started, probably in hollows (Edwards et al 1994, 22) almost as soon

as the glacial ice retreated. Development of the blanket mire does not appear to

have been constant, dryer phases allowing the re-colonisation of mire areas with
trees (Edwards et al 1994, 22). This is visible in the Tob nan Leobag data between
4580-4190BP where an increase in Birch (Betula) pollen is noted in sub zone CaN-
2d (Bohncke 1988, 454).

The trend towards decline in arboreal pollen after 5000 BP is matched by an

increase in heathland shrubs and blanket mire species, particularly Heather

(<Calluna) (Edwards et al, 1994 13-14) which would suggest the extensive

development of the blanket mire (peat bog) from this time. This mire obscures
much of the early prehistoric ground surface on the island today.

The decline in arboreal pollen (and the take off of peat growth) is also

accompanied by the increasing presence of grasses and sedges that indicate the

presence of areas of open pasture. At the same time cereal taxa begin to appear

within the record. Cerealia type pollen is recorded at Tob nan Leobag between
5320-4580BP (Bohncke 1988, 454 and Edwards et al 1994, 18), and there is Barley

(Hordern type) at Loch Bharabhat from circa 3500 BP (Edwards et al 1994, 19).

Elsewhere in the Outer Hebrides, on Benbecula, barley and wheat were being
cultivated by 3800 BP (Ritchie 1988), the results on South Uist (Kildonan Glen)
and Barra (at Lochan nan Cartach) are also broadly similar, with Cerealia types

being noted in the undated core from Kildonan Glen at circa 1.30 metres depth and
from Lochan nan Cartach, in a dated core, from circa 3000BP (Brayshay and
Edwards 1997, 18-22).

The following sections detail a chronology based on a combination of the evidence

presented in various sources dealing with the Lewisian environment. These include
Bohncke 1988, Pankhust and Mullin 1994 and Edwards et al, 1994.
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3.3.1 The post glacial (Flandrian/early Holocene) environment (10000-5000

BP)

The final retreat of the Devensian ice sheet some time after 10000BP was followed

by a general increase in arboreal pollen. This is clearly visible in the data from
Loch Bharabhat and Loch na Beinne Bige where arboreal pollen begins to rise

sharply between 10000 and 9500 BP. The Tob nan Leobag data commences at

8500BP and at that point already shows high percentages of arboreal pollen.

The exact level and make up of this woodland was by no means constant, but Birch

(Betula) was dominant at first and reached a peak at circa 9100 BP. At the same

time Hazel (Corylus) was increasing in the record and by circa 8500BP Elm

(Ulmus) and Oak (Quercus) began to appear. In open areas Heather {Calluna)
dominated (Edwards et al 1994, 15).

Evidence of early hunter-gatherers is seen during this period in the Inner Hebrides
on Rhum from circa 8500BP (Edwards 1990; Wickham-Jones 1990) and Oronsay
from circa 6500BP (Mellars 1987) but is scarce in the archaeological record on

Lewis. The only possible record of this period was made by Lacaille (1937) on

Traigh na Berie of a scatter of flints. This site has never been located since and

may have been eroded away or covered by the shifting sands on Traigh na Berie

(Burgess and Church 1996; Armit 1992b).

Data from the Tob nan Leobag site suggests that woodland clearances, by burning,
were occurring from circa 7900BP when the data in subzone CaN-2a indicates a

drop in the arboreal pollen and a commensurate rise in the amount of charcoal

present (Bohncke 1988, 450-452). It has been suggested that this clearance may

indicate the clearing of woodland to aid hunting (Edwards et al 1994, 16) but if this
is the case it was probably localised (G.M. Coles pers comm). This is born out in
the pollen record for Loch na Beinne Bige less than 2 kilometres to the north of
Tob nan Leobag, where there is no similar event, and at Loch Bharabhat there is a

decline in Birch (Betula) between 8000-7500BP but no increase in charcoal

quantities at the same time (Edwards et al 1994, 16-17).

One other factor that has had a major effect on the environment during this period
is sea level change. As discussed above, substantial changes in the post-glacial sea

level since 9000BP may include a rise of circa 5 metres (Ritchie 1985). This rise in
sea level would have drowned vast tracts of land including many of the areas where
Mesolithic settlements may have been located.
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3.3.2 The early prehistoric environment (5000-2500BP)

The earliest secure evidence for settlement on Lewis dates to the Neolithic period,
and is represented in the record mostly by ritual monuments such as the Calanais

complex and the group of chambered cairns around Stornoway (Henshall

1972,118). Other features which are also becoming more common are the sub-peat
walls and enclosures such as those seen at Tob nan Leobag (Bohncke 1988),
Calanais (Coles and Burgess 1994), Garenin (Burgess 1995), Sheshader (Newell

1988) and Guinnerso (Gilmour et al 1997; G.M. Coles pers comm). These sites are

believed to be either Neolithic or in some cases Bronze Age in date.

Pollen evidence suggests major changes occur during this period with the decline
in tree cover commencing around 5000BP and continuing at a fairly steady pace

until 3750BP. Small fluctuations when tree cover appears to increase, with peaks at

circa 4580BP and 3900BP, might indicate fluctuations in environmental conditions
or the size of the Neolithic population and changing agricultural patterns (Edwards
etal 1994,18).

The presence of heath and grassland taxa in increasing numbers after 5000BP is
also an indication of increasing pastoralism with more open areas resulted from
woodland clearance for grazing. Cereal pollen (Cerealia type) appears in the record
of Tob nan Leobag between 5320BP and 4580BP and Barley (Hordem type)

appears at Loch Bharabhat around 3500BP. This suggests that some of the cleared
land was given over to arable.

Increased agricultural activities may have dominated the environment at this time,
but three other factors should also be noted:

*1* Wilkins' research shows that stands of Pine (Pinus) are suggested by relict
macrofossils date to between 4870-3910 BP. This is supported in the

palynological records, which also show an increase of Pine (Pinus) pollen
for this period.

*1* Peat growth begins to accelerate, largely due to the early farmers clearing

trees, and inhibiting new tree growth by cultivation, grazing and burning.

❖ Sea level continues to rise at a rate of circa 1 metre per 1000 years

submerging sites that include parts of Tob nan Leobag, and walls recorded
on islands such as Bratanish Mor and Bratanish Beag near Calanais (Coles
and Burgess 1994). Ritchie suggests that much of the 5 metre rise in sea
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level he proposes for the Uists has occurred since 5100BP and therefore
occurred during this period (1985, 174-175).

3.3.3 The later prehistoric environment (2500-1200BP)

The increase in agricultural activity continued into later prehistory. Around
2500BP the climate became wetter and cooler (the climate which predominates

today). This change is seen in the palynological record as a further increase in plant

types such as Heather (Calluna) and Bog Moss (Sphagnum) that would thrive in
wet blanket mire conditions. Evidence of increased soil disturbance from

sedimentological work done at Loch Bharabhat also suggests that pastoralism
continued into this wetter period (Edwards et al 1994,20).

The wetter conditions and increasing area of blanket mire may well have seen the

development of the basic agricultural system that has characterised recent times.
Fertile ground, increasingly limited is retained almost exclusively for the
cultivation of vegetable and cereal crops, and the rougher moor and mire lands are

used for grazing during the spring, summer and autumn months.

3.3.4 The early medieval, medieval, post-medieval and modern environment

(1200-0BP)

Essentially the environment in the historic period has remained the same as it has
been since the late prehistoric. The description of the modern environment (above)
is a fair summary of what will have prevailed throughout much of the early
medieval and post-medieval periods.

This can be tempered by the suggestion of small fluctuations in the climate of the
Outer Hebrides similar to those that are recorded in the palynological record for the
Holocene. Recent work by Dr G.M. Coles has suggested that, contrary to previous

belief, peat columns taken from uncut blanket mire can provide regional indicators
of climate change. Samples from East Guinnerso (circa 500 metres east of Loch
Ruadh Guinnerso) and Loch nan Cnamh (circa 8 kilometres east of Calanais) have

provided broadly comparable results indicating drier periods circa 900BP and

300BP, with wetter periods in between (G.M. Coles pers comm).
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These dry periods may account for the cellular and rectilinear habitation sites,
found deep in the black lands, that apparently show indications of permanent

settlement. These sites are at, or near, the surface of the blanket peat and often
show signs of cultivation, enclosure and multi-period construction which

distinguishes them from the numerous transhumance sites in these areas (See

Chapter 6 and Figure 138).

3.4 Summary

The available palaeo-environmental evidence gives a fairly clear picture of a

developing landscape environment, which shaped changing settlement patterns of
the past 5000-10000 years. Certainly during the early prehistoric (Neolithic and
Bronze Age) conditions were considerably different from those which have

predominated during the later prehistoric period and today.

Clearly, early farmers may not have been restricted to the present tight band of
'white lands' for their farming, which could have stretched beyond the present

shore line in one direction and into today's 'black lands' in the other. Subsistence
activities would also have included hunting within remaining stands of deciduous
and evergreen woodland, a source in addition, of wood for building and fuel.

Environmental changes that have confined much of the permanent settlement since
later prehistory within 1000-2000 metres of the present shore have also obscured

patterns of earlier settlement. The encroachment of peat has covered much of the

early prehistoric landscape, while the rise in sea level has removed, perhaps

permanently, all coastal settlement records from early prehistory.

These changes in the environment have also skewed our understanding of

remaining settlements that do survive. Sites which now sit near the front of an

eroding dune system within machair may have been built at the rear of a machair

system at the interface between good arable land and good grazing land

Later changes may also have had a limited effect on our understanding of
settlement distribution. The potential 1-2 metres rise in sea level since the Iron Age

may have been enough to obscure or skew even later prehistoric settlement

patterns. For example, the Bostadh settlement (on Great Bernera) is now located in
machair at the very front of the beach, but 1200 years ago, when it was occupied, it
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is likely to have been located behind a wider machair strip that may have stretched
to the (now) island of Little Bernera and beyond.

In the last thousand years changes have been slight, so that the medieval and post-

medieval settlement distribution is essentially the same that of today, in so far as

both are both are subject to the 'whiteland' - 'blackland' divide. This must be

qualified, however by the possibility of temporary expansions of the 'white lands'
into areas which are now 'blacklands' in the intermittent episodes of warmer drier
climate such as those at 900 BP and 300 BP.
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CHAPTER 4

A Description of the Western Islands OfScotland Containing

The Ancient and modern government, Religion and Customs of
the inhabitants, particularly of their Druids, Heathen Temples,
Monasteries, Churches, Chappels, Antiquities, Monuments, Forts,
caves, and other Curiosities ofArt and nature

From the original title page of Martin Martin's A description of the
Western Isle ofScotland. 1695

4.0 SURVEY: METHODS OF DATA COLLECTION, PROCESSING,
INTERPRETATION AND PRESENTATION

The data used in the following chapters is based on observations made primarily

during prospecting surveys carried out between 1993 and 1997. The methods used
to collect, process and interpret this data have naturally evolved, reaching their
most sophisticated during the Cea(L) survey of 1996. These methods are still being

developed further, and with the benefit of hindsight many improvements may be
made to those used for the Cea(L) survey.

This chapter starts by examining the options for defining and sampling survey

areas and then goes on to describe the methods used, and the classifications that
define the sites discussed in the following chapters.

4.1 Prospection survey, strategy options

Most of the information presented in this study is based on prospection survey

which started in 1993 at Calanais as part of the West of Lewis Landscape Survey

(hereafter WLLP), and is still ongoing. In commencing the work at Calanais
decisions were taken as to the size and location of the survey area to be examined,
and the sampling methods to be used. The choices made, later had an effect on the

surveys that were proposed for subsequent years, as the wider research strategy

expanded to encompass Garenin, Uig and ultimately Great Bernera.
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4.1.1 Selection of a survey area

Selection of the survey area is the key to the preparation of any survey strategy.

Two options exist for defining the survey area to be examined. Firstly, on the basis
of modern boundary features such as fences, roads and political boundaries, that

may be identified on a modern map and provide control within which surveyors

may work. Secondly, on the basis of topographical features such as stream

catchments, watersheds, cliffs and extents of islands which provide more

boundaries.

Both methods have merits, though it is generally accepted today that topographic
features are academically more appropriate. While the use of modern boundaries
allows the surveyor to define areas with "hard" edges, they may cut natural
boundaries and introduce ambiguities, whereas topographical boundaries have

always had more relevance for human activities.

The use of topographical boundaries to demarcate a survey area provides coherent

landscape units that transcend modern political ones and have a relevance for all

phases of settlement recorded or examined. The actual definition of limits is ideally

something that should be done as part of a rounded and structured research design.

However, in practice this is not always possible as practical considerations such as

the funding body, landowner or political bodies involved may wish to have some

influence over the areas examined. This was certainly the case for the Coastal
Erosion Assessments of Lewis, both of the late 1970s and of 1996 (Cowie 1994;

Burgess and Church 1997). These surveys were funded by the Government (firstly

by the Scottish Development Department and later by Historic Scotland) who
defined the extent and parameters of the surveys in documents such as

Archaeological Procedure Paper 4, Coastal Zone Survey (Historic Scotland 1996).

Both of these methods of survey area definition were used during the work of the
Evora Archaeological Survey carried out by Newcastle University in central

Portugal from 1986 to 1992. At the outset the survey area was defined by the

Portuguese Archaeological Service using limits easily seen on maps and on the

ground, such as roads and streams; in a sense this was a political decision but it
was also a matter of practical location. In subsequent seasons the boundaries of the

survey were expanded to respect topographical features including river catchments
and watersheds (C.B. Burgess 1987). Another example where boundaries were

defined not on solely political grounds, but topographically and politically, is the
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archaeological survey of North Derbyshire where the extent of the survey was

defined on the basis being the highland parts of North Derbyshire within the county

boundary (Hart 1981, 3).

4.1.1.1 Survey areas on Lewis

Four areas examined in detail on Lewis form the basis of this study. Much of the
initial research strategy behind the definition of these areas is one of opportunism.
The author and his co-directors proposed the surveys at Garenin, Uig and on Great
Bernera in response to the perceived needs funding bodies and research bodies
such as the Garenin Trust and Historic Scotland.

From such opportunities a wider research strategy was formulated to link these

surveys together with that at Calanais to provide an overall approach to settlement

patterns on the west of Lewis. This research design deliberately targeted different
terrain types and locations within the wider environment of the Loch Roag

complex1.

From east to west, Garenin has good grazing located on high sea-cliffs, and

provided the opportunity to survey crofts; the Calanais area consists primarily of
blanket mire with some crofts but only has a short length of coastline, while Great
and Little Bernera have all forms of terrain seen on Lewis with the exception of

large hills and mountains. Finally, the Uig survey area has areas of machair and
areas of poor grazing (blanket mire) behind high sea-cliffs.

Of the four areas two, Calanais and Garenin, are defined on the basis of modern

political boundaries. This definition was one of expediency as permission for land
access had only to be sought from one person, the township's Clerk of the Grazing
Committee. This practical decision may seem to deny the preference for natural
limits argued for above, but both at Calanais and at Garenin the stream catchments
that might have been used to define the survey areas are believed to have been

massively altered by the ongoing growth of peat (G.M. Coles pers comm), and are

therefore of doubtful relevance as natural boundaries. In both areas these radical

changes have blurred the natural boundaries and catchments, and considerably
influenced the flora and fauna between the early prehistoric and later

prehistoric/Norse/early medieval phases (see chapter 3).

East Loch Roag, Loch Roag, Little Loch Roag, Loch Carloway and Loch Barraglom.
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The survey areas at Uig and Great Bernera are both defined by natural features. At

Uig these are by high sea-cliffs to the west, north and east and by the sub-glacial
melt-water channel of Glen Bhaltos to the south. Since both Great and Little

Bernera are islands and discrete land units separated from the mainland of Lewis
natural boundaries were not a problem.

4.1.2 Sampling options

Once a survey area has been defined a sampling strategy has to be decided upon.

Two basic options exist, probabilistic or non-probabilistic sampling (Renfrew and
Bahn 1996, 73). The essential difference here is one of examining a portion of the

survey area (i.e. sampling part of the whole), or of examining the area in its

totality.

4.1.2.1 Probabilistic sampling strategies

Probabilistic approaches to prospecting survey have been favoured in many

archaeological circles in recent years, and have become fashionable as part of the
rise in prominence of "new" or scientific archaeology since the late 1970s. This

archaeological philosophy suggests that the systematic application of scientific
methods could improve the quality of archaeological information gathered (the
author supports this basic principle). Furthermore, probabilistic sampling provides
a practical response to the problems of finance, time and manpower that dominate
the execution of all surveys. Probabilistic sampling, it is argued, should allow a

partial sample of a survey area, if large enough in statistical terms, to produce data
sufficient to model probabilistically (on the basis of probability) what the overall
distribution of sites should be within the whole area.

There are four accepted approaches to probabilistic sampling, these are:

❖ Totally random samples

♦♦♦ Stratified random samples

❖ Systematic samples

❖ Stratified unaligned systematic samples

In each case a unit of sampling should be decided upon (i.e. 100 x 100 metre,

squares or 1 x 1 kilometre squares, 100 x 1000 metre wide rectangles etc.) then the

survey area should to be gridded according to the unit size.
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In the case of random sampling a given percentage of the grid squares should be
chosen randomly. The disadvantages to this are that the squares can end up being

clustered, and large areas of the survey area and possibly whole areas of particular
terrain types, can be excluded and may remain unexamined. Stratified random

sampling is supposed to combat this clustering. This is done by first defining
different terrain types (strata) and then working out the percentage of the whole
that each stratum represented. Each stratum should then be assigned a proportion of
the overall sample, and the units to be examined should then be defined within the
individual stratum on a random basis. This does combat the immediate problems of
terrain type and areas being missed in the random sample, but still allows the entire

sample to become clustered on the basis of the random selection process.

Systematic sampling counteracts this potential problem of clustering by placing
each sampling unit equidistantly on the grid. The obvious disadvantages to this are

that the surveyor may either miss, or record, the whole of site classes distributed on

a regular basis, i.e. road systems. Such regularity in monument distribution can be
accounted for by using a stratified unaligned systematic sampling system. This

requires the survey area to be gridded into cells larger than the sampling unit, by a

specific multiple, and for a survey unit to be placed randomly within each cell

(Renfrew and Bahn 1996, 72-73).

The difficulties of working with square sampling units in large areas often lead to

the use of linear units or transects. Square units particularly suit surveys in areas of

flat, open terrain, and are frequently used for studies that are expecting to record
artefact scatters and distributions of material culture. Linear transects, being easier
to define and administer across varying terrains and large areas, have been
favoured for large prospecting surveys. In such cases survey cells may also be
located randomly, but also risk being grouped together. In most cases this is
addressed by locating the first transect randomly and then locating the remaining
transects at regular intervals on either side of the first unit. By stepping each unit
out by its own width (see Figure 10) the chance of missing regular distributions is
reduced if not negated. Surveys such as that of the Greek Island of Melos (Renfrew
and Bahn 1996, 71) and the East Hampshire Survey (Shennan 1985, 14) have taken
this approach. These projects go on to postulate the overall distribution of sites on

the basis of the records made within the transects.
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These pure sampling strategies are based on a statistically valid sample which can

range from 5 - 20 %, depending on the statistical justification used. On the island
of Melos 20% of the land surface was surveyed (Renfrew and Bahn 1996, 71).

Similarly in East Hampshire Shennan also examined 20% of his survey area,

setting his transects perpendicular to the "grain of the geology", thus allowing all
of the terrain and geology types to be sampled (1985, 13). For development work,

however, it is generally accepted that between 2 and 5% is sufficient a sample to

satisfy the purpose of development assessments and establish the presence of

archaeological remains.

Such sampling strategies are generally justified on the basis that the samples
examined are surveyed rigorously and intensively by large numbers of people

walking regular transects within each cell. This may apply particularly when the
location of artefact scatters is the primary aim of the survey. Justification for such

strategies is also made on the basis of the greater time and funding requirements
demanded by non-probabilistic survey (or total survey). Sampling a percentage of a

survey area obviously takes less time and therefore less money, making

probabilistic survey more attainable in terms of resources.

However Renfrew and Bahn do note that such sampling strategies in practice are

likely to miss evidence. Specifically they suggest that large single sites may be
excluded from the sample, and that it is possible such sites may have been
influential over the whole survey area (1996, 73). Problems in the use of

probabilistic sampling can be minimised by increasing the percentage size of the

sample examined, and this has the built in implication that size equates to accuracy.

The ultimate expression of this is to examine a 100 % sample and at this point the

sampling strategy is no longer probabilistic in nature.

4.1.2.2 Non-probabilistic sampling methods

Non-probabilistic sampling, in effect total survey, does not rely on predicting the

complete activity pattern of an area on the basis of probability having examined

only a statistical sample of that area. Non-probabilistic survey aims at examining
the whole of a survey area to ensure a complete record of the sites and settlement

pattern without having to use probabilities to calculate that pattern. However, in

theory at least, total survey requires more resources in terms of time, manpower

and funding.
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Perhaps, in an ideal world, all surveys should be carried out using non-probabilistic

sampling. Total surveys should eliminate any chance of errors from the probability
calculations. The problems common to both are human error; the skill of the
individual surveyors, which may determine what they see, or fail to see. Whether
individual "short comings" are multiplied up as a result of the probabilistic
calculation is arguable, but certain total surveys, offering by definition greater

variation, should suffer less from the "boredom factor" that might lead to increased
human error.

One hundred percent sampling is often forced upon the surveyor by the funding

agencies and government bodies that influence the research strategy. This is

particularly the case when the one of the ultimate aims of the survey is to provide
information for management usage and for inclusion within a monument record.

Surveys such as the Coastal erosion assessment (Lewis) covered 100% of the

survey area defined by Historic Scotland (Burgess and Church 1997, 37). The

survey of the Tangaval Peninsula carried out as part of the SEARCH project by
Sheffield University started as a survey of a linear area defined by the route of a

new road for the Vattersay causeway. This later expanded to cover the whole of the

Tangaval area. In both these cases there was no need for probabilistic sampling

strategies (Branigan and Foster 1995,31). Other major landscape surveys within
Scotland have all aimed to carry out total survey within their defined extents; these
include the surveys of Caithness and of Kirkpatrick Fleming Parish carried out by
R.J. Mercer (1985 and 1997).

4.1.3 Survey targeting

In some cases surveys may be concentrated on one type or phase of site within the

survey area. This is particularly so when research designs are focused on artefact

scatters, as these are likely to facilitate dating. Projects such as WLLP did have as a

secondary aim, the location and recording of Neolithic settlement evidence, and
could have concentrated entirely on that period. It was however recognised that
little was known of any phase of settlement in the Calanais area, including the

Neolithic, making the identification of any specific phase of activity difficult.

If the basic propositions of Chapter l are accepted, that activity in any phase is
influenced by what went before, and influences what follows, then the survey of
one phase or type of site is of limited value and may be an impossible task. This is
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because the surveyor has to understand (and therefore record) the sites that pre- and

post-date the targeted phase and the effect they have on that phase. On Lewis the

problem of recording one phase or type of site is compounded as, with the

exception of later prehistoric and crofting phases, little or nothing is known of the
forms of monuments from most phases of settlement. The only way to tackle this

problem has been to record all sites of all phases and then attempt to position them
within the total record.

4.2 Da ta Collection on Lewis

From the outset, the survey for WLLP, the prospection for this study has been
based on 100% sampling (or non-probabilistic sampling). Data collection methods
for the surveys described in Chapter 5 (GLS, ULS and WLLP), Chapters 6

(Cea(L)), and Chapter 8 (Bernera Survey) are based on one other overriding

principal; that all man-made features within the survey areas should be recorded.

Generally this covered all features from the earliest prehistoric to modern features
that pre-date 1950 (the ubiquitous BP). Occupied structures have been recorded
when they have proved to be of 'considerable age' or 'of interest to the survey'
both of which are, of course, vague terms of reference.

4.2.1 Desk Based Assessment

Prior to any fieldwork being carried out a programme of desk-based assessment

was instigated to establish (and record) the extent of the data that was already held
in the various national archives. These sources included:

*t* The RCAHMS, NMRS, for the Ordnance Survey record card index, the
oracle2 database; and latterly the ARTIMIS GIS system, much of which is
summarised in Table 35, in Appendix l.

♦> The RCAHMS, Aerial Photographic Unit, for vertical aerial photographs
taken between 1946 and 1988 at heights of between 10 000 and 25 000 feet.
This source proved to be poor, with much of the coverage being affected by
cloud cover and coverage being generally patchy.

Oracle is the database software upon which much of the NMRS data management is based
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❖ The National Map Library, for historic Ordnance Survey maps, both first
and second editions (circa 1851 and 1895) as well as earlier map sources

such as General Roy's map (circa 1750s) and other early maps such as those
of Bleau and Pont (circa 1635 and circa 1590).

❖ The Historic Scotland map room for a record of all of the scheduled
monuments within survey areas (Cea(L), ULS, GLS and WLLP).

Features noted from these sources were recorded on paper forms that were later
transcribed to a database (such as Paradox or Access). In some cases during Cea(L)
sources were recorded directly into a database, removing the stage of paper records
and transcription . The benefits of this removal of a stage of transcription are not

'clear cut' as the paper archive allows for the inclusion of sketch information
within the record, something that is difficult at present on computer. Once the
fullest possible picture of existing knowledge had been compiled this data was

passed to the survey teams to be assessed during the walkover survey.

In the case of the Cea(L) survey desk-based assessment continued during and after
the fieldwork phase. Archives including the local library in Stornoway were

consulted on Lewis, the access to which was easiest during fieldwork. NMRS and
Historic Scotland sources were re-checked during the writing of the report to

ensure that no additional information had been entered in the ten months since the

commencement of the survey.

4.2.2 Fieldwork

Each survey area was divided up into parcels for administrative purposes. These

parcels were roughly of similar size usually covering one to three crofts in a

township, and ranging in extent from one to three hectares on the common

grazings. Boundaries were marked by geographical features such as roads, fences
and streams where possible though in some cases, particularly during the WLLP
and ULS surveys, this was not possible and hypothetical lines had to be drawn
between cairns, hilltops, stream confluences and similar features.

4.2.2.1 Walkover survey

Each parcel was surveyed by a team of two or three people examining the whole

ground surface by a random walk through rather than by ordered transects. Within
a parcel a team had two main aims:
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❖ to locate, verify and re-examine sites known from the desk-based

assessment,

♦♦♦ to locate and record any previously un-recorded sites.

Each site record (both new and existing records) was made on a pro-forma that was

designed to be completed with the minimum of effort under (frequently) poor

weather conditions. The pro-forma used during the various surveys carried

essentially the same information, utilising wherever possible tick boxes, but

providing open fields for description and sketch information.

The aim of these pro-forma was to gather three main groups of information:

❖ Location information including National Grid Reference where possible to

8 Figures (10 metres) and height in metres above Ordnance Datum (hereafter

O.D.), as well as administrative data such as parcel number and site number
within the parcel.

❖ Description of the site using tick boxes to quantify structural and artefactual
elements present, a possible date for the features and the long axis
orientation of the site (where applicable). Free text fields on the reverse of
the pro-forma and an area for a sketch allowed for more detailed description
and notes and proved vital during the later transcription and interpretation of
the details of a feature (see appendix 5 for a sample pro-forma)

❖ Description of the site location described by tick boxes for the aspect of the

site, the situation, vegetation cover and for soils.

The provision of this data allowed for the complete description of the site's

location, its class and form. Frequently the sketches of a site, with measurements

and a north point, proved to be the most helpful record. This is because of the

problem of interpretation that affects all surveys, and worsens as the number of

surveyors rises. While one team may describe a site as 'X' another may describe it
as 'Y', and they may both be right. The sketch aids the person transcribing the
forms to a database to unify the interpretations.

The transcription of a record does, however, inevitably introduce errors both purely

typological and in interpretation. It is for this reason that desk-based assessment

data might be collected directly into a computer. For the same reason the Cea(L)

survey data was logged directly into a computer using Geographic Information

Systems (hereafter GIS.) software during fieldwork.
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For Cea(L) the GIS module of Penmap (Strata Software 1996) was modified to

contain much of the information found on the pro-formas used for GLS, ULS,
WLLP and the Bernera Survey. Penmap was used in the field on a pen based
windows computer, allowing site records to made directly into the GIS database.
Sites were located either visually or with the aid of GPS on to a computerised

representation of an Ordnance Survey map. The data recorded for each site was

primarily picked from lists of options, thus reducing considerably the variation in
records that has been seen on paper pro-formas.

No sketch field was utilised due to the practicalities of file size that may have been
created. Such graphic fields can create massive file sizes that become difficult to

handle. This lack of a sketch field did not adversely affect the information collected
as the Cea(L) survey's primary aims were ones of location and classification and
not detailed survey (see Chapter 5 for full details).

While this method did reduce transcription errors and facilitated the collection and
administration of vast amounts of data (over 1825 sites recorded in 8 weeks), it did
not remove as many of the interpretational inconsistencies as was originally hoped.
There was improvement, but flaws in the computerised recording system (Burgess
and Church 1997, 36) still display inconsistencies that may be seen with hindsight.

The feature information that describes a site has been split up into two areas, as on

the paper pro-formas:

♦> Structural elements

❖ Artefactual elements

Problems occurred in the structural element field where, in an attempt to reduce
differences of interpretation, a series of descriptions of form were used, i.e. 'dyke,

dry-stone', or 'dyke, turf' or 'dyke, stone-and-turf'. In many cases these

descriptions are hierarchical and are designed to allow the description of features
such as dykes, enclosures and habitation enclosures (houses).

Included with these form-based descriptions were a number of class- or type-based

descriptions {i.e. 'complex Atlantic round house', 'blackhouse' and 'marine

industry feature') that describe usage and interpretation. While this is not

necessarily a bad thing, problems arise in instances such as a 'blackhouse' which
could also be entered in the 'habitation enclosure, rectilinear, turf-and-stone'
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option. But despite such ambiguities the system has proved to be more objective
than previous methods employed (on GLS, ULS and WLLP).

However, upon examination it may be seen that the example of 'blackhouse' and
'habitation enclosure, rectilinear, turf-and-stone', is not so extreme as the former is

applied in most cases to 'croft houses'. These conform to the plan of a byre and

living area in the same structure with a barn built on one side (Burgess 1995). The
latter has, for the most part, been used to describe older long house structures, that
in many cases are strictly 'blackhouses'. These structures are considerably more

dilapidated than the average "blackhouse", displaying their wall-cores (turf-and-
stone construction) and not necessarily conforming to the 19th century ideal of the
blackhouse layout, being poly-cellular and more random in plan (Burgess and
Church 1996).

A fuller discussion of these ambiguities is made in Chapter 5 and Appendix 5
which includes copies of the pro-forma used for GLS, ULS and the Bernera

Survey, a copy of the pro-forma used during WLLP and details of the recording

system employed for Cea(L).

4.2.2.2 Detailed survey

Following the completion of the initial walkover assessment, a programme of more

detailed instrument survey, site sampling and recording was instituted. In the case

of Cea(L) this programme exists at present only as recommendations to Historic
Scotland for further monitoring, rescue excavation and survey (Burgess and
Church 1997). In the cases of WLLP, GLS, and ULS this led to a series of more

detailed instrument surveys, a detailed photographic record and the test excavation
of some sites.

In each case (survey, photography and sample excavation) an attempt was made to

examine a representative sample of the features recorded during the prospecting

surveys. In the case of GLS, excavations concentrated mostly on post-medieval
features such as kilns, blackhouses and stills, but also included small trial trenches

on a promontory enclosure (Burgess 1995; Burgess and Gilmour 1995). At

Crowlista, ULS excavations examined unique site types not seen, as yet, elsewhere
on the island, including a utilised natural island and a small promontory enclosure

(Burgess et al 1996a and 1996d). At Calanais, WLLP excavations examined
features as varied as cellular shielings and remains associated with the southern
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aisle of the Calanais Stone setting (Coles 1993a and 1993b; Coles and Burgess

1994, Coles and Rees 1994). With the exception of the WLLP survey and
excavation are still ongoing at both Garenin and in the Aird Uig Area.

4.3 Data Analysis

Data collected during the prospection surveys of GLS, ULS, WLLP and Cea(L)

has, for the purpose of the present analysis been transferred to Microsoft Access
databases from its original form (Paradox databases, paper records, or Penmap GIS

databases, see section 4.4). This data together with the results from Armit's survey

of the Bhaltos Pensinsula and the RCAHMS database may be seen in Appendices

1,3,6,7,8 and 9in Tables 35, 36, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43 and 47.

4.3.1 Data Classification

The data has been classified using a system that has been developed from the

Cea(L) recording system involving a mixture of 'form' and 'use based'
classifications. Each site has a primary descriptive classification and a sub-

classification, for example 'dyke' may be the primary classification and 'turf',
'stone' or 'turf-and-stone' are sub-classifications.

Thirty classifications have been used to describe all of the monument types thus far
encountered during survey work in the region or in the existing record. Table 5

(Appendix 4) lists each classification with a description and the sub-classifications

possible.

4.3.1.1 Blackhouse

Blackhouses are regular habitation long houses traditional to the Islands and the

Highlands of Scotland. They have walls with inner and outer faces of dry-stone and
a core of earth or turf. The broad dating of a blackhouse is possible on the basis of
form. Those related to crofting settlements tend to be longer and narrower than
earlier examples. Late houses range in size from circa 15 to 25 metres by 5 to 8
metres. Typically these later houses consist of a dwelling and byre in the main
structure and a barn attached to one of the long sides. Such structures, originally a

feature of the late pre-crofting and crofting phase (cf. Chapter 1), have frequently
been modified in the later crofting and modern phase to take on "white" features
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and become "greyhouses" (Burgess 1995, p 75). Such modifications include the
insertion of gables, services and windows.

Earlier houses tend to be shorter and broader, ranging in size from 10-15 metres by
6-8 metres. The layout of such structures is less rigid with poly-cellular forms of a

random nature being common. Frequently ancillary structures are attached to the
ends of the main structures and these in turn may have structures attached to their
own walls. Dodgshon (1993) has suggested that these pre-crofting blackhouses
had a life span of no more than seventy to ninety years before abandonment and
reconstruction. Excavation evidence from Garenin (Burgess 1995) and Beirero

(Burgess et al 1996b) confirms that this was generally the case.

The short lifespan of an individual house presents a problem in accurately dating it.
This is not solved by excavation, which tends to provide little datable evidence

(Burgess et al 1996b). The lack of change in the building style between the early
medieval and the post-medieval phases exacerbate the problem. The state of

preservation may be of some help as an indicator of date. Severely eroded sites

may point an all-turf construction, which Dodgshon (1993) suggests was pre¬

dominant in the medieval period. But survey has shown that the removal of the
stone wall-faces of a blackhouse may lead to its near total destruction in less than
ten years (Burgess 1995).

The re-use of materials from a blackhouse during the construction of a new house
is common, especially roof timbers, wood being a rare commodity on the islands,
but it is also common to find that the wall-faces of an old house will be

systematically robbed or dismantled to provide good stone for the new structure.

Sites such as that at Beirero show that blackhouse stone wall-faces, earth wall-

cores, roof timbers and even floor materials may be removed for re-use, leaving in
this case only the very largest foundation stones that are too big to move easily

(Burgess et al 1996b).

Such problems make the accurate dating of early blackhouses impossible, with
even excavation an uncertain recourse. Un-excavated structures can only be placed
in a wide dating band from the medieval to the pre-crofting phase, though it is

likely that most of such sites are later rather than earlier. The earliest example
dated during the surveys for this present study is a house at Beirero which is

thought to be of the early 17th century.
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4.3.1.2 Burial

This group covers burials from any phase. While prehistoric burials are widely
recorded on the islands, single unmarked graves with plain, rough hewn head and
foot stones, and sometimes a cobble kerb, are also equally as numerous.

Cairn burials typically exhibit features that indicate they are sepulchral and not, for

example clearance, may including pointers such as kerbing, a passage and/or
chamber. Cairns of larger than average size also may be considered for burial,

especially if they are single sites. Aspect may also be important (cf. 4.3.1.6 Cairns).
These sites are taken generally to date to the prehistoric phase.

Cists or stone slab lined graves can be divided into two general groups. Short cists,
of which more than fifty examples have been identified in the Western Isles (Armit

1996d, 96), tend to be prehistoric in date. Examples at Cnip are typical dating to

3360 ± BP (Armit 1996d, 98). Long cists are harder to date on Lewis; some Norse
and later burials are made in graves outlined with stone slabs. Unfortunately, even

relatively modern graves said to be those of drowning fatalities washed up on the
beaches of the West Coast of Uig still retain this form.

Cremation evidence from Lewis tends to date to the early prehistoric phase and
more specifically the Bronze Age. Cist burials seem to be either inhumations or

cremations (Armit 1996d 95-96). Recent excavations at An Dunan of a complex

funerary "enclosure", probably Bronze Age in date, have given an insight into the

process of cremation (Gilmour pers. comm).

Unmarked inhumations tend to be the commonest form of burial encountered.

Leaving aside those in cist burials that frequently contain crouched inhumations,
this category encompasses marked and unmarked graves containing inhumations

generally of a date later than the early medieval phase.

4.3.1.3 Communications

This class covers all forms of communication features ranging from airports to

local bridges on paths through crofts. It is the case, however, that most of these
features tend to fall at the lesser end of the scale. Examples may be found in all

phases, though most of the sites referred to in this study are thought to date to

between the medieval and crofting phases. Sub classes include:

❖ Airports
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❖ Roads

❖ Tracks and Paths

❖ Bridges

One form of communication excluded here is that of causeways. These features
have generally been subsumed under the heading of the Utilised Natural Islands
with which they are generally connected.

4.3.1.4 Atlantic round house.

This class covers all forms of Atlantic Roundhouse, including wheelhouses, as first
defined and classified in Armit's Ph.D. thesis (Armit 1990a). The chronology of
this group of sites also conforms broadly to Armit's work, according to which these
sites belong in the Iron Age and later prehistoric phase. Sub-classes include:

❖ complex Atlantic round house

❖ wheelhouse

Problems have arisen in the identification, or mis-identifications, of sites within

this group especially during the Cea(L) survey, when many sites so classified were

seen in section but not in plan. As a result features that may be cellular in nature

may have been recorded as the intra-mural spaces in a complex Atlantic round

house, the reverse may also be true. This confusion may stretch to cellular sites of
the size of the Figure of 8 houses, such as those at Bostadh on Great Bernera. This
site was, for four years between its first record in 1992 and its excavation in 1996,
know as the "Bostadh wheelhouse".

4.3.1.5 Cellular structure

Cellular features were frequently encountered in the five surveys discussed here.
These sites include single cells and multiple cell complexes and may be
constructed of turf, stone or both. Few such sites have been excavated on Lewis so

their dating is difficult. Over seventy sites are included in this group varying in

size, construction and plan, so that it is difficult to know how typical are the few
excavated examples on Lewis such as those at Berie and Guinerso.

Only four such sites have been excavated to date on Lewis. These are the Pictish

phase cell constructed in the complex Atlantic round house at Loch na Berie (S
Gilmour pers comm.); the pre-Pictish and Pictish cells (including the "Figure of 8"

houses) at Bostadh Beach (Neighbour and Burgess 1996); the medieval cells of
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Guinnerso near Aird Uig (Burgess el al forthcoming) and the cellular shieling at

Carnan, Calanais, which is of unknown date (Coles and Burgess forthcoming).
However, these excavations do show that when such sites are excavated they can,

for the most part, be securely dated; without excavation it is often another matter.

Prior to the excavation of the cells at Guinnerso, S. Gilmour and the author agreed
that they were similar in structure and form to those seen at Loch na Berie and
Bostadh Beach. Excavation has subsequently shown the cells at Guinnerso to

belong to a completely different period.

Variations of this group are not represented in this study as they have not been
recorded in any of the surveys discussed here. Beehive cells are typical of this and
are a recurrent feature of Lewisian archaeology, particularly in the rough grazings
between Calanais and Morsgill Lodge and also further to the west (Plate 1). They

display many architectural and constructional similarities to complex Atlantic
round houses including relieving gaps over entrances, the use of flat, slabby stones,

corbelling and "ladders" of ambreys similar to the "ladders" of openings to the

galleries of the complex Atlantic round houses of Dun Carloway, Dun Trodden and
Dun Telve. These architectural similarities have in the past led antiquarians such as

F.W. Thomas (Plate 1) to suggest a link between the "Broch" builders and the
beehive builders (Thomas 1870). Seen as rash today without the support of
excavation evidence it remains a fact that though beehives are widely recognised
and have been written about for over 100 years, one has yet to be excavated and
not one has produced a diagnostic find to aid dating. Confusion also comes from
the fact that some sites recorded as oval or circular shielings are also cellular. For
this reason all distributions of cellular structures include those shieling sites which
are strictly cellular in form.

Many variations may be seen in the construction of the sites within this group.

Unfortunately, with the exception of size, differences are not always visible
without excavation or the protracted examination of the site. The vast majority of
the cellular sites recorded came to light during the Cea(L) survey which did not

require detailed site analysis by its field-teams.

Cells of all phases show similarities in construction techniques that may result in

part from the use of similar building materials, which is flat slabs of rock. It may be

possible that oral tradition has transferred building techniques and traditions from

generation to generation. An example of this is blackhouse construction on Lewis
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which can be traced for between at least 500-1500 years in various forms. There is
no reason why cellular building traditions could not survive from the late-

prehistoric into the medieval phases. To help to differentiate between sites of
Pictish and medieval date this class is illustrated in Chapter 5 both by date and by
form.

Detailed examination similar to that carried out for promontory enclosures may

make it possible to further subdivide these sites. This might include the
differentiation of construction materials, size of site, stone work techniques (the

presence of vertical slabbing and corbelling for example) and roofing techniques.
More rigorous study of topography and siting might also be fruitful, but without
excavation such studies would be more helpful typologically than to absolute

chronology.

Undoubtedly there was a phase of cellular construction immediately following the
monumental phase of later-prehistory. This has been best demonstrated at

Berie_Riof, where ongoing excavations have demonstrated the presence of cellular
structures in the ruins of a complex Atlantic round house. A circular or Figure of 8
house similar to that at Bostadh then supersedes these cells. A similar progression
from smaller to larger cellular structures may also have occurred at Bostadh, but

unfortunately the excavations there never fully investigated the phases of small
cellular constructions.

It may however be dangerous to make too much of the fact that the Berie_Riof

complex Atlantic round house has later cellular re-use as, to date, this is the only
site that has displayed such a sequence during excavation. There is one literary

reference, which seems to suggest similar re-use of the complex Atlantic round
house of Dun Beag on the Isle of Skye. As part of his tour of the Western Isles in
1773 Dr Johnson describes

... an ancient building, called dun or borough. It was a circular inclosure,

(sic) about 42 feet in diameter, walled round with loose stones, perhaps to a

height of 9 feet. The walls are very thick, diminishing a little towards the top,

and though in these countries stone is not bought far, must have been raised
with much labour. Within the great circle were several smaller rounds of
wall, which formed distinct apartments.
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(From Johnson's^ journey to the Western Islands ofScotland MlA, 62)

What is certain is that the small cells of Berie_Riof have as yet provided no

conclusive proof of habitation, with material culture recovered to date consisting

mostly of slag and metalworking debris (D.W. Harding pers comm). It is possible
therefore that this progression from complex Atlantic round house to small cellular

structures, involving a change in architecture styles, may indicate an

accommodation of a change in use from habitation to industry rather than a change
in technology or building technique. The final architectural change at BerieRiof
from the small cells to the larger cellular structure of the Figure of 8 house may not

mark a further change in architectural technologies but a reversion to the site's

original habitation use. Further analysis of the Berie Riof assemblages and the
excavation of similar sites would help to confirm this, but as yet the evidence
available is not enough to postulate a progression, similar to that seen at

Berie Riof, from complex Atlantic round houses to small cells to Figure of 8s,
across the whole of the region.

Certainly the internal use of space within the Figure of 8 houses excavated at

Bostadh seems to mimic the internal layout of both the final phases of the
monumental architecture (wheelhouses) but also of the complex Atlantic round
houses. This comparison is made on the basis of radial internal partitions seen

within all three of the Bostadh houses that give a plan similar internally to that of
wheelhouses such as Cnip on Lewis, and Sollas and Cletterval on North Uist

(Armit 1996d, 137). The comparisons between Bostadh and Cleterrval are

particularly striking, and include a similar floor drain that flows from within the
entrance of both Cletterval Wheelhouse and House Number 3 at Bostadh, running
towards the exterior. Comparisons can also be made with the similar internal plans
of complex Atlantic round houses such as Bu, Howe and Gurness on Orkney

(Cunliffe 1991,229-301) which have vertical slabs forming radial internal partitions
similar to those seen at Bostadh. Unfortunately, as yet, no complex Atlantic round
houses have been entirely excavated down to their basal levels on Lewis and so this

comparison cannot be made directly at a local level.

4.3.1.6 Cairns

This group includes cairns of all phases whether located singularly or in groups.

Most commonly these features appear in groups and are thought to be clearance
cairns. Also frequent are walkers/navigation cairns.
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Clearance cairns, as has already been discussed in Chapter 2 there are no traditions
on Lewis of clearance occurring in relation to specific altitude, and with specific

phases of farming activity. Most clearance recorded appears to relate to either pre-

crofting or crofting/modern activity with dating being possible by establishing the

relationship between cairns and modern croft boundaries. If clearance does not

respect a croft boundary, i.e. it lies over several adjacent crofts, or it falls outwith a

crofting context, then generally it may be taken to predate crofting. Unfortunately,
as with other monument forms, the reverse of this does not necessarily apply, i.e.

something which respects a crofting boundary is not inevitably of crofting or

modern date. On occasion careful observation may help, for example where
clearance clearly follows and respects a boundary indicating that it was formed after
that boundary came into use.

Morphologically clearance cairns may vary in size, shape and composition from
"traditional" small circular cairns to areas of linear clearance. Dating pre-crofting
cairns is very difficult, a build-up of soil and turf indicates greater age but even

excavation may not help given the notorious scarcity of finds in clearance heaps.

Walkers/navigation cairns form the second main group of cairns. These tend to be

prominent lone cairns standing up to 2 metres high and measuring up to 1 metre in
diameter, and are generally regularly maintained and augmented frequently leading
to them being classed as "modern" during survey. For these reasons an original date

may be difficult to establish. Many appear on modern and historic Ordnance Survey

maps, but an equal number appear on neither.

While such sites may today be solely for guidance of walkers, verbal evidence from
the islands indicates that many of these cairns were used as navigation markers
from the sea (D.R. McLeod, pers comm.). The fact that most are coastal, or visible
from the sea), supports the suggestion that most were originally erected for
maritime navigation.

Burial cairns are fewer in number, and without excavation their speculated nature

may be hard to confirm. In general they tend to be larger in diameter, but not

necessarily in height, than other cairns. Identification may be facilitated by the
visible presence of a passage, chamber or cist. A kerb defining a cairn of larger size
also points to prehistoric funerary use. A number of such sites were identified by
Henshall around Broad Bay and Calanais (1972, 118-120) and more recently one

has been excavated by Close-Brooks at the west end of Triagh na Berie. Carbon 14
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dates for this site place it around 1780-1670 BC (Armit 1996d, 98). Distributions of

possible burial cairns are included for consideration in future chapters both with the
cairns and also with the burials.

4.3.1.7 Rock marking

This class covers all rock markings including Pictish symbols and cup marks. Cup
marks form the majority of the rock markings recorded with several being noted

during the Cea(L) study and during the survey of Bernera. These sites are all taken
to be prehistoric in date though, as with such sites elsewhere, their exact date is
unsure. While it is postulated that most are either wholly Neolithic or Neolithic and

Early-Bronze Age in origin (C.B. Burgess 1990), the possibility that such markings

may have been formed later, or naturally, cannot be ruled out.

While no Pictish symbols have officially been recorded, Margaret and Ron Curtis
claim to have located one on bedrock beneath the remains of Dun Barraglom (M
Curtis pers comm.). This carving was not located either by Cea(L) or the survey of
Bernera and is as yet unpublished.

4.3.1.8 Cultivation

Cultivation sites, such as pre-crofting runrig systems, form one of the largest single

groups of monuments recorded on Lewis. Frequently such monuments survive only
as fragments of a larger system that has been obscured or subsumed by later

agricultural activities. Cultivation remains can be sub-divided into three main sub¬
classes on the basis of their morphology. These sub-classes also allow for

approximate dating of a feature.

Square cut lazy beds are small platforms or areas of "made-up" ground that

provide deep, well-drained soil for use in cultivation. Square-cut channels drain
these cultivation platforms and separate each individual bed. Each bed ranges in
width from 2 to 5 metres and in depth from 0.3 to 1 metre, and can be any length.
This cultivation represents the final form of lazy bed cultivation used in crofting,
and as such may be found on or in proximity to crofts. A few such lazy beds may

still be seen in use for cultivation today at places such as Croir on Bernera and
Gisla on the west shore of Little Loch Roag. These features are dated exclusively
to the crofting and modern phases (c.f Chapter 1).
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Feannagan are irregular hand dug rigs that are seen almost exclusively outwith

crofting townships, where their remains have for the most part been obliterated by
later agricultural activities. Taking the form of an irregularly or semi-cylindrical
cross-sectioned bank of between 1-5 metres in width and 1-2 metres in height,
these rigs can wind sinuously in amongst areas of bedrock for many hundreds of

metres, and are usually found in groups.

These beds pre-date crofting activities and are rarely found in croft lands, since

they were laid out as part of the runrig apportionment that preceded en-crofting

(Macdonald 1978). The best examples, systems of cultivation spread over many

hundreds of hectares, provided cultivatable land for just a few households (c.f

Beriero) forming a "buaile" or "clachan" (Dodgshon 1993). Such farming

practices were extremely un-intensive and inefficient and so were swept away

during the clearance and en-crofting of Lewis.

Though firmly associated with the runrig system (Dixon 1994 30) such beds may

have been used even before the early medieval phase in the late prehistoric phase.
Excavation of examples at Guinnerso and Carnan near Calanais have provided no

dating evidence (Burgess et al forthcoming; Coles and Burgess unpublished),but
there has not been a systematic investigation of such sites. Survey evidence

suggests that most are later rather than earlier in date as they tend to be found in
association with blackhouse remains. The date range applied to these sites for the

purpose of classification is early medieval to pre-crofting but the exact dating of
individual examples is impossible.

Cord rig is rare on Lewis with few examples of this tight ard-turned rigging having
been noted in the fieldwork carried out for this study. Even the best example is a

fragment of only 3 rigs less than 4 metres long, found on the south-west side of
Cnoc an Tursa at Calanais. In general such rigging is taken to be Iron Age in date
on the basis of fieldwork carried out in southern and eastern Scotland and the

borders with England, but as yet no excavations have been carried out on Lewis.

4.3.1.9 Dykes

This group of features is the largest recorded in any of the surveys carried out for
this study. It includes all linear wall features that cannot be seen to form part of a

Feannagan is the plural of Feannag or in English Lazybed, the name is almost exclusively applied in
spoken Gaelic to describe the class of monument discussed above, but also may be used to describe a
hooded crow.
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cohesive field-system (c.f Chapter 1). Features in this class are sub-divided

according to construction, into dry-stone, turf or both:

❖ Dry-stone construction

❖ Turf construction

❖ Turf-and-stone construction

A fundamental error in the recording of these sites was made in 1993, at the start

of survey activities. This involved their location, which was referred to by a single

grid reference rather than grid references for both their termini. Unfortunately this
error was perpetuated in all of the subsequent survey work, (WLLP, GLS, ULS,

Cea(L) and the Bernera survey), though it will be corrected in future work in the

region by the author.

The result of this error is an opportunity lost, since these dykes represent the

fragmentary remains of relict field-systems. If the location of the termini of these
features had been fixed along with junctions and changes in direction then GIS
could have been used to look for patterns in their layout and distribution. As the
record stands, with each located by only one point as a class they may be related to

other monuments and terrain types, but it is not possible to reconstruct the
allotment systems of which they were one a part.

4.3.1.10 Enclosures

This class includes all enclosures that are believed to be not for habitation. They
have been classified firstly according to form, whether they are rectilinear or

curvilinear, and secondly on the basis of their construction. Form and structure

alone enough to allow dating, as curvilinear stone-and-turf structures appear in

many phases from the prehistoric to pre-crofting and crofting phases. Dates that
have been applied come both from survey and excavation activities since 1993, and
are largely based on their stratigraphic relationships with other features, such as

those excavated at Garenin in 1994 and 1995 (Burgess 1995; Burgess and Gilmour

1995).

Sub-divisions include:

♦♦♦ Rectilinear

❖ Curvilinear

❖ Dry-stone construction
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❖ Turf construction

❖ Turf-and-stone construction

❖ Cement/concrete construction

4.3.1.11 Ecclesiastical sites

Ecclesiastical monuments form a small but scattered group ranging in date from
those thought to be early medieval right through to sites that are still in use. All
forms of ecclesiastical monument are included in this group.

Sites of monastic settlement are identified in the record by the NMRS based on

written history and the form of sites (e.g. the monastic settlement at Aird Uig).
New sites identified during this survey have been classified on the basis of their

morphological similarity to sites already in the NMRS. In general these sites
consist of a rectangular stone or turf building oriented west to east and measuring
circa 5x8 metres surrounded by an unspecified number of cells. In the case of the
Aird Uig Chapel (NMRS, NB03NW 01), there are as many as fifteen stone-built
cells within a 500 metre radius of the rectangular chapel.

Church/Chapel or Teampull4 The majority of these sites have had their initial

interpretation confirmed by documentary sources such as maps (both historic and

modern). One particular group of sites are the west coast "Teampulls" that are

evenly spaced along the west coast of Lewis from the Butt in the north to Bragar in
the south, with outlying examples also being seen in Uig. This group also includes
more recent churches (in-use or abandoned) where they fall within a survey area.

Graveyards are, for the purpose of this study, a group of burials that show signs of

being marked by headstones (or other means), and have been, or are still, enclosed

by a wall or fence. Many of the sites in this sub-group are still actively being used,
but may originate in the crofting phase or before. Surviving graveyards that are

disused tend either to be crofting burial grounds that have become full or are

related to the Teampulls of the west coast.

Little or no excavation has been carried out on the ecclesiastical features of Lewis,

so that accurate dating is generally impossible. Usually chapels, churches and

graveyards that are still in use date to the pre-crofting, crofting or modern phases,

though there are very prominent exceptions to this. One is the Teampull

Teampull -the Gaelic word meaning church (Dorwood 1995), though on Lewis specifically applied to
the remains of, or sites of, pre-reformation (Roman) churches.
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Mholuaidh at Eoropie (NMRS, NB56NW 03), which is still used by the

Episcopalian Church but has its roots in the medieval phase.

One of two documented excavations on an ecclesiastical site on Lewis is the work

carried out by Historic Buildings and Monuments-AOC near St Columba's Church
at Aginish, which investigated multiple burials located immediately outside of the
west wall of the modern graveyard (NGR NB 478 322) on the line of road works

along the Eye causeway to the south-west of Church. The nature of the mass grave

suggested that it contained the remains of drowning victims not local to the island.
The burials were dated to the late 17th century on the basis of several coins of 1688
removed from one of the skeletons. While such burials fall outside the extent of a

graveyard they give some indication to the length of time the site has been in use

(McCullagh 1989). The second excavated site is that of Teampull St Tomais at

Ness, also excavated by Historic Buildings and Monuments-AOC. The footings of
a stone-built chapel were uncovered immediately to the north of the upstanding
and largely intact Teampull Mholuaidh (Barber 1978).

In general the monasteries date to before the Scottish Religious Wars of the mid
and late 16th century and the drafting of the first covenant pledging Scotland to

Protestantism 1557 (Donaldson 1965, 132-157), and range from the early medieval
to the middle of the medieval phase. The Teampulls seem to date from the
medieval phase onwards, and most of the modern churches, chapels and burial

grounds have their roots in the rise of the Free Church in the mid 19th century.

4.3.1.12 Field-systems

This class of sites includes all field-systems that consist either of fields that are

defined by dykes, not necessarily all of the same phase, or a combination of
features such as large areas of cultivation, dykes and clearance. In the broadest

interpretation of the definition crofting townships could be seen as field-systems
and these sites have been included where they occur, in this and in the settlement
class.

The dating of a field-system is based on an estimate of the date of its constituent

parts. Unfortunately there has been little excavation carried out so firm dating
evidence is usually lacking. Excavation on field-systems at Carnan near Calanais

(Burgess and Coles unpublished) and at Guinnerso (Gilmour et al forthcoming)
has concentrated solely on lazy beds and yielded little or no dating evidence.

Examples of field walls that have been excavated tend to be sub-peat features such
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as those at Tob nan Leobag3 (Bohncke 1988) and at Sheshader (Newell 1988) both
of which date to the early prehistoric.

The stratigraphic relationship of a field-system in relationship to surrounding peat

growth can provide an indication of date, and systems such as that at Tob nan

Leobag seem to belong to the Bronze Age. Such systems tend to be found only
where peat has been removed typically due to peat cutting for fuel. Cutting to a

consistent depth across a wide area is necessary before any sense can be made of a

sub-peat field-system. Most linear sub-peat features are more likely to be classed
as fragments and have therefore been included in the sub-peat features group (see
section 4.3.1.22).

The dating of field-systems on the surface of peat growth proves to be an almost
insurmountable problem, since the form of agriculture changed little from the early
medieval (and perhaps even the later prehistoric) right through to the pre-crofting

phase. It could be argued that most of the extant field-systems have only been
abandoned in the last two hundred years, as cultivatable land is at such a premium
on Lewis nothing fertile remains dormant or un-worked for long. It is constantly

being re-worked, with new beds being cut and new fields laid out. The most

graphic example of this is the laying out of the crofting townships, which occupy

most of the best land on the island. En-crofting leads to the total obliteration of any

features relating to earlier field-systems, as the un-intensive system is swept away

and replaced with the intensive.

Older field-systems that survive such regular re-working do so due to unique
circumstances. Beirero (NGR: NB 0477 3411) near Crowlista, Uig, remains intact
because it is located largely on Glebe (Church) land, which has not been regularly
used for cultivation since it was acquired by the church following the
abandonment of the Beirero Clachan in the early 18th century (F Hay pers comm.).
Guinnerso landscape (NGR: NB 0340 3607), located halfway between Crowlista
and Aird Uig has elements that are thought to date to the medieval and the late

prehistoric phases (Burgess et. al. 1996e and Gilmour et. al. forthcoming.). These
survive due to the remoteness of their location. This site has also benefited from

extreme weather prevailing from the Atlantic (bordering its western side) which
has retarded peat growth that would otherwise have obscured many of the

landscape features. Similar circumstances have helped the field-system of Fivig

Tob nan Leobag, pronounced Tob_nan_ Eo_bag, means the headland of the flounder or flatfish.



(NGR: NB 1973 4503), lying halfway between Garenin and Dal Mhor, to survive

largely intact.

4.3.1.13 Habitation enclosures.

This class includes all enclosure believed to be habitations. Sites are classified on

the basis of form and then construction. Some structures that could be included

within this group may have been otherwise classified, for example 'blackhouses' or

complex Atlantic round houses but normally the distinctions are clear. Sub¬
divisions are made on the basis of form and construction and include:

❖ Rectilinear

❖ Curvilinear

❖ Stone construction

♦♦♦ Turf construction

❖ Stone-and-turf construction.

Sites in this group include 'white houses' ('rectilinear, stone'), early 'long houses'
or 'blackhouses' ('rectilinear, stone-and-turf' or 'rectilinear turf') and 'boat-shaped
houses or enclosures' ('curvilinear, turf or 'curvilinear, stone-and-turf')

4.3.1.14 Industry

These features are classified by type rather than form and include extractive
industries such as millstone quarries, power industries such as gas-works and
electrical power stations, and local agricultural industrial features such as kilns,
stills and dams.

Water-mills have been excluded from this group and form a class of their own,

owing to their large number. While some features are found commonly in almost

every crofting township (kilns for example), many are the sole examples

representative of their class on the island, or are known from very few examples,
sub-classes include:

❖ Quarries

♦♦♦ Corn-drying kilns

❖ Illicit stills

❖ Power Stations
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❖ Brick-works

❖ Gas-works

❖ Dams

4.3.1.15 Mills

This group includes all water mills recorded in this study. To aid analysis they are

recorded separately from the industrial group since they number one hundred and

sixty-three sites as opposed to only forty-seven in the industrial group. Mills on

Lewis can be split into two main groups.

Horizontal (or 'Norse type') form the largest group of mills, representing more

than 99% of the sites recorded. These sites consist of a low stone structure fed with

water from a nearby stream or loch by a lade that is often constructed of stone

slabs, wooden channelling or both. Within the building a wheel pit would have
housed a horizontal wheel or turbine which would have driven grinding stones

mounted directly on its axle above the pit. The grinding stones are sited on either a

wooden or stone floor.

The classification 'Norse mills' indicates the supposed origins of the design. Mills
of this type may be seen throughout the Highlands of Scotland, the Orkneys,
Shetland Islands (Hay and Stell 1986,8-10) the Western Isles and Ireland, wherever
Norse influence was felt. It is thought that most of the mills recorded in this study
date to the medieval, post-medieval, pre-crofting and crofting phases. Many of the
mills noted here were marked as still being in use in the late 19th century on the 2nd
edition of the Ordnance Survey 6" scale maps.

Such sites are frequently 'stacked' with between two and six mills reusing the
water channelled from the first mill. The lades between such mills can be up to

several hundred metres in length, though where mills are located in steep valleys or

on steep hillsides the space between mills can be a matter of a few metres. It is also
not uncommon for water to be dammed between mills to improve the pressure of
water for mills further down the sequence (Hay and Stell 1986).

Threshing mills are a sub-division of the horizontal mill group with the wheel or

turbine providing power, not for grinding stones, but to a threshing machine. These
mills tend to be larger in size and have a hearth and chimney constructed in the

'upstream' wall that allowed a fire to be used to create a draft to remove the
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threshed chaff. One good example of such a mill may be seen to the south of Dal
Mhor (NGR: NB 2099 4468).

Vertical Mills are represented by only two examples on Lewis and only one is
recorded in this study. These sites have a vertical wheel fed by a lade from a large
stream. The grinding stones are powered indirectly by the means of geared cogs.

These mills are late features that are related to en-crofting and the rationalisation of
estates in the early 19th century. Mill usage was restricted by many estates as a way

of increasing estate income. This led to the construction of larger horizontal mills
and in some cases vertical mills, that communities were forced to pay to use.

4.3.1.16 Marine industry.

This class includes all features that are related to marine activities and while it

includes numerous examples of features such as fishing stances, jetties and

slipways all of which originated from local necessity, it also includes features such
as light houses and life boat stations that are distributed on a regional or national
scale . This group of sites is sub-divided by type rather than by form.

Fish traps are common features around the coastline of Lewis. They are sited to

flood at high tide and empty at low tide catching fish within the trap. They usually
consist of a dry-stone wall enclosing a small bay, the wall being lower at one point
to allow water and fish to enter at high tide.

Fishing stances may be seen on the shores of many of the salt and fresh water

lochs around Lewis. Usually they consist of a small jetty of stone, or occasionally
wood, that allows access to deeper water within the loch.

Piers constructed in both wood and stone. They range in size from small local

examples for the mooring, loading and unloading of boats to large piers associated
with more complex harbours, such as those at Stornoway and Port of Ness. Many

townships have a Cidhe6 or pier for the unloading of local fishing fleets; these tend
to be well constructed and regularly maintained.

Slipways are common around the coast of Lewis, as many crofters have their own

small boats. They frequently take the form of an area of the foreshore that is
cleared of rocks to allow a boat to be dragged out of the water. The cleared stones

are generally used to form a break-water along one side of the slipway to afford the

launching and landing of craft some shelter.

Cidhe, the Gaelic word for pier or harbour
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Lighthouses on the coast of Lewis range from the large (formally) permanently
manned towers of Victorian vintage at the Butt (NMRS, NB56NW 08) and to the
south of Stornoway (NMRS, NB53NE 02), to unmanned automatic sites such as

that at the mouth of East Loch Roag (NGR: NB 1536 4001) on the cliffs to the
west of Garenin. This is a small rectangular building with a light mounted on a pole
on its roof and dates to the first half of the 20th century.

Lobster walls built across narrow inlets to store lobsters until they could be
collected for export, usually to the Continent. The best surviving examples are both
on the island of Great Bemera, and one has been reconstructed (NGR NB 1716

3722). This feature stands to a height of over three metres and encloses a bay 350
metres long and 100 metres wide which accommodated as many as one hundred
thousand or more lobsters (N McCiever pers comm.).

Wrecks. The fragmentary remains of wrecked ships are a common site around the
shores of Lewis. These range from the remains of traditional wooden boats washed

up on the shore, to the engine blocks of more substantial craft that have been

grounded close to the shore.

Harbours may be seen at several of the larger townships (and Stornoway), which
have large harbours capable of providing sheltered moorings for boats of all sizes.

Examples may be seen at Port of Ness, Carloway, Kirkibost and Miavig. These
harbours provide services such as shore side storage sheds, crane lifts and slipways.

Jetties are less formal than piers and more numerous. They range from well-
constructed wooden and stone structures to lines of loosely piled stone and provide

temporary mooring and shelter for boats.

Boat nausts are common all around the shores of Lewis and are frequently found
in association with slipways. These usually take the form of a natural or man-made
hollow in the shore, located well above the high tide line, into which small boats
are drawn and made secure.

Heavy fabrication industry has been recorded several times during the Cea(L)

survey. These sites tend to be modern in phase and are located mostly in the

Stornoway area.

4.3.1.17 Military

Military remains located during the surveys belong mostly to the Second World
War and the Cold War (circa 1935-1965). They range from tank traps at the back
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of beaches and individual pillboxes, to complexes of naval gun batteries to the
north and south of Stornoway (NGR: NB 4510 3565 and NMRS NB43SW 27).
The category also includes recent RAF activities at the Stornoway airport and the
now largely abandoned Aird Uig RAF base (NGR: NB 4647 3360 and NB 0494

3809).

Older military features are rare. There are several sites of castles though no

tangible remains survive. One site on the shores of Loch Seaforth (NGR: NB 2840

1640) is said to be the site of the main stronghold of the McKenzies (C Knot pers

comm.), though now it has a substantial blackhouse constructed on top of it

(Burgess and Gilmour 1997), but there are traces of possible earlier monumental
remains within the later structure.

Remains of several forts surviving as turf enclosures with the remains of glacis

ramparts may be seen on the north side of the bay at Stornoway. These sites are

thought to date to the Cromwellian period (mid to late 17th century) when a

garrison was stationed in Stornoway (NMRS NB43SW 09 and 10 and NGR: NB
4375 3208). As yet these sites remain unconfirmed by excavation.

Sub-division of military sites is made on the basis of form though the diversity of
their nature means that many of the types are represented by few examples. On the
whole these features seem to group together in relatively tight time bands making
the study of their distributions a worthwhile exercise. Sub-divisions include:

❖ Military Transmitters

❖ Coastal Gun Emplacements

❖ Coastal Defences, pillboxes, glider traps etc.

♦♦♦ Cromwellian forts

❖ Medieval castles

4.3.1.18 Man-made islands and utilised natural islands

These are both few in numbers and may be confused with one another. Both
include sites that might be referred to as 'crannogs', but though the essential
difference between the two classes is self-explanatory it may be impossible to tell,
without close examination, how much of an island is man-made. Total certainty

may frequently only be obtainable through excavation but only two such sites have
been excavated on Lewis, at Bharabhat_Cnip and An Dunan, Crowlista. In both
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cases excavations revealed prehistoric remains on enhanced, but essentially natural,
islands (Harding and Armit 1990; and Burgess et al 1996a).

Sites thought to be man-made include two recorded during the Uig Landscape

Survey in Loch Bharabhat_Crowlista and in Loch Mheacliet (NGR: NB 0390 3673
and NB 0467 3673). These were recorded during the underwater survey of that area

in 1995 (Burgess and Church 1995, 7-8). Both sites seem to be formed of small
rocks with no visible bedrock, however only excavation can show whether there is
a natural component to these sites. The Loch Bharabhat site (Figure 11) is located
60 metres from the shore and has no causeway. It is surmounted by the remains of
what is thought to be a complex Atlantic round house (NMRS NB03SW 04), the
date of which is partially confirmed by ceramics collected from the loch floor and
which are thought to date to the Iron Age.

The site in Loch Mheacliet is completely submerged and is linked to the north
shore of the loch by a submerged causeway that is heavily silted up and therefore
difficult to define. No structural or artefactual evidence was noted that would aid in

the dating of this site.

While the lack of any excavated examples on Lewis make this variant of site
difficult to date, excavations on sites such as Eilean Domhnuill and Eilean Olabhat,

Loch Olabhat, North Uist have provided late Neolithic dates (Armit 1988b, 30;
Armit 1990c and 1996d, 57). Artefacts and structural evidence on many of the
Lewisian sites point to a later prehistoric date. As a result sites in the class have
been dated provisionally to the prehistoric phases. However, the possibility cannot

be ruled out that some may have been used in the early medieval and medieval

phases as has been seen on such as Finlaggan, Islay and elsewhere in Scotland.

.1.19 Promontory enclosures

This group of sites includes all headlands and promontories that are in any way

barred or enclosed, both in coastal and inland loch locations. There are at least

seventy-five sites in this group. They range in area from less than 1 hectare to more

than 500 hectares, and in siting from high sea-cliffs to low rocky foreshores. The

enclosing features of these sites are also varied, ranging from turf to stone walls
sometimes with associated ditches and they are frequently bivallate or multivallate
in configuration.



These sites, located mostly on the coast, constitute a major class of settlement about
which very little is known or understood. Clues to the dating of these sites can

occasionally be based upon artefacts found in association with the site, but in

general their chronology is a matter of conjecture with suggested dates ranging
from the early prehistoric through to the medieval phase. Only two such sites have
been excavated anywhere in western Scotland and both of these are on Lewis.

The first is the promontory enclosure immediately to the north of the bay at Garenin
known as Berie_Garenin (Figure 12, NGR: NB 1985 4485). This site, circa two and
three hectares internally, has a univallate stone wall one-hundred metres long and

up to three metres thick drawn across its neck. Five platforms have been identified
within its interior, one of which has the remains of two circular stone buildings.

Keyhole test excavations were carried out in 1995 to assess the potential for

preservation around these circular structures, and while no dating evidence was

recovered it was proved that earlier post-built structures lay under the stone

structures (Burgess and Gilmour 1995).

The second site has been excavated in more detail. This is the small promontory

known as Gob Eirer (Figure 13, NB03SW 21) located immediately to the west of
Crowlista on the north side of the bay at Camas Uig. Here less than one hectare is

protected behind a stone-and-turf wall circa twenty-five metres in length and
between two and three metres thick. There are two rectangular buildings behind the
enclosure that flank either side of a central "street" or roadway (Figure 14). Carbon
14 dates have yet to be processed but preliminary dating based upon artefactual
evidence suggests the site may be of Norse phase (Burgess et al 1996d, 1998).

Unfortunately, both of these sites are unusual in the Lewisian group of promontory

enclosures, in that Gob Eirer is the only one containing rectilinear structures and

Berie_Garenin is one of only two examples containing platforms with circular
structures.

A more detailed study of this monument class is warranted, the start of which is in

Chapter 6. After fieldwork carried out in the summer and early winter of 1997 these
sites were classified and recorded in detail and a few have also been surveyed. It is

hoped that this investigation will continue in 1998 with a programme of more

detailed survey and sample excavation on up to ten sites. A full explanation of the

morphology and sub-divisions of these sites is given in section 6.5
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4.3.1.20 Platforms

Platforms, either unenclosed or enclosed, are not a common feature in the results of

the surveys included here. Thirty-one sites (of which eight are recorded in the

NMRS) have been recorded. The platforms recorded within the promontory

enclosure at Berie_Garenin are amongst the best examples. Generally these
features are unenclosed with no evidence of 'hut-circles' or other structures, but

some are recorded as 'hut-circles' and these are included here as a sub-

classification of platforms.

Dating of such sites is uncertain, only two having been excavated on Lewis. Those
within the Berie promontory enclosure have been discussed above. A test trench
was also excavated across one of the platforms on the south facing slopes to the
north of Cnoc an Tursa, Calanais. This test revealed the remains of a stone

structure but provided no dating evidence (Coles 1993b). Sub-classes of this group

include:

❖ Rectilinear cultivation platforms

❖ Unenclosed platforms

❖ Enclosed platforms

❖ "Hut Circles"

Further afield, the SEARCH surveys have recorded several classes of 'hut circle'
on South Uist and Barra (Brannigan and Foster 1995). Their descriptions suggest

however that many of the larger sites may well fall within Atlantic round house
class here and that smaller sites may be shielings or cellular structures. This may be
a problem of classification and terminology and irresolvable without comparison
on the ground.

4.3.1.21 Shielings

This large group of sites includes all features thought to be associated with
transhumance agriculture. This is one of the largest single classes examined in this

study, consisting of over 440 sites (and over 1500 from the NMRS, FESP data that
have not been sub-divided). These sites may be rectilinear or curvilinear and
constructed from turf, turf-and-stone or dry-stone. Dating is largely conjectural and
built around a theoretical typology, with large dry-stone rectangular sites with
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opposing entrances being the most recent in date and curvilinear turf structures

being the earliest in date.

This gains tenuous support from of the state of preservation of sites as some

rectangular stone sites still have roofs while most curvilinear turf sites stand no

more than 0.5 metres high. However as stone is more durable than turf this
observation may be erroneous. Survey shows that many different types of shieling

may be found adjacent or close to each other, suggesting that while agricultural

patterns around the cultivatable land may have undergone radical changes during

en-crofting and the clearances in the late 18th and early 19th centuries,
transhumance practices varied little.

Excavations have been carried out on three sites, all of turf construction and

curvilinear in form around Calanais Township, one at Aird Calanais in 1994, and
two at Carnan in 1995, but with inconclusive results (Coles and Burgess 1994;

unpublished). Samples from similar sites excavated (but unpublished) on Skye
have returned early medieval and later prehistoric dates (R Miket pers comm.

Armit 1996d, 217 and 245-246) but dates from the Calanais sites still remain to be

processed.

A post-medieval date is suggested by a brooch recovered on the site at Aird
Calanais. A possible late prehistoric/early medieval date has been suggested for the
earliest phases of the site at Carnan, Calanais on the basis of a stone disk or gaming

piece recovered from a hearth. A more detailed analysis of this class may be found
in Chapter 5. Sub-divisions are based on form and construction and include:

❖ Rectilinear

❖ Curvilinear

❖ Stone construction

❖ Turf construction

♦♦♦ Stone-and-turf construction

❖ Day shelter

The day shelter sub-class is the only major variation on the shieling theme. These
are of dry-stone construction and consist of walls forming U, T, L or Z shapes to

provide temporary shelter from the prevailing weather. These features tend to

appear in locations where grazing lands used during summer transhumance are
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within immediate walking distance of the township or clachan. These features are

particularly numerous at Garenin and may also be seen in smaller numbers around
Crowlista and Aird Uig (ULS) but none were noted during the survey of Calanais.

(Burgess 1995; Burgess and Church 1996). Similar structures have been used by
farmers in many lands and across many periods. In the Cheviots in the north of

England for example, such structures were constructed until recently in the same

upland areas where Bronze Age examples have been found (C.B. Burgess, 1984,

145-9).

Dates for these Lewis day shelters are uncertain; one has been excavated at

Garenin during 1995, but no datable materials were recovered. At Garenin the

presence of some late stone-built rectilinear shielings at the extreme limits of the

grazing lands in an area where day shelters may still be seen, may indicate that

many of these features pre-date the crofting phase. Conversely the preservation of

many of these sites suggests that they are still in use today. On Lewis, as

elsewhere, their practicality in such an extreme environment suggests they have
been built and used throughout the ages.

4.3.1.22 Sub-peat features

This classification is used to describe fragmentary stone features such as the
remains of wall lines and boundary markers. The majority of features in this group

are buried below peat, and this location is taken as an indication of their general

antiquity. Blanket mire covers much of the modern ground surface of Lewis (cf

chapter 3), but it is frequently cut both by man and by erosion (wind and water)

revealing sub-peat features. Several of these features have been excavated and have

provided dates.

A wall excavated at Sheshader on the Eye peninsula was dated to 2900 ±100 BP

(GU 1665) (Newell 1988; Armit 1996d, 240). Similar features excavated on Tob
nan Leobag, Calanais gave dates, many coming from surrounding peat layers, of
between 7270 ± 100 BP and 2355 ±65 BP (GU 1234 and GU 1170). The wall
features excavated date to 3220± 65 (GU 1171) (Bohncke 1988, 451). More

recently sub-peat posts and pits excavated to the north of the Achmore stone circle
have given dates from between the early Neolithic to Bronze Age (Historic
Scotland 1997).
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Excavation therefore suggests that these sub-peat features could date from the early
Neolithic to the Bronze Age, so unless there are specific pointers to the contrary,

these features have been placed within the prehistoric phases within this study.

4.3.1.23 Stray finds

This group includes all stray finds, artefact scatters and middens recorded during

prospection for this study. These finds are sub-divided typologically including:

❖ Unclassified middens

❖ Kitchen middens

❖ Shell middens

❖ Wood

❖ Chipped stone

♦♦♦ Polished stone

❖ Bone objects

❖ Ceramics/pottery

❖ Metal objects

❖ Gaming Pieces

❖ Querns and Millstones

Middens are amongst the commonest finds in this class. These have been split into
four for the purpose of classification. Shell middens are predominantly composed
of shells, though it is not uncommon also to find ceramics and/or chipped stone.

Kitchen middens generally consist of mixture of constituents that may include
bone, shell, ash, charcoal, ceramics and chipped stone. There is also a unclassified
midden sub-division where the survey team was not able to specify the exact nature

and constituents of the deposits.

While stray finds of some materials (ceramics, stone, metal and chipped stone) can

be dated; sites such as middens, wooden and bone objects and many middens are

difficult to date without sampling for C14 or other dating techniques. Some
middens may be datable by association with adjacent structures or on the basis of
constituent artefacts. As middens are formed in all phases of settlement activity on
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the island (many crofts still having active middens) the dating of un-sampled
middens is impossible.

4.3.1.24 Settlement mounds

While settlement mounds have been regularly recorded in the southern Outer

Hebrides, particularly in machair areas, they have until recently been rare on

Lewis. In comparison areas such as the machair of the west coast of South Uist
with more than fifty-five sites (Parker Pearson and Sharpies 1994), RCAHMS
records only two sites on Lewis, one of which is at Aird Calanais, (NMRS,
NB23SW 32) and the second of which is at Traigh na Berie and is mentioned
below. The prospection surveys included in this study list a further forty-six sites.

Twenty-six of these sites are coastal and were recorded during Cea(L) in 1996.
These sites can vary in size, shape and height as the results of the Dun Vulan
environs survey has shown (c./. Chapter 2). There they are oval, ovoid and circular
and range in size from less than 10 metres to more than 80 metres in diameter and
between 1 and 6 metres in height.

No excavations have been carried out on such sites on Lewis. This means that

dating relies solely on stray finds and comparisons with elsewhere. This leaves

only one group of sites can be dated, the Norse settlement mounds. This includes
those recorded on Traigh na Berie (NMRS NB13NW 4) and at the eroding face of
the Broad Bay Saltings (NGR NB 4418 3523). The latter has provided whetstones
and diagnostic Norse ceramics.

Excavated settlement mounds on South Uist (NF 729 302) have indicated similar

dates, finds including late Iron Age and Norse ceramics, but some 'middle Iron

Age' ceramics have also been noted (Sharpies and Hamilton 1996, 108). While this
data points to a later prehistoric to Norse date for such sites this is based on

evidence from two sites in forty-eight on Lewis and three sites in more than fifty-
five on South Uist (Parker Pearson et al 1995a). Clearly more excavation needs to

be carried out before a firmer chronology can be evolved.

4.3.1.25 Souterrains

The RCAHMS lists 9 souterrains on the Isle of Lewis. These sites are now mostly

inaccessible, sites such as those at Gress on the east coast of the island (NMRS
NB44SE 04 and 09) being buried under sand. Many if not all of these sites are
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located in the immediate vicinity of ecclesiastical monuments. For this reason a

composite distribution of these two classes is given in Chapter 6.

As it is impossible to locate accurately, let alone examine and classify most of
these sites, their morphology and chronology remains uncertain. In at least one

case, the site between Swainbost and Tabost adjacent to the remains of the

Teampull Pheadair (NB56SW 01), there seems to be an element of re-use. This site
is inaccessible as its entrance is silted up with sand. The entrance itself is
constructed from brick and concrete and appears to be military in form and was

possibly used as an air-raid shelter or bunker for military staff working on the
transmission mast immediately to the north.

One site has been excavated, belonging the final phases of the late prehistoric
settlement at Cnip. This takes the form of a rectangular structure constructed in one

of the bays of the abandoned wheelhouse. This structure, unique at present on

Lewis, has been compared by Armit (1996d, 132) to that excavated at Tungadale,

Skye by Roger Miket, where a rectangular house had a very definite souterrain-like
feature constructed into its walls. Armit seems to compare this latter souterrain
with the final rectangular phase at Cnip yet the only comparable souterrain-like
feature there was the entrance to the rectangular house, and this was formed by the
narrow tunnel entrance to the earlier wheelhouse. While the two structures may

bear a similarity in form the dates are completely different; Tungadale house dates
to the 3rd Century BC. (Armit 1996d, 133), while the construction of the final phase
at Cnip belongs to the 2nd Century AD (Armit 1996d, 168).

This makes clear that there is not enough evidence from the Outer Hebrides to

allow the reliable comparison, and dating, of soutterains to those seen elsewhere in
Scotland. There is some evidence that the "souterrains" of Lewis are smaller and

differently shaped from those on the mainland, being either straight or right-angled
in form compared with the more usual banana shape.

4.3.1.26 Stone settings

This class includes all standing stones and settings of standing stones, and has the

following sub-divisions:

Standing stones includes all single standing stones that are not associated directly
with stone settings and stone circles.
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Stone Settings include all groups of standing stones that are not situated to form an

approximate ring or circle. This sub-class includes many of the "stone circles" in
the Calanais area, notably Calanais One (the Calanais Stones, NMRS, NB23SW

01) as they are not primarily circular in setting being of a cruciform layout.

Stone Circles are a sub-classification of the stone setting group where the stones

being arranged in an approximate ring or circle.

The dating of these features is impossible without excavation, though they are

usually attributed to the Neolithic phase of settlement on the island. Excavations
were carried out at Calanais by P Ashmore of Historic Scotland during the late
1970s and early 1980s. These excavations are presently being prepared for

publication, but fifteen C14 dates have been released ranging from 2900 to 2600
cal BC for the construction of the stones and 2000-1750 cal BC for the desecration

of the chambered cairn located at the centre of the setting (Historic Scotland 1997).

4.3.1.27 WeiIs

Wells and water sources are not well represented in the surveys of Lewis. Most
wells are covered by very low slab-built structures with a space up to two metres

deep underneath. The water is reached from one side by steps and is not typically

deep as the water table is generally close to the ground surface. Such wells require

regular maintenance or they become silted up and overgrown. In this state they are

easily missed by prospection survey. Most crofting townships have at least two

wells, more have been noted in the case of larger townships. However finding
wells outwith townships is a rare occurrence. Two sub-classes are thus:

*** Wells within townships

❖ Wells outwith townships

The accurate dating of these features is difficult. While samples could be retrieved
from the bottom of the well space and dated it is likely to prove unhelpful as the
sediment is washed into the space and accumulates quickly. This means that wells
were emptied of water to allow the sediment to be shovelled out.

4.3.1.28 Miscellaneous feature

This class is a catch-all measure to take in everything that does not fit directly into

any of the other twenty-eight classes. There are only three categories that cannot be
accommodated and another sub-division (other) for future eventualities:
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❖ Drainage Features

❖ Weirs

♦♦♦ Breakwaters

❖ Others

These features are all poorly represented in the records and do not warrant a

separate classification of their own, though in the case of drainage this is likely to

be because its systematic recording was only carried out as part of the WLLP

survey.

4.3.2 Settlement

This final classification is arrived at on the basis of all the records discussed in the

other twenty-nine classifications. Evidence of actual settlement, i.e. habitation
sites, has been gathered together for each of the surveys and used to model the
location of settlement in different phases. The sub-divisions of this group are based

purely on chronology. In the following chapters the settlement distribution is
discussed last after all of the other site classes have been assessed.

4.4 Formation ofdistributions

The distributions described in Chapters 5, 6 and 8 are all based on the evidence
from the various survey projects discussed above. The data begins either on paper

or electronic form as it is collected in the field or from documentary sources. Once
a survey is complete the data recovered is entered into a database. In the case of the

paper survey records this is a point where errors might, and certainly do, creep into
the record. In the case of the electronic data the transfer is direct from the

collection software to the database.

During 1993, 1994 and 1995 the database of choice was Paradox V4.0 for Dos, but
in 1996 this was superseded by Access for Windows V7.0 (and latterly versions 95
and 97 ) and all of the Paradox files have been translated to the new format as part

of this study. These files are included on the attached CD and are named by

Project.
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The databases for each survey have been sorted and eventually classified and sub-
classified according to the scheme above. Where a record might be classified under
more than one heading {e.g. a site that can be classified both for its artefacts as well
as structural remains) the record may be included twice. At this stage every record
is assessed with a view to attributing it to a phase of settlement. This was not

always possible, but while a large number of sites therefore remain in the
"unknown" group, many sites are provisionally attributed to a phase.

The databases were then transported electronically to IDRISI GIS software. This
software accepts direct imports from Access and has been used to sort and illustrate
the distributions for the various surveys. This software does have many extended
GIS and statistical capabilities, but none of these have been used in the formation
of the distributions presented in the following chapters.

In some cases several classes have been placed on the same distribution as they are

related in form or are thought to have a bearing upon each other. Good examples of
this include the man-made island and utilised natural island distributions or the

dykes and sub-peat features distributions. Finally many of the classes have been
illustrated twice, firstly by form and then on the basis of the phase. This second
illustration is only absent when a class may be considered to be from one phase or

all of the features remain undated or undateable.

The distributions formed in IDRISI are discussed in detail in Chapter 5 for WLLP,
ULS and GLS; in Chapter 6 for regional surveys including Cea(L) and the
RCAHMS database, and in Chapter 8 for the Bernera Survey.
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CHAPTER 5
... Loch-Carlvay, a very capacious, though unknown harbour,
being never frequented by any vessels: though the natives assure
me that in all respects a convenient harbour for ships of the first
rate. The best entrances look north and north-west but there is
another from the west. On the south side of the island of Bernera
there are small islands outwith the entrance, which contribute much
to the security of the harbour, by breaking winds and seas that
come from the great ocean. Four miles to the south on this coast is
Loch-Rogue, which runs in among the mountains.

From Martin Martin's "A description of the Western Isles of
Scotland" 1695

A description of the Loch Roag complex including Loch Roag, East
Loch Roag and Little Loch Roag, known collectively in 1695 as
Loch Carlvay.

5.0 EVIDENCE FROM AREA SURVEYS IN THE LOCH ROAG AREA:

GARENIN, CALANAIS AND AIRD UIG

Following the initiation of the WLLP survey of Calanais in 1993 a further two

survey areas were selected in 1994 and 1995. The areas at Garenin and at Aird Uig
were chosen to complement the work started in 1993. All three survey areas, and
the 1996 work carried out on the island of Bernera described in chapter 8, are

located around the Loch Roag area of western Lewis. Each presents a different
terrain pattern, yet all three are subject to roughly the same environmental
conditions, being within 15 kilometres of each other.

All three surveys, and that on Bernera, were carried out using similar methods and
with identical goals (see Chapter 4). While details such as the design of the

recording form changed between the WLLP survey and the later two projects, the
ethic of total survey, or as near total as possible, remained. In each case a core of
between two and four professional archaeologists and between six and ten

archaeology students carried out the work. The only major variable was the time of

year for the execution of the work. Whereas the surveys at Garenin and Calanais
were carried out in the height of summer, Aird Uig was surveyed at Easter, in what
was still effectively winter in the Western Isles. However, the obvious observations
that could be made for much of Scotland, about changes in vegetation between the
seasons affecting the results, were seen to be largely negated as no major vegetation
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changes were seen on the island between the seasons. Similarly, variations in
seasonal weather were not noticed, though a light dusting of snow for several days

during the survey of the Aird Uig area may have marginally improved

archaeological visibility.

This Chapter summarises the key details of each of the three surveys. It then deals
with each of the thirty monument groups in turn, comparing the data from Calanais,
Garenin and Aird Uig to draw conclusions about the distributions of each
monument class.

The West of Lewis Landscape Project: The survey of the Calanais

Environs

Commencing in 1993 this survey was designed to study settlement patterns in the
area around the Calanais Stones and their associated ritual landscape. Fieldwork
was carried out over three seasons during 1993, 1994 and 1995. The survey

included the township of Calanais, Calanais Farm and the Calanais Grazings1 (see

Figure 3).

The boundaries of this survey area were not defined by "academically correct"
environmental constrictions, for example on the basis of landscape features such as

river catchments, but rather by political boundaries, which was the extent of the
Calanais Grazings that have only existed for about 130 years. To use the grazing
area was, however, a choice of necessity as it immeasurably eased land access

negotiation. The same decision was later repeated for the Garenin survey (see
section 5.2).

Furthermore, an additional overriding factor in the definition of the Calanais survey

area was the change in landscape features caused by peat growth. This process has

Every crofting township is allotted an area of rough grazing for seasonal use. Between late spring and
late autumn all of the sheep from the township are required to be grazed in these areas rather than in
the township itself. This requirement of the crofting laws is aimed at preventing livestock from

raiding crops growing in the crofts during the summer months. While the Grazings are used and
administered for agricultural purposes by the township's "Grazing Committee", land ownership
remains with the prevailing Estate (in the case of much of the Calanais area that is the Garynahine

Estate) who may also use the land for sporting purposes.



led to the suggestion that the river catchments in the area have changed shape

radically since the Neolithic period. As the Calanais survey was aimed at

examining sites from all periods the choice of modern terrain features as

boundaries would be invalid for all sites from the Neolithic and Bronze Age (G.M.
Coles pers comm).

5.1.1 The WLLP survey area

The study area for WLLP, consisting of the township of Calanais and its associated

grazing lands covered a total area of 2700 hectares, made up of of circa 100
hectares of enclosed crofts, the 100 hectares of Calanais Farm (a private estate

owned by the University of Edinburgh since 1985) and the bulk of the area, 2000
hectares of grazing lands that stretch eastwards from the Calanais township for 10
kilometres into an area known as the "Blacklands". The remaining 500 hectares
takes the form of inland lochs, varying in size from several hundred to several
thousands of metres in length and breadth.

The "Blacklands" that make up most of the survey area are what makes the area

considerably different from those at Garenin and Aird Uig. The "Blacklands"
consist of blanket peat mire as much as three metres deep in rolling terrain with
low hills no higher than 100 metres O.D. punctuated by frequent fresh water lochs.

Again, unlike the other survey areas and especially Aird Uig, there is little or no

bare rock. The exception is the area within the boundaries of the Calanais farm on

the Aird Calanais peninsula.

The two predominant landscape types, blanket mire and croft lands, tend to obscure
much of the pre-crofting archaeological evidence. In the case of the croft lands it is

likely that much that pre-dates their apportionment circa 150 years ago has been
not so much obscured as very possibly destroyed by the intensive agricultural
activities that followed the en-crofting. With the blanket mire the evidence has
more likely been obscured than destroyed.

Much of the early prehistoric landscape has been buried under several metres of

peat, and only fragments can be seen where erosion or peat cutting has revealed
them. It seems likely, on the basis of the survey evidence gathered between 1993
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and 1995 at Calanais, that much of the early prehistoric landscape may survive,
sealed in and under the peat.

5.1.2 The WLLP survey data

The presence of the crofts and the blanket mire very much dictated the nature of
the monuments located during the prospecting survey. Within the crofts, not

surprisingly, most of the features noted belong to the crofting period. These are

typified by late blackhouses, square-cut cultivation, small areas of clearance cairns
and stone-walled vegetable gardens.

On the "Blacklands" the majority of features post-date the prehistoric and are

located on, or near, the surface of the peat. Most relate to shieling and
transhumance activity. Dating the features firmly is a matter for excavation, and an

extended programme to examine a representative sample of such features is

planned for the future. A theoretical dating framework is, however, proposed below

(see section 5.4.22), based on the limited excavation carried out and the
architectural styles encountered. This framework suggests that such transhumance
monuments range from later prehistory/early history right through to the crofting

period.

Both the crofts and the mire have yielded fragments of pre-crofting features.
Within the croft areas fragments of standing stones and pre-crofting landscapes
were recorded, mostly around the croft margins where features have escaped the
attention of intensive agriculture. In areas of blanket mire features have been seen

in areas of erosion such as streams and on loch sides, and in areas of peat cutting.

The effect of peat cutting has been most noticeable in the area surrounding Tob nan

Leobag to the south of the Calanais township. Here, heavy over-cutting has
revealed a series of sub-peat stone dykes and enclosures that have been dated to the
Bronze Age (Bohncke 1988). The extent of these finds, all around the shores of
Tob nan Leobag and also on many parts of the Calanais Farm estate, indicates the
extent of the surviving early prehistoric landscape underneath the peat cover.

The survey of this area of combined crofts and "Blacklands" has revealed a total of
645 recorded sites, a total breakdown of which is recorded in Table 43 (Appendix
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7). Of the sites recorded the largest group is that of shielings (180 separate

records), which are mostly located on the "Blacklands". Other large groups include
cultivation remains (102 records), which are mostly seen within the crofting

township, and cairns and enclosures (49 and 42 records respectively), which are

found in both the township and on the "Blacklands".

5.1.3 Summary of the WLLP survey

Three years of survey work, which included an underwater survey of all of the
water bodies deep enough to swim in, have provided a detailed picture of two main

types of monument. These are the crofting-related features located in and around
the township of Calanais itself, and the transhumance related features located on

the "Blacklands".

While this survey may prove especially valuable for understanding the distribution
of transhumance sites, and possibly of crofting sites as well, meaningful
distributions of sites such as sub-peat features, standing stones and other prehistoric
features were also recorded

The WLLP survey will however provide only negative information to the

understanding of major monument classes not represented or surviving in the
record. These include notably, Atlantic Round Houses, souterrains and mills,

though absence of the last may be discounted as the milling complex for Calanais
and Breasclete (the adjacent township) falls immediately outwith the survey area

on its north edge.2

This is a large estate mill located at NB 2165 3480, and is one of the few vertical mills on Lewis. This
site has not been included in any of the five surveys discussed here as it also falls outwith the remit of
the Cea(L) study.
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5.2 The Garenin Landscape Survey: The survey of the Garenin Environs

including part of borrowston grazings and part of dal mor

Grazings.

Initiated at the invitation of the Garenin Trust3 in 1994, this project initially had
two aims. The first was to study the blackhouses within the Garenin Conservation
area by means of detailed survey and excavation, and in addition to place the
conservation area in its wider historical and settlement context by means of field

survey and limited excavation of the sites recorded.

The project was taken on as part of the wider Lewis landscape project because the
it promised an interesting comparison with the survey already carried out by WLLP
at Calanais. Both areas are located on the east shore of East Loch Roag, but where
Calanais is at the loch's southern (inland) end, Garenin lies at its mouth, on west-

facing cliffs that look out over the Atlantic Ocean.

5.2.1 The GLS survey area

Covering between 800 and 1000 hectares, this survey area, as with WLLP, was

based on modern political boundaries (Figure 3). Centred on Garenin, it covered all
the ground around Liamashader headland and along the north side of Loch

Carloway, around the back of Borrowston township and north-east past the back of

Upper Carloway township to the west side of the bay at Dal Mor. It included all of
the Garenin Grazing in this area 4 covering the cliff tops to the north and east of the

village, and much of the Liamashader Headland. Also included is a small part of

The Garenin Trust (now the Gearrannan Trust) was set up in the mid-1980s to manage the
conservation area that covers the first nine crofts of the Garenin township (running from the beach

eastward). The trust has become involved in the preservation and reconstruction of many of the
eleven abandoned blackhouse and blackhouse-style buildings that survive within the conservation
area. To date four of these have been reconstructed and are now used as a hostel, a residential centre,

an education resource centre and a public toilet. Plans are in progress to renovate a further 3-5 of the
structures.

Garenin is also allotted grazing lands on the north side of the Pentland Road circa 10 miles to the east

of the village.
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the Dal Mor Grazings, which covers about 800 metres of cliff top to the west of the
Dal Mor Bay and part of the Borrowston Grazing which administers the area

around Liamashader itself and the south side of the Liamashader peninsula.

Again extensive survey was carried out in the crofts, with only one tenant refusing
access to his land. Land outwith the township, though still classified as rough

grazing, is considerably different in nature to the Grazings at Calanais. The whole
area is lusher and greener than the "Blacklands", because the ground cover is

predominantly grasses and sedges with little heather growth, unlike Calanais with
its predominant heather. Peat still covers much of the land but usually in a much
thinner layer than at Calanais. This would appear to be the effect of the coastal
weather that Garenin endures.

The area is dominated by discordant geology that forms a series of steep-sided hills

rising to between 90 and 115 metres with extensive areas of bare rock. Between the
hills are low-lying valleys that have in the past proved to be fertile. Both to the
north and the south of Garenin these valleys show signs of permanent settlement;
Garenin itself, and Dal Mor to the north, are situated in such a valley.

Where the "Blacklands" of Calanais are studded with lochs, the Garenin survey

area has and these only measure about 200 - 300 metres in length and breadth. The

ground does become saturated very quickly however, particularly in areas where
the bedrock is close to the surface.

The high sea-cliffs that are so common in western Lewis dominate much of this
area. In places these can be up to 90 metres high and are actively eroding. This is in
marked contrast to the Calanais coastline, which is a low dipping edge that is
almost completely stable.

5.2.2 The GLS survey data

A total of 285 monuments have been recorded in the GLS survey area over a two

year period, among which two distinct groups are noticeable. The first is crofting
and pre-crofting related monuments, in which enclosures (62 records) and shielings
and transhumance sites (40 records) predominate. The second group comprises
three later prehistoric settlements in precipitous locations on the sea-cliffs to the
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north and south of the township. Two of these sites bear the Berie name (see

chapter 6) suggesting the site of a fortification, and the third is known as Stac a'
Chaisteil (Stack Castle) (Plate 3).

Also surrounding Garenin is a series of pre-crofting settlements or Buailes (see

Chapter 6). Four of these sites are located in the immediate area; one to the north at

Fivig, one to the south at Loch Brievat, one to the east at the end of the township,
and finally there is one in the heart of the conservation area on a site known as the
Sidhean or "fairy mound".

This survey also provided ample evidence of cultivation, dyke and cairn
monuments ranging in number from 26 and 42 records. Eight classes are not

represented here at all: Atlantic round houses, burials, marine industry, military

monuments, ecclesiastical monuments, stone settings, souterrains and settlement
mounds. This is not surprising in an area that is the smallest considered in this

study. This leads to classes being absent as the only local example is located in the

adjacent township. A full breakdown of the numbers of each class of site recorded

during this survey is made in Table 41 in Appendix 3 together with a full gazetteer

of the sites recorded.

5.2.3 Summary of the GLS survey

This survey area has provided the opportunity to record in detail the monuments

associated with a crofting township, and has confirmed the extent to which crofting
obliterates much of the earlier settlement history. In contrast, the Atlantic
environment in concert with the geology provides a setting for a very different

archaeology, and in particular a series of pre-crofting settlements. These sites are of
uncertain date, though morphologically they appear to be medieval or later. Also,
the high coastal cliffs provide ideal locations for classes of monuments, such as

promontory enclosures, not seen in the flatter terrain of areas such as Calanais.

The wide range of monuments completely absent from this area (8 classes, see

above) in part reflects the unsuitable environment but is also a function of the small
size of the area. Ecclesiastical features for example, are absent as its features are

distributed on a scale larger than the maximum dimensions of the GLS survey area.
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5.3 The Uig Landscape Survey: The survey of the Aird Uig Peninsula

including the grazings of the townships of crowlista, alrd ulg,
Clibhe and part of Timasgarryas well as the Uigan Glebe Lands

This project was initiated shortly before Easter 1995 by the University of

Edinburgh's Department of Archaeology and Archaeology Society to help relieve

pressure for student training places. It was designed specifically to fit into the
research strategy that had been developed during 1993 and 1994.

The area of the Aird Uig peninsula was chosen for three main reasons. Firstly, its
location at the western mouth of the Loch Roag complex complemented the work
carried out at Garenin and Calanais. Secondly, its proximity to the Bhaltos

Peninsula, surveyed by I Armit during the late 1980s (Armit 1992b and 1994)
offered the possibility of interesting comparisons. Thirdly, the area provided a

chance to work in the machair zones of Camas Uig and Traigh na Berie, a terrain

type that had not hitherto been examined in the Lewis Landscape project (Figure

3).

5.3.1 The ULS survey area

Where the Calanais and Garenin survey areas had been defined by political
boundaries, it was possible to define the Aird Uig survey area on the basis of
natural topographic features. These were not difficult to determine, as unlike the
situation at Calanais, the Aird Uig peninsula is defined on all sides by major

landscape features providing clearly definable natural limits to a survey area of

comparable size to that at Calanais. To the south-west, west, north and north-east is
the sea mostly backed by sea-cliffs of up to 150 metres high. To the east is the
Bhaltos Peninsula separated from the survey area by a steep slope and cliff of up to

90 metres that gives the township of Clibhe (situated at its foot on the Bhaltos

Peninsula) its name. Finally, to the south is Glen Bhaltos, one of the finest

examples of sub-glacial meltwater channels found anywhere in Scotland (Peacock

1984,15-16 and Edwards et al 1994, 10). This feature runs along almost all of the
southern edge of the survey area and is up to 80 metres deep and 100 metres wide.

All of these features are of such an age and magnitude that they must have existed

throughout the period of human activity on Lewis. They form a convenient natural
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region covering circa 2000 hectares. This includes two crofting townships, Aird

Uig arid Crowlista, but these were excluded from the survey partly due to the
difficulties of gaining access to individual crofts, and partly because data already

gathered from surveying similar areas of terrain on the Calanais and Garenin croft
lands was deemed sufficient. Without these townships the surviving area amounted
to 1850 hectares.

At the west end of Glen Bhaltos lies the machair area of Camas Uig which borders
the southern edge of the survey area for 1200 metres. This is the sector of the area

without a clear natural boundary. However the opportunity was taken to include
this machair area in the ULS survey adding a further 150 hectares to the overall
area surveyed.

Much of the survey area is surrounded by sea-cliffs ranging in height from less
than 5 to 150 metres. Behind these cliffs is a peninsula which is dominated on its
east side by two mountains, Rubha Mor rising to 160 metres and Forsnaval rising
to 205 metres. Much of the west side of the peninsula is an undulating landscape
covered with blanket mire, rising eastwards to the foot of the two mountains.

Bare rock is extensive in the landscape, especially in the south-west corner where it
accounts for 300+ hectares of land, and also over much of the slopes and summit of
Forsnaval. The western seaboard is also marked by a strip of bare rock with wind-
eroded peat-hags, between 300 and 800 metres wide and is scoured by brutal

westerly winds. In certain locations areas of better grazing survive in this band,
where peat cannot grow and short grasses and sedges take over. The best example
of this is at Loch Ruadh Guinnerso, though it may also be seen at Loch Camasord
to the south and on the northern edges of Druim Nasavig.

This peninsula of blanket mire and bare rock has the occasional loch, though far
fewer than is seen at Calanais. These range in size from 100 to 600 metres and
account for between 100 - 200 hectares of the survey area. In the south is also the

Traigh nan Sruban, a northerly extension of the Camas Uig. This area of tidal sand
is backed by a tidal salting which floods only at the very highest tide, and
otherwise provides good grazing for the township of Crowlista which borders its
west side. The area of the machair to the south was also surveyed. This includes

Traigh na Cille, Rubha Linish and Ardroil at the south side of Camas Uig. Most of
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this area is characterised by mobile dunes up to 10 metres in height, though some

areas of stable machair provide good grazing and arable land.

Finally, within the boundary of the survey area are two pieces of land that do not

conform to the standard land ownership patterns seen on Lewis. The RAF Base
located at Gallen head, north of Aird Uig township, encloses circa 100 hectares.
The second is the Glebe Land for the Uigean/Miavig Free Church Manse. This is
located at the west end of Glen Bhaltos on the east shore of Traigh nan Sruban, and
encloses circa 100 hectares. Both have remained largely untouched by the rigours
that have affected so much of the rest of Lewis, notably extensive re-cultivation
and heavy grazing by sheep.

5.3.2 The Bhaltos survey area

Immediately adjacent to the east side of the Aird Uig survey area is the Bhaltos
Peninsula. Between 1985 and 1989 this area was the focus of most of the

archaeological research carried out by the University of Edinburgh on Lewis. This
work culminated in the excavation of the broch tower in Loch na Berie and the

island dun in Loch Bharabhat, and also included the partial survey of the peninsula

by a team led by Dr I Armit (1992b and 1994). Selected areas of the peninsula
were examined, disregarding the highest ground and much of the south shore
between the townships of Uigean and Reef, with the primary aim of identifying

prehistoric, Norse and early medieval settlement (I Armit pers comm).

The area examined consists of circa 600 hectares of terrain, dominated by a series
of sandy beaches on the peninsula's north side. These beaches - Traigh na Clibhe,

Cnip and Traigh na Berie - are backed by areas of machair that run south for 200 to

500 metres up to the foot of some steep hills that rise to 130 metres. These hills are

dominated by blanket peat and areas of bare rock punctuated with small lochs

ranging in size from 100 to 500 metres. Between the Traigh na Berie and the

township of Riof these hills are broken by a narrow valley which was originally the
site of the Loch na Berie, now largely silted up by encroaching machair that is
blown south from Traigh na Berie.
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5.3.3 The ULS survey data

The survey of the ULS area recorded 417 sites located mostly in the south-west
around Crowlista and Traigh nan Sruban, and along the west-facing cliffs between
Crowlista and Gallen Head. As with the previous surveys the best represented

groups of monuments were those that may be associated, initially at least, with pre-

crofting and crofting activities. However, as both of the crofting townships were

excluded from the survey, many of these remains may predate that activity. See
tables 39 and 46 in Appendix 8 for a full breakdown and gazetteer of sites in the
ULS study.

The sites include blackhouses (20 records), cultivation (33 records), enclosures (34

records), one complete field-system surviving within the area of the Glebe land

(the best example recorded on Lewis) and two complete Buailes (or pre-crofting

settlements), on either side of the Traigh nan Sruban. These distributions are

augmented by large groups of features which are less closely datable, including
cairns (33 records), dykes (72 records) and a complex of mills and dams around
Loch Bharabhat and Loch Camasord that includes 10 horizontal mills.

Prehistoric and Norse/early medieval settlement is also well represented notably by

promontory enclosures (3 sites), man-made and utilised natural islands (2 and 4
records respectively), also one complex Atlantic round house (Dun Borranish,

NMRS, NB03SE 01) and several possible burial cairns. Excavations and survey

carried out in 1996 and 1997 have shed further light on three of these sites.
Excavations at Traigh nan Sruban on the tidal island of An Dunan have revealed a

complex multi-phase funerary enclosure (NMRS, NB03SW 20; Figure 175)

(Burgess et a I 1996a). Excavations at the Gob Eirer promontory enclosure have
indicated that that site is likely to be Norse in date (NMRS, NB03SW 21) (Burgess
et al 1996b). Excavations and survey at Guinnerso have revealed a multi-phase
settlement that may include elements from prehistory, early medieval and the
medieval phases (NMRS, NB03NW 04) (Burgess et al 1996d).
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Other classes are less well represented but include interesting occurrences such as

the ecclesiastical features at the Tigh na Bheannaich, a putative monastic
settlement (NMRS, NB03NW 1), and a group of military monuments located
around the RAF Base at Gallen Head and to the west of the Aird Uig township.
These range in date from World War 2 to modern and include an extensive military
settlement constructed during the 1950s, abandoned in 1960 and although largely
unrecorded is now being extensively modified for use as residential housing

(Burgess and Church 1996, 25).

5.3.4 The Bhaltos survey data

The survey of the Bhaltos peninsula identified 58 sites mostly in the machair areas

on the north side of the peninsula. On the basis of this data Armit mapped early and
later prehistoric, and Norse activity as well as a distribution of "miscellaneous and

pre-19th century" features (Armit 1992b, 12-25).

This additional data helps little in the interpretation of most of the thirty classes of
monument defined in the overall study, particularly those related to crofting
settlement. It does however provide valuable data sets for many of the classes

typically associated with the early prehistoric, later prehistoric and Norse phases
such as Atlantic round houses (6 records), souterrains (4 sites) and cairns and
burials (8 records).

5.3.5 Summary of the ULS and Bhaltos surveys

The Uig and Bhaltos survey areas taken together as a whole provide the most

diverse group of terrain types and environments to be examined by any of the three

surveys carried out between 1993 and 1996. These surveys also provide the most

extensive records of any of the three surveys, with only souterrains being absent
from the ULS area. This is offset, however, by the four souterrains recorded in the
Bhaltos area.

The ULS study provides a particularly valuable insight into pre-enclosure

settlement, with many pre-enclosure blackhouses being recorded, particularly in
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the south-west. This data is further enhanced by the survival of one of the few (if
not the only) examples of intact pre-enclosure field-systems on Lewis at Beriero on

the Uigean Glebe land.5

As well as this wealth of pre-enclosure settlement, the Aird Uig area has also

provided valuable information on many of the monument classes associated with
earlier periods. These distributions are enhanced by the data collected by Armit

during the late 1980s in the Bhaltos survey, and also by ongoing programmes of
excavation within both survey areas.

5.4 Distributions of monuments in the three survey areas: Calanais,
Garenin and Aird Uig

The following sections examine in detail each of the thirty monument groups,

defined above, on the basis of their distributions within the survey areas at

Calanais, Garenin and Aird Uig. None of the survey areas have all of the
monument classes represented. This does not however detract from the results, as it

provides an indication of where such sites are not to be found.

Where appropriate, distributions of monument classes have been grouped together,
for example where elements of two different site classes may bear on the same

problem. Thus the curvilinear shielings have been extracted from the shielings

group and mapped with the cellular structures distribution as they too are cellular
in form. This does not preclude the appearance of the curvilinear shielings in the
overall shieling distributions as well. Some classes, however, have been entirely
subsumed within the distributions of other classes and therefore have no

distribution maps of their own, for example sub-peat features which have been

mapped in the same distribution with dykes.

In many of the class distributions additional illustrations are also included to show
the distribution of the proposed dates of the sites in that class. This has not been

At the recommendation of the survey team, this site and the landscape associated with the features at

Guinnerso (to the north-west) have been proposed for scheduling as ancient monuments of national

importance by Historic Scotland.
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done where the sites concerned are believed to be all of one general period (as is
the case with the Atlantic round house group). In some cases only one map is

presented, showing the distribution of the site type and the different periods it
covers. This occurs when a class has no meaningful sub-classification except for

perceivable differences in date, as is the case for blackhouses.

The result of combining some classes is that the thirty site types are presented in

twenty-eight separate sections below. In each case the distribution maps show the
sites in question as different coloured round and square dots, and all of the other
sites recorded as smaller black dots. This is a function of the Idrisi software used to

sort and generate the distributions, but may also prove useful in providing a

reference to the total site distribution of an area in relation to the specific class

being examined.

Each map also shows the pattern of different terrain types and land use. The terrain

types are based upon those identified by Hudson (1994, 22-25). Of his five
classifications only numbers 1 - machair, 2 - till-covered plain and 4 - rock
controlled lowlands respectively are found within the survey areas and indeed over

most of the land surface of Lewis. To this list the author has added an additional

terrain, lochs and watercourses, to provide four basic terrain types:

❖ Machair

♦♦♦ Till-covered plain
❖ Mostly rock with peat

*t* Lochs and water courses

Cutting across this basic classification is a secondary sub-classification of land use,

necessary as the presence of man in the landscape over the past 5000+ years has

changed or modified areas of terrain and thus may affect the distribution of
settlement remains. Land use subclasses are for the most part absent in the machair
as although it is easily grazed and cultivated, it is very difficult to manage, and
once erosion has started, either by human or natural means, it is difficult to stop.

"Mostly rock with peat" is also nearly impossible to modify for agriculture, as

there is little or no soil matrix to work with.

Modified terrain does, however, occur extensively as a result of land usage in areas

of till-covered plain. The sub-classifications define two basic uses for this class,
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which is the most easily managed and modified by human influence. The two sub-
classifications are areas of poor grazing, in areas dominated by blanket mire, and
areas of improved and good quality grazing. The latter is further sub-divided to

differentiate between crofting townships and good/improved grazing lands. This
distinction is important, as good/improved grazing areas of the till-covered plain

may have been undergoing improvement for thousands of years, providing a terrain

type or usage sub-class which sites may have utilised. The relatively recent event

of crofting apportionment, between circa 1811-1860 AD has obscured much of the

archaeological evidence in substantial parts of the good grazing areas. But, on the
other hand, it has also provided a new land usage/terrain type with its own range of
sites that are specifically related to the crofting and modem phases of settlement.
Table 6 displays the hierarchy of terrain types and land uses, and lists the colours
that are used to depict these differences on the maps in this Chapter and Chapters 6
and 8. These colours are also illustrated in Figure 18 that is the general key for all
of the maps illustrated in this Chapter and in Chapters 6 and 8.

Machair

(Yellow)
Till-covered plain

Mostly rock
with peat
(Grey)

Lochs and
water courses

(Blue)

Good grazing
Poor grazing
(White)

Crofts
(Red)

Good/improved
grazing
(Green)

Table 6: Terrain types and usage sub-classes depicted on distribution maps

The maps of Uig and Calanais are printed at a scale of 1:50 000, but the maps of
Garenin are printed at 1:25000 as the area covered is considerably smaller than that
of the other two studies. In each case key place-names have been added to the maps

to aid in locating the distributions.

5.4.1 Distributions ofA tlantic round houses

Of the three study areas examined only that at Aird Uig (and Bhaltos) has records
of these sites. Eight sites are known, six complex Atlantic round houses and two

wheelhouses and these are mapped on Figure 19. Of these sites only two lie within
the original ULS survey area, Dun Borranish (NMRS, NB03SE 01) and the inland
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island dun in Loch Bharabhat_Crowlista (NMRS, NB03SW 04). Dun Borranish is
located near the back of the Camas Uig Machair, at the south end of a headland
that runs from north to south and is surrounded on its east, south and west sides by
the course of the River Lon Ersta, which runs through an extensive area of sinking
sands. This location at the end of a promontory is very reminiscent of other

complex Atlantic round house sites, seen particularly on Bernera (see section

8.3.1). Dun Bharabhat_Crowlista is located by an upland loch (Loch

Bharabhat_Crowlista) in an area of rough grazing and blanket peat similar to that
of Dun Bharabhat_Cnip.

The remaining six sites are all on the Bhaltos peninsula. Two are wheelhouses and
are located within the machair areas of Traigh Cnip and Traigh na Berie. This is

comparable to wheelhouse locations seen elsewhere, such as those seen at the Udal
on North Uist (Crawford 1965 and 1983; Crawford and Switser 1977). The
construction of such sites is tailored to suit the machair environment, but is not

strictly dependent on such terrain. This is certainly the case at Cletterval and Tigh
Talamhanta on North Uist, as both of these sites are located in upland areas and
stand proud above the ground.

The last four sites are all classed as complex Atlantic round houses, though the two

at Traigh na Clibhe are "site of' references with no firm structural remains, and
refer to the now lost Dun Clibhe (NMRS, NB03NE 09). The others are that of Dun

Bharabhat_Cnip (NMRS, NB03NE 04) and the Broch Tower in Loch na Berie

(NMRS, NB13NW 03).

Both Berie_Riof and Bharabhat_Cnip are located within lochs, though it is now

difficult to say for sure whether the site at Loch na Berie stands on an island or a

headland. The possibility that Berie_Riof is located on a headland or a spit of sand
is suggested, as the Berie name is only found elsewhere in Lewis in such headland
locations. The major difference between the two sites is in the location. Dun
Bharabhat is in a small inland loch in the hills to the south of the machair plain.
The broch tower in Loch na Berie is situated near sea level on the fringes of the

Traigh na Berie Machair plain, in a locale much more reminiscent of that of Dun
Borranish on Camas Uig.
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Whether one believes that complex Atlantic round houses such as Borranish and

Berie_Riof were sited with status defence in mind (and it might be argued that the
two are interlinked) there is no denying their prominent locations.

The wheelhouses on the other hand are located on the rear fringes of the machair
on stable dunes in inconspicuous locations. It should be remembered, however, that

they were constructed in a fluid environment that may have changed considerably
since their initial occupation in the first few centuries A.D. It is likely that they
were originally constructed at the back of the machair in the stable dunes at or near

their interface with the rough grazing behind the machair. They are now being
noted because they are appearing at the eroding edge in what were once stable
dunes. This may be seen at Galson, where a putative wheelhouse, or possibly a

"Figure of 8" house, is eroding from the section (NGR: NB 4374 5943) (Burgess
and Church 1997). Similarly at Bostadh "figure of 8" houses of "Pictish period"
were also first noted eroding from the active section of the dune system, and were

originally thought to be wheelhouses (NMRS, NB14SW 02) (Smith 1989;

Neighbour and Burgess 1996).

At Garenin and Calanais there is a complete absence of wheelhouses, presumably
because neither have machair and thus no suitable building site is available. On the
other hand it has already been noted that on North Uist free standing wheelhouses
have been recorded (Cletterval and Tigh Talamhanta). Such sites have never been

reported on Lewis or Harris however, so it may be no surprise that such sites are

not seen as part of the WLLP or GLS records.

The site at Loch Bharabhat_Cnip seems to fall somewhere between other complex
Atlantic round houses and the wheelhouses in terms of its prominence in the

landscape. While it is conspicuous in its immediate location, it is actually
indiscernible in the wider landscape, being situated below the skyline of the

surrounding hills. In its location in an upland loch surrounded by rough

grazing/blanket peat the site bears a marked resemblance to that of

Bharabhat_Crowlista. Such a siting is also seen at the man-made island of

Bharabhat_Breasclete (NGR: NB 2236 3430) illustrated on Figure 87. All of these
sites lie within later prehistory, that wider band of time that is used here to

encompass the Iron Age and pre-Norse periods, and therefore are not illustrated by
date, (see Chapter One for a fuller discussion of the dating bands used here).
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Both Garenin and Calanais have sites that may be the much denuded remains of

upland island duns of like those in the Bharabhat lochs of Crowlista and Bhaltos. In
both cases there are submerged sites recorded as possible man-made islands. At
Calanais a strong case can be made for the site within Loch Bharabhat_Breasclete

The absence of complex Atlantic round houses at both Garenin and Calanais is
harder to explain. Neither shows any signs of monumental architecture directly

comparable to that at Uig. There is no lack of suitable sites, for hundreds of

prominent locations occur in both areas, and especially at Garenin which is
straddled by Dun Carloway and Dunan_Carloway to the south and Dunan_Bragar
to the north. The explanations for their absence may be different in each area. At
Calanais there may have been a remnant Neolithic ritual landscape which deterred

subsequent activity. It has been suggested that such a landscape would be revered

long after it had gone out of use, and inhibit building in later periods (Bradley

1998). Traces of such feelings may have continued into the 19th century and the

crofting phase, when Matherson re-aligned the apportionments of the Calanais

township to respect the alignment of the Calanais stone setting.

An additional factor in relation to the WLLP surveys is the relative shortness of the

length of coast line sampled. It could be suggested that this short stretch of
coastline falls between two complex Atlantic round house sites in a wider
distribution around the island. This argument may be counteracted by the later

survey activities carried out as part of the Cea(L) programme in 1996. As this

survey shows (see Chapter 6) no Atlantic round houses are recorded on the shores
of the Loch Roag Complex for 10 kilometres in either direction, a 20 kilometre gap

in the distribution of complex Atlantic round houses. On the other hand there are

three such sites located on the shores of Bernera in the centre of the Loch Roag

Complex and within the extent of the Calanais ritual landscape. Two of these sites

occupy good, prominent sites along the south shore of Great Bernera, less than 2
kilometres from Calanais.

At Garenin much of the coastal landscape offers prominent sites, yet no large

complex Atlantic round house has been recorded. This may be because, on Lewis
at least, such sites are never constructed on top of high sea-cliffs. On the other hand
this is exactly where the promontory enclosure occurs. It is not clear whether these
and the complex Atlantic round houses are contemporary, but the architecture of
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both is monumental and there is some dating evidence from elsewhere which
admits at least some overlap of the two. Certainly one promontory enclosure, Stac
a' Chaisteil appears to be constructed using techniques similar to that seen in

complex Atlantic round houses, using flat slabs of stone to produce a blockhouse
structure, apparently with an intra-mural space. While the structural similarities

may be a result of no more than the use of the same building materials, the final
effect at Stac a' Chaisteil must have been monumental, visually similar to the large

complex Atlantic round houses, presenting a large featureless surface punctuated
with only by a small entrance.

The pattern of larger coastal complex Atlantic round houses being located close to

inland island duns with the Bharabhat or Dun place-names, is found not only at

ULS but also outwith the three survey areas at Carloway, between Dun Carloway

(NMRS, NB14SE 01) and Loch Dunan_Carloway (NMRS, NB13NE 05). This is
also the case on Great Bemera, where Bharabhat Bernera is located close to two

coastal complex Atlantic round houses at Dun Barraglom and Dun Tiddaborra.

There are however, Bharabhat/Dun sites which are not associated with larger
coastal sites. These are Bharabhat_Calanais (NGR: NB 2236 3430) within the
WLLP survey area, and Loch an Duna at Bragar (NMRS, NB24NE 02) and Loch
an Duin at Shader (NMRS, NB35SE 04), both of which fall outwith the three

survey areas. Of these Loch an Duin is located 3 kilometres to the south of Dun
Borve (NMRS, NB45NW 04), but Loch an Duna, Bragar, and

Bharabhat_Breasclete have no large coastal complex Atlantic round house in the

vicinity.

This suggests that if there is a link between the coastal complex Atlantic round
houses and inland island duns then the relationship does not have to be immediate
as it is at Bhaltos (Bharabhat_Cnip and Berie_Riof), where the two sites are

separated by less than 500 metres. At Uig the distance between Dun Borranish and

Bharabhat_Crowlista is more than 2.1 kilometres and on Great Bernera the distance
between Bharabhat_Bernera and Dun Barraglom is 1.8 kilometres and to Dun
Tiddaborra is more than 2.5 kilometres. Also the link may not have to be made
across dry land as the nearest coastal site to Bharabhat Breaseclete is located 4
kilometres away from Dun Tiddaborra on the south-east corner of Great Bemera.
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Finally, if the promontory enclosures are proved to be contemporary with the

complex Atlantic round houses then the former may constitute the coastal end of
this chain. Certainly Loch an Duna at Bragar is not close to any major coastal

complex Atlantic round house as Dun Carloway is located 15 kilometres to the
south-west and Dun Borve is at a similar distance to the north-east.

Three reasons may explain this; firstly that there is a coastal complex Atlantic
round house that has completely disappeared from the record in the

Bragar/Shawbost vicinity. It seems unlikely, however, that so massive a site could

disappear and leave no trace whatsoever. The second possibility is that Loch an

Duna represents not part of the inland island group but part of the coastal complex
Atlantic round house group. This is possible as the site is located less than 1.5
kilometres from the modern coastline and is large enough to be part of the coastal

group, however its location is only locally prominent. The third possibility is that
that some inland island complex Atlantic round houses may be related, not to

coastal complex Atlantic round houses, but to other monumental sites such as

promontory enclosures. This could be the case at Bragar as this site is located
between 2 and 4 kilometres from five promontory enclosures. The largest and most

impressive of these is Rubha na Berie at Shawbost 4 kilometres to the west.

5.4.1.1 Summary of the Distributions ofAtlantic round houses

On the basis of the distributions examined above Atlantic round houses can be

divided into three according to site location. However, not every site conforms to

all of the criterion that define these groups.

Complex Atlantic Roundhouses may be divided into two groups; firstly there are

the larger coastal sites such as those seen at Berie_Riof, Dun Borranish on Camas

Uig and sites outwith the three survey areas such as Dun Borve, Dun Carloway and
Dun Stuigh. These are larger than the second group, inland island complex Atlantic
round houses and measure between 12 and 15 metres in diameter (Armit 1992a,

28-45). They are located for the most part in coastal areas and are, or would have
been at the time of occupation, prominent in the landscape. Frequently these sites
are found in pseudo-defensive locations, though sometimes the interpretation of the
terrain can be difficult. This is certainly the case for sites outwith the survey areas,

such as Dun Borve which is buried up to 2 metres in peat that obscures the

surrounding land surface.
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The criteria governing the siting of large coastal complex Atlantic round houses are

that they are located in prominent locations, and they lie at the interface between
machair and rough grazing (where machair is present). Also they are frequently
surrounded or partially surrounded by water but they are not found on high sea-

cliffs. Finally they often lie close to smaller inland island complex Atlantic round
houses.

The second group of complex Atlantic round houses comprises the inland island
Duns or complex Atlantic round houses. These are smaller, usually measuring
between 8 and 10 metres in diameter (Armit 1992a, 28-45), and always occupy

man-made or utilised-natural islands in inland lochs Generally they attract

Bharabhat or Dun place-names, for exmaple Bharabhat_Crowlista,

Bharabhat_Cnip and Bharabhat_Breasclete within the three survey areas; and
outwith these areas Bharabhat_Bernera, Loch an Dunan at Carloway, Loch an

Duna at Bragar and Loch an Duin at Shader. These sites are prominent only within
their immediate area and are generally surrounded by areas of poor grazing land.

Complex Atlantic round houses of the island dun type such as Dun

Bharabhat_Cnip occupy man-made or utilised natural islands in lochs. They lie in

rough grazing/rock and blanket peat areas, however there is generally better

grazing close by. Their sites are locally prominent and defensible. They are not

always linked to the shore by a causeway. They are associated with BharabhdX and
Dun place-names and often lie close to the larger coastal complex Atlantic round
houses.

The final sub-division of the Atlantic round houses on Lewis comprises the
wheelhouse which provides a link between the complex Atlantic round house and
cellular structure groups. This is particularly the case when a site such as Cnip
wheelhouse is compared to the Bostadh figure of 8 houses. Both have side cells off
the main cells or central area. The complex Atlantic round houses, wheelhouses
and figure of 8 houses do show some similarities in the use of space in their
internal areas (see section 4.2.1.5).

Generally wheelhouses are poorly represented not only in the three survey areas

but on the whole of Lewis. This may be in part because the sites have low

archaeological visibility being constructed in a semi-subterranean manner in the
mobile machair environment. Wheelhouses have been found in free-standing
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locations on North Uist, but no such examples have as yet been seen on Lewis,

despite extensive fieldwork. The only two wheelhouses identified on Lewis for
sure are both in the machair of the Bhaltos survey area. Other supposed
wheelhouses at Bostadh and at Galson have been re-interpreted as figure of 8
houses.

With only two firm examples, site location criteria for wheelhouses are hardly

statistically meaningful but the following points can be made on the basis of the
Bhaltos examples; wheelhouses on Lewis are located in machair zones; they were

constructed in stable areas close to the back of the machair and were sited

unobtrusively. Coastal erosion of once stable dune systems has left them today at

the active face of the dunes.

5.4.2 Distributions of blackhouses

Blackhouses in all three survey areas have been considered here together with other
sites recorded under the habitation enclosures, rectilinear/stone-and-turf category.

All of the survey areas proved rich in such sites though they are not all of the same

date. A distinction can be made between the Garenin and Calanais areas together,
and the Aird Uig area, for in the case of the first two survey was executed within
the townships, unlike at Aird Uig. This shows clearly in the record at Aird Uig,
where only one blackhouse out of twenty-three sites is thought to date to the

crofting period (Figure 25).

At both Calanais and Garenin many of the late blackhouses were not recorded, as

they are still in use as outhouses and stock enclosures, or lie in private gardens
attached to modern croft houses.

Nineteen sites are recorded at Calanais (Figure 20), all in the immediate environs
of the township itself. They can be divided into two clear groups; those lying
within crofts and those lying on the improved grazing lands to the south-west of the

township on land now owned by Calanais Farm. The division is even clearer on

Figure 21, which illustrates the postulated dates for these structures. This map

shows a clear group to the south-west of the township that dates to the post-

medieval phase contrasting with those on the crofts dating to the immediately pre-
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crofting and the crofting phases. No structures of this type were located outwith
these areas.

This distribution clearly demonstrates the presence of a pre-crofting settlement on

the land to the south-west of the present township, immediately adjacent to the
Calanais Stones. It is possible that a second such settlement existed on the

opposite, north-east, side of the stones, in the area now occupied by the crofting
township. The group of three sites on the east side of the village, all in close

proximity to one another, again seems to date to the post-medieval/pre-crofting
phases and may represent another Buaile similar to those seen on Calanais Farm
land.

It is also likely that at least a few of the sites recorded within the crofts are actually
related to the earliest phases of the apportionment of the township. The fact that

many of the early blackhouses fall in the western half of the modern township
would seem to support this theory, as this was the first part of Calanais to be
encrofted.

At Garenin fifteen sites have been recorded (Figure 22; and by date in Figure 23).
These illustrations show two distinct group, but there are also single occurrences

recorded. The largest group is that found within the township itself, all located on

the east side of Garenin. As the road line of the modern township runs along the

township's east side it is not surprising that seven of the sites recorded are adjacent
to this road. A group of three sites at the east end of the township are located some

way off this modern road, and it is likely that these mark the remains of the

township at its eastern end after it was first encrofted. All of these sites are dated to

the crofting period.

One site, immediately outside the east end of the township, is thought to date to the

pre-crofting period and may be the only remaining house of a Buaile located at the
bottom of the valley at the east end of what is now Garenin.

The second major group of sites in the GLS area comprises three houses at

Liamashader on the northern coast of Loch Carloway. These are thought to date to

the post-medieval period, but could be even earlier as they lie close to Norse
remains which include boat-shaped structures and an extensive field-system. All of
the surrounding terrain is good and improved grazing.
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The last site at Garenin is on its own on the edge of an area of till-covered plain

improved to good grazing, immediately south of the bay at Dal Mor that shows

signs of extensive pre-crofting cultivation. This house clearly post-dates the
cultivation in its immediate vicinity as it is constructed over several of the

Feannagan. While it is not unheard of to have single blackhouses like this, it is

quite unusual as most pre-crofting houses are arranged in small groups of nucleated
settlement or Buailetean. Dodgshon does however suggest that the earliest of these
Buailetean are not nuclear in form but have diffused centres (1993), and this single
house may be part of one of these diffused settlements. This would certainly seem

to be the case at the valley of Fivig to the north of Garenin and south of this single
house where the remains of between three and five habitation enclosures may be
seen around the fringes of the valley, forming a dispersed settlement.

At Aird Uig, though no crofts were surveyed, a distribution of twenty-two such
sites was recorded (Figure 24 and by date on Figure 25). Most lie in the immediate

vicinity of the Crowlista township on till-covered plain and machair fringes that
have been improved to good grazing. They form three rough groups, one of which
survives as a complete pre-crofting settlement or Buaile called Beriero. This lies on

Glebe land to the east of the Traigh nan Sruban and consists of seven houses that
are known to have been abandoned in the early 1730s as the ground became too

wet for occupation (F Hay pers comm).

The second group of sites is located on the ridge to the west of Traigh nan Sruban,
and may also form a complete pre-crofting Buaile. The fragmentary remains of two

houses to the west of Crowlista constitute a third group though these houses are

unlikely to represent the complete extent of a Buaile. One of these houses has been

incorporated into a modern sheep fank, and it is likely that much of the stone that
forms the remainder of the fank may have come from destroyed buildings that
formed the Buaile.

All of these houses date to the pre-crofting period and are similar in form to those
seen at Beriero; it is possible that some of these features could date back to the
medieval period and even earlier.

To the north the survey area is largely till-covered plain that is used as poor

grazing. This area is largely devoid of blackhouses and blackhouse-style structures.

This absence seems to mark a total lack of pre-crofting settlement in the vicinity of
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the Aird Uig township for which two explanations may be offered. The pre-

crofting remains in this area are located on the only area of good grazing in the
immediate locale, which is now dominated totally by the modern crofting township
and as no survey has been carried out in the township it is not known whether any

pre-crofting traces survive. Alternatively there might never have been extensive

pre-crofting settlement in the Aird Uig area perhaps because there was no suitable

terrain, or because of the presence of the monastic settlement in the immediate

vicinity at Tigh na Bheannaich.

The ability of the church to preserve, unadulterated, the Glebe land in the

Crowlista, Traigh nan Sruban area for over 200 years, shows how completely an

ecclesiastical body could control its lands. It is possible that something similar is

being seen around the Tigh na Bheannaich where there is an area of more than 3
kilometres in any direction that shows no sign of medieval or latter settlement not

related to the monastic activity. The exception is the crofting township of Aird Uig
which occupies the one area of till-covered plain that could be improved

immediately to the east of Gallen Head.

The two Bhaltos blackhouse sites are also recorded by Armit (1992b) and are dated

by him to the Norse and the medieval periods. Both lie behind the machair fringes
in the grazing lands that back the beaches of Bhaltos/Cnip and Traigh na Berie. In
the case of the Norse site this is an area of improved grazing and crofts located on

the machair fringe, though since the crofts are a feature of the last 150 years this

plainly has no bearing on the location of the blackhouse.

5.4.2.1 Summary of the distributions of blackhouses

The three survey areas provide contrasting distributions of blackhouses, this
contrast is particularly noticeable in the ULS survey area where no survey was

carried out in the areas of crofts within the study area but large numbers of pre-

crofting houses were identified. This lack of survey in one terrain has helped to

accentuate the distribution of sites seen in the areas that were examined outwith the

crofts.

The three survey areas also show how blackhouses can occur in quite different
terrains. At Calanais all of the sites are located in the coastal zone, an area of good
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quality grazing and dominated by the crofting township. Many of the sites are

actually located within the limits of the township.

Outwith the crofting township at Garenin, sites are located on areas of improved
and good grazing along the high sea-cliff edge to the north and south of the

township. These houses relate to a number of pre-crofting settlements, better

preserved than those at Garenin. They survive due to the wide extent of the good

grazing bordering of coastline at Garenin, of which only a small proportion is

occupied by the township itself.

The south-west of the ULS survey area is dominated by an extensive area of good

grazing that represents the improvement of the interface between till-covered plain
and the machair of Camas Uig. This favourable terrain has encouraged the
formation of buailetean, and the unique conditions of preservation resulting from
much of this improved land on the east shore of Traigh nan Sruban being inducted
into Glebe ownership, has facilitated the survival of the pre-crofting landscape.
Much of the rest of the ULS survey area is dominated by high sea-cliffs and vast

areas of till-covered plain used for rough grazing, with correspondingly little
evidence of blackhouses.

The sites in this class can be divided into two groups, crofting blackhouses and pre-

crofting blackhouses. The siting criteria of these two groups are broadly similar,
the only difference being that crofting blackhouses are exclusively located within
the apportioned lands (crofting townships). Surviving pre-crofting blackhouses are,

not surprisingly, found predominately outwith townships, but since the modern
crofts generally occupy areas of good and improved grazing, the likelihood is that

they have obscured or destroyed evidence of earlier settlement.

There is only one criterion that defines the siting of blackhouses of all periods, the

quality of the land they lie on. Blackhouses of all phases are located for the most

part in areas of improved and good grazing, either on till-covered plain or around
the fringes of the machair. Fortunately there are specific characteristics which help
to differentiate between crofting and pre-crofting examples. The crofting
blackhouse on Lewis is laid out with the house and byre in one and a barn
constructed on the side of the main structure. Earlier pre-crofting blackhouses tend
to be shorter and broader than crofting blackhouses, may have separate byres, and
have one or more barns/ancillary structures arranged in a poly-cellular fashion not
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to the side of the main house structure but at one end. Crofting blackhouses

naturally survive better than most pre-crofting examples and often were more

solidly built, with inner and outer wall faces of stone, and earth-cores, pre-crofting

examples have frequently lost much of their wall facings leaving just the collapsing
earth-core. In addition it is possible that some of these earlier structures seem to

have been constructed entirely of turf (Dodgshon 1994). Such structures may

represent the earliest phases of the blackhouse tradition, but the survivability of
such a house is limited, and while turf structures are known to have been built as

late as the 1920s in the Ness area of northern Lewis, no surviving remains have
been recorded as yet.

Within the extents of crofting townships crofting blackhouses can be distinguished
from surviving pre-crofting structures not only on the basis of form, but also
because crofting blackhouses respect the boundaries of the individual crofts. Later
houses may be found on the line of the modern township or clearly associated with
an earlier line to the apportioned settlement. In contrast pre-crofting settlement,
whether within or without a township, generally fail to respect the apportionments
and occur in small nucleated groups.

5.4.3 Distributions of burial sites

Both Calanais and Aird Uig have yielded burial sites, but as yet none have been
identified at Garenin. The maps of the Calanais and Aird Uig evidence incorporate
additional information from the Cairns class to include all burial cairns, kerb cairns

and chambered cairns. Also included are graveyards from the ecclesiastical class

(see section 5.4.11).

There are two burial sites at Calanais, the modern township graveyard located on

the north-east side of the Aird Uig Peninsula, and the Neolithic chambered cairn
located at the centre of the Calanais stone circle (Figure 26). The Calanais

graveyard is part of a wider distribution of recent and modern burial plots which
occur at regular intervals around the island associated with the larger townships.

Twenty-eight of such cemeteries exist in the Western Isles (Comhairle Nan Eilean
Siar 1998). Each can serve quite a wide area providing burial space for the smaller
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adjacent townships. In the case of Calanais, none of the settlements immediately to

the east (Garynahine, Loch Ghainmhich6 and Achmor) or the west (Linshader) on

the other side of East Loch Roag have their own burial plot. A modern cemetery is
also recorded within the Bhaltos/ULS survey area, located on the ridge between

Traigh na Clibhe and the township of Bhaltos. This site is located within the
immediate vicinity of modern crofting settlement, five crofting townships lie
within three kilometres.

The distribution of early prehistoric features such as are associated with the
chambered cairn at the heart of the Calanais Stones may not be island-wide, but
would seem to transcend the local area defined by the WLLP survey area and cover

much of East Loch Roag, Loch Barraglom and the south end of Great Bernera. The
nearest burial cairns that may be considered to be part of this group are located

immediately to the north of the boundary of the WLLP survey area, in Breasclete.

Firstly, there is a fragmentary chambered cairn (NMRS, NB23NW 01) in croft-
land within the township of Breasclete. Next is the recently excavated remains of a

kerbed cairn (NGR: NB 2180 3475) located on common ground between
Breasclete and Calanais (Neighbour 1996), while to the west a chambered cairn has
been identified at the south-west tip of Great Bernera (NGR: NB 1572 3435),
which is believed to be part of the wider Calanais ritual landscape (Burgess and
Church 1997). Associated monuments, including cup-marks and stone settings, are

discussed below in sections 5.4.8 and 5.4.25.

Nine burial sites in two main groups have been recorded in the Aird Uig and
Bhaltos survey areas, ranging from single graves marked with rough head and foot
stones (single marked graves) to burial cairns (Figure 27, and chronologically on

Figure 28). The first group is regularly distributed along the western shore of the
Aird Uig Peninsula. This consists of three burial cairns, one possibly chambered,
and two marked single graves. The three cairns all share a commanding view out to

the west over the high sea-cliffs of Aird Uig. Two, those at Guinnerso (NGR: NB
0335 3645) and adjacent to the Tigh na Bheannaich (NGR: NB 0391 3799),
measure no more than 2 metres across, have low kerbs and are located on areas of

bare rock. The third is located within the boundaries of the modern RAF base at

Pronounced Loch Gan-vick.
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Gallen head, and has been partially damaged by the wooden barrier fence around
the transmitter mast within the base. This site, 3 metres in diameter, with a possible

passage on its east side (NGR: NB 0492 3870), is situated on an area of blanket
mire with good views all round.

The marked single graves seen in the ULS area are typical of those found
elsewhere on the coastline of Lewis, being 1.5 to 2.5 metres in length and marked

only with a small rough-hewn stone either at the head or at both ends of the
interment. These graves are usually those of people found washed up on the shore,
and date from the post-medieval to the crofting period. One immediately west of
Crowlista (NGR: NB 0284 3413), is documented in the Uig Historical Society
archive at Loch Croistean. This is said to be the burial of a Harris man who killed

himself for love and was washed up on the shore in the mid-19th Century near

where he is now buried. Documents found in his pockets at the time authenticated
this story (A MacKinnon pers comm).

The practice of marking graves with two stones up to 3 metres apart also leads to

these sites being known as giants' graves. To date no such sites have been seen at

Calanais, but this may be to do with the location of the survey area at the south

(inland) end of the sea loch East Loch Roag. This sheltered area has relatively calm
waters out of the main tidal flows where stray bodies may be washed up. One such
burial is recorded at Garenin, of the captain of the freighter Ruth that sunk in the

bay here in the early 20th century. This grave is said to lie in the "fifth Feannag
from the shore" in the valley of Fivig, to the north of the township on the west side
of the stream that flows through the valley (D.R. McLeod pers comm).

A second group of sites in the ULS/Bhaltos survey area is located between the
beaches of Traigh na Berie and Traigh Cnip. This headland mixes areas of bare
rock with good grazing and machair. The three sites recorded are a Norse cemetery

consisting of seven graves to date, (Cowie 1991, Armit 1996d, 197) (NMRS,
NB03NE 01); a Bronze age cist burial (Armit 1996d 98) (NMRS, NB03NE 14) and
a multi-phase kerbed cairn excavated by the National Museum of Scotland and J
Close Brookes, but is as yet unpublished (Armit 1996d, 96) (NB03NE 11).

All three sites on this prominent rocky headland lie between the two machair areas

on what must have seemed like an island of stable and prominent ground compared
to the fluid and unstable environment of the machair to the west and the east.
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Unfortunately the headland, actually an extension of the stable machair behind

Traigh na Berie, has come increasingly under the effects of coastal aeolian erosion
in recent years and it is this that has revealed the these burials.

As with the modern cemeteries the Norse cemetery is probably located close to its

contemporary settlement. Six settlement mounds are located within 1.2 kilometres
of the cemetery and are thought by Armit to be Norse in date (Armit 1992b, 19).
Two of these are located at the west end, and four at the east end of Traigh na Berie

(see section 5.4.26). Unfortunately none of these sites have been excavated and

accurately dated so their relationship to the cemetery remains uncertain.

The rarity of burial sites at Garenin is not unusual. Modern cemeteries, for

example, occur immediately outwith the boundaries of that study area to the north
at Dal Mor and to the south at Kirvik7 in Carloway. While one might have expected
to find graves relating to other periods of settlement found within the survey area,

particularly the Norse settlement at Liamashader, the GLS area has no eroding

machair, which is where such burials have been found elsewhere including the in

survey area at Uig. The coast at Garenin is actively eroding and is inherently

unstable, but this erosion tends to be catastrophic rather than gradual as in the

machair, so that it would be fortuitous to come upon an eroding site. Garenin does
have a large distribution of unclassified cairns, however (see section 5.6.5), a few
of which could be burial sites, but only excavation could confirm this possibility.

5.4.3.1 Summary distributions of burials

On the basis of the distributions described above, burials, including burial cairns
and modern graveyards, can be split into four groups that display different criteria
for location. The first of these groups consists of modern graveyards, the
distribution of which transcends the survey areas examined in this chapter. Their
wider distribution is examined in Chapter 6 (section 6.4.2); however, two of the

survey areas, Calanais and Uig, have recent graveyards that allow some

conclusions to be drawn about their location.

Kirvik is Cirbhig in Gaelic.
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Modern cemeteries are located in association to larger crofting townships. They
are frequently outwith the boundaries of the township, but those lying within a

township may pre-date its formation i.e. the cemetery at Kirvik is associated with
an older Teampull. These burial sites are located primarily on till-covered plain
where enough soil depth is available for burial. This includes all of the improved
terrain types that may be found in such terrains. These sites typically lie within a

rectilinear enclosure, usually bounded by a stone wall. This enclosure may include
made up ground if needed to provide sufficient depth of soil for burial. Such plots
can distinguished from disused medieval plots, as the Western Isle Council and the
local communities continue to maintain the active sites providing metalled road

access, keeping the enclosing wall in good order and tending the graves.

The burial cairns include chambered and kerbed cairns that again are distributed far

beyond the three survey areas and may be surviving fragments of ritual landscapes,
the exact extents of which are impossible to define today. One of the best
documented and researched of these ritual landscapes is that associated with the
Calanais Standing Stones. This landscape is sampled in part by the WLLP survey.

More burial sites have been identified in the ULS/Bhaltos surveys, but only one of
the four sites identified in that area has been excavated, on the Cnip Headland.
Thus the exact nature of the rest is unknown. Nothing can therefore be said about
their relationship with settlement, especially as so few early prehistoric settlement
sites have been identified. Since the burial sites recorded in the areas are likely to

be part of a wider distributions on the island, some general observations can be
made about their location.

Cairn burials are located in areas with commanding views and are frequently found
on what is today considered to be marginal ground, such as areas of till-covered

plain (poor grazing), and bare rock.

Marked graves outwith graveyards are not frequently identified but are distributed
at a local level with bodies being interred where, or close to where, they are

washed ashore. The fact that they occur at Garenin and Uig but not at Calanais is
what might be expected , as the first two areas are washed by major currents while
Calanais is located on a tidal loch more than 10 kilometres from the open sea and
not subject to direct ocean tides.
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Those interred in this manner were buried outwith consecrated ground because of
their uncertain denomination or they are perceived to have committed a sin such as

suicide (see the case at Uig discussed above). The best-known example of such a

burial was excavated by AOC (Scotland) Ltd adjacent to the Aignish cemetery on

the east coast (McCullagh 1989). At this site the interred bodies were all victims of
a shipwreck in the area. Single marked graves seen in the Aird Uig area are typical
of such sites on Lewis, being marked with single rough-hewn stones at the graves

foot and head. These stones may be as much as 3-3.5 metres apart, which is why
such sites have been seen as the burials of local giants and heroes. Such sites may

be found in any terrain type with sufficient depth of soil for burial.

Unmarked prehistoric and Norse burials and cists form the forth and final group of
burials. These normally have no archaeological visibility and tend to come to light
when exposed by erosion. How wide and meaningful is their distribution is unclear
as very few such sites have been recorded to date. It is likely that they are related to

nearby settlement but this remains unproven, especially in a prehistoric context

when both burials and settlements are poorly recorded. In the case of the Norse

examples they are thought to relate to sites such as the Norse settlement mounds
seen on Traigh na Berie.

It is also uncertain whether these sites originally had any sort of marker. They are,

however, frequently found in groups or "cemeteries", such as the Norse burials on

the Cnip headland and the long cist group at Galson on the West Coast of Lewis to

the north of Barvas (Neighbour and Knott 1996).

Observations on the location of such sites reveal only where burials are likely to be

found, not their overall distribution or the criteria for their siting. These includes on

ground perceived to be stable at the time of burial though they also tend to be
found in machair areas, but only because such terrain suffers heavy active erosion
that tends to reveal such sites.

5.4.4 Distributions of communication features

The number of communication features is extremely small in the three study areas

and on Lewis as a whole. Sites have been identified at Calanais and Garenin but
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have purely local significance. Only one site is recorded of regional/national

significance, the Stornoway Airport (NMRS, NB43SE 10), though several bridges
that provide local access are also included8. Features do exist however that in the
future may, or should, be recorded, including the ferry terminal in Stornoway and
the Pentland Road that runs from Stornoway to the piers at Carloway and
Breasclete. Lord Leverhulme originally planned this link as a railway during his

ownership of the island in the early 20th century. It was supposed to provide a

transport network for the fishing industry on the west coast to move fish to

processing plants on Stornoway on the east coast but the project was abandoned,

along with the rest of his schemes in the face of local opposition (MacDonald

1978).

Two sites are recorded at Calanais, a set of stepping stones crossing the northern

edge of Loch na Lemain and the remains of a disused track immediately to the east

of the modern road to the east of Calanais township. Both features are located on

poor grazing, and may have been used in grazing and other estate operations on the
moorland to the east of Calanais.

The distribution of communication features at Garenin consists of ten records

illustrated on Figure 47 including seven bridges, two tracks and one roadway. The

roadway and tracks formally provided access to and in the Garenin area before the
modern road was forced along the north side of the valley. The bridges are located

mostly within the crofts, and provide access north to south across the un-named
canalised stream that runs from Loch Liuravat to the shore at Garenin Bay from the
croft houses on the northern side to the south side. It is not certain, though it is

probable, if these features are all crofting phase. Some may date back to pre-

crofting settlements in the area.

5.4.4.1 Summary of the distribution of communications features

Nearly all of the communication features recorded here were designed for local
use. They can be divided into three groups; firstly, bridges sited as elements of
local route ways, found primarily on crofting lands but occasionally in other

These include the Valasay Bridge on Bernera (NMRS, NB13NW 03) but not the Bernera Bridge that
links the island to Lewis, this seems to have been overlooked during the Cea(L) survey.
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terrains. Secondly, tracks and roads, usually where they have been left stranded by
the re-alignment of the modern road both between and within settlements. Tracks
and roads may be found crossing all forms of terrain, including the margins of
lochs and across water courses.

The final group of communication features are of wider significance, linking
different parts of the Island and the wider outside world. No such sites fall within

any of the three survey areas examined here, but such features will be examined in
more detail in section 6.4.3 together with a consideration of island-wide
communications.

5.4.5 Distributions of cairns

All three survey areas have large numbers of cairns, but unfortunately, as with so

many of the monuments of Lewis, little work has been carried out on their

morphology and chronology. It also seems likely that, as is the case with such
cairns everywhere, they would remain chronologically intractable even after a

programme of excavation. Dating by association is sometimes possible, though
seldom certain. In the case of clearance cairns within crofts, for example, if a group

of cairns respect a croft boundary this might indicate it was formed after the croft
was enclosed. Unfortunately it might also be a surviving fragment of prior land use

suggesting that similar sites on the adjacent crofts have been removed to a different
location after enclosure, hiding the fact that the greater pre-crofting extent of the
cairnfield.

The cairns examined here fall into three main categories; unclassified sites (by far
the largest category), clearance cairns which usually, but not always, consist of

groups of cairns, and burial cairns including chambered and kerbed cairns.

The unclassified group consists of a large number of cairns, the function of which

may be postulated, but even with in-depth oral and historical research could never

be established in all cases. However, many of these features seem to be used for

navigation purposes, both at sea and on land. Frequently such cairns occupy

prominent coastal positions where a mariner could site on them when making

passage through dangerous coastal waters, or entering harbours and bays (D.R.

McLeod, pers comm). Regrettably it is not always clear whether a cairn was used
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for coastal/land navigation as many are still maintained by walkers as navigation
aids on land. Recent walkers' cairns in coastal areas may be indistinguishable from

eighteenth century mariners' cairns.

Cairns at Calanais are mapped on Figure 29 and by postulated date in Figure 30.
These sites in the WLLP area fall into two main groups, one located in the vicinity
of the Township of Calanais, and those sites located on the "Blacklands". The

majority, 26 sites out of 49, occur in Calanais or on the Aird Calanais peninsula.

These sites are for the most part single unclassified and undated cairns mainly in
the west of the township. While several are thought to be of recent construction the
four clearance cairn fields, all of which are located on croft lands, are of uncertain

date. Also in the area of Calanais Township is one prehistoric burial cairn located
at the heart of the Calanais Stone Circle (see section 5.4.3) that is confirmed as

being of Neolithic origin (Historic Scotland 1997).

The second group of sites at Calanais is much more dispersed and covers much of
the township's Grazing lands. Most of these are single unclassified cairns probably

relating to navigation, though it cannot be ruled out that some may be burial cairns
or for the storage of vegetables such as potatoes. Three clearance cairn fields have
been identified within this group though only two are closely associated with
cultivation. Two of these cairnfields are located at the north end of Loch

Bharabhat, immediately to the east of Breasclete township in an area where

possible later prehistoric settlement has been identified. The third example on the
"Blacklands" lies circa 3 kilometres to the east of Calanais Township and appears

to have no associated cultivation or settlement evidence.

Finally, a small group of four cairns has been identified at the south end of the Tob
nan Leobag peninsula, south of Calanais Township. While this group of sites is
found entirely within the boundaries of a late croft at the end of the peninsula, they
are thought to pre-date apportionment, being related to the post-medieval and pre-

crofting activities on the site.

Twenty-six records of cairns come from the GLS study area (Figure 31 and by

postulated date on Figure 32). As with those at Calanais most are unclassified and
also undated. The majority lie in a band across the centre of the survey area with
half of them being within the boundaries of the Garenin Township. Of these, four
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are recorded as clearance cairns while most are single undated sites. Three of the
fields of clearance cairns are of crofting phase.

Of those outwith the Calanais Township, three are recorded as being clearance
sites. Two of these are located to the east of the village on rough grazing, but no

associated cultivation or settlement remains are known. The third cairn field is

located on the edge of the Liamashader settlement to the south of Garenin, on the

fringes of an area of improved/good grazing land. This site is most likely of the

crofting phase, though a post-medieval/pre-crofting cannot be ruled out.

Of the remaining sites, several appear to be navigation cairns, lying on the tops of
the hills of Aird Mhor and other prominent locations. Whether these cairns relate to

marine or land navigation is as difficult to determine as their antiquity. A final

group of unclassified cairns is located around the fringes of the improved grazing
in the valley at Fivig. These cairns probably relate to the pre-enclosure settlement
in the valley that spills out of it to the north and the south.

At Aird Uig fifty-one cairns are recorded, mostly in the area around Crowlista in
the south-west of the ULS study area. As at Calanais and Garenin, most of these
sites are undated and unclassified single cairns (Figure 33 and by postulated date
on Figure 34). It should be noted that this distribution does not include any sites or

fields of cairns located within the limits of the three crofting townships within the

Uig and Bhaltos areas, as they were not surveyed.

Of the cairns surrounding the Crowlista Township all but one are unclassified, this

being a possible burial cairn on the Glebe land to the north of Timsgarry school.
Four sites to the north of Crowlista Township stand out as likely modern (or

recently maintained) walkers' navigation cairns. They lie in a line on rough grazing
and bare rock, suggesting that they mark a route from the north side of Loch
Camasord to the foot of Forsnaval which then skirts the mountain on its south side.

Of the remaining sites in the ULS area, two groups of cairns are notable. One

spreads over the bare rock of the cliffs to the west of Aird Uig Township and
includes two kerbed cairns. While the remainder remain unclassified it is possible
that they may also be ritual in nature. Several of these sites have been recently

maintained, however, and at least secondarily have been used as navigation cairns.
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The second group is a line of four unclassified cairns that ascend the northern

slopes of Rubha Mor to the east of the Aird Uig township. Only one of these is
dated, a recent navigation cairn. The others are of uncertain purpose, and all are

located on blanket mire on north-west facing slopes with no other associated
monuments close at hand.

Only one area of clearance cairns was identified in this survey. This lies to the east

of the wall that encloses the Tigh na Bheannaich. It is not associated directly with

any recorded cultivation or settlement features, but may relate to the monastic
settlement of Tigh na Bheannaich immediately to the west.

5.4.5.1 Summary of distributions of cairns

Four groups of cairns can be identified mainly on the basis of form with only one

being partly based on location. The first comprises clearance cairns, which may

range from small circular heaps occurring both singly and in cairn fields to large
areas of linear field clearance spread along field boundaries. The dating of these
sites is difficult as excavation generally proves to be un-rewarding. Attempts to

date cairnfields by context can be made in areas such as crofting townships where
the sites may respect or cross datable field boundaries. In areas of till-covered plain
that have been improved, part of that improvement may include the gathering of
stones into field clearance features, and these can generally be associated with
visible remains of cultivation and, or, settlement.

However, where such sites have been recorded on unimproved or poor grazing of
till-covered plain, clearance cairnfields frequently have no associated cultivation or

settlement nearby. Either such sites are being misinterpreted as clearance fields, or

peat growth has obscured associated agriculture and settlement. Traces of pre-peat

growth dykes and land allotments have been recorded in eroding peat sections (see
section 5.4.9) but these are too fragmentary to allow any coherent picture of early

prehistoric farming activity to be formed.

Two points can be made about the location of the vast majority of clearance cairns.
The majority of which are found on till-covered plains in areas of improved and

good grazing. In crofting townships they may be associated with crofting

agriculture and pre-crofting agriculture. In areas outwith townships such features
must relate to pre-crofting settlement and agriculture. However where clearance
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cairns are found in poor grazing/blanket mire on till-covered plain there tends to

be no visible traces ofsettlement or farming activities.

Burial cairns, including chambered and kerbed cairns, have been examined in
detail as part of the discussion of Burials (section 5.4.3). Such sites are seldom
associated with visible settlement remains, probably because the widespread

growth of peat has obscured much of the early prehistoric landscape.

Three points may be made about the location of these sites; they are found in

prominent locations with good sea views, are found frequently in areas of exposed
rock and it is possible that many prehistoric burial cairns lie buried under the peat.

Navigation cairns form the third group and tend to be taller than they are broad

measuring up to 2 metres in height. Whereas many other cairns are of random
construction these sites tend to be well-built and frequently well-maintained. They
are often marked on modern Ordnance Survey maps, and are today mainly used as

navigation aids by walkers. It is the case, however, that the original purpose of
these sites in coastal areas was to aid marine navigation. Such sites are also found
in inland areas such as the eastern extremes of the WLLP survey area. Cairns in
such locations may have been constructed not for only navigation, but also possibly
marked land divisions.

Two observations can be made about the location of this sub-class; they are located
in areas of bare rock and till-covered plain dominated by blanket mire and are

located almost exclusively on the tops of hills and on prominent cliffs visible from
the sea.

The final sub-class comprises the unclassified and undated cairns, generally single
cairns which may be found on any of the terrain types, and in association with
almost any of the monument classes defined in this study. They are likely to remain
a puzzle due to their nature, which yields little to the process of excavation and

survey.

5.4.6 Distributions of cellular structures

All three of the survey areas have examples of cellular structures, but while
Calanais and Aird Uig have large groups of such sites, Garenin has few. Included
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with the cells and cellular structures are the curvilinear shielings, firstly because

they are cellular in form, and secondly because of the difficulty of distinguishing
between sites that were for transhumance {i.e. curvilinear shielings) and cellular
sites that were not part of a transhumance tradition. One difference that can

occasionally be noted is that some of the transhumance sites are constructed of turf,
and of turf lined with stone whereas the vast majority of cellular sites tend to be of
stone construction. In practice, the differences are too seldom apparent in the field
to allow separation of the two for the purposes of this study.

The dating of cellular structures is seldom possible without excavation. A few sites
have been tentatively dated on the basis of surface finds. Where dating has been

attempted by comparing construction techniques, the results have been unreliable.
For example the structure at Guinnerso in the ULS area was originally thought to

be late prehistoric but excavations carried out in 1996, 1997 and 1998 suggested a

medieval date (Burgess et al 1996, Gilmour et al 1997). The provisional
framework for the dating of shielings (described below) may also be applied here,

though this is based almost entirely on construction techniques and site architecture
seen in the WLLP survey area.

There are seventy-one cellular structures in the WLLP survey area and most of

these, 63 records, were originally recorded as curvilinear shielings (Figure 35 and

by date on Figure 36). They fall into two groups, a small group in the immediate
environs of Calanais township and Farm, and a second, larger group on the
Calanais grazing lands.

The sites in the environs of Calanais township and Farm (7 records) were almost

entirely classified as cells within the original survey. They include four individual
cells and two multi-cellular structures, and are unlikely to be transhumance
structures from the crofting or pre-crofting periods as they are in immediate

proximity to the crofting and pre-crofting settlements in the area. It cannot be ruled
out however, that these were transhumance sites at a time when no permanent

settlement existed in the immediate vicinity.

The one site in this group recorded as a shieling is located to the west of the

Township, in the centre of the Aird Calanais Peninsula. This is a poly-cellular

shieling constructed primarily of stone. Almost all of the sites in the vicinity of the

township, and all of the sites in found on the "Blacklands" to the east, lie on
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unimproved till-covered plain that is used as poor/unimproved grazing. The

exceptions are the two cellular sites within the boundaries of the Calanais

township.

The sites located on the "Blacklands" are spread over an area between 2 and 4.5
radial kilometres from the centre of the Calanais township. Sites beyond this radius
are much more infrequent. Within the band there are two groups, the first between
2 and 3 kilometres from the township, consisting mostly of two types of site, single
curvilinear structures of stone-and-turf, and single curvilinear structures of stone.

The second group within the band is located between 3 and 4.5 kilometres from the

township and is mostly single curvilinear structures constructed purely of turf. A

very few stone-and-turf sites are also found within this group. Beyond 4.5
kilometres from the township although there are fewer sites, they are more diverse
with the occasional poly-cellular site being recorded.

The date distribution of these sites (Figure 36), though based on a theoretical

framework, seems to suggest a shift towards the coast with time, and presumably
the focus of settlement moved similarly between the medieval and the post-

medieval period. This shift is seen more clearly when these sites are examined as

part of the shieling class (see section 5.4.22), the implication being that with the

passage of time shieling grounds shifted, presumably with changing fashions in

agriculture and the locations of transhumance pastures.

At Garenin only seven cellular structures have been recorded (Figure 37 and by
date on Figure 38). The small size of the record may indicate that many of the
cellular structures recorded elsewhere are actually transhumance sites on a par with
the curvilinear shieling sites. This reflects a transhumance economy at Garenin
based on day shelters rather than permanent shieling sites (see section 5.4.22).

The Garenin sites all lie outwith the crofting township, half of them on the coast.

Four out of the seven sites are multi-cellular and are thought to date from the later

prehistoric through the early medieval to the medieval period. Two, the

promontory enclosures of Berie_Liamashader and Berie_Garenin, have cellular
structures built into their enclosing walls. At Berie_Liamashader the cells are

thought to be primary to the construction, similar to the Shetland Blockhouses such
as that at Ness of Burgi, Clickmin and Loch of Huxter. The cells seen at the
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promontory fort of Berie_Garenin seem to be later features that take advantage of
the shelter afforded and the building stone available in the site's enclosing wall.
Similar re-use of a structure is seen at Berie_Riof, where the complex Atlantic
round house in Loch na Berie has been extensively re-worked in its interior, stone

from its upper structure being used to build cells within the shelter of its base.

As at Calanais the vast majority of cellular sites within the ULS area were

originally recorded as curvilinear shielings. Out of thirty-six records only five were

first registered as cellular structures (Figure 39 and by date in Figure 40).

The largest group of cellular structures at Aird Uig occurs in the south-west around
the township of Crowlista. These sites are, without exception, recorded as shielings
and all occur within a 2 kilometre radius of the centre of the beach at Traigh na

Sruban. Those closest to the beach are curvilinear stone-built shielings, while at the

extremity of the 2 kilometre radius most of the sites are constructed primarily of
turf. The date distribution, using the theoretical dating framework for shielings (see

5.4.22) for this area shows this trend well, the sites closer to the Traigh na Surban

being dated to the post medieval, those at the extremes being dated to the medieval
and earlier phases. Most of these sites occur on till-covered plain used as poor or

unimproved grazing dominated by blanket mire, though the few sites that are

located to the south of the Traigh na Sruban all fall within machair.

Another small group of cellular structures within the ULS area is that on the coast

between Guinnerso and the Tigh na Bheannaich9. These cells are all of stone

construction and date to the early medieval and medieval phases. Since the 1995
field survey the number of cells known at each site has increased (Burgess and
Church 1996; Burgess et al 1996; Gilmour et al 1997). At Tigh na Bheannaich

many small stone cells have know been identified, and may be related to the
monastic settlement. They occur mostly on bare rock behind the sea-cliffs on the
west side of the Aird Uig peninsula. Within the chapel at Tigh na Bheannaich, as at

Loch na Berie in the Bhaltos survey area and at Berie_Garenin, cellular structures

have been built into the main structure, borrowing building stone and gaining
shelter from the chapel building.

Tigh na Bheannaich translates directly as House of the Blessed or House of the Benediction.



Of other cellular structures, one stands out for its unusual location. This is a multi¬

cellular structure to the east of the summit of Forsnaval, unusual because it is one

of the few sites of any type found close to the summit of this mountain, and is
situated in an area dominated by bare rock.

5.4.6.1 Summary of distributions of cellular structures

The evidence discussed above suggests that the majority of cellular sites recorded
in the three survey areas are related to transhumance activities. There is, however, a

small minority that have functions not related to such agricultural activities. The
transhumance sites may be constructed of turf, stone and of stone-and-turf and may

take either single cell or poly-cellular forms. Their distribution seems to relate to

the distance of the sites from the centres of settlement. This is particularly clear at

Calanais where most of the sites are located in inland areas and are distributed in

radial bands each showing different construction techniques. Stone and stone-and-
turf sites are found closer to permanent settlement, generally located on the coast,

while sites built completely of turf are located further away from the population
centre. It is of course possible that the turf only sites may have had their stone

facings removed. However, if this is the case then the distributions at Calanais and

Uig still show that the distribution of transhumance-based cellular structures

contracting as the outer sites are abandoned and robbed. Only two excavations
have been carried out on all-turf cellular structures, both as part of the WLLP

survey (Coles and Burgess forthcoming). Both confirmed that the primary
construction was completely of turf with no evidence for stone wall-faces or linings
that had been robbed or removed. In summary, cellular transhumance sites tend to

be located primarily on till-covered plain used as rough grazing in areas

dominated by blanket mire and occasionally in areas of bare rock. Where these
sites occur in areas of improved grazing, this was probably improvement after the
site was constructed.

The second sub-class of cellular structures is that of non-transhumance cellular

sites. Knowledge of these sites stems mostly from four excavations, three of which
are in the ULS/Bhaltos survey areas. These are the complex Atlantic round house
at Berie_Riof (Harding el al 1994 and 1995), structures at Guinnerso (Burgess and
Church 1996; Burgess et al 1996; Gilmour et al 1997; Burgess et al 1998), and the
wheelhouse and associated cells at Cnip (Armit 1988c; Armit and Dunwell 1992).
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The fourth site is the Figure of 8 house at Bostadh Beach on Great Bernera

(Neighbour and Burgess 1997). The implication of this is that a variety of earlier,
as yet un-excavated sites may prove to contain cellular structures.

These four excavations show that the dating range for these structures ranges from
first centuries AD at Cnip (Armit 1996d, 241-244) to some time during the
medieval phase for the cells at Guinnerso (Burgess et al 1998). Nevertheless there
are constructional similarities between the cellular elements at all four sites.

The Cnip wheelhouses, and other such sites seen mostly on North Uist, though
classified by Armit and here as Atlantic round houses, mark a cross-over between
the monumental architecture of complex Atlantic round houses and the cells seen at

Berie_Riof and later at Bostadh. This comparison is particularly valid when the

plans not only of Cnip but also other wheelhouses such as Sollas and Cletterval on

North Uist (Armit 1996d, 137), and the figure of 8 phase at Berie_Riof (Armit
1996d 168), are compared to that of the Bostadh Figure of 8 houses (Neighbour
and Burgess 1997). In all these cases the sites have a large central cell or space

divided radially with smaller cells located off the main area (see discussion above
of the cellular class in section 4.2.1.5 and for Atlantic Roundhouses in section

4.2.1.4).

In addition to these four sites there are numbers of single and multi-cellular
structures for which there is no dating evidence other than by topographic

relationships and stray finds, or on the dubious basis of comparing structural and
construction forms. These sites often lie near, or are in association with, sites that

are believed to be medieval or earlier in date. A good example of this is at Tigh na

Bheannaich near Aird Uig, where more than ten small single stone-built cells have
been identified. To complicate further the classification and interpretation of the
sites in this sub-class, these examples could be mistaken for circular stone

transhumance sites (and vice versa). However, one criterion described where this
sub-class may be located are found in coastal locations. While they occur found in
all terrain types they are likely to be seen in eroding sections especially in the
machair.
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5.4.7 Distributions of cultivation features

Remains of cultivation are well-represented in all three of the survey areas. They
are marked on the illustrations here by their centre points and fall into two basic

groups. Firstly Feannagan (MacLennan 1979, 157) or irregularly rounded hand-

dug lazy beds; secondly, more regularly constructed "square cut beds". The former
date exclusively to the periods prior to crofting and the latter date exclusively to the

crofting period. There is, however, a problem in the dating of the Feannagan, as

they belong to a pattern of agriculture that which has scarcely changed since before
the medieval, and even back into the Iron Age. This problem has been addressed

fully in section 4.2.1.8 and for the purposes of this study all Feannag records are

dated in the pre-crofting phase unless indicated otherwise by excavation or

association.

One hundred and two cultivation features were recorded in the WLLP survey

(Figure 41 and by date on Figure 42). These sites are largely concentrated in one

group in the immediate environs of Calanais township. The township is divided on

a roughly east to west basis, with the east side dominated almost in its entirety by

square-cut lazybeds. The west side of the township is dominated by Feannagan
with only occasional examples of later square-cut lazybeds. The Feannagan
continue west and are also found in the lower lying areas of the Aird Calanais

peninsula.

Also in this area is one of the few fragments of cord-rigging seen on the Island.
This is located to the south-west of the Calanais Stones on the south facing slopes
of Cnoc an Tursa, a patch little more than three rigs wide and 5 metres long (NGR:
NB 2199 3226).

A much more dispersed distribution of Feannag cultivation may also be seen on

the "Blacklands" to the east of the township. This distribution covers all of the
Calanais Grazings and comprises thirteen records. In many cases these sites appear

to be associated with shielings, though it is possible that some of these structures

may represent attempts to establish a more permanent settlement in the
"Blacklands" possibly during the climatic amelioration of the llth-12 the centuries
AD (G.M. Coles pers comm). Excavations of one of these sites in 1995 produced a

cross-section of a lazybed which consisted almost entirely of peat, with only the
thinnest of anthropogenic soils representing very short-lived cultivation (Coles and
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Burgess 1995 and in prepration). Similar features were excavated at Guinnerso in
ULS in 1997 with similar results to those seen at Calanais (Heald 1998).

The date distribution for the Calanais sites (Figure 41) shows clearly the

preponderance of square-cut cultivation on the east side of the township and

displays the rigging recorded on Aird Calanais as being pre-crofting or post

medieval. However, the Feannagan in the western part of the village are of
uncertain date. It is unusual on Lewis to find so many of these irregular lazybeds
within the boundaries of a crofting township. One might have expected the

Feannagan in that area to be obliterated by later forms of cultivation (i.e. square-

cut). One explanation for the concentration of these beds on the west side of the

township may be that it was the first area to be en-crofted at Calanais and these
features relate to the early crofting period before the square-cut bed came to

dominate crofting cultivation.

The date of the Feannagan recorded on the "Blacklands" is also open to

interpretation. As yet no firm scientific dates have been obtained, leaving only

speculation that they are medieval in date. On form alone they could as well date

anywhere between the early medieval and the pre-crofting phase and could, on the
evidence at Calanais,be an undocumented facet of the crofting tradition.

Within the GLS area there are thirty records documented of cultivation (Figure 43
and by date on Figure 44). The sites at Garenin fall into two distinct groups on

different terrains. The first comprises square-cut lazybeds, found almost solely
within the confines of the crofting township. At Garenin time only allowed for their

recording within the conservation area but this distribution is representative of the
situation throughout the rest of the township.

The second group, the Feannagan, are located exclusively outwith the township.
Found both to the north and to the south, this type of cultivation appears wherever
there is a sheltered better-drained valley. Three sites that are of particular interest
fall in areas of improved grazing, proving that in the right circumstances such
cultivation could improve the quality of what would otherwise be rough grazing.
These areas of improved grazing are also the locations of pre-enclosure
settlements. North of Garenin is the valley of Fivig with its pre-enclosure

settlement, and further north, just to the west of Dal Mor bay, is the blackhouse
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settlement by the stream Allt na Muilne. To the south of the township is the
settlement at Liamashader, which has Norse as well as later pre-crofting elements.

There are thirty-three records of cultivation features in the Crowlista/Aird Uig area,

most of which are Feannagan (Figure 45 and by date on Figure 46). All but two of
these features are located in the immediate vicinity of the Crowlista township

(Figure 137), in the south-west of the ULS study area. The lack of square-cut beds
in this survey area is not surprising as no survey was carried out within the

townships where such features should be located.

The rigging in this area falls in to three basic groups. The first is on the good

grazing of the Uigean Glebe land, which is almost completely covered with

Feannagan relating to the pre-enclosure settlement at Beriero. The second is in the
area of improved grazing to the west of Crowlista, immediately to the north of the

promontory enclosure at Gob Eirer. This area also includes some square-cut

lazybeds that are related to the western edge of Crowlista, and a small area of

plough-formed rig and furrow immediately to the north of Gob Eirer that may be
Norse in date (NMRS, NB03SW 21) (Burgess et al 1996b). The Feannagan in the
same area are believed to be associated with pre-enclosure settlement, the last

remaining fragments of which can be see in the sheep fank located at NGR: NB
0343 3415.

The third group is an area of Feannagan to the north of Crowlista and Traigh na

Sruban, on poor grazing/blanket peat to the east of Loch Bharabhat_Crowlista. In
contrast several other occurrences on the northern edge of this group lie on

improved pasture. This ground has been recently improved by the addition of sand
to the peat. These cultivation remains may be related to the vestiges of pre-

enclosure settlement that extends along the ridge on the west side of Traigh na

Sruban centred at NGR: NB 0459 3489.

5.4.7.1 Summary of the distributions of cultivation feature

Cultivation features can be divided into three groups on the basis of form and date.
The first sub-class is that of square-cut lazybeds, large flat areas of improved and

deepened soils that are drained by square spade dug drains. These features

frequently appear as long platforms with square shaped fronts facing downhill.

Square-cut beds are exclusively crofting in date and were developed as a more
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intensive use of cultivatable land in response to apportionment. This change in land

use, started in 1811 (MacDonald 1978), reduced the area of good quality land
available to each family unit. One criterion has been identified that defines the

square-cut lazy bed that is that they are almost solely within crofting townships
where they were part of the process introduced to improve the till-covered plain

upon which townships are generally located.

The second sub-class, Feannagan or hand-dug lazybeds, are morphologically
distinct as they are formed of long, irregular, sinuous banks of earth designed to

improve drainage and the depth of cultivatable soil. These beds range from 3 to 5
metres in width and 1 to 2 metres in height. This form of cultivation is un-

intensive, with only the very crest of the bed being cultivated and is traditionally
associated on the island with the Run-Rig land division system used prior to the

apportionments of crofting townships. This sub-class is regularly associated with
the remains of pre-enclosure settlement, even in areas of poor grazing, and is even

seen rarely in remote areas of blanket mire in association with transhumance sites.
One criterion has been identified defining the location of Feannagan. They are

found in areas of till-covered plain primarily on improved or good grazing though
also in areas of rougher grazing. Frequently the formation and tending of such
beds itself leads to the improvement of the surrounding terrain improving drainage
and soil fertility.

The third sub-class of cultivation features comprises narrow rigs and plough-turned

rigs including cord-rig. Such rigging is rarely found on the Isle of Lewis, and only
two examples have been identified in the surveys discussed in this work. Both lie
on good grazing, one on a machair fringe and one on till-covered plain and both are

associated with dated monuments. At Calanais the small area of cord rig recorded
is located less than 200 metres from the Calanais stones while at Uig the narrow rig
recorded is found immediately the north of the Norse promontory enclosure of Gob
Eirer (Burgess et al 1998). It is an axiom in archaeology, however, that proximity
does not necessarily equate to contemporaneity.
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5.4.8 Distributions of rock markings

Carved rocks are not recorded in any of the three survey areas, and are extremely
rare on Lewis as a whole. However, four cup-marked stones have been found in the
Loch Roag area, though these sites are also considered in the regional examination
of the distribution of standing-stone features (see section 6.4.9). No records of

early Christian or Pictish carvings are recognised on the island, though rumours

persist that there is a Pictish symbol carved in the bedrock adjacent to Dun

Barraglom (NMRS, NB13SE 05). As yet the author has been unable to locate or

confirm this site.

5.4.9 Distributions of dykes and sub-peat features

Dykes are numerous in all three survey areas, together with other linear stone

features and sub-peat features, or more exactly the fragmentary remains of wall and

dykes that survive buried in the peat and appear in eroding sections, peat cuttings,
and occasionally projecting through the surface.

As with cultivation remains and cairns, these features present major chronological

problems. There is little or no excavation evidence, and no evidence that dating on

the basis of construction materials and technique is reliable. On Lewis the problem
is a frequent one; building techniques, for example turf dykes and stone-and-turf

dykes were long lived, may indeed have begun in the prehistoric, but survived right

up to, and probably into, the crofting period.

Sub-peat features, on the other hand, are the exception to this, and belong

exclusively to the early prehistoric (Neolithic and Bronze Age) phases of
settlement on the island. This assertion is made on the basis that most appear at the
bottom of, or close to the bottom of, the blanket peat stratigraphy.

Eighty-six dykes are recorded at Calanais including 18 records of sub-peat features.
Most are located in the crofting township of Calanais and on the improved grazing
at Calanais Farm (Figure 48 and by date in Figure 49). Three main groups of sites

may be recognised within the WLLP study area. The first and largest comprises

dykes constructed of stone, the majority of which lie within the confines of
Calanais township and in the immediate vicinity of the Calanais Farm (Plate 2).
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This concentration is clearly related to land enclosure as the initial phases of

apportionment relied on dry-stone dykes as a means of land partition. In essence

the Calanais Farmland10 is the equivalent of a large croft, but whereas the stone

dykes within the township fell into disrepair with the introduction of wire fencing
in the 20th century, Calanais Farm maintained its dykes.

This relationship between croft lands and stone dykes is mirrored at Garenin and to

a lesser extent at Uig, though no survey was carried out within crofting townships
in the ULS area.

Occasional dry-stone dykes, usually fragmentary in survival, are also recorded to

the east of the Calanais township on the "Blacklands", probably relating to stock

management and transhumance, though some may also be part of estate

management of the moors for sporting reasons.

The second group of sites comprises dykes constructed of turf and of stone. This is
the smallest category in the record of dykes for WLLP (7 records of stone-and-turf

dykes and 1 of turf). Three stone-and-turf and one turf dyke are recorded within the
area of improved grazing immediately to the west of Calanais Farm House. Two of
these stone-and-turf dykes are believed to be early prehistoric in date and related to

a wider field-system of narrow enclosed fields recently recorded under peat in the
same vicinity (Dr G.M. Coles pers comm). The remaining stone-and-turf and turf

dykes may be linked directly to the pre-crofting settlement located in this area (see
section 5.5).

A further four stone-and-turf walls are recorded on the "Blacklands" immediately
to the east of the Calanais township. The date of these features is uncertain, they
could belong anywhere between late prehistory and the crofting phase.

The third group comprises sub-peat features. As has already been stated, it is

thought that most of these (18 records) date to the early prehistoric settlement

phase. Fourteen are found in the coastal zone of the study area, and on the west-

facing slopes immediately to the east of Calanais (Plate 2). This distribution is a

function of how the sites become exposed through erosion and peat cutting and is

Actual partitioned farms and non-croft smallholdings are a rarity on Lewis.



also some indication of the likely wider extent of such features. Similar factors
determine the distribution of this class of feature in the ULS survey area.

Such sub-peat features are found around the coasts of all of the tidal inlets and
islands such as Bratanish Mor, Bratanish Beag and Tob nan Leobag to the west and
south of the Calanais township. They also occur in the two areas of extensive peat

cutting adjacent to the township, on Tob nan Leobag and on the west facing slopes
of the "Blacklands" immediately to the east of the township.

The wider distribution includes four sites further west in the "Blacklands". These

include the two walls noted on the shore of Loch nam Camh, all appearing in

eroding stream and loch sections. Given the large number of streams, lochs and
erosive points in the area, the comparative rarity of these sub-peat features suggests

their distribution diminishes the further one travels from the coast and that

prehistoric agriculture grew less intensive away from the coastal areas.

There are fifty records of linear features within the GLS study area, seven of which
are sub-peat features (Figures 50 and by date on Figure 51). As with other types of
site, such as the cultivation recorded within the township at Garenin, a shortage of
resources concentrated recording within the conservation area, but the linear
features recorded there can be taken as being representative of the whole area

covered by crofts. As at Calanais three groups can be defined at Garenin on the
basis of form.

Outwith the township at Liamashader, Fivig and immediately to the west of Dal
Mor stone dykes appear to be related to areas of pre-enclosure settlement on

improved or good grazing. The major exceptions are two records to the south-west
of Garenin township by Druidgeo Bay. These seem to be the remains of the dry-
stone dyke that mark the boarder between the Garenin and Borrowston Grazings.

The second group, stone-and-turf dykes, consists of thirteen records. These are

mostly located on the grazing lands, though three are recorded within the
Conservation area at Garenin township. It is thought that this group of features
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related to the pre-crofting settlement located on the Sidhean11 at the west end of the

township (see section 5.5). Outwith the township the appearance of this type of

dyke is as sporadic and fragmentary as is the occurrence of dry-stone dykes. To the
north of the township however, fragmentary remains are probably associated with
the activities of the pre-crofting settlement at Fivig.

To the south of the village are three such sites, running from the south side of

Druidgeo bay towards Borrowston in a south-easterly direction. These sites are on

the line of a boundary wall that is marked on the modern Ordnance Survey map

and cuts across the whole of the Liamashader headland. The date of this wall is

unclear; it could relate to either the crofting or pre-crofting settlement in the area.

It should be noted that there are no records of dykes constructed solely of turf
within the survey area. There is one such record recorded in the data set, but it is
located outwith the boundaries of the study to the south of the township of Dal
Mor.

The third group, sub-peat features of which there are seven records, all thought to

be early prehistoric in date. Fives of these are located in one area of blanket mire to
the north-east of the township of Garenin and immediately to the north of the

township of Upper Carloway, apparently indicating an extensive early prehistoric

field-system obscured by the blanket peat. These fragments have been exposed by
the extensive peat-cutting and wind and water erosion that is a feature of the locale.

Eighty-three dykes have been recorded in the Aird Uig survey area including seven
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and Calanais three groups of sites can be identified at ULS, the first of these is dry-
stone dykes. Dry-stone dykes are the most numerous, covering much of the western

half of the Aird Uig survey area, but concentrated particularly in the south-west
around the township of Crowlista. This is at variance with the situation in the GLS
and WLLP survey areas, where few such features were observed outwith the

crofting townships. These dykes are largely undated, and could relate equally to

Pronounced Shea_han; see section 6.1.1 for a full description of the meaning and implications of this



crofting activities, or to the three pre-crofting settlements recorded in the area (see
section 5.5).

As with the dykes of the second group (below), some of the stone dykes in the
immediate vicinity of Lochs Bharabhat and Camasord, to the north-west of

Crowlista, may be associated with the extensive milling complex in that area (see
section 5.4.16) (Burgess and Church 1996, 8-10).

Stone dykes are rare in the the east of the survey area, and this is particularly true

around the higher ground of Forsnaval and Rubha Mor where dykes of all types are

absent. For Forsnaval at least this may be an indication of a general lack of

agricultural activity in any phase in an area that is primarily bare rock.

The second group, stone-and-turf dykes, and also turf dykes are also concentrated

mostly in the south-west of the study area around the township of Crowlista. These
are frequently associated with dry-stone dykes, suggesting in some cases a local

progression from stone-and-turf to dry-stone land division. Stone-and-turf dykes
also occur with areas of Feannagan cultivation and on occasion may have been
confused with larger Feannagan (and vice versa). Good examples of these features

may be seen on the Glebe land to the east of Traigh na Sruban relating to the
settlement at Beriero.

There are no sites of this class further north in the survey area than Loch Mheacliet
and Loch Ruadh Guinnerso, mirroring the fact that blackhouses and late pre-

crofting settlement are similarly absent. At Loch Mheacliet a system of stone-and-
turf walls has been identified on the loch's south side that has no associated dykes
of any other type. At Guinnerso there are several instances of stone-and-turf dykes
which may relate to the late prehistoric and medieval field-system that has been
recorded in the area.

Turf dykes are much rarer that the stone-and-turf dykes. Of six examples five occur

around Lochs Camasord and Bharabhat and slightly to the east in recently

improved grazing. It is unclear whether these are associated with any particular

field-system or even the milling complex at Lochs Camasord and Bharabhat. The
best example runs south from Fivig Bay to Loch Camasord (NGR: NB 0342 3534),
a distance of 500 metres, but appears to be unrelated to any other monument and
serves no apparent purpose.
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5.4.9.1 Summary of the distributions of dykes

Dykes can be divided into three sub-classes on the basis of form and construction,
with sub-peat features forming a separate class. All four display different
distribution patterns. The first, dry-stone dykes, are most commonly found within
the extents of crofting townships and on farms and smallholdings but may also be
associated with pre-crofting settlement and industrial sites such as mills. For the
most part these walls have now fallen out of use and have been replaced with
modern wire fences, though rare cases are still maintained and utilised. They are

found on all terrain types, though predominantly on till-covered plain where

crofting has improved the quality of the grazing.

The second sub-class, stone-and-turf dykes, are sometimes found within crofting
areas but normally relate to pre-crofting settlement. Stone-and-turf dykes are

frequently found in association other types of dyke suggesting a progression from
one building technique to the other along the same alignment. These sites are found
on all types of terrain with the exception of large expanses of bare rock.

The third sub-class, turf dykes, not surprisingly is the rarest form of construction as

they are most susceptible to erosion leading to the partial or total destruction.
While these features have rarely been found in association with stone-and-turf

dykes, they are found marking boundaries that have long lost their function. Turf

dykes have not been found with any other monument class and as a result can not

be related by association with any specific phase of settlement. They occur on all
terrain types.

5.4.9.2 Summary of the distributions of sub-peat features

These features mark the remains of what are thought to be buried field boundaries,
and were likely to be to the early prehistoric phase what the dykes discussed above
are to later phases. However their full extents have not, and cannot be recorded, as

elements are only seen in eroding sections and peat cuttings. Excavations of these
features on Tob nan Leobag at Calanais (Bohncke 1988) and at Sheshader on the

Eye Peninsula (Newell 1988) revealed stone dykes that were constructed before or

early during the formation of the blanket peat that covers them. Both have given

early prehistoric dates, Sheshader dates to 2900±100 BP (GU1665) (Armit 1996d,

240), and the Tob nan Leobag site dates from as early as 7270 ± 100 (GU-1234)
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(Bohncke 1988, 451), confirming what has been postulated elsewhere on the island
for the dating of early parts of peat formation (a full discussion of this is made in

Chapter 3). The following is true of the location of such sites. They may be found
in the inter-tidal zones and under blanket peat and also, they should be found
wherever there are eroding, or cut, peat sections.

To date, however, these features are represented as spots on maps marking
"accidental" finds leaving their form and extent undefined. Recent work at

Calanais within the Farm area has led to the execution of a project to map the
extents and layout of the system identified as part of the WLLP survey around the
tidal islands of Bratanish Beag and Bratanish Mhor and around the edges of Tob
nan Leobag. These features have also been seen in excavations for a new power

line carried out during the winter of 1997/8 (G.M. Coles pers. comm). Peat-probing
and use of ground-probing radar geophysics should help to reveal the wider extents

of this system.

What the known exposures of these systems reveals is that they tend to be
concentrated in the coastal zones of the island, where till-covered plains run down
to the shore. Many are found in the inter-tidal and sub-tidal zone, the remnants of
allotment systems drowned by changes in sea level since the early prehistoric phase

(see Chapter 3 for a full discussion of sea level change).

The distribution of these features becomes more sporadic proceeding inland, into
the hills of the "Blacklands" of the interior of the island. However at Calanais, the

only truly inland terrain to examined in the present study, there is a small group of

sub-peat features recorded more than 6 kilometres from the present shore. This is
an area with a number of signs of early prehistoric activity both visible and buried,
but the true nature of this important landscape will only be revealed by extensive
excavation or remote sensing.

5.4.9.3 A framework for the dating of dykes

Examination of the distribution and contexts of dykes suggests that it is impossible
to arrive at a dating framework on the basis of morphology, since all three

morphological types, turf only, stone-and-turf and drystone dykes, have been used

through so much of the human activity on the island. However, it might be

suggested that drystone dykes, so extensively used in the crofting phase, could
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anchor a chronology at its most recent end. But on a purely morphological basis
most of the sub-peat features recorded are also apparently formed entirely of stone

and appear to represent the fragmentary remains of structures similar to those seen

in the crofting phase. Yet these structures are among the few dykes that can be

firmly dated to the earliest phases of human activity on the island, being situated
beneath the peat.

A more useful indicator of chronology may be derived from context and location.
Thus sub-peat features are the earliest such features, and dykes in townships are

likely to be the latest features. However this still leaves many dykes located
outwith townships which are likely to post date the early-prehistoric as they are

constructed close to, or on top of the peat, but also pre-date crofting as few dykes
were constructed outwith townships during that later phase.

Finally, preservation also fails to help in the dating of such features as pre-crofting
stone dykes, when maintained regularly, might look as if they were recently
constructed. Also, a poorly maintained turf dyke is likely to deteriorate quickly,

reaching a relatively stable state which would be indistinguishable from turf dykes

many hundreds of years old.

5.4.10 Distributions of enclosures

This class includes all enclosures, whatever their construction, that are deemed not

to be for habitation (see section 5.4.13 for habitation enclosures). In each of the
three survey areas examined, large numbers of enclosures have been found. But, as

with so many other categories of monument on Lewis, little detailed work

especially excavation, has been carried out so their chronology remains largely
unknown.

In the GLS and Calanais surveys most of the enclosures were found within the

crofting townships, but in the ULS area, where no survey of crofting townships
was executed, all of the site records fall outwith their boundaries.

Forty-two enclosures were recorded at Calanais of which twenty-eight were of
rectilinear drystone construction. The distribution of all these sites is illustrated in

Figure 54 and by date in Figure 55. Most of these sites lie within Calanais
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township, particularly in the western half of the township and are almost entirely of
rectilinear drystone construction. This is not surprising as most crofts have some

form of walled vegetable garden, usually rectilinear in plan, within which crops can

be grown without risk of being destroyed by livestock. Such a distribution is also
seen at Garenin where such sites form so-called "potato fields" (J McGreggor pers

comm) or vegetable gardens. While the final use of these features belong to the

crofting phase of settlement, in at least one case at Garenin they do re-use parts of
an earlier pre-crofting structure thought to be the remains of a blackhouse (NGR:
NB 1937 4403) (Burgess 1995, 59). This reflects a wider chronological problem

relating to such "fields" as pre-crofting structures were frequently re-used within

crofting townships, enclosures included, and it is often impossible to distinguish
between pre-crofting and crofting construction in individual cases.

The sites outwith Calanais township fall into two groups, those that are coastal, and
those on the "Blacklands". Of the coastal group two are of particular interest as

they can be provisionally assigned to the early prehistoric phase settlement, and are

probably related to the early prehistoric walls and cultivation discussed above (see
sections 5.4.7 and 5.4.9). They are located immediately to the east of Calanais Pier

(NGR: NB 2140 3258) and to the west of the tidal island Bratanish Mor (NGR: NB
2053 3316). The first is a curvilinear stone enclosure in the inter-tidal zone, the
second is a curvilinear enclosure of stone-and-turf construction located

immediately behind the inter-tidal zone.

There are five sites on the "Blacklands", all located within 2 kilometres of

Calanais. Two are curvilinear and of turf construction, a type not recorded in or

around the township, and are of unknown date and purpose. Of the remaining three,
two are rectilinear and of drystone construction and one is of curvilinear and of
stone-and-turf construction, and all three may be for stock management either for
Calanais township or for pre-crofting settlements in the Calanais or Garynahine
areas.

The Garenin survey yielded sixty-two records illustrated on Figure 56 and by date
on Figure 57. As with the Calanais distribution for this class, the majority lie within
the crofting township. Within the township the sites can be separated into two

groups.
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Within Garenin township sites there are a number of sites other than the rectilinear

"potato fields". These are curvilinear enclosures constructed of turf (1 record) and
constructed of stone-and-turf (1 record), curvilinear drystone sites (3 records) and
rectilinear stone-and-turf sites (3 records). These are all located towards the west

end of the township around the slopes of the Sidhean and are thought to be
associated with the pre-crofting settlement located in this area (see section 5.5)

Outwith the boundaries of the Garenin only twelve sites have been noted falling in
three main groups and all are thought to be associated with pre-crofting settlements
known to have existed in each vicinity. To the north of the township are three sites
in the general area of the Fivig settlement. These include one curvilinear stone-and-
turf built site that is thought to be an illicit still, the true nature of which cannot be
confirmed without excavation (NGR: NB 1985 4535); one group of small
rectilinear drystone enclosures located on a small knoll between two confirmed
illicit stills (see 5.4.14) that are thought to related to animal husbandry but are of
unknown date, and one curvilinear drystone enclosure constructed over the top of
an early blackhouse, that is located at Fivig and post-dates the settlement (NGR:
NB 1980 4362).

To the west of Garenin the second group of sites consists of four records. These
sites are located in the area of a pre-crofting settlement though little survives (see

5.4.28). Two are of dry-stone construction, one being rectilinear and one

curvilinear and the remaining two are turf structures one rectilinear and one

curvilinear. This array of enclosures is similar in nature to those seen at the
Sidhean to the west (see above).

The third group of sites is located in the Liamashader valley and consists of three
rectilinear stone enclosures and one rectilinear stone-and-turf site. Their dates are

uncertain, though they are thought to relate to one of the phases of settlement
within the valley, which was apparently inhabited from the Norse through to the

post-medieval.

Aird Uig has records of thirty-eight enclosures, which are illustrated on Figure 58
and by date on Figure 59. This distribution consists of fewer sites than that for
Calanais and Garenin as no sites are recorded within crofting townships. The

majority are located in the area of Crowlista and Traigh na Sruban, which is
consistent with other settlement remains recorded in the ULS area. These sites
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again can be divided into those of dry-stone construction, those of turf and stone-

and-turf construction. They fall into two groups, the first consisting of seven

curvilinear and five rectilinear enclosures located to the west and north of

Crowlista Township. The second consists of five rectilinear stone-and-turf
enclosures and two curvilinear turf enclosures lying mostly to the north of the

township.

It is likely that most of these sites relate to the pre-crofting settlements that
surround Crowlista and Traigh na Sruban (see section 5.5). Some, particularly the
rectilinear dry-stone examples may relate to modern crofting, but to sort out which
enclosure relates to which phase of settlement will require very detailed instrument

survey and selective excavation. This might be proposed for the future.

This association with crofting seems to be confirmed by the paucity of records, 3
enclosure sites in the whole of the north of the survey area, around the township of
Aird Uig, where there are also no records of pre-crofting settlement.

5.4.10.1 Summary of the distributions of enclosures

Enclosures can be split into three groups on the basis of form and construction,
each with different distribution patterns. The first group consists of rectilinear dry-
stone enclosure, which are found on almost all forms of terrain except for those
that are predominately bare rock. These sites are synonymous with crofting

activities, acting as vegetable gardens within crofts and as stock enclosures outwith
the townships. There such enclosures may be associated with curvilinear stone

enclosures. The siting of rectilinear dry-stone enclosures is primarily on till-
coveredplains, andparticularly on improved terrain within crofting townships.

The curvilinear dry-stone enclosures lie outside the crofting townships, probably
because examples within the townships have been dismantled after apportionment
and their stone re-used. Outwith townships they tend to be found in association
with rectilinear stone enclosures and at least in recent times they have been used
for animal husbandry.

Enclosures of these forms are occasionally recorded in the inter-tidal zone, where
some may relate to marine industry, fish-traps for example, while others may be

early prehistoric enclosures submerged by rising sea levels. Unfortunately these
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inter-tidal sites are too eroded to offer much prospect for excavation. Observations

suggest that the prehistoric examples may be those of composite construction i.e.

including soil or turf as well as stone but the remains are too ruinous to allow
confirmation of this. Curvilinear stone enclosures like the rectilinear examples are

located mostly on till-covered plain, but while this may include areas of improved
or good grazing, unlike the rectilinear enclosures surviving curvilinear examples
are almost always found outwith crofting townships.

The final group of enclosures consists of both rectilinear and curvilinear structures,

constructed of turf or of stone-and-turf. These structures are located on most terrain

types with the exception of predominately bare rock. Most lie in areas of till-
covered plain, sometimes on improved ground, but are rarely found within crofting

townships, where they have probably been dismantled or robbed during the process

of apportionment. The few that are found within crofts are generally associated
with the remains of pre-crofting settlement. They rarely occur in association other

types of enclosure and their relatively small numbers, compared to the stone-built
enclosures, may partly reflect the fragility of such construction techniques once

maintenance ceases. This is like to be due to the fact that the construction

techniques involving stone-and-turf and pure turf are more susceptible to erosion
and collapse once they fall into disuse.

It is tempting to construct a theoretical dating framework for enclosures on the
basis of wall structure, where turf and stone-and-turf enclosures are earliest,

followed by curvilinear stone enclosures and finally by rectilinear stone examples.

Unfortunately such a scheme is likely to fall foul of all of the inconsistencies which
inhibited attempts to form a dating structure for dykes on the basis of their
construction techniques. Practically nothing is known of the dykes or enclosures

relating to the periods of settlement between the Iron Age and the post-medieval,
and together with the total lack of excavation data, this makes any such dating

proposal extremely unwise.

5.4.11 Distributions of ecclesiastical features

As in the analysis of burial sites above (see section 5.4.3), the distribution of
ecclesiastical sites tends to be island-wide, with the distances between sites
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frequently exceeding the size of the individual survey areas. (See section 6.1.5
below for a discussion of such distributions in relation to place-names, in relation
to the coastal erosion survey and to RCAHMS records in section 6.4.3.)

Only two of the three survey areas examined in this chapter have evidence of
ecclesiastical activity, Calanais and Aird Uig, and of these Calanais has only one

site within the boundaries. This is the crofting/modern burial ground discussed in
more detail in section 5.4.3.

There are four ecclesiastical features within the study area at Aird Uig mapped on

Figure 60 and by date in Figure 61. Of these sites two fall within the boundaries of
ULS, and two fall within the Bhaltos survey area.

The most recent site recorded is the modern cemetery in the township of Bhaltos

(NGR: NB 0888 3675), which serves much of the surrounding area of Bhaltos
Peninsula and has now spread into two plots. The second site on Bhaltos is the

Teampull Bhaltos (NB03NE 2), which lies at the interface between the west side of
the crofting settlement of Bhaltos and the machair behind Traigh na Clibhe. A
second site on the Bhaltos peninsula is also known locally as the Teampull, located
in the machair behind Traigh na Berie but this is classified by Armit as a possible
Norse settlement mound (1992b, 48), this site is also included on the maps of
settlement mounds in section 5.5.

Of the two ecclesiastical sites on Aird Uig one is the Capail Mor at Baile na Cille

(NB03SW 02), a disused medieval chapel, located on the interface between good

grazing and machair. The second site, the Tigh na Bheannaich (NB03NW 01), is

locally referred to as the "Teampull", though this tends to be a name applied to any

site of a religious nature that is not part of the Free Church establishment. This site
is recorded in the NMRS as a chapel, but survey and the name, the House of the

Blessed/Benediction, suggests that the site is actually the remains of monastic
settlement. The Chapel building is surrounded by up to 15 stone-built cells, and the
whole lies within its own substantial stone-built dyke enclosed on a headland.

This complex is located in an area dominated by predominantly bare rock and poor

grazing. There are no records or remains of any pre-crofting settlements in the
immediate vicinity, unlike the area around Crowlista where there are at least three
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such settlements. It is possible, however, that the township of Aird Uig itself is
situated on top of pre-crofting remains (see section 5.5).

In view of the wide spacing of Ecclesiastical sites, for example up to 15 kilometres
in the cases of the Teampulls and their associated parishes (or spheres of influence)

(section 6.1.5), it is not surprising that there are no such records at Garenin (or

Calanais) as both areas have less than 5 kilometres of coastline along which
ecclesiastical sites are located.

5.4.11.1 Summary of the distributions of ecclesiastical sites

Ecclesiastical sites fall into three groups in the area surveyed, but in total there are

too few to permit meaningful comment about the distribution and date, at least at

this local level. Groups that can be identified would include modern graveyards

(see section 5.4.3 above), and also the medieval and post-medieval chapels. To

judge from the few sites recorded in the local surveys, these appear to favour areas

of good or improved grazing. This may be on areas of till-covered plain, or more

often on the fringes of machair areas. These sites are best considered on an island-
wide basis (see section 6.4.3).

The third group is that of monastic settlements, which seem to be associated with
the Tigh name (meaning house), and are found in enclosed areas that are either
located in areas of till-covered plain dominated by blanket mire or in areas of

predominantly bare rock. Evidence suggests that monastic sites sought out

locations lacking contemporary secular settlement that were too poor to attract

settlement subsequently. This is particularly clear in the ULS survey area, where
medieval and post-medieval settlement seems to be concentrated in the south of the
area and the only settlement in the north, excepting the modern township of Aird

Uig, is that of Tigh na Bheannaich.

5.4.12 Distribution of field-systems

The distribution of field-systems in the Calanais, Garenin and Aird Uig survey

areas is formed from a collection of fragmentary, often chance finds that rarely
make up coherent field-systems. What follows are composites of sites that are

based on data drawn from survey, desk-based assessment, visits for re-assessment
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and detailed surveys. It is generally impossible to define the total extent of these

systems, especially those believed to be early prehistoric in date as these are mostly
obscured by extensive blanket peat.

The accurate dating of many systems is also hampered by the fact that agricultural
methods and forms between the Norse and crofting phases changed little or not at

all across the centuries. These systems develop, grow, move and change over time
but boundary construction and allotment patterns changed too little to help with the

dating of the fragments that survive, this makes the field-system a class of evolving
and potentially multi-phase sites. The only recourse for field-systems that fall into
that difficult period between the Norse and crofting phases is to treat them all as

pre-crofting in date, unless other evidence is forthcoming to permit a more precise
date to be arrived at (see Chapter 1 for a fuller discussion of the dating framework).

Seven records of field-systems, but not necessarily seven separate systems, as

mentioned above, have been identified at Calanais. These are illustrated on Figure
61, which displays the approximate extent and date of each record and reveals three
clear chronological horizons.

The first, consisting of only one site, is the crofting township of Calanais. The
extent of this system is reasonably well defined, and it is still in use and

developing. It is located on improved/good grazing area of till-covered plain in a

coastal location and is clearly multi-phase in nature, with the western half of the
area being apportioned first and the eastern half following at a later date. The

crofting township, including Garenin and Shawbost, has been demonstrated
elsewhere to have developed from a number of nuclei to the more linear forms seen

today (Dodgshon 1993).

Secondly, there are two pre-crofting field-systems. These are nowhere as clearly
defined as the crofting system, and in places are obscured by that system. These
remains occur in areas of improved/good grazing but also in areas of poor

grazing/blanket mire, but always near the coast and never in the "Blacklands" of
the interior. Both of these sites lie on the Aird Calanais Peninsula to the west of the

crofting township. The first is that relating to the Calanais Farm, and dates to just
before the apportionment of Calanais. It is still in use and developing today. The
second system is an area of rigging and field walls located to the north-west of the
Calanais Farm in-fields, the precise date of which is unknown so it is mapped as
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"pre-crofting", a conclusion supported by a record for a pre-crofting settlement in
the immediate area (see section 5.4.28).

The third group of sites comprises early prehistoric field-systems. These are almost

exclusively located in the coastal zone at Calanais, in the inter-tidal zone or in
areas of rough grazing/blanket mire that have been over-cut for peat. Four areas of
these field fragments have been identified, possibly all relating to one single

system. These areas are the tidal islands of Bratanish Mor and Bratanish Beag, the
area of peat to the west of the Calanais Farm infields, the Tob na Leobag peninsula

(in peat cuttings and on the shore), and the west facing slopes immediately to the
east of the Calanais township.

Garenin has seven records of field-systems, which are illustrated on Figure 63
where they are classified by date. These sites seem to form three and as at Calanais
the first field-system is the single site of the modern crofting township. This site is
still in use but is relatively stable in terms of on-going development. It does,

however, show extensive evidence of having changed in form since its inception.
There has been a change in the general layout of the township, when the line of the
access road line was moved from the centre of the area towards the northern edge

during the early years of the 20th century.

Next come the pre-crofting field-systems, comprising four records. Each of these

appears to be associated with a specific pre-crofting settlement (see section 5.4.28)
at Fivig, immediately to the west of the Dal Mor bay, to the north of Garenin and
the field-system in Liamashader Valley. While this site has clear links to the pre-

crofting settlement in the valley, it also shows signs of having developed from an

underlying system that was part of the Norse settlement in the valley. It is not clear,

however, whether the two systems were contiguous in date, or whether a hiatus

separated them. In general these sites may be found both on till-covered plain in
areas of good/improved grazing and on poor/blanket mire terrain.

The third site consists of the fragmentary remains of a field-system of likely later

prehistoric date in the immediate vicinity of the promontory enclosure/stack site
Stac a Chaisteil, (NMRS, NB24NW 05). This site lies on till-covered plain
dominated by blanket mire/poor grazing.
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There are five field-systems recorded at Aird Uig, not including the two crofting

field-systems at Crowlista and Aird Uig which were not surveyed as part of this

study. Also not included here are whatever sites that may exist on the Bhaltos

survey area where Armit identified no specific field-systems. The Aird Uig
distributions are illustrated on Figure 64 classified by date. All of these sites fall in
the south-west corner of the survey area in the vicinity of Crowlista, and they can

be divided into three on the basis of date.

The first group consists of three pre-crofting sites which can be related specifically
to settlements of that phase. These sites are to the west, north and east of the Traigh
na Sruban, the site to the east being the best preserved. Two of these sites are

located on till-covered plain that has been improved to provide land for cultivation
and good grazing (Figure 137). The third is located on poor till-covered plain
dominated by grazing/blanket mire but which includes an area of good grazing that
was improved after the system fell into disuse.

The second set of sites is that of medieval date and is represented by one site, that
of Guinnerso, halfway between Crowlista and Aird Uig. The associated settlement
here is early medieval or medieval in date but it overlies later prehistoric remains.
It is not clear as yet which of the visible field-remains relate to which phase of
settlement. This is an area of rough grazing/blanket mire and has remained intact,
when so many contemporary systems have disappeared, because of its distance
from crofting settlement and the retarding effect of the coastal environment it
endures.

One final site belongs to the Norse phase. This is a fragment of plough-turned rig
and furrow and field wall that survives at the edge of the pre-crofting system

immediately to the west of Crowlista. It is likely to be associated with the Norse

promontory enclosure at Gob Eirer.

5.4.12.1 Summary of the distribution of field-systems

These sites can be divided into four on the basis of chronology, each showing
different location traits and structure. The first are fields associated with crofting

townships, which are located almost entirely in coastal areas. The only two

exceptions to this are the townships of Loch Gamavich and Acha Mhor, located in
the interior of the island between Calanais and Liurbost. Crofting systems are
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enclosed areas of improved agricultural land measuring, for the most part, between
8 and 12 acres demarcated by stone and wire boundaries. These fields are gathered

together to form ordered, linear settlements along an access road. Cultivation is

typified by areas of small clearance cairns and square-cut lazybeds. These

townships have no centre, and each apportionment supports one or more houses.

The emergence of crofting townships on the Isle of Lewis began with by Lord
Seaforth's attempts, starting in 1811, to improve the rent income from his tenants

by intensifying settlement concentrations and restricting the land available to each
tenant farmer or crofter. These sites are invariably found in the vicinity of pre-

crofting/post-medieval settlement remains. This tends to be because both occupy

the same terrain types in the coastal areas of the island, simply because it is here
that the best land is found. The location of the vast majority of crofting field-

systems can be summarised in the following terms. Crofting township field-systems
are found on good/improved grazing mostly in areas of till-covered plain but also
on the fringes ofmachair.

The pre-crofting field-systems, not surprisingly, are invariably associated with
concentrations of pre-crofting settlement (see section 5.4.28). Morphologically
these sites are much less regimented than the crofting field-systems, and much less
intensive. They consist of irregular hand dug lazybeds or Feannagan either
unenclosed or enclosed within larger irregular fields. Intact field-systems are rarely
found as they have been much disturbed by later crofting activity. Because both
seek the best land, pre-crofting systems may occupy the same ground as crofting

field-systems, though the remains of the earlier systems are rarely visible. The best

example of a pre-crofting systems, often referred to in this study, is that of Beriero
to the east of Crowlista.

Pre-crofting field-systems may be summarised as being found in areas of

good/improved grazing andpoor grazing/blanket mire, mostly on till-covered plain
but also occasionally on the fringes of machair.

Thirdly, there are the early prehistoric field-systems phase of settlement. Complete

systems have not, hitherto, been recorded in their entirety as their remains are

chance exposures seen only sporadically in peat cuttings and eroding stream and
coastal sections. As a result the wider distribution and layout of these systems is
unknown and associated settlements have yet to be recorded. Typically, remains
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are stone features located at or near the bottom of the blanket peat stratum, and also
stone banks that run from the shore through the inter-tidal zone. These systems are

found almost exclusively in areas of till-covered plain under blanket mire and in

areas where such terrain interfaces directly with the inter-tidal zone. This is of
course a relict distribution that represents just fragments of what were likely to

have been much more wide ranging distributions visible only at some of its current

margins.

Finally, there are fragments of systems representing later-prehistoric, Norse and
medieval agriculture, which are very poorly represented on Lewis. Unlike the early

prehistoric field-systems that are protected by the blanket mire, these later systems

have suffered extensively, damage caused by more recent agricultural systems.

There are a few fragments that have survived due to unique conditions of location.
In general, however, these systems tend to be dated on the basis of relationship to

dated settlement evidence, always an uncertain recourse.

The location of these field-system fragments is mostly on till-covered plain, either

rough grazing/blanket mire where there has been little recent agriculture or

exceptional environmental conditions prevail facilitating survival.

5.4.13 Distributions of habitation enclosures

This group comprises all habitation enclosures not covered by other specific

categories such as Atlantic Round houses and blackhouses. As the sub-class

"rectilinear, stone-and-turf' has already been displayed and discussed in the
Blackhouse section (5.4.2) above, it will not be included here. Of the three survey

areas only Calanais and Garenin have examples of this class of monument.

There are twenty-five records of habitation enclosures in the WLLP survey area,

including five records of rectilinear, stone-and-turf structures, not displayed here.
Their distribution is illustrated on Figure 65 and by date on Figure 66. All but one

are of rectilinear form and constructed of stone, the exception being a curvilinear
stone-and-turf enclosure located to the south-west of Calanais Farm in an area of

blanket mire.
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The remaining nineteen sites are mostly located within the township of Calanais,

representing a phase of crofting architecture between that of the late blackhouses

(or greyhouses) and the modern "kit house". They are stone-built cottages and one

and a half storey Ministry of Fishing and Agriculture houses12 based on a design
that began to appear in Lewis in the 1920s.

There are several rectilinear stone structures outwith the present limit of the

crofting township, all marked on the modern map as sheep enclosures. At least two

cases, however, have been used as habitation at some point in their history. These
structures are dated to the post-medieval phase of settlement in the area.

There are nine such sites recorded at Garenin including five records of the
rectilinear stone-and-turf sub-class, not displayed here. The distribution is
illustrated on Figure 67 and by date on Figure 68. Three of the four remaining sites
lie within the boundaries of the township and are the remains of the abandoned
"fish and ag" houses. As is the case in many townships many of these houses are

still occupied though frequently they have been extensively modified and for the

purpose of the GLS these occupied houses were not recorded.

The fourth site at Garenin is a rectilinear turf structure to the south of the township
in the region of the pre-crofting settlement around Loch Brievat. This may be a rare

occurrence of a turf longhouse or blackhouse, which Dodgshon indicates was the

typical building style in the medieval period, but which inevitably had a poor

survival potential (1993).

With the exception of blackhouse remains (discussed above in section 5.4.2) no

other habitation enclosures have been recorded in the ULS area. This is because the

majority of structures in this group are the remains of "fish and ag" houses lying
within the extents of crofting township and, as has already been indicated, such
areas were not surveyed as part of the Uig Landscape Survey. Other forms have

undoubtedly fallen victim to the heavy levels of settlement in the coastal area,

while some, particularly turf structures, have been seen to be easily eroded leaving
little or no remains.

Commonly known as "fish and ag" houses.



5.4.13.1 Summary of the distribution of habitation enclosures.

Examples of these sites in the two survey areas where distributions were recorded
can be divided into two groups. The first are the rectilinear stone sub-class that

primarily represent the Department of Fisheries and Agriculture houses that

replaced the late crofting blackhouses. They are found almost exclusively within
the boundaries of crofting townships with few outwith crofts representing either the
contraction of a township or the presence of a small or freeholding or estate

building that was constructed outside the laws that define crofting settlement.

The second group consists of all of the other forms of habitation enclosure
discussed above, including curvilinear stone, stone-and-turf and turf enclosures and
rectilinear turf-built enclosures. None of these variations were sufficiently
numerous in the three surveys to allow sensible conclusions to be drawn. Such sites
are rare because of their fragile construction and once they fall into disuse and

regular maintenance ceases they quickly deteriorate. Like many pre-apportionment
remains such sites seldom survive in crofting townships.

5.4.14 Distribution of industrial features

The industrial features examined in this section represent all forms of industry from
all periods with two exceptions; firstly mills, because they are so numerous and
often form extensive complexes that they are treated as a separate class. For the
same reasons marine industry is also treated separately, this includes sites of the

fishing, salting, smoking and kelping industries.

Dams are included both here and with the mills (see section 5.4.16). This is
because they may have a dual usage either relating to milling or the "sporting
estate" industry, or occasionally to both. On occasion it is difficult to differentiate
between the two purposes even after thorough examination of such a feature.

There are nine industrial features within the WLLP survey, illustrated on Figure 69
and by date on Figure 70. Five are dams and are located on the "Blacklands" in
association with natural lochs. Four of these are still maintained by the Garynahine
Estate as part of the "sporting estate" industry. The fifth is in disrepair and is
undatable but may well also have related to sporting activities.
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Of the remaining four sites, two are corn drying kilns built to serve local

agricultural needs before the apportionment of Calanais. One of these sites is the
famous drying barn located within the extent of the Scheduled Area at Calanais
Stones. The third site, a crane, falls outwith the survey area, and the final site is a

stone quarry located on the first ridge to the east of the Calanais township (NGR:
NB 2290 3374). This site is said to be that of the quarry that provided the stones

used in the Calanais ritual landscape though there is no direct proof to support this.

Six industrial features are recorded at Garenin, these are illustrated on Figure 71

and by date on Figure 72 and may be divided into two groups. The first group

includes three records of corn drying kilns, which are all located within the crofting

township of Garenin or immediately outwith its boundaries. Two of these sites are

thought to have their roots in the pre-crofting phase, though whether they have
been used since apportionment remains open to debate. Both are located on the

fringes of the pre-crofting settlement that sits on the Sidhean and the west end of
the township. The third kiln is located outwith the head dyke of the village and is
of larger size than the first two. This site is believed to date to the crofting period
and to have been a larger communal kiln provided by the Estate, which taxed the
inhabitants for its use.

The second group comprises three illicit stills all located on the high sea-cliffs to

the north of Garenin township. These structures are sited in areas of rough

grazing/blanket mire, in small valleys that make them impossible to see beyond a

distance of about 100 metres. Two have been excavated (Burgess and Gilmour
1995 and Burgess and Campbell in preparation) producing evidence which

suggests that they may also have been the sites of smithing activities as well as

being part of a major stilling industry. The origins of these features is thought to

pre-date crofting activity in the area and possibly relates to the pre-crofting
settlement located in the valley at Fivig.

Eight industrial sites are recorded at Aird Uig and Bhaltos and are illustrated on

Figure 73 and by date on Figure 74. Seven of these sites are located in the ULS

study area and of these six are dams relating to the milling complex in the Loch

Camasord, Loch Bharabhat area (see section 5.4.16). The remaining site in the
ULS area is the partial remains of a corn drying kiln located on the east side of



Traigh na Sruban on the fringes of the pre-crofting settlement of Beriero. This

example is similar in size and form to the early sites seen at Garenin.

The single industrial site in the Bhaltos survey area is a metal-working site
recorded by Armit and excavated by him and the CFA during 1992 (Armit 1992b,

44). It lies on the Traigh Cnip machair immediately to the west of the Cnip

Wheelhouse, and is thought to be Iron Age in date.

5.4.14.1 Summary of distribution of industrial features.

While the number of industrial sites identified in the three survey areas is limited,
four groups can be identified with different distributions. Firstly, there are corn

drying kilns which tend to be located close to, but not within, the settlements they
serve. Later sites are larger in size reflecting the centralisation of agricultural
services as the landowners and estates begin to tax their use during the early

crofting period. These sites are located almost exclusively on till-covered plain
terrain in areas of improved and good grazing.

Secondly, there are the illicit stills. These have been examined at Garenin in great

detail during three excavations. Outwardly there is little that suggests that these
structures were used for the illegal distillation of alcohol other than their discreet
location. They have thick walls either of turf or of stone with an earth-core and

may be free standing or lean-to structures built against a cliff face. In those sites

excavated, evidence of smithing has also been found perhaps providing a legitimate
reason for the existence of the structure. All are located outwith settlement areas,

on till-coveredplain used as rough grazing in the immediate vicinity ofsea-cliffs.

The third sub-class of industrial features comprises dams. These sites are located at

the outflows of natural lochs and are designed to increase the level of the loch

controlling the flow of water from it downstream. They are found almost

exclusively on rough grazing and blanket mire on till-covered plain. Such sites are

found in association with water mill complexes, but where there is no evidence of

milling they were probably constructed to improve fishing for sporting estates.

Other industrial monuments, too poorly represented in the three survey areas to

make examination of their location a valid process, include metalworking
industries such as those seen at Traigh Cnip, ceramic production sites such as that
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at Loch Ruadh Guinnerso and quarries such as that seen at Calanais. The
distribution of such sites is likely to make greater sense when it is considered on an

island-wide basis potentially providing a greater sample of sites to assess.

The observation that, in the survey areas discussed above, such sites occur on just
about any terrain type with locations depending very much on the individual

industry is of little help. Even noting that production industries are more likely to

be recorded in machair environments is hardly profound since this is merely a

reflection of accidental exposure typical of such a fragile environment prone to

rapid erosion.

5.4.15 Distribution of marine industry

Features associated with marine industrial activities should by definition be
concentrated in coastal areas. This is certainly the case at Calanais, but in the cases

of Garenin and much of the Uig survey the coastline is dominated by high sea-

cliffs giving little access to the sea so few features were recorded. However, in
these areas some features of related/similar form but lying in inland lochs have
been defined as belonging to the marine industry; these examples include jetties
and fishing stances connected with freshwater fishing.

Of twenty-seven marine industry sites at Calanais twenty-three are located in the
coastal zone. This distribution is illustrated on Figure 75 and by date on Figure 76.
The coastal sites occur mostly in the sheltered south facing bays on the south side
of Calanais township, an area dominated by a low stable rocky foreshore that is
ideal for mooring and launching small craft. This is reflected in the type of sites

recorded, which include boat nausts (5 records), slipways (5 records), pier (1

record), jetties (4 records) and harbour (3 records). One possible fish trap is also
recorded in this area on the eastern shore of Tob nan Leobag13, though this
identification/classification is not certain as the site is also thought to be the

Tob nan Leobag is Gaelic for headlands of the flat fish or flounder and gained its name as that is
where the inhabitants of Calanais went to catch such fish.
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remains of an early prehistoric enclosure eroding from the peat that covers the

peninsula.

Of the coastal sites the slipways are undated (and are likely to remain so), the boat
nausts are thought to date to the post-medieval phase and the pier at Calanais Farm
is crofting to modern in date and is still maintained today. The structures on the
west shore (below Cnoc Fillibhir Bheag), to the east of Tob nan Leobag (one

harbour, one jetty and one boat naust), are thought to relate to activities of the late

crofting phase in the immediate vicinity. One harbour identified at the north end of
Tob nan Leobag, on its west side at the very rear of a tidal bay, is thought to be
medieval in date.

On the "Blacklands" to the east of Calanais township three fishing stances and one

boat naust have been identified on inland lochs. They are all of uncertain date but
most likely relate to the "Sporting Estate" industry run by the Garynahine Estate.

The survey area at Garenin has no records for marine industry along its shore, not a

surprise given the high sea-cliffs that dominate much of the coastline in this area.

Where bays do exist, as at Garenin township, they are not good harbours or

anchorages, and frequently have difficult approaches (D.R. McLeod pers comm).
Two sites, a jetty and fishing stance both of uncertain age, have been recorded on

the inland Loch Liuravat to the south-east of the crofting township. These sites are

illustrated on Figure 77.

The Aird Uig survey has few coastal sites for similar reasons; this being another
coastline dominated by high sea-cliffs and poor coastline access. However ULS
also includes large areas of machair, but sites are rare here too as such terrain is

inherently unstable and as such is unsuitable for the location of coastal industry.
Three sites have been recorded within this machair area, together with one boat
naust on Traigh na Berie in the Bhaltos machair, and all are located on areas of
stable dunes or where the machair system interfaces with more solid terrain.

The three sites recorded around Camas Uig (see Figure 78) comprise two sea walls
and a pier. The sea walls are located by Dun Borranish and immediately to the west

of Uig Lodge and are thought to be later prehistoric and modern respectively. The

pier is that on the Lon Ersta river behind the machair in the township of Ardroil.
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There are also records of two fishing stances and three jetties located on inland
lochs in the Aird Uig area: Loch Camasord and Loch Bharabhat in the west of the

study area, and Loch Mor and Loch a' bhide Ruaidh in the east of the study area.

5.4.15.1 Summary of distribution of marine industry

On the basis of these records marine monuments can be divided into three groups,

their siting depending on function. The first group comprises monuments related to

boats and includes piers, harbours, nausts, jetties and slipways. These occur almost

exclusively on the coastal edge of the inter-tidal zone backed by almost all terrain

types with the exception, for the most part, ofmachair areas. Such sites tend to be
concentrated in areas of crofting townships. Inevitably they are absent from
coastlines dominated by high sea-cliffs. Most of these forms may also be found in
inland lochs, usually built by sporting estates for angling.

The second group comprises sites that are related to marine harvesting and

processing. These include fishtraps, smoke-houses, kelp kilns and fishing stances.

They are invariable located in coastal areas, though none have been recorded on the
coastlines of any of the three survey areas examined in this chapter. On the other
hand fishing stances have been recorded on a number of inland lochs as part of a

sporting estates activities. Otherwise these features are thought to be distributed on

an island wide or regional basis and this will be examined in section 6.4.5.

The finally there are sea walls, two of which were recorded in the Camas Uig area

of the ULS project. This sample is not large enough to draw conclusions, but not

surprisingly, those recorded were located in machair areas where erosion is

especially severe.

5.4.16 Distributions of milling features

Two of the three survey areas, Garenin and Aird Uig, have records of extensive

milling complexes. These groups of mills are mapped here together with the
distributions of dams. The dating of mills and associated structures is difficult in
the absence of excavated examples on the island. Frequently, milling complexes
have only fallen into disuse in the late pre-crofting and early crofting phases when
estates began to provide larger mills for central use. This centralisation of milling,
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as with corn drying kilns, provided the estates with additional opportunities for

levying taxes/charges. Estate mills tend to be larger and fewer in number, and may

even be vertical in form (as is the case at Calanais), but they were frequently built
in areas where there was an existing milling complex, to make use of its dams and
races.

There are seven milling sites in the GLS survey area, illustrated on Figure 79 and

by date on Figure 80. All of the sites are located in the north-east of the survey area

around a canalised stream known as Allt na Muilne,14 that runs north from Foch

Langavat to the shore immediately to the west of Dal Mor bay. This group of sites

comprises two horizontal grain mills fed by a leat from a breached dam that used to

pool the flow of the Allt na Muilne to the south of the two mills. A further site,
believed to be a threshing mill, is located circa 500 metres to the south of this first

group of sites, also on the course of the Allt na Muilne. The form of this site differs
in that it incorporates a hearth and chimney.

To the south of these features are the remains of two possible mill leats or races

and one dam that may be for milling, none of which seem to be related to the

complex to the north. All of the sites at Garenin are thought to be pre-crofting or

early crofting in date, though the size of the threshing mill suggests that it had been
constructed as part of the estate's consolidation of mills in the area.

Four milling complexes have been identified at Aird Uig and Bhaltos consisting of

twenty records out of a total of twenty-seven records for mills in this area. They are

illustrated on Figure 81 and by date on Figure 82. The first complex of sites is that
around Loch Bharabhat and Loch Camasord, and is described in detail in the First

ULS interim report (Burgess and Church 1996, 8-11). Included are six horizontal
mills fed from three lochs; Camasord, Bharabhat and Buaile na Coarch, all of

which are dammed. The complex has been proved to be multi-phase (see Figure

83) and is thought to range in date from the post-medieval to the crofting phase.

The second complex is located on the steep slopes above the township of Clibhe on

the stream of Allt Tota Pallair. It consists of two large horizontal mills fed by a

Stream of the Mill.
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stone-lined race from behind a stone-and-turf dyke. On the basis of their size and

preservation these features are thought to be crofting mills.

The third and fourth groups of mills are located on the Bhaltos peninsula, one

complex being found between Loch Bharabhat and Traigh na Berie. This consists
of between four and six horizontal mills, the remains of which are indistinct in

places, fed from a dam on Loch Bharabhat. The most northerly mill is the best

preserved and is similar in form to those seen at Clibhe, but the complex is
believed to be multi-period in origin ranging in date from the medieval through to

the crofting phase. The fourth group is that seen on the stream running into the
west side of Loch Linish, north of the township of Riof.

Most of these sites are in areas of poor grazing/blanket mire on streams that have a

good head of water supplied by a dammed loch. Frequently the head of water is re¬

established between mills, in the same complex, by redamming the water. These
mills are frequently located in narrow incised valleys on steep-sided hill slopes
where a head of water is easy to maintain. However, this is not always the case, as

the Bharabhat_Crowlista/Camasord complex demonstrates.

As mentioned above, there are no milling features known in the WLLP area, in part

due to the lack of suitable rivers within the survey area. There is a good milling

river, River Breasclete, between Calanais and Breasclete townships but this lies

just outside the north of the WLLP study area. This water course used to power one

of the few instances of vertical mills seen on Lewis, located 100 metres beyond the
northern edge of the survey area at NB 2165 3480.

5.4.16.1 Summary of distribution of milling features

The sites discussed above indicate a division into horizontal mills and vertical

mills. The former are found close to dammed lochs and usually, but not always, in
areas of steep drops that help to provide a head of water. They do tend to be found
in proximity to centres of pre-crofting and crofting settlement and are often
associated with the Muilne place name.

While they may morphologically differ depending on their location and date,

generally they are of stone construction with a pit to take a horizontal wheel that is
fed with water through its left side to turn the mill in a clockwise direction. Where
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a chimney flue and fireplace is found within the structure it is likely that the mill
was designed for threshing rather than grinding. The siting of horizontal mills is in
areas of poor grazing/blanket mire on till-covered plains near to damned lochs
and/or streams that provide a head of water to provide power. Frequently these

features are associated with the name Muilne.

The second form of mill, vertical configuration, is not represented in any of the
three surveys, thus no firm view can be offered on their siting. This form is

extremely rare on Lewis as a whole with only three such sites being recorded.
These sites may be distributed on a regional or island-wide basis and are thought to

date to the crofting phase of settlement, when they were constructed as part of the
estate owners' push to levy payment for milling services.

5.4.17 Distribution of military features

Only six sites classified as being military in nature have been identified in the three

survey areas and of these five are found at Aird Uig and the sixth is immediately to

the north of the Calanais survey area. Again this absence is chance and reflects the
fact that military sites have a distribution imposed by outside politics unconnected
with the development of island settlement and are, as a result, located on a regional
or even national level. Most of the military sites recorded on Lewis are to be found
in the immediate vicinity of Stornoway, which is both the largest town on the
island and the largest port giving it a perceived strategic value (see section 6.4.6 for
details of the Cea(L) results).

The one site at Calanais is a pill box located on the coast at Breasclete. with views
of much of the southern end of East Loch Roag and Loch Barraglom, all areas of
sheltered moorings and low stony foreshores with bays that are suitable landing

grounds.

The remaining sites all lie within the ULS survey area (see Figure 84) to the north
of Aird Uig township, being related to the war and post-war activities at the RAF
base on Gallen Head. This group of sites includes several transmitter houses and a

complete 1950s base with administration, accommodation and service buildings.
The fifth site is in the centre of Camas Uig, and is where a Wellington bomber
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made an emergency landing on the sands after it went off course on its delivery

flight from Canada to the UK during the early years of the war (D Roberts pers

comm). Much of the bomber was salvaged during the war but bits still remain in
the possession of local crofters todayls.

5.4.17.1 Summary of distribution of military features

The only firm conclusions that can be drawn about the distribution of military
features on the basis of the evidence from the three survey areas is that this class is
distributed on a regional or a national basis. Those sites recorded both in the area

surveys and as part of Cea(L) suggest that the island has served specific/specialised

strategic tasks that have led to the construction of concentrations of sites, but has
otherwise has not figured prominently in the overall scheme of national defences.
All of the sites recorded are found in the immediate vicinity of the coast, where

they rely on contemporary settlement to provide support and services.

5.4.18 Distribution of miscellaneous features

Both Calanais and Garenin, but not Aird Uig, yielded miscellaneous features that
do not fall into any of the other monument classes. The vast majority of these sites
are drainage ditches, which like all of the other types in this group are difficult to

attribute to a period of settlement, except by association, and for that reason these
sites are not mapped by date.

There are eighteen records of miscellaneous features in the WLLP survey area,

illustrated on Figure 85, and two main groups of sites are defined. The first, and

largest is that of weirs and breakwaters, often indistinguishable from each other in

form, especially in the coastal zone where eight out of the eleven such records
occur. They can be constructed of wood or stone and may be related to breaking up

sea swell near slipways, beaches etc. or for collecting and drying kelp in kelping
areas. Those located on streams, particularly inland, are likely to be the remains of

The tail wheel is used by a crofter from Ardroil on his wheelbarrow; the same man uses the

navigator's seat in his living room. It is said that the crew of this plane tried to "surrender" to the
islanders whom they thought were German due to their speaking Gaelic.
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dams that have fallen in to disrepair, or were placed in the flow of the river for

sporting reasons related to the migration of salmon upstream. These sites as a

whole are found either in the inter-tidal zone or in areas of poor grazing/blanket
mire; none are found either in areas of good grazing or within the crofting township
of Calanais.

The second group comprises records of archaeological excavations, entered in the
NMRS as a record in their own right. For the Calanais area this includes the

Archaeological Field Station of the University of Edinburgh located in and around
the buildings of Calanais Farm (NMRS, NB23SW 20). And the record of
excavations carried out Calanais Farm as an evaluation before the construction of

the Standing Stones Visitor Centre in 1993 and 1994 (NMRS, NB23SW 28).

There are fifteen miscellaneous features within the GLS survey area, mapped on

Figure 86; these sites fall in two groups. Firstly, there are drainage features for
which there are fourteen records. The vast majority of these is located in the

crofting township, though as has been the case with other crofting agricultural
features they were only recorded within the conservation area. Most are thought to

be of crofting phase as they respect the croft boundaries.

Secondly, there is one rock shelter, overlooking the northern shores of Loch
Liuravat. Consisting of a low rock overhang with a considerable build up of
sediment within, the site is enclosed at its open edge by a small stone dyke.
Whether this site has any archaeological deposits could only be confirmed by
excavation.

5.4.18.1 Summary of distribution of miscellaneous features

These miscellaneous features fall into four distinct groups based on their function.
First are weirs and breakwater, these sites are located primarily in inter-tidal areas

and in the tidal areas of river courses. On occasion these sites may be found on

inland streams and watercourses where they were built to improve salmon fishing
on sporting estates.

The second group comprises reports of archaeological excavations and similar
records in the NMRS, which are included in this study because they are in the
national record, and no other NMRS category has been excluded. The excavations
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not surprisingly are mostly found in proximity to new developments where

archaeological assessment is required as part of the planning process. Examples
have been recorded on all of the five terrain types.

The third group consists of drainage features, which are quite common in the

survey record and appear to be primarily associated with crofting activities. As
result the vast majority are found on till-covered plain within crofting townships.

The final group was evolved as a catchall to take in anything that could not be
classified under any other heading. In the end only one site was involved, the rock
shelter at Garenin. The only conclusion that can be drawn concerning the
distribution of such caves and rock shelters is, the obvious one, that for geological
reasons they were not a regular feature of the three survey areas.

5.4.19 Distribution of man-made islands and utilised/causewayed natural
islands

Man-made islands are featured here together with utilised natural islands because
in practice the two are often indistinguishable without detailed underwater
examination. While man-made islands are mostly prehistoric in date, utilised
natural islands are more difficult to date and categorise if there are no

archaeological remains other than a causeway visible. Some may be prehistoric in
date while others may simply be elaborate fishing stances.

Aii of the three surveys have included underwater survey by divers in all of the
lochs that are deep enough to dive in. This has in every case revealed sites invisible
at the surface. In some cases this underwater work has produced artefacts of a

diagnostic nature that have helped with the dating.

Of the three survey areas Calanais has the largest number of lochs covering an area

of circa 500 hectares. These have yielded five records of utilised natural island and
one man-made island which are illustrated on Figure 87. Four of the utilised natural
islands are located on inland lochs on the "Blacklands" of Calanais Grazings, all
are undated, their nature indicated only by their causeways. The fifth site, in the
inter-tidal zone on the east shore of Tob nan Leobag, is linked to the shore by a

causeway and has also remained undated so far.
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The only man-made island recorded in the Calanais survey area is completely

submerged in Loch Bharabhat, immediately to the east of the township. It remains

physically undated though it might relate to later prehistoric settlement on the basis
of the Bharabhat name. All of the other instance of this place-name

(Bharabhat_Crowlista, Bharabhat_Cnip and Bharabhat_Bernera, see section 6.1.4)
refer to man-made islands in lochs and each have later prehistoric remains.

There are two sites at Garenin mapped on Figure 88. The first is a possible man-

made island located in Loch Breivat to the south of Garenin township. It is visible
at the surface as an area of reeds in the centre of the loch and lies in an area where

several sub-peat stone dykes of early prehistoric date have been recorded. The
second site, a utilised natural island is located circa 400 metres to the east near the

western shore of Loch Liuravat. This is thought to relate to fishing activities in the
loch, but may have a longer history of use.

There are nine sites in the Aird Uig and Bhaltos survey areas illustrated on Figure
89 and by date on Figure 90. Of the sites recorded only one, a utilised natural

island, to the east of the summit of Forsnaval remains undated. Two of the sites at

Aird Uig and one at Bhaltos are man-made islands. Two of these,

Bharabhat_Crowlista and Bharabhat_Cnip, have been positively dated to the later

prehistoric phase. The second man-made island in the Aird Uig area, located in
Loch Mheacleite, is completely submerged. This site is thought to be early

prehistoric in date.

Of the utilised natural islands recorded five are to be found in the Aird Uig area

and one in the Bhaltos area. The sites in the ULS area are split into two groups,

those in inland lochs (2 records) and those in inter-tidal locations (2 records). The
sites in inland lochs, Bharabhat_Crowlista and Loch Druimm Rango, are believed
to be modern and early prehistoric respectively. The sites in the intertidal zone, An
Dunan on Traigh na Sruban (Burgess et al 1996a and 1998; Figure 175) and Dun
Borranish (NMRS NB03SE 01), are known to be early prehistoric and later

prehistoric in date. The one utilised natural island site on Bhaltos is the possible

example occupied by the complex Atlantic round house in Loch na Berie, though
the exact form of this site remains to be confirmed.

This group of sites forms an interesting distribution with a series of coastal utilised
natural islands located in machair/intertidal zones, backed by a series of man-made
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islands sited in inland lochs surrounded by till-covered plain dominated by poor

grazing/blanket mire. The cluster of five sites in the Camas Uig - Loch

Bharabhat_Crowlista area, though not all thought to be contemporary, is
particularly dense with all falling in a circle of circa 2000 metres diameter.

5.4.19.1 Summary of the distribution of man-made and utilised natural island

The evidence discussed above points to three clear subdivisions of man-made
islands/utilised natural islands on a basis of form, each with different locations,

utilised natural islands with associated structural remains are found predominately
in inter-tidal locations backed by areas of good grazing, based either on till-covered

plain or machair terrain. There are, however, some such sites in inland areas

dominated by blanket mire.

One site in this sub-class has been excavated in detail, the island of An Dunan on

Traigh na Sruban (Figure 175), which proved to be a funerary structure of late
Bronze Age in date (Burgess et al 1998). In general the location of these sites can

be summarised as being predominately in inter-tidal/machair zones close to areas

ofgood or improved grazing.

The second sub-class, utilised natural islands without structural remains apart from
a causeway, are best described as causewayed natural islets. Whereas most utilised
natural islands with structural remains are located in the inter-tidal zone the vast

majority of causewayed natural islets is found in inland lochs. The purpose of these
sites, and indeed whether they all have the same purpose is unclear, though it has
been suggested that the causeways were constructed purely to provide access for

fishing. This idea is an attractive one as many of these sites are to be found within
the extents of sporting estates.

One such site has been excavated, on the Calanais Grazings at Loch nan Cnamh

(NGR NB 2965 3315), where two small test trenches revealed no archaeological
remains with the exception of the causeway. However, the remains of an early

prehistoric field-system have been noted in the vicinity, lending weight to the
alternate argument that these sites were part of the wider early prehistoric

agriculture on the island, perhaps as stock pens (Coles and Burgess in preparation).
The location of causewayed natural islets can be defined as being predominantly in
inland lochs in areas of till-coveredplain dominated by poor grazing/blanket mire.
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The third group comprises man-made islands which differ from utilised natural
islands and causewayed natural islets in that they are wholly, or largely from stones

and other materials brought together by human hand to form a island foundation

upon which structures could be built. Both utilised natural islands and causewayed
natural islets, in contrast, are essentially natural features that are human modified to

permit their use. It is important todistinguish between utilised natural islands and
man-made islands even though they may have had the same ultimate purpose. Not

only were they differently constructed but also because they have markedly
different distribution patterns.

Utilised natural islands are found primarily in inter-tidal areas and man-made
islands are found solely in inland lochs such as Bharabhat_Crowlista and

Bharabhat_Breasclete. The best of the author's knowledge they have not so far
been recorded in the inter-tidal zone on Lewis, unlike areas on the east coast of

Scotland, such as the Beauly Firth, where such sites are seen in inter-tidal
situations. The location of man-made islands can be defined as being in inland
lochs surrounded by till-coveredplain dominatedpoor grazing/ blanket mire.

5.4.20 Distribution of platform features

Platform features are well represented in each of the three survey areas. As well as

the platform sites which form the original record under this heading, cultivation

platforms (cultivation, square cut) from the cultivation class have also been
considered here. This particularly effects the distributions at Calanais and Garenin
where the crofting townships have been surveyed, and where most of these
monuments are located.

Many of the sites types dealt with in this section occur only once in any of the

survey area,s inhibiting comment on their distribution. In addition, like so many

classes of monument, there has been no excavation so that dates can only be

suggested on the basis of analogy, siting and association with other features.

There are thirty-one platform sites at Calanais mapped on Figure 91 and by date on

Figure 92. They can be divided into two sub-classes; firstly there are the cultivation

platforms, which have been discussed in detail above (see section 5.4.6). These can
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be summed up as occurring almost entirely within the boundaries of the crofting

township as befits the crofting background of the form. Examples outwith crofting

townships are almost entirely the relict remains of a township that has contracted.

Secondly, there are unenclosed platforms and hut circles of which there are seven

records, three on the Aird Calanais peninsula and four on the "Blacklands" to the
east of the township. Of the "Blacklands" examples three are unenclosed platforms
which lie more than five kilometres from the crofting township and the coastal
zone. They are buried deep in peat and since they occur in an area which has also

displayed the fragmentary remains of early prehistoric field-systems (see section

5.4.8), they are likely to be of a comparable date. The fourth site is a possible hut
circle on the northern shore of Loch an Laoigh, of uncertain date. It may be related
to transhumance agriculture, as similar features excavated at An Carnan (Coles and

Burgess 1995) have proved to be.

The three sites on the Aird Calanais peninsula comprise two unenclosed platforms
and one hut circle. The two platforms are located on south-facing slopes to the west

of the Calanais Stones, and are thought to be Bronze Age in date as they adjoin a

field-system of that date. The hut circle at the north end of Aird Calanais lies on

west-facing slopes dominated by poor grazing/blanket mire, and is of unknown
date.

Garenin has fourteen platform sites (illustrated on Figure 93) of which most are

cultivation remains. They lie mainly within the crofting township, apart from three
situated on the grazing lands, all to the south of Garenin. Three "hut" platforms
have also been recorded at Garenin within the extents of the promontory enclosure
on the stack to the north of Garenin bay, Beire_Garenin. These show traces of

having both stone and timber structures built upon them (Burgess and Gilmour

1995) and are thought to be of later prehistoric date. There are no platforms of

early prehistoric date recorded. This might be put down to a paucity of evidence for

early prehistoric field-systems in general, a situation which contrasts starkly with
that at Calanais.

There are sixteen platform sites in the Aird Uig and Bhaltos survey areas mapped
on Figure 94 and by date on Figure 95. Seven of the sixteen records are cultivation

platforms found in two locations, to the west of Crowlista township and to the
south-east of Aird Uig township. In both cases these sites fall in the immediate
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vicinity of the townships and are thought to mark contracting agricultural activity
associated with these settlements.

The remaining nine sites are distributed on an apparently random basis across the
two survey areas. However, two groups of unenclosed platforms have been
identified which suggest a more meaningful distribution, one in the Aird Uig area

around Traigh na Sruban and Traigh na Cille (3 records) and the other in the
Bhaltos area around the west and south side of Traigh na Berie (2 records). These
sites all lie on the fringes of the machair zone near the interface with the

good/improved grazing behind.

5.4.20.1 Summary of the distribution ofplatforms

The evidence discussed above indicates four sub-classes of platform sites of

differing location and structure. The first, cultivation platforms, are found almost

exclusively within crofting townships, and are known to have appeared only after
the commencement of apportionment. Their distribution is discussed in full in
section 5.4.7 above.

Secondly are the enclosed platforms, a form that is not well enough represented
within the three surveys to allow any firm conclusions to be drawn. The excavated

examples, at Berie_Garenin (Burgess and Gilmour 1995) showed signs of having

supported both stone and timber buildings. The author has seen only one other

example of this type on Lewis, again within the extent of a large univallate

promontory enclosure, this time to the north of the township of Galson. In that case

there was no signs of structures on the platforms.

The third group comprises unenclosed platforms, but again these are too few in
number in the areas surveyed to allow the formulation of firm conclusions about
their distribution. At Calanais these sites have been seen both in areas of till-

covered plain dominated by rough grazing under blanket mire and in association
with the remains of sub-peat features; and located in the inter-tidal zone. At Camas

Uig they also occur in the machair interface zone.

Finally, there are hut-circles on platforms but again so few have been identified in
the three surveys that sensible conclusions cannot be drawn concerning their
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location. To date they have been recorded in almost all terrain types with the

exception of predominately bare rock and lochs.

5.4.21 Distribution ofpromontory enclosures

All three survey areas have promontory enclosures, however a contrast can be
noted between the areas at Garenin and Aird Uig compared to the area at Calanais.
The first displays distributions of what are typically perceived to be promontory

enclosures located in coastal situations. The second has no coastal sites but has

promontory enclosures on inland lochs.

Survey work carried out during the Cea(L) project tends to suggest that promontory

enclosures are distributed on a regional or island-wide basis, a possibility that is
addressed in more detail in section 6.5.

Calanais has five records of promontory enclosures (two definite and three

possible), these are mapped by date on Figure 96 and can be divided into two

groups. Firstly are coastal sites, all of which are located to the west of the Calanais
Farm and township. These sites are located on the tidal islands of Bratanish Mor
and Bratanish Beag, and on the headland by the Calanais Pier. This is a coastline of
low stable edges with a rocky foreshore backed by poor grazing/ blanket mire. All
three are barred by single ditches and none have internal features; all remain
undated.

The second group of two sites lies on the "Blacklanus" to the east of Calanais. Both
are at least six kilometres from the coastal zone on promontories projecting into
inland lochs. Both are enclosed by the remnants of a turf wall and are thought to

date to the early medieval period on the basis of the morphology of the turf-built

long houses in their interior. The remains of similar houses are also seen outside
the enclosures together with Feannagan and the remains of later stone-built

shielings. The example on Loch Airigh Brocaig (NGR: NB 2794 3284) has been

surveyed in detail as part of the WLLP programme (Figure 245 and Plate 15)

At Garenin there are four sites all coastally located, these are mapped by date on

Figure 97. One site is located on the low stable edge of the north shore of Loch

Carloway and is backed by the good/improved grazing of the Liamashader
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settlement. A second group of three promontory enclosures lies on the high north¬
west facing sea-cliffs that dominate the Garenin survey area. These sites,

Berie_Aird Liamashader (NMRS, NB14SE 07), Berie_Garenin (NGR: NB 1870

4500) and Stac a' Chaisteil (NMRS, NB24NW 05) are all backed by poor

grazing/blanket mire or bare rock. They are thought to belong to the later

prehistoric though it is possible that Berie_Aird Liamasheder and Stac a' Chaisteil

may date to the early medieval phase.

Aird Uig has five promontory sites, illustrated by date on Figure 98. They are all
located on the south-west side of the survey area with the exception of a stack with
the "Berie" place name (see section 6.1.4) at NB 0300 3600. This site lies on the
west side of the Aird Uig peninsula on high sea-cliffs in an area that is mostly bare
rock. It is impossible to access and shows no signs, visible from the shore, of any

internal or barring structures.

The remaining four sites are all located around Camas Uig on the bay's northern
side. These sites are the enclosure at Sheilavig hill (NGR: NB 0260 3420), the
Norse promontory enclosure of Gob Eirer (NMRS, NB03SW 21), the possibly

early prehistoric enclosure of Tolanais (NGR: NB 0450 3370) located on the east

side of Traigh na Sruban, and the Borranish Peninsula on which lies Dun Borranish

complex Atlantic round house (NMRS,NB03SE 01).

These sites all lie on low coastal edges of less than 5 metres high. Two, Gob Eirer
and Tolonais, are backed by good grazing; one, Sheilavig Hill is in an area of poor

grazing and the last site, Borranish is in an area of machair and good grazing. This
last site seems to be part of a wider distribution of promontory sites enclosing

complex Atlantic round houses (see section 6.5.2) including Bharabhat _Bernera,
Dun Stuig on Bernera, and possibly Berie_Riof.

5.4.21.1 Summary of the distribution ofpromontory enclosures

The number of promontory enclosures in the three survey areas is small and clearly
it would be more meaningful to consider their distribution at the island-wide level
where all the known sites in the class can be considered, rather than at the local

level. A detailed study of promontory enclosures based on the re-examination of
the sites during 1997 is made in Chapter 6 (section 6.5). However, some general
observations about their siting within the three survey areas can be made.
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These sites can be divided into two groups on the basis of structure and likely date.
The first group are thought to be later prehistoric/early medieval in date, have a

univallate barrier and may have internal features including platforms. They are

located on high sea-cliffs, backed by bare rock or rough grazing/blanket mire, in
areas of till-covered plain. Also they are frequently associated with the place-name
"Berie".

The second group includes univallate Norse sites and later prehistoric sites

enclosing a complex Atlantic round house, which are found primarily in areas of
low stable coastal edges, usually in machair and areas of good grazing.

5.4.22 Distribution of shieling sites

All of the three survey areas have large number of shielings, which can be divided
into eight sub-classes based on plan (rectilinear or curvilinear) and secondly on

their construction. This classification utilises information from the sites in all the

survey areas, but was first proposed during the 1994 season of WLLP.

While Calanais and Aird Uig have similar types of shieling Garenin displays a

system based around "day shelters" or temporary unroofed structures in place of
the more traditional transhumance sites seen in the other two areas.

Dating these transhumance sites is a contentious issue as very few have been
excavated and those which have been produced little in the way of datable
evidence. A theoretical dating structure is proposed below that permits

categorisation of the sites by date, but it is based purely on the form and
architecture of the sites and comparisons with other structures in the Western Isles.
The framework has been used to suggest an alternative to using the "Unknown"
date classification, and should not be taken to be a conclusive statement of the

dating of shielings.

This framework is only firmly chronologically anchored in two places and until
further excavation evidence has confirmed or denied the sequence it is offered
below in a provisional order from youngest to oldest
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Class Date range Date onmaps

Rectilinear stone crofting/late pre-crofting crofting

Rectilinear stone-and-turf

/:ri'. 1; pff■■■■■■

early crofting/pre-crofting pre-crofting
itJg1

Curvilinear stone post medieval/pre-crofting pre-crofting

Rectilinear turf post medieval post medieval

Curvilinear stone-and-turf
»

medieval/post medieval post medieval

Curvilinear turf Early medieval!medieval medieval

This framework is fairly secure at its upper end, as it is certain that crofting
transhumance sites were rectilinear and built of stone. It is made more secure at its

lower end on the basis of excavations carried out at An Caman, Calanais (Coles
and Burgess 1995) which suggest that curvilinear turf shielings may date to the
medieval or before.

5.4.22.1 Distribution of shielings in the three survey areas

One hundred and eighty transhumance sites were in the WLLP survey area and are

mapped on Figure 99 and by date on Figure 100. These can be sub-divided into
those close to the coast and the crofting township of Calanais, and those on the
"Blacklands".

There are twelve sites in the environs of Calanais township and Farm five of which
are located within the township boundaries. These are all rectilinear stone-built
features and may, if of crofting date, relate to agricultural activities other than
transhumance. Those outwith the township include three "day shelters" that

provide temporary shelter for shepherds working on the Calanais Farm. Also in this
area are three other structures believed to be shielings, two rectilinear turf sites and
one curvilinear stone-and-turf site, all thought to date to the post medieval. Only
two other examples of rectilinear turf shielings are recorded at WLLP, the

remaining sites being distributed between 2 and 5.5 kilometres from the township
on the "Blacklands".
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One hundred and sixty eight shielings have been identified on the "Blacklands" of
the Calanais Grazings. These can be separated into five bands based on their radial
distance from the Calanais township:

0-2 kilometres This band has relatively few sites (10 records) but includes
two day shelters related to localised grazing in the vicinity of
Calanais. Of the remaining sites, three are in the immediate

vicinity of the township and appear to be part of the local

pre-crofting distribution of rectilinear turf and curvilinear
stone-and-turf sites discussed above. The remaining five
records fall immediately inside the 2 kilometre boundary and

likely to be part of the group located between 2 and 3
kilometres.

2-3 kilometres This is the zone with the densest distribution, fifty-two sites.
It also has most of the curvilinear stone-and-turf sites

recorded in the WLLP area. Since it also has examples of
rectilinear stone-and-turf shielings which are seen in all the

zones, the sites in this band would seem to be predominantly

post medieval in date. The broad distribution of sub-classes

suggests that this zone is the edge of the traditional shieling

grounds of Calanais closest to the township.

The distribution of types beyond the 2 kilometre line

suggests that the traditional shieling grounds of the township
and its preceding settlement shifted through time.

3-4 kilometres This zone has forty-two records, of which twenty are

curvilinear turf structures. Very few sites of this class appear

in any other zone. This zone also has relatively few
curvilinear stone-and-turf sites which suggests that the

shielings in the zone are predominant medieval in date. As
with the 2 to 3 kilometre band there is a background of later
rectilinear sites.

4-5.5 kilometres This band has a marked absence of curvilinear turf and

curvilinear stone-and-turf sites. Its thirty-seven records are



mostly rectilinear stone-and-turf and rectilinear stone-built

examples pointing predominantly to the pre-crofting in

phase.

5.5+ kilometres This band has twenty-seven shielings of mostly rectilinear

types. Here rectilinear stone-and-turf sites become fewer
with distance from Calanais leaving only stone-built sites
and suggesting the predominance of crofting transhumance
in the zone.

This banded distribution appears to show phases of contraction and then expansion
of the shieling grounds on the Calanais Grazings. This notion should, however, be

tempered by the fact that the Grazing lands in question run parallel to a line of
modern townships that run east from Calanais into the interior of the island. These

townships, Garynahine, Loch Gamvich and Acha Mhor, might be expected to have
influenced shieling grounds only 1 kilometre north, but this cannot be

unequivocally demonstrated; this could be because these settlements had no pre-

crofting precursors or because their traditional shieling grounds lay to the south.

Certainly the location of Acha Mor and Loch Gamvich in the interior is unusual,
and it would be unlikely that pre-crofting settlement would be found in such
locations elsewhere on the island. It is likely, however, that the distribution of late,

rectilinear, stone-built shielings that cover most of the Calanais "Blacklands" may

relate to transhumance activities from these townships to the south of the survey

area.

There are forty shieling and transhumance sites in the GLS survey area, these are

mapped on Figure 101 and by date on Figure 102. The sites can be split into two

clear groups, the first of which consists of nineteen day shelters, mostly located
within 1000 metres of the Garenin township. This indicates that much of the
transhumance in the area was carried out on a daily basis on grazing lands within
immediate walking distance of both the pre-crofting and crofting settlements.

The second group comprises formerly roofed structures with twenty-one records in
three areas. The first is within the crofting township of Garenin on the north-facing

slopes in the southern half of the township. There are only three sites, two

rectilinear stone-built structures and one rectilinear stone-and-turf examples. These
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features may pre-date the township, or alternatively they could be related to other
non-transhumance agricultural in the crofting phase.

The second area is within 1000 metres of the township, to the north and the south,
and is dominated by rectilinear stone shielings thought to be late pre-crofting and

crofting in date. This group also has two curvilinear stone-and-turf structures, one

located to the north and one to the south.

The third area lies to the north of the township at circa 1200 metres distance from
its centre. This group consists of five sites, three of which are rectilinear stone-and-

turf, one of which is a day shelter and one a curvilinear stone-and-turf example.
This collection of sites is thought to be predominantly pre-crofting in date, and
since it is located closer to the township of Dal Mor than Garenin it is possible that
these sites actually relate to the former.

This pattern reflects the small size of the Garenin Grazings where nowhere is more

than one hour's walk away, the township is surrounded to the north, west and south

by the sea, and to the north-east and east by other, larger, crofting townships.

Seventy-one sites have been identified in the ULS survey area, illustrated on Figure
103 and by date on Figure 104. The vast majority of these lie within a 2500 metre

radius of Traigh na Sruban and Crowlista township in the south-west of the survey

area.

Unlike the Calanais situation it is harder to identify a radial banding of sites here
based on distance from the settlement centre. The various types all seem to be

represented in the area to the west of Crowlista, and in the valley that runs north
from Traigh na Sruban towards Aird Uig township, and are also seen on the east

side of Traigh na Sruban and the machair of Traigh na Cille. This mixture of sites

suggests a different evolution of transhumance and shielings than that at Calanais,
with structures being continually re-built and replaced on the same site.

The exception to this is the rectilinear turf and curvilinear stone-and-turf sites that
are concentrated solely in the area to the east of Traigh na Sruban, on the improved

grazing of the post medieval/pre-crofting landscape of Beriero. These sites are

predominately immediately pre-crofting in date, and may have been used for

purposes other than traditional transhumance. Alternatively they may also mark a
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change in the shieling grounds from the rough grazing on the west side of Traigh
na Sruban (dominated by medieval sites), to the good grazing on the east side. This
raises the possibility that the whole Beriero field-system was given over to grazing
in the pre-crofting phase. That this area was used for transhumance in the late pre-

crofting and crofting phase is undisputed, as there are several instances of
rectilinear and curvilinear stone-built shielings in the immediate vicinity. Such a

change in use of the Beriero landscape is supported by documentary evidence,
which indicates that Beriero Buaile was abandoned during the 1720s or 1730s as

the ground in the village became too wet for habitation (F Hay per comm).

This abandonment occurred at least 100 years before the apportionment of the two

townships in the immediate vicinity, Crowlista and Timsgarry, which occurred
between 1830 and 1860. This suggests a 100 years hiatus in settlement in the
immediate area of Beriero and this could have led to the field-system being
switched from arable to grazing and inevitably to the construction of shielings

during the late pre-crofting phase.

Examining these sites on the basis of their likely phasing may be more productive
than examining them by form. Figure 104 shows shifts in the location of
transhumance sites through time that bares comparison to the changes noted at

Calanais. The medieval sites, located predominantly on the west side of Traigh na

Sruban and to the south of Beriero, respect all of the pre-enclosure settlement. The
later pre-crofting sites however, are concentrated mostly in the area of the field-

system at Beriero on the east of Triagh na Sruban, in accordance with the theory of
abandonment of the field-system proposed above. However, these sites still respect
the field-systems associated with the two settlements on the west side of Traigh na

Sruban (see section 5.4.28). Finally the crofting phase sites are all located in a band
between 1 and 3 kilometres radius from the township of Crowlista.

5.4.22.2 Summary of the distribution of shieling site.

The records considered above provide a large enough sample for positive
observations to be made about the siting and distribution of the four groups of sub¬
classes of shieling defined on the basis of form, and also their position in the
theoretical dating framework defined in section 5.4.22.1. The first group, day

shelters, is apparently predominantly of crofting phase. These are found within

easy walking distance of crofting townships, or associated settlements, where the
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summer grazings are close enough to allow daily commuting. Essentially this
means that such sites are found within 1000 metres of the settlement. They do not

occur with other types of shieling whereas other shieling forms do frequently occur

together. The question of the date of these structures is difficult to resolve though it
is likely that most of the surviving examples are of crofting phase. However, this
does not mean such shelters are solely a crofting phenomenon, just that no earlier
identifiable examples survive. This is probably because they have to be regularly
maintained or they become easy targets for robbing.

Day shelters consist of linear, L- or Z- shaped, dry-stone walls, either free-standing
or constructed against bedrock or erratics. They are un-roofed but allow the user to

take shelter form weather coming from any direction. Their location can be
summarised as being primarily on till-covered plain used as rough grazing and
dominated by blanket mire, though they may be found on bare rock. Only very

occasionally are they found in areas of improved!good gazing and within crofts.

The second group, the curvilinear turf structures, are the earliest in the hypothetical

dating framework for shielings described in section 5.4.22.1. These sites are

frequently found in the immediate vicinity of later sites, suggesting transhumance
sites of different periods tended to use the same favourable locations. These early
sites respect the limits of contemporary settlement, but are not found within the
later settlements, where they have presumably been obliterated. Their remains tend
to be slight due to their ephemeral construction. Known examples all have at least
one large central cell, up to 4 metres in diameter, and may have smaller additional
cells off the main cell. Their siting is usually on till-covered plain used both as

improved or poor grazing, but are also found occasionally in machair areas used

for grazing.

The third group of shielings includes rectilinear turf sites and curvilinear stone-
and-turf sites. These, it is suggested, are post-medieval and pre-crofting in date.
Such sites are frequently found in association with earlier and later transhumance
sites and the spatial distributions of all of these taken together may chart the
successive expansions and contractions of the traditional shieling grounds. At
Calanais they indicate contraction of the transhumance area back towards the coast,

while at Crowlista such sites chart expansion into the area of the Beriero field-

system after its abandonment.
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The curvilinear stone-and-turf sites tend to be single cells. The rectilinear turf
structures resemble the rectilinear stone-and-turf structures in size and generally
have two opposed entrances. Some apparent turf sites may actually be rectilinear
stone-and-turf structures that have lost their stone wall faces. The location of these

types can be summarised as being on areas of till-covered plain dominated by

rough grazing and blanket mire and occasionally also in areas of improved

grazing that have has fallen out of use for cultivation.

Finally in the shieling class come the rectilinear stone-and-turf structures and
rectilinear stone structures, which are thought to be primarily crofting in phase.
These are found right across the areas of modern grazing allocations, though

generally not within a 1000 metres radius of the associated crofting township.
These sub-classes are similar in their rectilinear plan, and generally have two

opposed entrances at one end and an apsoidal wall at the other. They differ in size
as well as construction, the stone-and-turf sites being slightly smaller than the all-
stone sites which can measure up to 8 x 5 metres. Two criteria define the location
of these forms, which are located primarily on till-covered plain dominated by

rough grazing and blanket mire and respect the extents of modern crofting

townships and being generally located at least 1000 metres from their boundaries.

Some general points arise from the three surveys. It is notable that there are a few

formerly roofed sites in the immediate vicinity of the crofting townships at Garenin
and Calanais which appear to pre-date the township and may be partially obscured

by the later settlements development. Whether a similar distribution exists at Uig is
uncertain as no survey was carried out within the crofts in the ULS project.

There appears to have been a change in transhumance practices with the
introduction of the rectilinear turf and curvilinear stone-and-turf sites. This is

clearly visible at Calanais and Uig and may relate to environmental changes, in

particular an increase in precipitation and ground water that forced a contraction in
the shieling grounds as the more remote areas of the "Blacklands" become wetter

and more inhospitable. Shielings tended to be built in favourable locations which
attract shieling structures in phase after phase; so sites of different date may be
found in close proximity to one another. This continuity transcends the major

changes in the permanent settlement pattern, as transhumance is still practiced after
the introduction of crofting and into the 20th century.
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5.4.23 Distribution of stray finds

The location of stray finds depends largely on the nature of the prevailing terrain.
This is partly due to nature and scale of human activity that the terrain permits, but
on Lewis the susceptibility of the terrain to erosion is also a major factor. Thus
cultivatable land and blanket peat, subject to different kinds of human activity,
have both produced above average numbers of chance finds, whereas with machair
it is natural erosion the reveals the past.

If the preponderance stray finds tends to be coastal it is because that is where
settlements and erosion are concentrated in areas of machair and the good grazing
lands now occupied by modern crofting townships. Aird Uig and Calanais both
have distributions of stray finds specifically related to terrain types. Garenin
however only has one record of a small find, a modern midden, and this perhaps
reflects the lack in this area of terrains conducive to the discovery of stray finds.

There are five records of stray finds at Calanais mapped on Figure 105 and by date
on Figure 106. Two are natural wood fragments found in eroding blanket mire
sections. Such wood is clearly far more wide spread than this limited record would

suggest. Many of the eroding peat sections around lochs on the "Blacklands" show
similar layers of wood but unfortunately they were not been recorded during the
WLLP survey. These two finds are dated to the Holocene, and are displayed on

Figure 106 as early prehistoric sites.

The remaining sites, two hearths and one scatter of chipped stone have all been
noted in eroding coastal sections as part of the Cea(L) survey in 1996. The
distribution of such examples is fluid, with new sites constantly being revealed, and
old sites disappearing, through erosion and re-deposition.

As indicated above, Garenin includes has only one stray find a crofting phase
midden illustrated on Figure 107. Situated on the fringes of the crofting township
this site was noticed because it is visible on the surface. That Garenin has yielded
no other stray finds may be due to its terrain which is dominated by high sea-cliffs
where it is impossible to examine the eroding littoral. Also the total lack of

machair, and the relative stability of the layer of blanket peat that covers much of
the area further reduce the chance of recording such finds.
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Aird Uig and Bhaltos have of sixteen records mapped on Figure 108 and by date on

Figure 109. These finds concentrate in two areas firstly Camas Uig Machair where
there have been three finds of pottery, one kitchen midden at Dun Borranish and
the find spot of the Lewis Chess Men.

The second group is from the machair at the west end of Traigh na Berie, and
includes four middens (three unclassified and one shell midden), ceramics, a buried
soil horizon and a scatter of microliths now lost (Lacaille 1937). Both at Camas

Uig and at Traigh na Berie the finds recorded have been in machair closely
associated with concentrations of other site including burials and settlement
remains.

5.4.23.1 Summary of the distribution of stray finds.

Stray finds on Lewis , where major development is not normally a factor, depend
on chance observation of naturally eroding strata. The concentrations discussed for
the three survey areas are relatively small when taken in the context of the wider
island distribution but the following general observations can be made. Stray finds

may be located in areas susceptible to erosion particularly eroding sea edges and
machair.

When they are of human origin appear near areas of settlement concentration
whereas non-anthropogenic finds (natural wood) may be found anywhere where

appropriate environments exist such as erosion scars in deep blanket peat.

Stray finds are so poorly represented at this local level that the individual

catagories are best considered at an island wide level (see section 6.4.7).

5.4.24 Distributions of souterrains.

Souterrains are extremely poorly represented in this part of Lewis, with none

recorded at Garenin nor Calanais, although three records are known in the Bhaltos/
Aird Uig area. These are all located in machair and this is consistent with the wider
island distribution of 9 confirmed sites where only one site is recorded in a non-

machair environment. These sites are also frequently found in proximity to

ecclesiastical sites, this does not however, always apply in reverse. This
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distribution and relationship to the machair may of course be misleading, because
souterrains have practically no archaeological visibility and are generally chance
discoveries as a result of erosion or human interference.

Of the sites at Bhaltos, illustrated on Figure 110, two are lost in the machair of

Traigh na Clibhe but are located in the vicinity of Teampull Bhaltos (NGR: NB
0888 3675). The third is located in the Cnip wheelhouse complex, and was built by
the re-using the entrance passageway to the earlier site.

It be surposed that souterrains were built in machair because it was an easily
excavated, suitable terrain for construction, but this is not the case on other parts of
Scotland. It is much more likely that the constantly shifting, eroding nature of
machair sands tends to reveal these sites in a disproportionate manner. Rumours of
souterrains sites in areas other than machair do persist particularly in relation to

Arnol and Barvas (M McCrea pers comm.) but have never been confirmed. None
were noted during the Cea(L) survey, that most recently covered the eroding
coastal zone.

On the face of it the lack of souterrains in the Calanais and Garenin areas, must be

at least in part, because there is no machair in either study area. Also if such sites
are related to ecclesiastical sites (on Lewis), a juxtaposition discussed in detail in
section 6.4.9 then it is interesting that these, too, are absent at Garenin and
Calanais.

5.4.24.1 Summary of the distribution of souterrains.

There are too few souterrains in the survey areas to permit detailed comment on

siting and distribution at this local level. The Bhaltos group suggests that these sites
are located solely in machair, and frequently in close proximity to ecclesiastical

features, but both relations ships may be fortuitous. This class of feature will be
examined in greater detail in Chapter 6 (see section 6.4.9), but there are only nine
recorded sites on the whole of Lewis none of which are visible so taken together

they are unlikely to yield much more detailed information.
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5.4.25 Distributions of standing stones and stone circles.

Standing stones are of course on of the main glories at Calanais and on Lewis as a

whole forming part of the East Loch Roag ritual landscape, but they are almost

completely absent from at Garenin and Aird Uig. The fact that the survey area at

Calanais includes a major part of the East Loch Roag Ritual Landscape is no

accident, because one of the initial aims of the WLLP study was to identify, if

possible, settlement remains associated with the Calanais Stones and their

landscape (see Figure 111). This is, however, the only major ritual landscape of
this kind on Lewis, so had it not been included in one of the three areas the

problem of standing stone distribution would not have been addressed at this stage.

The Cea(L) survey covers much of the coastline associated with this landscape but
not all of its features are coastal. This wider survey also identified other features
not directly related to the East Loch Roag landscape, which are addressed at a

regional (island wide) level in section 6.4.10.

The Calanais complex includes three stone circles, Calanais numbers 1,2 and 3, all
located in the coastal zone on prominent rises, also included are a series of eight
small standing stones, one of which is recumbent, located approximately in line
with the long axis of the Calanais number 1 setting. These features are probably
survivors of a larger complex as they are recorded exclusively outwith the crofting

township, which is likely to have destroyed of similar features by its agricultural
activities.

The paucity of standing stone in the GLS and ULS areas reflects a similar rarity
over much of Lewis. Calanais is the focus, and the fact that both the GLS nad ULS

areas lie outwith the apparent limits of the East Loch Roag landscape helps to

explain this dearth. Uig has only one recorded standing stone that is believed to be
a Post medieval boundary stone located between the Aird Uig and Crowlista
settlements. But both Garenin and Uig have records of circles of boulders on bare
rock. In the Southern Isles Brannigan has classified such features as mortuary

enclosures (1994b and Brannigan and Fosteir (Eds) 1995) though apparently on

little or no evidence. The fact that these sites were, or at least now are, on live rock,

means that they have no archaeological deposits. There is no evidence from the
Lewis sites to support or deny this theory, and an alternative theory put forward for
the site at Garenin is as a meeting place based on verbal tradition or as an
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excarnation enclosure, though again on no supporting evidence whatsoever. At
Garenin the bolder circle is known locally as the "Covenanters Circle" and is

supposed to be where meetings were held between "Covenanters" fleeing the
attentions of Cromwell in the 17th century. This of course may not have been the

original function of such features.

5.4.25.1 Summary of the distribution of standing stones.

As has been indicated above the study of the East Loch Roag landscape (unique in
the record on Lewis) provides insights into location of such features. This together
with the evidence from the Cea(L) survey should provide a more complete picture
of Lewisian megalithic monuments. It is also fortunate that the control survey, , of
Bernera (Chapter 8) falls within the postulated limits of the East Loch Roag

landscape, so allowing the model developed on the basis of the Calanais evidence
to be tested. While there are few sites outside Calanais, it has been noted that

standing stone features, including stone circles, are generally found within wider
ritual landscapes. They are in prominent locations on hilltops, ridges and plateaux,

mostly in the coastal zone, though the Acha Mhor stone circle is circa 10
kilometres from the coast of East Loch Roag, and 6 kilometres from the coast of
Loch Leurbost on the east coast. Having such prominent locations these
monuments tend to have good lines of site to other major features in the landscape.

In addition to the ritual landscape around East Loch Roag, Lewis has another such

landscape possibility around the Broad Bay/Stornoway, area where Henshall
identifies a second group of Burial Cairns (1972) similar to those associated with
the East Loch Roag landscape. Standing stones associated with ritual landscapes
are not found within crofting townships where they have been removed by

pressures of recent agriculture.

Circles of "erratics" and boulders may be found in remote locations on bare rock,
outwith known ritual landscapes and are of uncertain background. These sites have

good views and are frequently located on hill and cliff tops, but whether they are

elements in wider ritual landscapes is unclear.
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5.4.26 Distributions of settlement mounds.

This class of site has been extensively recorded in the Southern Isles, particularly
on South Uist where hundreds were noted on the machair of the island's west coast

(see Chapter 2), Lewis in contrast, has few. Twenty-six sites have been located as

part of Cea(L) scattered along much of the coast line of Lewis but this is still only a

fraction of the numbers seen on South Uist, and as yet none have been excavated.

Of the three survey areas, only Calanais and Aird Uig have settlement mounds. The
Aird Uig sites have produced some surface finds which enable them to be mapped

by date on Figure 116 but as the sites at Calanais have no associated artefacts, they
can be mapped on Figure 115, only by location.

Calanais has fourteen settlement mounds predominantly under blanket mire, and

they are the only possible signs of human settlement in an otherwise featureless.
Most are in the area immediately to the north of Loch an Tairbert, and none have
associated artefacts. Two however are located within the crofting township at

Calanais and have signs of structural stone-work but neither of these have
associated artefacts to help in dating.

Aird Uig and Bhaltos have nine sites all in the Bhaltos area, mapped date on Figure
116. These sites exclusively lie on machair, often close to the interface with the

good grazing behind. Eight are located on Traigh na Berie three at the west end of
the beach, and five in the machair to the north of Loch na Berie. These sites are all

dated to the Norse phase of settlement except for one, which is believed by Armit
to be pre-crofting in date.

The lack of records of settlement mounds in the Camas Uig area is worrying, as

this is one of the two largest machair zones on Lewis. It is not clear whether this is
due to the failure of the survey teams to recognise the sites or whether this is a

genuine blank in the record. It might be explained by the nature of the dunes in this
area where the machair changes from a wide expanse of tidal sand to an area of

massive, relatively stable dunes in a very short distance. This zone is then largely
backed by crofts (Ardroil and Timsgarry) that were not surveyed during the ULS

project, and areas of extremely rough grazing.
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This class of site is totally absent from the GLS record, but then this area has no

machair zone. There are however, to the north and south of Garenin are large areas

of till-covered plain dominated by rough grazing and blanket mire. These are

similar to those seen at Calanais that produced records of settlement mounds. But
even these areas of Garenin have produced no mounds, though admittedly the mire
here is predominantly coastal, where the Calanais mounds under mire are found
some way inland.

5.4.26.1 Summary of the distributions of settlement mounds.

The evidence above indicates that settlement mounds in the survey areas fall in
three groups on the basis location, but the number of sites recorded is insufficient
to draw firm conclusions about the class at this local level. Firstly there are "inland
mounds" found almost exclusively in the interior of the island in the so-called
"Blacklands". There location can be described as being more than 5000 metres

from the shore in areas dominated by blanket mire over till covered plain and three
are no records of associated dating evidence. They may be found in groups or

singly and range in size from 3 to 8 metres diameter and from 1 to 3 metres high.

Coastal mounds are found almost exclusively in machair terrain near the interface
with the good grazing behind. These sites are frequently identified and dated on the
basis of surface finds though with the notorious problems of dating the simple
ceramics involved, these efforts must be regarded as at best dubious. One is dealing
with styles of hand made pottery that changed little or not at all between later-

prehistory the modern phases of settlement. One mound recorded at the eroding

edge of the Broad Bay mud flat s has however been firmly date to the Norse phase
on the basis of diagnostic artefacts such as bone combs and whetstones.

Finally there are the undated settlement mounds with signs of structural stone¬

work. These sites, unfortunately, are too few within the three surveys to draw firm
conclusions about their distribution and so far they have produced no surface finds
that might help with dating. They tend to be located in coastal areas on till-
covered, plain both in areas of improved grazing/crofts and in areas dominated by
blanket mire. The presence of this masonry may indicate upstanding structure

within the mound as has been seen in the sites excavated as part of SEARCH on

South Uist (Sharpies and Hamilton 1996). However, in crofting areas such features
could equally well indicate that these mounds are the jumbled remains of
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blackhouses and other stone structures that have either been demolished, or have

collapsed after falling into disuse.

5.4.27 Distributions of wells

Water being the sustainer of all life, is important to all forms of settlement. The
wells recorded on Lewis seem to relate primarily to the crofting period and indeed

many parts of the island did not have running water as late as 1950, (DR McLeod

pers comm.) It is difficult to say whether wells were used extensively in earlier
settlement phases as without regular maintenance Lewisian wells very quickly fall
into disrepair and then disappear altogether as they silt up.

Only Calanais and Garenin have records of wells, but the lack of records at Aird

Uig probably reflects only the absence of survey activity within the crofting

townships. The distribution of the four wells at Calanais is mapped on Figure 117.
Three of these sites are located within the crofting township, one near its north-east

edge, one at its south-west edge and one on the croft at the end of Tob nan Leobag.
The fourth well is located in the immediate vicinity of Calanais Farm. It is

impossible to date any of them accurately, though excavation may help.16 It is not

beyond the bounds of possibility that one or more of these features relate to pre-

crofting settlement in the area, and that it has been re-used by the crofting township
or Farm.

Garenin also has five recorded wells mapped on Figure 118. Four of these are

directly associated with the crofting township and lie within its boundaries, one at

the west end of the township on Croft 3, one on the north side of the road by Croft

7, one on Croft 13 and on at the east end of the township on Croft 19. They may all

pre-date the crofting phase, especially the three sites at the west end of the
settlement as they are located in the immediate vicinity of a pre-crofting settlement
located on the Sidhean (see section 5.4.28).

In the case of the Calanais Farm well, the last time it was emptied in 1993, no artefacts of any kind
were recovered. Since that date the well has remained unused and now requires a similar programme
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The final site lies outwith the crofts, circa 100 metres beyond the east end of the

township in an area that is thought to be the site of a pre-crofting settlement. This
well suggests that Garenin's pre-crofting settlements relied on wells rather than, or

well as, other sources such as streams for their water.

5.4.27.1 Summary of the distribution of wells

On the basis of the finds discussed wells can be divided into two according to

location, those within crofting townships and those outwith the townships. The
wells located within the extents of the crofting lands tend to be better preserved,
more numerous, and are known to, if not used by older members of the local

community. Those outwith the townships tend to be fewer in number and more

poorly preserved suggesting their use pre-dates the crofting phase.

While it is likely that wells, both within and without townships are located

primarily where suitable springs or aquifers exist, the distributions at GLS and
WLLP and the lack of wells at ULS suggests that crofting phase wells are, not

surprisingly, primarily located within crofts. They tend to be located on every croft,
but rather, in a regularly distributed manner throughout the township. There is little
variation in the forms of the wells within and outwith townships (see section

4.2.1.26) or between areas such s Garenin and Calanais; such differences as exist
are due to minor differences in local building techniques and geological location.

5.5 Distributions of Settlement

On the basis of the survey evidence in the twenty-seven sections above, and

extracting from each everything that pertains to settlement activity (including
whole groups of features such as the Atlantic round house group) it is possible to

arrive at a composite of all of the settlement evidence for the three areas. The aim
is to provide a map of every habitation site (or group of sites) relating to each phase
to allow the formation of a better understanding of the distribution of settlement

through time.

of maintenance to help preserve the site. The evidence there suggests these features require attention
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Sites that relate to settlements, but may not lie in their vicinity such as field-

systems, middens, mills, wells etc, have not been included in the formulation of
these illustrations as they are not hard evidence of the exact location of settlement
centres. The resulting three Figures show the settlement patterns for the three

survey areas differentiated by date.

The distribution of settlement in the WLLP survey area is based on thirteen records

ranging in date from the early prehistoric to the crofting period mapped by date on

Figure 112. These records can be broken down into five groups according to the

phase of settlement they represent.

In receding order the latest phase of settlement is the crofting township of Calanais
which lies in a prime coastal location with easy access to the sea and good

anchorages at its north and south ends. The township occupies all of the till-
covered plain improved to good grazing (with the exception of the in-fields of
Calanais farm) in the immediate vicinity, and has immediate access to large areas

of rough grazing to the east.

The second group includes medieval, post medieval and pre-crofting settlement.
Three sites survive of the medieval to pre-crofting settlement pattern that surrounds
Calanais and was cleared to form the modern township. These sites are located in
coast areas at Cnoc Buaile Chaolais (NGR: NB 2040 3350), Cnoc an Tursa (NGR:
NB 2125 3300) and Cnoc Buaile'n Da Ruisg (NGR: NB 2300 3200). All lie on till-
covered plain used as a mixture of good and poor grazing. They are characterised

by nuclear clusters of blackhouses, feannagan fields and the "Buaile" name.

It seems likely that this relict distribution of settlement extended over what is now

the crofting township, where it will have been obliterated by townships agriculture.
This is the best land in the area, and it would be curious indeed if it was not used

for pre-crofting settlements.

The third group comprises activity dated to the early medieval phase, represented

by two sites on the "Blacklands". They both lie on small, barred promontories in
inland lochs, contain turf structures, possibly long houses, and have adjoining

every three-four years if they are not to become totally useless.
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cultivation remains. These sites, on Loch Airigh Brocaig (Figure 245) and Loch

Urabhal, are unexcavated and there dating must be provisional. Clearly these sites
do not mark the total extent of settlement of this phase, and again one ,must assume

the later pre-crofting settlements discussed above occupy the same terrain as early
medieval settlements and obliterated most of their remains. Furthermore one

suggested reason for the presence of these sites in the "Blacklands" is due

population pressure on the coast during a temporary improvement in climatic
conditions. This suggests that settlement of this phase must have been quite
abundant though its remains are not.

The fourth phase, later prehistoric settlement is represented by one site located at

the north end of Aird Calanais. This is a large hut circle on a platform on west-

facing slopes. The precise date of this feature is unclear, as it is unexcavated. Not

only is this site unique in the WLLP survey area, but also there is nothing like it for
more than 5 kilometres in any direction. This lack of later prehistoric settlement is

traditionally attributed to the presence of the Calanais stone setting.

Respect for, and interest in, this exceptional site may have prevented the
establishment of later prehistoric settlement. It certainty influenced more recent

phases of settlement with pre-crofting Buaile on Calanais Farm being moved by
Matheson "to improve the views for his wife's picnics", also the crofting township
was apportioned on the same alignment with the main avenues of the stones.

Alternatively the lack of later prehistoric settlement might be attributed to the

intensity of medieval, post-medieval and crofting settlement in the Calanais area,

which could well have obscured or destroyed earlier settlement remains that
extended over the improved areas of the till-covered plain.

The final group of sites relates to early prehistoric settlement, of which there are

six examples in two areas. The first is coastal, comprising three unenclosed

platforms on south facing slopes to the north of the Calanais Stones on the south
side of Cnoc Dubh (NGR: NB 2090 3310). This concentration also includes a rock
enclosure in the inter-tidal zone immediately to the north-east of Calanais Pier

(NGR: NB 2140 3258) and a rock enclosure in the inter-tidal zone on the east shore
of Tob nan Leobag (NGR: NB 3259 2180).

Secondly there are the sites on the "Blacklands" comprising three unenclosed

platforms located in the vicinity of records for sub-peat walls. These are at the
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north end of Loch Tairbert (NGR: NB 2548 3336), west of the north of Loch

Airagh nan Sloe (NGR: NB 2837 3367) and to the west of the south end of Loch

Airagh nan Sloe (NGR: NB 2878 3288). None of these putatively early prehistoric
settlements have been excavated, and in the case of those the inter-tidal zone it is

difficult to see how they could e dug. Thus the date of all of these sites remains to

be confirmed.

There are eleven records of settlement Garenin mapped by date on Figure 113.
These sites range from later prehistoric to the Modern crofting township and can be
divided into four groups on the basis of likely date. Beginning with the most recent

phase, there is the crofting township located on till-covered plain, in an area

improved grazing in a coastal location, with good access to the sea but with poor

anchorages. The settlement has a canalised stream running through its centre, and
is located in a valley with slopes facing south and north. Though surrounded by

poor grazing on all sides there are several areas of improved grazing to the north,
and one to the south.

The second group of six sites represents settlement from the medieval to pre-

crofting phases. They fall into three groups, the first consisting of two sites to the
north of Garenin. These are at Fivig Burn (NGR: NB 1980 4490) and on Allt na

Muilne (NGR: NB 2090 4500) and in both cases the settlements are located on till-
covered plain in coastal areas of improved grazing. Next are three sites in the
immediate vicinity of Garenin township. One lies on Sidhean (NGR: NB 1930

4415) at the west end of the township, one immediately outwith the east end of the

township (NGR: NB 1980 4360) and one to the south-west of the township on the
shore of Loch Brievat (NGR: NB 1940 4350). While one of these sites lies within a

crofting township, the other two are in areas of poor grazing. Thirdly there is one

site in the valley at Liamashader to the south of Garenin. This is also the site of a

Norse settlement (see below) and lies in a low south facing valley dominated by

good grazing (NGR: NB 1850 4240).

None of these settlements, in the Garenin area have been dated other than to the

wider pre-crofting to medieval phases, though excavations have been carried out on

the Sidhean (Burgess and Gilmour 1995) and it is hoped to be able to do more

work in this area in the future.
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Norse settlement is represented in this study by one site, located in the valley of
Liamashader (NGR: NB 1850 4240) which looks to the south over Loch Carloway.
This settlement is characterised by boat-shaped structures, stone-and-turf long
houses and an extensive field-system, and also the "shader" place-name. The
remains of this settlement have become confused with the medieval and Post-

medieval settlement in the same valley. This location illustrates superbly well how
a field-system is a developing multi-phase monument. It also shows how a spot

with good settlement potential will attract occupation through the ages until a rigid

regional settlement plan is imposed of from the outside, in this case apportionment
of crofts, relegating it to the margins.

The earliest group of settlement sites in the GLS area apparently relate to the later

prehistoric or early medieval phases. There are three sites, all located on coastal

promontories or stacks, from north to south, Stac a' Chaisteil (NMRS, NB24NW

05), Berie_Garenin (NGR: NB 1870 4500) and Berie_Aird Liamashader (NMRS
NB14SE 07). All of these sites are barred at the next by considerable dry-stone
walls. They project from till-covered plain used as poor grazing which is
dominated by blanket mire. None of these features is securely dated, but the

possibility is that Berie Aird Liamashader and Dun Chaisteil may date to the early
medieval phase.

The combined survey areas of Aird Uig and Bhaltos have twenty five settlement

records, the most extensive in all the three areas, ranging in date from crofting

phase back to the early prehistoric, which are mapped by date on Figure 114. These
sites fall into five groups most recent of which is the six crofting townships, Aird

Uig, Crowlista, Clibhe, Bhaltos, Cnip and Riof all of which are located on the coast

and have good access to the sea. All, with the exception of Aird Uig, adjoin till-
covered plain and machair that has been modified and utilised to form areas of

improved and good grazing.

There are three sites representing medieval to pre-crofting settlement in the ULS
and two in the Bhaltos area. In the former the sites are all located around the

township of Crowlista. One is the named settlement of Beriero (NGR: NB 0460

3445), the second, unnamed, is located on the ridge to the west of Traigh na Sruban

(NGR: NB 0430 3470) and the third, also unnamed, is to the west of Crowlista

(NGR: NB 0350 3410). Of these sites Beriero is thought to date to the medieval



and post medieval phases and the other two from the medieval through to the pre-

crofting phase. Beriero and the site to the west of Crowlista are located in areas of
till-covered plain that has been improved for use as good grazing, but the site to the
west of Traigh na Sruban is surrounded entirely by till-covered plain used today as

poor grazing. The two sites within the Bhaltos study area are both located at the
back of Traigh na Berie machair on the interface between that and the good grazing
behind.

It is possible that there is one or more settlements relating to these phases that have
been obscured by the crofting townships. This may apply particularly at Aird Uig

Township, which has no known associated pre-crofting settlement. The alternative
in that area is that the proximity of the monastic settlement to the west at Tigh a'
Bheannaich has inhibited other medieval and pre-crofting settlements from

developing. It is possible that the crofting township, now located in the small bay
to the east of Gallen Head, was the first settlement to develope in this inhospitable
location since the demise of the monastic settlement immediately to the west.

Early medieval to medieval settlement is represented by two sites both located on

the west side of the Aird Uig peninsula. These sites are the settlement at Guinnerso

(NGR: NB 0340 3620) and the Monastic settlement at Tigh a' Bheannaich (NMRS,
NB03NW 01). These sites show many similarities in their cellular architecture,

suggesting broad contemporinity. Excavations at Guinnerso in 1996, 1997 and
1998 suggest that the site is medieval, and overlies prehistoric layers. Both of these
sites are located in areas of till-covered plain dominated by blanket mire, petering
out into bare rock.

Norse settlement in these areas rests on one site on the north side of Camas Uig at

Gob Eirer (NMRS, NB03SW 21), a small promontory enclosure in an area of

improved grazing; and two concentrations of settlement mounds near the back of
the machair area of Traigh na Berie. Gob Eirer is dated on the basis of ceramics
recovered during excavations carried out in 1996 (Burgess et al (Eds) 1998) which

suggest that the site is Norse. The settlement mounds recorded on Traigh na Berie
are described by Armit (1992b) as being Norse on the basis of surface finds,

though as yet no excavations have been carried out on these sites to confirm this
intimation.
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There are nine records of later prehistoric settlement, three in the Aird Uig area and
six in the Bhaltos area. The Aird Uig sites include the complex Atlantic round
houses of Dun Borranish (NMRS,NB03SE 01), located in a Machair area used as

good grazing and that of Bharabhat_Crowlista (NMRS, NB03SW 04), located on

an Man Made Island in an area surrounded by till-covered plain dominated by
blanket mire used as poor grazing.

The final site is the promontory of Berie_Guinnerso (NGR: NB 0305 3600). This
site is located in an area of bare rock, backed by poor grazing and is included here
because of its "Berie" place-name rather than because of any record of

archaeological features. This site is inaccessible from the shore, and can only
examined through binoculars at a distance of more than 100 metres from the cliffs
to the west of the site.

The Bhaltos sites include two wheelhouses at Cnip (NMRS, NB03NE 17) and
"Calum McLeod's wheelhouse behind Traigh na Berie (NMRS, NB13NW 04), all
located in machair areas. Also in this group are the complex Atlantic round houses
of Dun Clibhe (NMRS, NB03NE 09) and Loch na Berie (NB13NW 03) both
located in machair terrain. However Loch na Berie is believed to have been site

originally in a loch at the interface between machair and good and poor grazing.
The site for Dun Clibhe is lost but has been proposed by Armit (1992b) to be at NB
083 361 which also at the interface between machair and rough grazing. The final
site in this group is the complex Atlantic round house of Bharabhat_Cnip (NMRS,
NB03NE 04), which is located in an upland loch in an area of till-covered plain
dominated by rough grazing, with areas of predominately bare rock.

Finally early prehistoric settlement in these areas has been found only in the Aird

Uig area, and has yet to be accurately dated. Three sites are involved, two being the
man-made island in Loch Mheacliet (NGR: NB 0467 3673) and the utilised natural
island in Loch Druimm Rango (NGR: NB 0363 3434), both of which are located in

upland lochs in areas of poor grazing. The third site is the unenclosed platform
settlement located on the Tolanais headland (NGR: NB 0450 3375), which is
located in machair on one of the two lumps of moraine that form the headland.
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5.5.1 Summary of the distributions of settlement remains

On the basis of the evidence discussed above it is possible to divide the settlement
records into six groups on the basis of location. Some of these groups extend over

more than one phase. In the modern and crofting phases, crofting townships
dominate though there are occasional examples of smallholdings, farms and even a

town, Stornoway, which acts as the modern administrative centre for the Western
Isles. These sites are almost entirely coastal in location firstly because all of the
most cultivatable land is concentrated in the coastal areas and secondly because the
sea and coastal lochs have traditionally provided the main means of
communication. Five criteria define the location of most of these sites.

Firstly they are found mostly in coastal locations. Secondly they generally have

good access to the sea. Thirdly they tend to be located in areas of till-covered

plain that have been modified by cultivation and grazing. Occasionally these sites

may also be found in areas of Machair terrain particularly in the interface zone

with till-covered plain. Fourthly they are particularly associated with "shader",
"bosf' and Ubuaile" place-names and finally these sites are always located close to

extensive areas till-covered plain dominated by blanket mire which they use as

poor grazing.

The second group of settlements represent the medieval, post-medieval and pre-

crofting phases. They take the form of smaller nuclear settlements surrounded by

sprawling un-intensive field-systems. As with later settlement they are almost

entirely coastal and inevitably often occupy the same lands as crofting settlement.

Naturally few traces of them survive within the boundaries of a crofting township,
where they have been obscured or destroyed by crofting activity. Three criteria
describe their location. Firstly they are primarily coastally located and secondly

they occupied the same ground as crofting and modern settlement in areas of

modified till-covered plain used as improved grazing and poor grazing. Finally

they are also found occasionally in machair usually at or near the interface with
the grazing lands behind the machair.

Settlements representing the early medieval and medieval phases are poorly

represented in the archaeological record due in part to their fragile construction and
their occupation of the best land that also attracted later phases of settlement. This

group also include a number of monastic settlements. Very little is known either
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archaeologically or historically about these early Christian sites, and only one such,

Tigh a' Bheannaich, has been identified in any of the three survey areas. This site
is located in a remote coastal area dominated by bare rock terrain.

There is apparently no contemporary secular settlement in the immediate vicinity
of Tigh a' Bheannaich such as might be indicated by the presence for example of
stone or turf long-houses. This suggests that Tigh a' Bheannaich controlled a large
hinterland where no secular settlements could be established. The closest

settlement to Tigh a' Bheannaich is that at Loch Ruadh Guinnerso, which is

morphologically similar to the monastic settlement. Excavations suggest that this
site is also early medieval in date (Burgess et al (Eds) 1998) and that much of it
had industrial uses. It is possible therefore that the two sites were related, and that
Guinnerso industrial settlement that served the Monastic settlement 2000 metres to

the north.

Norse settlement is widely represented in the place name heritage on the island (see
section 6.1.2), especially through the distribution of Bost and Shader names used
either as extensions or prefixes. However in contrast the firmly dated Norse sites
are few.. Only five have been identified17, and this paucity in the record is almost

completely due to the fact that many Norse place-names are attached to crofting

townships that occupy the same good quality grazing land on the fringes of
Machair and till-covered plain that Norse settlement probably utilised. The later
settlement has, as with medieval settlement, obscured or obliterated the remains of

the Norse settlement.

Later-prehistoric settlements are relatively well represented in the archaeological

record, in part due to the concentration of research work in that area, and in part

because the remains of many of the sites are monumental or quasi-monumental in
nature. Sites from this phase are commonly found in coastal areas in Machair and
on till-covered plain, and in the interior of the island in inland lochs on man-made
islands and utilised natural islands. Many of these sites have the Berie and the
Bhara place-names. Two other define the location of these sites.

These sites are Gob Eirer promontory enclosure, burials on the Cnip Headland, houses at

Liamashader, houses at Barvas Machair and the settlement mound in Broad Bay.



Firstly they are located primarily in coastal areas in machair and till-covered

plain, this applies to all of the site forms typical of this phase. Secondly this phase
of settlement is represented occasionally by complex Atlantic round houses upland
lochs located on utilised natural islands and man-made islands, surrounded by till-
covered plain dominated by blanket mire and used as poor grazing. They and are

often associated with the place-names "Bhara" and "Dun".

Finally there are the early prehistoric settlements, none of which have been
excavated on Lewis, though field-systems and ritual monuments of this phase have
been widely excavated in the Calanais, Uig and Eye Peninsula areas. The reason is
obvious: much of the early prehistoric landscape, together with its settlements, is
buried under the blanket mire of the till-covered plain and no good candidate for
excavation has yet come to light. Of course this settlement on the "Blacklands"

may represent only the marginal remnants of a settlement pattern that had its core

on the good lands of the coast, much have which have since been submerged or

have been the focus of later settlement.

Remains that have been identified are only seen in peat sections and in the inter-
tidal zone. Certainly in the latter case sites such as the boulder enclosures, which

may be related to settlement activities of this phase, are impossible to excavate as

so much of their associated soil matrix has been removed by tidal wave activity.

There are some sites possibly of this phase which lie on improved grazing, such as

the unenclosed platforms recorded on Calanais Farm but none have been
excavated to test this possibility. One small test trench was dug during 1993, a

stone lip to the feature was found, but no artefacts were recovered. There are no

place- evidence associated with early prehistoric settlement.

5.6 Conclusions based on the distribution information from Calanais,
Garenin and Aird Uig.

This vast amount of information discussed in the preceding pages, indicates some

of the factors that govern the location of many (but not all) of the thirty monument

classes defined in Chapter 4. Using these criterion it should be possible to predict
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what types of site will be found in which areas, and where to look to find specific
site types.

One factor that should be mentioned, as it seems to over-ride much of the other

locational data, is the concentration of settlement in the coastal strip. With
numerous successive phases of settlement falling in the same confined area much
of the earlier settlement evidence has been obscured or destroyed by later activity.

Unfortunately it is clear that some of types are not sufficiently well-represented in
the three survey areas to enable conclusions to be drawn about their location. In
some cases it is because a type of site has a wider or more scattered distribution
that means it will occur seldom or not at all in local areas of the size considered

here. In this case one will have to look to regional or island-wide survey such as

Cea(L) and the RCAHMS. It is these studies which may help with the upstanding
of site classes such as ecclesiastical features, marine industry and military sites.

The information considered above, together with that gathered in Chapter 6 from
the regional surveys, will be combined in Chapter 7 to form a provisional model of
site location for all of the monument classes identified on Lewis.



CHAPTER 6

The Island ofLewis is so called from Leog, which in the Irish language
signifies water, lying on the surface of the ground; which is very proper
to this island, because of the great number of fresh water lakes that
bound in it.....

From Martin Martin's "A description of the Western Isle of Scotland."
1695

WIDER SCALE SURVEY DATA: COASTAL EROSION, RCAHMS AND

PLACE-NAME EVIDENCE

This chapter examines evidence from five island-wide sources of data that provide

complementary data to that discussed in Chapter 5. Three of these sources, the Cea(L)

survey, the Place-Name survey, and the Survey of Promontory Enclosures have been
carried out as part of the wider Calanais Archaeological Research Project (CARP). The

remaining two, the National Monument Record of Scotland (hereafter NMRS) and the
First Edition Survey Project (hereafter FESP) are part of RCAHMS's national survey

and record of Scottish monuments.

These regional data sets are examined here only in part but sufficiently to put into

perspective those monument classes discussed in Chapter 5 that were too sporadically

represented at a local level to draw conclusions about their location and distribution.

The place-name survey does not focus on individual site types but investigates the
distribution of various place-names that have a bearing on the identification of

prehistoric, Norse, ecclesiastical and pre-crofting sites. This is followed by an island
wide examination of some of the monument types considered in the survey areas

above: Atlantic round house, burial, ecclesiastical features, industry, marine industry,

military features, stray finds, souterrains, settlement mounds, and standing stones. Also
examined at this level is the data collected during the Promontory Enclosure survey in
1997.
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Six additional data sets are also discussed in brief to illustrate that, in contrast to the

categories above, the distribution of some monument types is essentially a local matter:

Blackhouses, Cairns, Dykes, Mills, Shielings and Field-systems.

6.1 Place-name evidence

Like much of Britain, Lewis is blessed with a plethora of historic place-names

signifying land-use, ownership and the myths and history attached to a site. In the
Western Isles these place-names are Gaelic, Gaelicised Norse and Norse (or English
derivatives of these). Place-names can be studied using the Ordnance Survey map

coverage, which has a varying density of place-names depending on the age, edition
and particularly the scale of the map.

While many place-names in any language have a meaning, eleven with particular
relevance for settlement history in Lewis have been extracted from the maps and
studied in more detail here. These names divide into three groups that bear on the
settlement activity of the prehistoric/Norse and pre-crofting phases while the third has

religious/spiritual/ecclesiastical connotations.

6.1.1 Gaelic place-names indicating settlement

Three key names on the Ordnance Survey maps point to settlement that predates the

crofting period and is Gaelic (post-Norse) in origin:

❖ Buaile (also Baile, Bal and Bhuaile) signifies a nucleated pre-crofting settlement of
a typically highland nature consisting of between two and six houses in a loose
hamlet grouping (Dodgshon 1993). Typical examples of such an arrangement

include Beriero1 which consists of five "blackhouses" in a nucleated group (Burgess
et al 1996b) and places with the Buaile name including Buaile Fianis at Mealista

(NA 9905 2380) which consists of 6 houses in a nuclear group.

Beriero is from Berie suggesting that the site has had a long history of settlement. As with other sites with
that place-name it is located on a promontory.
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Some occurrences of this name are associated with landscape features such as hills
and lochs e.g. Loch na Bhaile and Cnoc Buaile Fang, suggesting the presence of a

settlement in the immediate vicinity if not at the actual location.

There are fifty-nine examples Buaile place-names and its variations, recorded on

Lewis.

Clachan (also Clach and Clachain) has the same significance as Buaile in

describing a small highland nucleated settlement of the pre-crofting period

(Dodgshon 1993). This name and its variations was not commonly used on Lewis,
and appears only three times on the island.

Of these occurrences two fall on the East Coast of Lewis and are names of

landscape features: Cnoc an Clach at Laxay and Cnoc Ceann a Clachain at

Leurbost. The third, Clachan Aird is associated with a known promontory

enclosure at Dal Beag (NB 2250 4640) believed to be of later prehistoric or early
medieval date.

Sidhean (also Sidhean, Sithean, Sitheanan and Sidhein) translates as "Fairy mound"
and is pronounced Shea_han (D.R. McLeod pers comm). This name is associated
with sites that are traditionally thought to be haunted. Fieldwork and documentary
research has shown that this name is frequently associated with disused settlement

structures, and is probably of great antiquity, stretching back beyond the memory of
oral history.

On Lewis there are sixty-six occurrences of the Sidhean name recorded on the
twelve "Pathfinder" maps that cover the island. These sites fall into two groups,

settlements that are permanently occupied i.e. Buailes, and transumance

settlements, i.e. shieling sites.

Excavations on the Sidhean located in the centre of the conservation area at Garenin

township (Carloway) revealed a settlement that dates from the post-medieval back
at least to the later prehistoric period (Burgess and Gilmour 1995).
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6.1.1.1 Distribution of Buaile and Clachan place-names

Figure 119 shows the distribution of Buaile and Clachan place-names recorded by the
Ordnance Survey of Lewis. Two observations can be made about this distribution.

Firstly, all Buaile and Clachan place-names are coastal indicating that the pre-crofting
settlement pattern concentrated in the same general areas of the coast as the crofting
and modern settlement pattern.

Secondly, three main groups of Buailes and Clachans may be seen; around Loch Roag

including the settlements in the extreme west (Mealista etc.) and the settlement around

Carloway, from Upper Barvas to Ness and also Tolsta, Broadbay and Lochs on the
East Coast. Between these concentrations there are areas devoid of the Buaile or

Clachan names. The gap between the first and second groups is accounted for by the

presence of Barvas Machair. The gap between groups two and three is occupied by
that area of high sea cliffs and moorland between the townships of Skegersta in the
north and North Tolstadh in the south. This latter blank of ground shows only sporadic
settlement through time, mostly of a transhumance nature, but today has no settlement
of any kind.

Essentially these place-names echo the modern settlement pattern and are closely
associated with the crofting settlements. Dodgshon suggests they represent the post-

medieval/pre-crofting settlements that were the first to be cleared in forming the
earliest crofting townships (1993).

If this was the case then it would be reasonable to expect to find several such place-
names located in association with each township. While this is not immediately
obvious from the evidence on the maps, survey activities have proved that sites that

may have been called Buaile, the names of which have been lost, exist all around the

crofting townships. At Garenin four pre-crofting settlements may be seen (Burgess

1995), and at Crowlista three or more such sites surround the townships (Burgess and
Church 1996) but in both cases none are named as Buaile. This might suggest that the
Buaile name is fragile in the record and is easily lost once a site is abandoned, unless
that site still requires a name. It is under these circumstances that the name might be
transferred to a nearby hill or loch.
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6.1.1.2 Distribution of Sidhean place-names

The distribution of Sidhean place-names is more widespread than that of the Buaile
and Clachan place-names. Two main observations may be made from the distribution
illustrated on Figure 120. Firstly, the distribution of Sidhean place-names is not so

markedly coastal as the Buaile and Clachan names, and extends into the interior of the
island. Secondly, two discrete groups of these names can be identified. These are on

the west coast of Lewis surrounding the Loch Roag area and stretching inland towards

Stornoway and Leurbost. This groups stops circa 10 kilometres short of the east coast.

On the east coast a second group is concentrated to the south of the Tolstadhs around
the north of Broadbay with the townships of Gress, Back and Coll. This group

stretches circa 10 kilometres to the west.

Of the two groups the first is the larger both numerically (containing 44 out of 66 sites)
and geographically. The second consists of circa twenty sites and is in a much smaller
area of circa 15 kilometres from north to south and 10 kilometres from east to west.

The reason for the spread of these sites inland is because the name can apply to

shielings as well as more permanent (coastal) settlements. On the other hand some of
the sites bearing this name may never have been settlements but simply evocative

landscape features with a reputation for being haunted.

A ten to fifteen kilometre gap separates the two areas with Sidhean place-names

stretching south from the Barvas Machair to the Leurbost Lochs area. This strip is

largely devoid of both settlement place-names and any kind of archaeological evidence
for settlement past or present.

The western group is bounded on its east side by this empty strip of central Lewis, and
on its west side by the mountains of Uig (south-west Lewis). Beyond this area of
mountains is a group of Buaile settlement names, without any Sidhean names however,
that are associated with the townships of Mealista, Brenish, Islivig and Mangesta.

This occurrence of Buaile place-names without associated Sidhean names is not

unique. The groups of Buaile ...Bost and...shader names seen at Ness, on the Eye
Peninsula and around the Lochs area (Leurbost, Grimshader) are all devoid of the
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Sidhean place-name. While it is noticeable that these three areas have high
concentrations of Norse place-names, elsewhere names of this phase are not mutually
exclusive with the Sidhean name, as the western group of Sidheans includes with its
occurrences both... hosts and ... shaders.

6.1.2 Norse place-names indicating settlement

Archaeological evidence for Norse settlement is slim, resting on a handful of sites
confirmed as Norse primarily through the collection of surface finds and excavations.
Of these, recent work at Bostadh on Bernera (Neighbour and Burgess 1996) and Gob

Eirer, Crowlista (Burgess et al 1996d) (Figure 8) have produced evidence of Norse or

Norse period settlement, though both sites remain to be published in full. On the east

coast only one site has been firmly identified as Norse, the settlement mound in Broad

Bay (NB 4418 3523) which is dated by surface finds (Burgess and Church 1997).

Beyond these three settlements and a scattering of burials, notably at Cnip headland on

the Bhatlos Peninsula (Cowie 1991, 75 and Armit 1996d, 197) few archaeological
remains can be firmly associated with the Norse settlement presence on the island. Yet

place-name evidence indicates an extensive Norse presence on Lewis in the later
centuries of the 1st millennium A.D.

Two place-names indicate the location of settlement concentrations and a third

suggests how widespread Norse activity was on the island:

❖ Bost, or Bosta/Bostadh, is Gaelicised from the Norse Bolstadr and Bustardr and

appears most commonly as an extension {i.e. Shawhast or Kirkibosf) or

occasionally as a whole name (i.e. Bostadh). The name denotes primary

settlement/grazing or a village site (RCAHMS 1928 xxii and Mary McLeod pers

comm). Twenty-four occurrences of this name exist on Lewis, mostly surviving in
the names of modern crofting townships, though some instances have no associated
settlement e.g. Cnoc Bealach Bosta, Breaclete, Bernera.
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All of the twenty-four examples are coastal, and most may be found in areas that

may be considered good agricultural land by Lewis standards. They are found in

groups with other bost names and shader names.

❖ Shader (or Seadair in Gaelic) appears mostly as a suffix, i.e. Liamashader and

Linshader, but also occasionally as a whole word (Shader near Barvas on the west

coast), and is a Gaelicisation of the Norse word Setr and means secondary
settlement/ grazing pasture and suggests the location of a summer pasture used in
transhumance (RCAHMS 1928, xxii and Mary McLeod pers. comm).

Twenty-nine such sites have been recorded on Lewis and not surprisingly, in view
of the connotation, they tend to be found away from the coast and areas of
settlement. Nevertheless many are found in association with Bost names.

❖ ...abhal (or ...aval) is the Gaelicised version of the Norse fjall meaning Hill. This
extension is used in the names of many of the mountains and hills on Lewis,

seventy-nine examples being recorded on the island.

While ...abhal names by no means apply to every hill and mountain on the island,

they do appear in the names of many of the largest and most prominent mountains
such as those on the Lewis/Harris boarder in south-west Uig Parish.

The distribution of Norse and Norse-derived names does go beyond these three

examples. The first two (Bost and Shader) are obvious choices for analysis as the

principal indicators of Norse settlement. The ...abhal extension has been included as a

more general marker of Norse influence, language and activity on Lewis. Other Norse

place-names which could have been considered include the ...ay extension commonly
found on island names (Scalapay, Raasay, Berneray etc.) which is a corruption of the
Norse ey meaning island (RCAHMS 1928, xxii). Perhaps the best example of this is
the Eye or Ey Peninsula, a huge "island" connected to Lewis by a sand spit, located

immediately east of Stornoway.

The ...vat or ...bhat extension is another telling example of the reuse in Gaelic of a

Norse word. Meaning loch or body of water (S. Fraser pers comm), this extension is
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commonly found all over Lewis in association with lochs (i.e. Bharabhat, Laxavaf,

Liaravaf, Neadivat etc.), often in proximity to other place-names of Norse origin.

6.1.2.1 Distribution of Bost place-names

Figures 121 and 122 show the distribution of Norse place-names recorded by the
Ordnance Survey on the island. Two main observations can be made about the
distribution of the Bost -names; firstly almost all of them are located on the coast. The
two exceptions to this, out of the twenty-four occurrences, are Airigh2 Crosbost and

Airighean Luerbost, (spelt incorrectly on the Ordnance Survey Map), both of which lie
circa 5 kilometres inland (west of) the Lochs/Leurbost area. Both of these places have

groups of shielings that are likely to indicate pre-crofting and crofting transhumance

grounds of Crosbost and Leurbost villages lying immediately to the east.

Secondly, the Bost place-names occur in four distinct groups. These are eight examples
around Bernera, East Loch Roag and the Bragar area; three sites around Ness and the
Butt of Lewis area; six sites on the shores of Broadbay and the Eye Peninsula, mostly
in and around the tidal mudflats and Sands of Tong and Melbost Sands, and seven

occurrences at Leurbost and in the North Lochs area, particularly along the shores of
the Sea Lochs - Grimshader and Leurbost. This final group including the two shieling

grounds mentioned above.

It should be noted that these groups include recurring names where features such as

beaches, streams and valleys all bear the same name. These instances are included
here because they illustrate the local extent of an individual name.

All of the groups above are situated in areas with good agricultural land (some of the
best to be found on Lewis) and with access to good sheltered moorings and landing

places. Many, but not all, are also found in close association with Shader names, but

conversely many of the examples of Shader names have no associated Bost place-
names nearby.

Airigh (Gaelic) is frequently associated with crofting sites and means high pasture or hill pasture and is
usually associated with shieling grounds.
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6.1.2.2 Distribution of Shader place-names

The distribution of the twenty-nine Shader place-names recorded on Lewis is
illustrated on Figure 122. Five observations can be made on the basis of this
distribution. Shader names may be found in groups or may refer to single sites. While
most lie on the coast there are occurrences in inland locations, especially in the area

between Carloway and Galson on the west coast of the island.

Shader names may be found around most of the island apart from in three areas; firstly
in the extreme west between Mealista and Mangesta where there are also no Bost

names, secondly in the area between Galson and The Butt of Lewis on the north-west
coast of the island, and thirdly between Cellar head and Gress on the east coast of the
island. The first area, in the far west of Uig, is considered even today to be the most

remote and inhospitable place on Lewis. There have been times in the last two

hundred years when the land here has become un-cultivatable due to the high levels of
wind-blown sea salt that permeate the ground (D Roberts pers comm). The other
areas, Ness and Gress, are amongst the most densely populated areas of Lewis outside

Stornoway, so the place-name evidence here may have been obliterated by the long

intensity and density of settlement.

Shader names may be found in association with Bost place-names but the two are not

inexorably linked and there are as many instances of Shaders without, as with Bosts.
Unlike the Bost place-names the Shader name tends to be site specific and does not

refer to all of the surrounding topographic features.

This distribution of place-names seems to show that while primary Norse settlement

congregated in very specific areas, especially the areas of best agricultural land, the

shieling or transhumance pasture lands indicated by the Shader name were much more

widely located. This indicates that, like today, much of Lewis during the Norse period
was suitable for summer grazing and transhumance farming. Areas with Shader names

have frequently become foci for later permanent settlement particularly during the

crofting phase e.g. Linshader, Shader, Grimshader, Ungershader etc.
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6.1.2.3 Distribution of... abhal place-names

The distribution of the seventy-nine ...abhal place-names is illustrated in Figure 121.
This distribution shows that the influence of Norse settlement, while concentrated on

the coast spread far into the interior of the island to areas that even today are rarely
visited.

While mountains names are by no means 100 % Norse, most of the highest and most

prominent peaks have ...abhal names which may reflect the importance of distinctive
mountain and skylines for use in maritime navigation (J Barber pers comm). This is

particularly noticeable in south-west Uig, where there are no Norse settlement names

(see section 6.1.2.2), but where almost all of the high peaks bear the ...abhal place-
name extension e.g Suainabhal, Mealisab/za/ and Forsnava/ (anglicised Norse)

The only place on Lewis where ...abhal names do not appear is in the centre of the
island in the strip of land between Barvas and Lochs (see section 6.1.1.2). This can

easily be explained as there is a total lack of high or prominent peaks in this area

which is a landscape of high, rolling blanket mire with little to offer the navigator.
Norse mountain names may, however, be seen both to the north and south of this area.

6.1.3 Gaelicised Norse place-names indicating later prehistoric settlement

Two Gaelicised Norse place-names were noted repeatedly during fieldwork for their
association with later prehistoric settlement, particularly Atlantic round houses and

promontory enclosures.

❖ Berie (also derivatives such as Beriero) from Borg (S Fraser pers comm) means fort
or fortified settlement. This place-name regularly appears associated with sites
located on barred promontories. There are exceptions to this, however, the broch
tower located in Loch na Berie, Roif on Bhaltos (NB 1030 3420) and the pre-

crofting settlement known as Beriero (NB 0450 3430). Beriero is, however, located
on a promontory close to a walled islet that is believed to be prehistoric in date and
which may have been the bearer of the name, and examination of the topography
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surrounding Berie_Roif suggests that it might be situated on a spur of land that

protruded into the now silted up loch that bares the site's name.

❖ Bhara... a Gaelicised version of the Norse Borg meaning settlement or borough.
This place-name appears on Lewis particularly as one associated with Lochs

containing "island duns", i.e. fi/zarabhat_Crowlista, Bharabhat_Cnip and

fi/zarabhat_Bernera and Bharabhat_Breasclete. The name Dun Bharabhat translates

directly as settlement of the settlement loch! (S Fraser pers comm).

6.1.3.1 Distribution of Berie and Bhara... place-names

Though these place-names have not survived in large numbers on recent Ordnance

Survey maps, examination of the Ordnance Survey First Edition 6" maps (dated circa

1855) and of the modern 1:10000 Ordnance Survey maps (dated circa 1970)
demonstrated that the survival of these names is far more widespread than the
"Pathfinder" maps suggest. Figure 123 shows the distribution of these names from
their most recent Ordnance Survey and Figure 124 shows the distribution from the
earlier maps, the Cea(L) survey and the RCAHMS NMRS records.

Figure 123 clearly shows that the Berie and Bhara...sites occur almost exclusively on

the west coast of Lewis. The five Bhara... names associated with Lochs are evenly
distributed in a line from Aird Uig in the west, to Breasclete on the east shore of East
Loch Roag (in the east). These instances are all associated with Atlantic round houses,
island duns or man-made islands. As yet only one of the sites has been excavated,

B/zarabhat_Cnip (Figure 15) and that has provided an early Iron Age date (2100±50,
BP GU3810) (Armit 1996d). Of the three others none have been excavated, but
Crowlista and Bernera have been surveyed (Figures 11 and 16), both these two and the

example at Cnip show some morphological structural similarities. This of course is not

proof that the three were even broadly contemporary. Finally B/iarabhat_Breasclete
was visited during the WLLP survey in 1994 but has not been surveyed in detail.

The Berie place-name is commonly associated with headlands and promontories. On
Lewis this connection can be taken a step further as this place-name has been

repeatedly found to refer to barred headlands, occasionally with enclosed cellular
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structures. This comes as no surprise since the name Berie means fort. This place-
name is mostly seen on the west coast, from Aird Uig to the Butt of Lewis. The
distribution between Borrowston and Shawbost is typical of Berie sites; four

promontory enclosures are evenly distributed along the coast at intervals of circa 5
kilometres.

Examples of the Berie name do exist on the east coast of the island, at Ness and on the
south side of Tolsadh Head; in both cases these are heavily defended multivallate
sites. However, there are examples of the Berie name not associated with barred
headland sites. These include the broch tower in Loch na Berie, though this may have
been situated on a headland within the Loch. This is difficult to prove or disprove as

the loch is heavily silted with wind-blown sand but other similar complex Atlantic
round houses are sited on barred promontories (see section 6.4.12, and the discussion
of Dun Stuig, Dun Borinish and Dun Bharabhat_Bernera).

A second example is the deserted pre-enclosure township of Beriero, near Crowlista
which lies on a peninsula on the north side of the tidal sands of Traigh nan Surban.
However, this peninsula leads to a tidal island that shows signs of having been
enclosed by a wall that is believed to be prehistoric in date (Burgess and Church 1996,

67).

To put things into perspective less than 10% of promontory enclosures bear the Berie
name. It is true, however, that every Berie ever visited by the author has proved to

have some form of barrier rampart, wall or fortification. Uncertainty surrounds only
one Berie site, on Aird Uig, which is inaccessible, so has not been examined in detail.

6.1.4 Place-names with religious associations

Of the place-names with a religious/ecclesiastical connotation three, all Gaelic in
derivation, are particularly prominent. Frequently, however, little or nothing survives
of any structures at the site:
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❖ Teampull is a Gaelic name associated with pre-reformation church and chapel sites.
Six sites bearing this name are recorded on the modern Ordnance Survey maps of
Lewis. Several other sites, including one of those which also has the Tigh name,

also have Teampull names, though these survive more in local tradition than

through cartographic sources. The best example of this is the Teampull at Aird Uig
which is surveyed as Tigh a' Bheannaich (House of the Blessed or Benediction)

(MacLennan 1979, 33) though the site is known locally as Teampull Bheannaich.
These sites are invariably dedicated to saints such as Thomas, Pheadair and
Mholouidh.

❖ Tigh in Gaelic means 'house'. This name is commonly associated with monastic
and convent "houses" such as Tigh a' Bheannaich, and the house of the Black Nuns
at Mealista (not marked on the most recent Ordnance Survey maps). Care must be
taken over allusions to "Black Nuns", "Black Women" and the like, as there seems

to have been a tradition for widows from pre-crofting and crofting settlements often
to shared a house on the fringes of the settlement that tended to be known as

"House of the Black women" (D Roberts pers comm). Six Tigh place-names are

recorded on the modern Ordnance Survey maps of Lewis.

❖ Cille is a Gaelic word for church that is "closely associated" with religious and

churchyard sites (Nicholaison 1976), and is most famously found the in the Gaelic
name of the Irish Saint Columba, Collum Cille. Four Cille names are recorded

Ordnance Survey maps of Lewis.

6.1.4.1 Distribution of Teampull place-names

Teampull names all appear on the west coast (Figure 125) of the island with only one

exception the Teampull and monastic site located on the south shore of the Eye

peninsula. Four observations can be made about the distributions of Teampull place-
names on Lewis; firstly, all of the Teampull names (except for one mentioned above)
occur on the west and north-west coast of the Island.

Secondly, there is a concentration of four sites in the Ness area. Two of these sites are

located at the township of Swainebost (Teampull Thomais and Teampull Pheadair).
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These sites are situated less than 350 metres apart, but while the remains of Teampull
Pheadair can still be seen, Teampull Thomas survives only as a "site of" on the edge of
a low cliff suffering active erosion.

Less than 1500 metres to the north are the other two sites (Teampull Ronaidh and

Teampull Mholuidh), separated by no more than 500 metres. One, Teampull
Mholouidh, is upstanding and is still used for worship by the Scottish Episcopalian

Church, while the other is merely recorded as the "site of' and is located within
modern crofts.

Thirdly, all the Teampull sites are coastal with none of them being more than 1000
metres from the eroding face, Teampull Mholouidh is the farthest from the shore.

Many of the sites are being actively eroded. Finally, the three sites between Ness and

Tigh Bheannaich (Aird Uig) are regularly spaced; Teampull Nan Cro' Noamb at

Galson, Teampull Eoin at Bragar, and Teampull Michael at the south-east corner of
Little Bernera.

The presence of four such sites at Ness reinforces the local tradition that Ness is a

place of great religious significance. Archaeological field-walking (during the Cea(L)

survey of 1996) has identified two further sites that may also be ecclesiastical in
nature in the immediate vicinity. These sites, at NB 5109 6526 and NB 5123 6564, are

both promontory enclosures and are thought possibly to be monastic in nature.

The repetition of this pattern of two closely located sites, one still upstanding and one

completely destroyed suggests that the Ness area has only ever supported two chapels
at any one time. It is not clear whether there was a catastrophic reason for the demise
of the two earlier sites, whether they were simply abandoned in preference for new

premises in the natural course of events, or whether they were destroyed.

The wider distribution of Teampull names along the west coast is so regular that it

suggests territorial division i.e. parishes or areas from which a congregation was

drawn, each with a religious establishment which perhaps owned all or part of an area.

This should be tempered with the knowledge that the local tradition of reusing names

means that some of the sites that bear the name Teampull may do so because the site is
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known to be a religious one and is therefore obviously a Teampull. This reuse of
names may help us to understand why sites such as the Tigh a' Bheannaich are also
known orally as Teampull.

6.1.4.2 Distribution of Tigh place-names

The six Tigh names recorded on the most recent Ordnance Survey Maps are illustrated
on Figure 126. Three main observations on their distribution can be made, all of the

Tigh place-names occur on the west side of the island except for one found on the east

coast at Coll. The five sites on the west side of the island are all lie to the west of East

Loch Roag, and all but one (Eilean an Tight) are located in the vicinity of Loch Roag
and Bernera. Eilean an Tighe lies on the Morsgill estate in Loch Morsgill, 5 kilometres
to the south of the southern end of Little Loch Roag.

Four of the six sites have names that relate to geographic features. These are Cnoc an

Tighe or Hill of the House, on Bernera at Valasay; Rubha an Tigh Phail or

Point/Headland of the House Phail (McPhail?), on the east shore of Bernera at

Kirkibost; Rubh' an Tigh or Point/Headland of the House, on the shores of the sea

loch, Loch Stroim, at the east side of the entrance to Little Loch Roag and Eilean an

Tighe or the Island of the House, located in Loch Morsgill on the Morsgill Eastate.

All of the sites are coastal except for Eilean an Tighe which is situated in an inland
loch. Three of these sites are located on sea lochs around the Loch Roag area, these are

Rubha Tigh Phail at Kirkibost on East Loch Roag, Cnoc an Tighe at Valasay on Loch

Roag and Rubh' an Tigh at Loch Striom on the east shore of Little Loch Roag.

It is certainly not the case that all Tigh names have religious connections. As has

already been discussed above with the example of the house of The Black Nuns at

Mealista, the same name could refer to the pre-crofting/crofting equivalent to an old

peoples home or widows refuge, not necessarily to a settlement of Nuns.

It is, however, interesting that the name Tigh appears to be largely a West Lewis

phenomenon, with only one occurrence on the island's east coast (that of Tigh
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Thaishader or House of Thai.shader3. Particularly interesting are the group of three
sites around the Loch Roag area (see above). Forming a rough triangle around the
southern end of Bernera and Loch Baraglom, these sites are equidistant from each

other, circa 7 kilometres apart. While no signs of a religious community survive at

either Cnoc an Tighe or Rubh' an Tigh, there is a tradition at Rubha na Tigh Phail in
the township of Kirkibost4 that this was the site of an old church or chapel. This is

supported on the ground where the remains of an old church and possible cellular
structures may be seen (NGR: NB 1191 3416).

6.1.4.3 Distribution of Cille place-names

The Cille place-name (meaning church or churchyard (Nicholaison 1976)) is recorded
in three places on Lewis. The name is inexorably linked with the Columban Early
Christian Church.

Figure 126 shows that two of the sites are on the east coast of the island and one is on

the west coast. The two east coast sites are directly linked with the Columban Church

having upstanding remains that are still known today as St Columba's. The site in
Loch Erisort would appear, from its name at least, to have strong connections with the
Columban heritage, as St Columba's Church stands on Eilean Chaluim Cille. This site
is said to be the location of the first Christian landing on Lewis by Columban monks
from Iona (D Morrison, pers comm).

The site on the west coast, Baile na Cille (or settlement/village of the church)

presumably refers to the deserted pre-crofiing village of Beriero. This may have
become known as Baile na Cille as it is literally the Buaile on church land, and marks
the village's proximity to the chapel and graveyard at Chapail Mor (NGR: NB 0480
3390 NMRS, NB03SW 02). The beach in front of this site also has the Cille name,

being known as Traigh na Cille. This area of land is still church land today, though the

chapel is disused and the modern manse is a hotel and restaurant. The land is now the
Glebe land attached to the Manse in Uigen (slightly to the east).

Possibly the house of the house of the "Shader".
Church or chapel "Bost".
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What is most interesting about this distribution is the contrast with other religious
names. While the Tigh and more particularly the Teampulls are concentrated on the
west coast, the Cille names with the link to Columba are on the east coast. More

specifically there appear to be two concentrations of religious sites, one in the west and

particularly in the north of the island with the Tigh and Teampull names, and one in the
south-east of the island with the Cille names.

6.2 Regional Surveys: Cea(L), RCAHMS, NMRS and the Promontory
Enclosure Survey

Of the thirty monument classes defined in Chapter 4 (see section 4.2), twelve were too

poorly represented at the local level to draw sensible conclusions about their location
and distribution. For this reason they have also been analysed at the island-wide level

using the information recorded in the National Monument Record of Scotland and by
the Coastal Erosion Assessment of Lewis. These two collections of data have some

overlap, with Cea(L) having 236 records that originate in the NMRS. One class of
monument identified during Cea(L), promontory enclosures, has also undergone
additional survey and sub-classification in 1997, and this information will also be
examined here.

6.2.1 Coastal Erosion Assessment of Lewis

This survey was carried out during the summer of 1996 and its record represents the
visible archaeological state of the coast at that time. A coastal strip 450 kilometres long
and between 50 and 1000 metres wide was examined between Aird Drollageo in the
west and the township of Ranish in the east (Figure 3).

As well as collecting site-based information, a large amount of information was also

gathered concerning the erosion state of the shore and the geology and

geomorphology. This information, combined with the 1907 site records, was all

logged directly into the Penmap GIS system as part of an experiment in the use of GIS
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software in the field (Burgess et al 1996f). The scale and nature of the project was

such that data could only be recorded at the most basic level. Sites were located to

within 10 metres radius (1:10000 scale accuracy), their class and erosion state were

recorded, but in most cases no detailed sketches or notes could be made. The full

extent of this data remains unpublished but has been widely distributed as a Historic
Scotland report (Burgess and Church 1997).

The resultant data set records the location and type of nearly 2000 features. By its very

nature this could be, but is not, representative of the distribution and location of many

of the site classes, as comparison with the NMRS data shows. The reasons for this are

clear, while the survey covered more than 75% of the coastline of the island

(excluding only the Lochs Parish, in the south-east, due to time restrictions) the
narrowness of the strip and its concentration on the coastal environment means that at

best only a biased sample of most monument types could be recorded. The obvious

exception is the remains of marine industry, which by their nature could be examined
in totality.

In practice it is of course the case that many of the monument classes are

predominantly coastal in their distribution, so that in these categories the sites added to

the overall record must have increased the value of the sample.

6.2.2 The National Monuments Record of Scotland and First Edition Survey

Project

The National Monuments Record for Scotland holds all records of the reported sites in
Scotland. However, as has been indicated in Chapter 2 (see section 2.1), the NMRS
record is inherently incomplete. No active programme of prospecting survey has been
carried out by this body in the Western Isles since the 1920s and its records rely on the
work of other bodies and individuals, as communicated to the NMRS directly or

through publications and reports. This process brings with it all the inconsistencies of

interpretation, classification and terminology that comes inevitably with forming an

archive from multiple independent sources.
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At the time of preparation, this archive had 647 site records, a breakdown of which is
made in section 2.1.2. Ongoing desk-based survey programmes are adding drastically
to this data in particular site classes. The FESP is aimed at recording all of the
unroofed upstanding features relating to post-medieval settlement marked on the First
Edition 6" County Series maps (P McKeague pers comm). This survey has been

completed recently and has added a further 2114 records to the national archive. These
sites are primarily related to the pre-crofting and early crofting phases of settlement,
and include the record of all of the shielings marked on the County Series maps (1451

records) spread across much of Lewis.

FESP data has been used in the generation of some of the distributions discussed

below, though it does not directly affect most of the monument groups that seem to be
distributed at a regional level. The full gazetteer of FESP sites is included with that of
the RCAHMS, NMRS sites in Table 36 in Appendix 1.

6.2.3 The Promontory Enclosure Survey

While many of the classes of sites recorded during Cea(L) could benefit from more

detailed recording, it was decided in 1997 to begin with promontory enclosures and
start by revisiting each of those recorded in the Cea(L) data. This class was chosen
because so little was known about it in comparison with so many other sites,

apparently broadly contemporary (i.e. later prehistoric), such as complex Atlantic
round houses.

Before the Cea(L) survey ten such sites were recorded in the NMRS; after Cea(L) the
list extends to more than seventy. These are by no means all contemporary (the
discussion below highlights this), but although these sites are as monumental in scale
and concept as anything in the later prehistoric record, little or nothing is known of
them. In 1997 the sites were described with sketch measurements, photographed and

they were classified principally on the basis of their location, area, construction and
number of barring wall/ramparts and ditches.
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It is hoped that similar studies of other appropriate monument classes such as cellular
structures can be carried out in future years, and also that the promontory enclosure

study can be advanced to a phase of instrument survey and sample excavation.

6.3 Verification of distributions well represented ata local level

Of the thirty monument classes originally defined in section 4.2, eleven are poorly

represented at the local level and are examined in section 6.4 at regional level. Of the

remaining eighteen classes, six, a sample of 33%, are briefly examined here at regional
level to demonstrate that local distributions are consistently applicable across the
whole of the island.

All of the distribution maps discussed in the following sections (and those of the
eleven classes discussed in section 6. 4) are printed at a scale of 1:450 000.

6.3.1 Distribution of biackhouses at an island level

The distribution of recorded biackhouses on Lewis is mapped on Figure 127 (NMRS

data) and Figure 128 (Cea(L) data). Both of these illustrations indicate that the remains
of biackhouses are located in the immediate vicinity of crofting townships. Figure 127

clearly shows large gaps where no biackhouses are recorded, such as between

Sgiogarstaigh5 and North Tolstadh, and between Tolstadh and Bac.

The Cea(L) records reflect the fact that this survey did not operate within crofting

townships, and thus excluded areas where the crofts were apportioned right on to the
shore6. The majority of the biackhouses recorded as part of this survey are dated to the

post medieval/pre-crofting phase of settlement. Areas where no biackhouses are

recorded tend to lack settlement of any kind or date, but biackhouses are also lacking
where the concentration of settlement, while being coastal, is located a little way

behind the actual eroding edge, as is the case in the area around Ness.

Sgiogarstaigh is Skegersta in English and is pronounced Skeg_or_sta.
This was the case only in a few locations including Carishader and Tolsadh Cholais.
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In general terms the distribution of blackhouses at an island-wide level closely reflects
that seen at a local level (see section 5.4.2). Crofting phase blackhouses are located
within the extents of crofting townships, pre-crofting blackhouses are located either

within, or close to, crofting townships. Areas where no settlement of any kind is
recorded (such as the East Side of the Aird Uig Survey area) have no blackhouse
records.

6.3.2 Distribution of cairns at the island level

Cairns divide into three groups; single unclassified sites, clearance cairns and possible
burial cairns. These sites are mapped on Figure 129 (NMRS data) and Figure 130

(Cea(L) data). Comparing the two data sets, it is clear that in the coastal areas of Lewis
there are far more cairns than have been recorded in the NMRS. The majority of these
cairns are single unclassified sites, occurring both within and without crofting

townships, but also in inland areas. A number of these single caims were presumably
built for navigation purposes, and it may well be that the large numbers recorded on

the coast reflect this function.

As with the local record, clearance cairns at the island-wide level appear primarily to

be located in association with crofting settlement. The one exception is a group of sites
at the north side of the entrance to Little Loch Roag, though these sites do relate to

three pre-crofting settlements.

The island-wide distribution of burial cairns strongly reflects the suggestion in section
5.4.25 that these and other ritual monuments (standing stones and stone settings) are

generally found within wider ritual landscapes. On Lewis this means the area

surrounding East Loch Roag and the area surrounding Broad Bay (Henshall 1972).
While the ultimate extent of these landscapes can never be known (Loch Roag and
Broad Bay may even be two parts of the same landscape) burial cairns are, for the most

part, exclusive to these areas. This is consistent both with the local and island-wide
data sets.
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6.3.3 Distribution of dykes at an island level

Dykes are not well represented in the NMRS record, but there are three hundred and
fifteen records in the Cea(L) database. These sites are mapped on Figure 131 (NMRS

data) and Figure 132 (Cea(L) data).

While the NMRS data comprises relatively few sites, these features occur in a variety
of environments, both populated and unpopulated. The same is true of the Cea(L)
records, with sites occurring almost continuously throughout the survey corridor.

The obvious exception to this is the area between Sgiogarstaigh and North Tolstadh
where no settlement of any phase is known. In all other areas, whether within or

without the townships, the distribution of dykes is dense.

In comparison to the local distribution data, the island-wide data is less helpful in

defining the dyke distributions. Maps such as Figure 52 show that dykes of all periods

may be found in the vicinity of settlement, but not in areas without settlement records
nor in areas where bare rock predominates (see section 5.4.9). The picture for the
whole Lewis as a whole is similar, but does not provide the same level of detail.

6.3.4 Distribution of field-systems at an island level

The distribution of field-systems on Lewis as a whole is illustrated on Figure 133

(NMRS data) and on Figure 134 (Cea(L) data). The NMRS data, largely gathered as

part of the FESP programme, confirms that the record is primarily coastal, showing

only two sites in the interior.

The Cea(L) data is more extensive than the NMRS data in the coastal region, but was

compiled almost solely through fieldwork. Both distributions indicate that the majority
of field-systems occur either in the immediate vicinity of townships, or are associated
with townships. Pre-crofting and post medieval landscapes seem to have been recorded
around the entire coastline in proximity to crofting townships. Earlier landscapes are

rare on the ground almost always having been destroyed or obscured by later activity,
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but where they have been found they tend to be associated with settlements of similar
date.

This island distribution is very much the pattern at the local level (see section 5.4.12),
with field-systems frequently being recorded in close association with settlements of
the same phase. Pre-crofting field-systems in particular, appear in proximity to crofting

townships, frequently in areas of good grazing. In areas with no settlement no field-

systems are recorded.

6.3.5 Distribution of mills at an island level

The distribution of mills at an island-wide level is mapped on Figure 135 (NMRS data)
and Figure 136 (Cea(L) data). The Cea(L) distribution is fairly sparse compared to the
NMRS data, but that reflects the fact that mills tend to be located behind the coastal

strip, though still within the coastal belt as they were built to serve settlement

concentrations, particularly crofting townships and pre-crofting settlement. While most

of the mills recorded in the Cea(L) record are of the horizontal type, over half those
recorded by the NMRS are unclassified; this is not surprising as these sites were

recorded from cartographic sources as part of the FESP study. It is almost certain that
the vast majority of these NMRS records are of horizontal mills, as only one vertical
mill is recorded in any of the surveys covered in this study: that is a site located to the
south of Sgiogarstaigh on the east coast of the island. A second vertical mill is known
at Breasclete but this fell outwith all of the surveys.

As at the local level (see section 5.4.16), the distribution of mills over the whole island
shows that the majority of sites relate to, though they are not usually within, crofting

townships. They are predominantly coastal in location, but set back from the littoral in

steep valleys where streams running from inland lochs give a good head of water.
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6.3.6 Distribution of shielings at an island level

The local surveys (see section 5.4.22) showed that the distribution of shielings is
inland (away from the coast). This is confirmed by the Cea(L) record (not illustrated)
that produced few such sites (63 out of 1907 records). The NMRS record confirms this
situation and is illustrated on Figure 138. This distribution can of course only be taken
as truly representative of the situation up to 1850, when the County Series Ordnance

Survey took place, as this is the primary source of the data.

The sites in the NMRS archive have predominantly been recorded from cartographic
sources as part of the FESP study. Shielings, by definition, were built away from
settlements and so avoid much of the island's coastline. There are coastal shielings in
areas where there is no settlement tradition, such as the stretch of high sea cliffs
between Sgiogarstaigh and North Tolstadh and in much of South Lochs area.

The coastal areas of Aird Uig, Garenin and also Bernera (see section 8.3.21) similarly
showed this absence of shielings, and at Calanais most of the late shielings lie at least 6
kilometres from the township. Time spent during the WLLP survey allowed the
classification by form and date of the shielings, that lead to detailed conclusions being
drawn on the movement of transhumance grounds. This is not possible, at present,

from the island-wide data which although it maps a high number of sites, particularly
due to the efforts of FESP, mostly these are not classified by form and date of the sites.
This is due to the nature of the source, cartographic, from which these sites were

identified.

6.4 Examination of the island-wide distribution of monument classes

poorly represented at the local level

Of the eleven monument classes too poorly represented at the local level to permit

meaningful comment, all, with the exception of communications, have been recorded
as part of the Cea(L) survey and also within the records of the NMRS. The discussion
below examines each of these eleven classes, comparing where possible the Cea(L)
and NMRS data. For several categories of monument the data from only one source is
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used as that source includes all the occurrences that are recorded on the island. This is

the case with souterrains, all the known examples of which are in the NMRS and

promontory enclosures, marine industry and military features where the Cea(L) records
includes all of the sites listed in the NMRS.

6.4.1 Distribution ofAtlantic round houses at an island-wide level

At the local level this class was represented in only one of the three survey areas, Aird

Uig/Bhaltos. While the evidence went some way in helping to understand the factors

governing the siting of Atlantic round houses, it was less help in explaining their
absence at Garenin and Calanais.

Figure 139 illustrates the distribution of this class on the basis of the NMRS record,
and Figure 140 the distribution in the Cea(L) survey. The latter adds very little beyond
the presence of an additional wheelhouse in the areas of Galson (NMRS has only one

wheelhouse, at Cnip). The Cea(L) distribution also highlights three further complex
Atlantic round houses located within promontory enclosures; this new relationship will
be discussed in detail in section 6.4.12.

The NMRS distribution confirms what is known at the local level. The distribution of

Atlantic round houses is largely coastal, and even where sites are located on inland
lochs the coast is nearby. There are no examples in the interior of the island. It also
demonstrates that Calanais (discounting Bharabhat_Breasclete which may or may not

be a complex Atlantic round house) and Garenin are not the only coastal areas lacking
such sites. Other large stretches of the coast are devoid of Atlantic round houses of any

type.

Some of these blank areas lack later prehistoric settlement of any kind not only
Atlantic round houses; for example to the south of Camas Uig on the west coast where
no sites are recorded, and the stretch of coast on the east side of the island between

Sgiogarstaigh and North Tolstadh. While the latter gap is unlikely to have ever been
the location of any settlement other gaps may be explained by a lack of fieldwork,
other than the Cea(L) study which has still left the area immediately behind the coastal
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fringe to be surveyed. This would certainly seem to be the case in the South Lochs

area, where the only site recorded lies on the very northern edge of the parish. The
South Lochs area has been notoriously starved of the detailed archaeological research
that has identified such sites elsewhere on the island.

What is not immediately obvious is why there are no records of Atlantic round houses
in areas such as Barvas where other phases of settlement are known to be concentrated.
There is one possible occurrence, recorded on the Cea(L) distribution right in the
centre of the blank (NB 3138 5031), but these remains are too fragmentary to be

certain, without excavation, that they actually are an Atlantic round house.

The lack of sites on the high cliffs between Aird Liamashader (Garenin) and the sites
located at Shawbost and Bragar (NMRS, NB24NE 1 and 2 and NB24NW 1) is

possibly explained by the presence of nine promontory enclosures along this stretch

(see Figure 161). One of these sites, Dun a' Chaisteil (NMRS, NB24NW 05) is
recorded by the NMRS as being a possible galleried dun, but is re-interpreted by the

Cea(L) study as being a promontory enclosure, and given its location on a stack might
be better described as a "stack fort", probably of blockhouse construction7.

The other major gap in the Atlantic round house record is in the Stornoway area, where
no sites are recorded from Bac all the way to Ranish. This may be accounted for in part

by the general lack of habitation to the south of Stornoway as far as Ranish. However,
another factor is surely Stornoway itself where urban sprawl has obscured and

destroyed much of the archaeology in its immediate vicinity.

The wheelhouse sub-class of Atlantic round houses is still sorely under-represented on

the island. The distribution at Bhaltos suggests that these sites should be found in areas

of machair, and this is supported by the only other example recorded outwith the
Bhaltos Peninsula, the possible wheelhouse located in the eroding section of Galson
beach (NB 4374 5943). However, no other wheelhouses have been recorded in the
machair areas at Mangesta, Carnish, Camas Uig, Barvas, Swainbost or Tolstadh. This
is particularly surprising at Barvas where large areas of machair are scarred by erosion.

This site is inaccessible but has been examined through binoculars from all sides. This suggests that the
stone-built feature on top of the stack is not circular but linear in form, and is constructed with either
rooms, cells or an intra-mural space within the thickness of its walls.



It is of course possible that examples remain to be discovered, not in the machair itself,
but around its interface with areas of good grazing. These are areas that are now

predominantly occupied by crofting townships and are not subject to active erosion8.
There are two other possibilities; that the sites never existed or that they have already
been eroded away. Unlike the southern Outer Hebrides there are no records from
Lewis of free-standing upland wheelhouses similar to Clettraval on North Uist. It is of
course possible that footings recorded as complex Atlantic round houses may have
been misinterpreted and are actually free-standing wheelhouses, though there is no

evidence that this is what is represented by sites such as that recorded between Arnol
and Barvas (NB 3138 5031).

6.4.1.1 Summary of the distribution ofAtlantic round houses

The distribution of Atlantic round houses over Lewis as a whole amplifies the
observations made at a local level in section 5.4.1.2. The lack of examples at Calanais
and Garenin suggested there are large areas of coastal Lewis where Atlantic round
houses are not found. These are for the most part populated areas such as Barvas
Machair and the Islivig and Brenish in Uig, though the latter shows little evidence of
settlement before the crofting townships. Easier to understand are the blank areas

where no settlement of any phase has been recorded, such as between Sgiogarstaigh
and North Tolstadh, in large parts of the South Lochs parish, and in the Islivig and
Brenish areas. These, however, are all tracts where no extensive field survey has been
carried out. To check these apparent "blanks", "grab" visits were made by the author to

the Islivig and Brenish area, which revealed extensive pre-crofting remains previously

un-recorded, suggesting that these areas were populated prior to apportionment. This is
now known to be the case for much of the South Lochs Parish (S Hothersall pers

comm) but the area between Sgiogarstaigh and North Tolstadh remains an apparent

blank.

Limited forays into South Lochs parish suggests that there are Atlantic round houses,
and that future survey may well fill in at least some of the blanks in the distribution of
Atlantic round houses in that area.

It should also be remembered that the Cnip wheelhouse first came to light not because of erosion but
because of development work.
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Some areas, however, such as that between Sgiogarstaigh and North Tolstadh are

probably genuinely without Atlantic round houses, just as they are lacking in
settlement as a whole. This is supported by the strength of local knowledge and limited

survey. On the other hand areas such as Stornoway are likely to remain blanks, lost to

modern settlement.

The absence of Atlantic round houses in areas of high sea cliffs may have a different

explanation, for here are the promontory enclosures at least some of which are believed
to be later prehistoric in date. These sites, in a real sense may be considered
monumental and in many cases their remains show similarities of construction to

Atlantic round house structures. It is tempting therefore to regard promontory

enclosures and the Atlantic round houses not only as contemporary but as serving the
same functions in different environments. Of the areas without Atlantic round houses

discussed above, that of the Islivig and Brenish townships does have a large number of

variously-sized promontory enclosures. However, the area between Sgiogarstaigh and
North Tolstadh is devoid of both classes, and remains an obstinate blank in all periods

despite increasing levels of fieldwork.

Finally, it cannot be ruled out that the gaps in the distribution of complex Atlantic
round houses are real rather an illusion due to poor records. In this case there would be

only three groups of sites on the island, around Loch Roag, Ness and Broad Bay. There
is no evidence to support or contradict this possibility, though it is a pattern which is

broadly echoed by the modern settlement concentrations.

Over Lewis as a whole wheelhouses appear grossly under-represented, with only one

certain example at Cnip on the Bhaltos peninsula. Vast areas of machair where
wheelhouses might have been expected such as Barvas, Camas Uig, Swainbost and
North Tolstadh remain blank, though possible examples such as the one at Galson,

suggest sites may await discovery in areas of stable machair plain. Such areas have
been further stabilised by their incorporation into crofting townships, which inhibit or

retard the erosion that would reveal wheelhouses and also the Figure of 8 houses, that
sub-class of cellular structures, that seem to occupy similar locations to the
wheelhouses in the machair.



6.4.2 Distribution of burials at an island-wide level

The absence of burials of most kinds at Calanais and Garenin suggests that burials
would benefit from further investigation at the island-wide rather than local level. In

part the absence of data at the local level is due to the nature of the sites themselves,

many of which go undetected until they are revealed by erosion. The distribution of
burials recorded in the NMRS are illustrated on Figure 141 and by date on Figure 142,
those recorded during the Cea(L) survey are mapped on Figure 143 and by date on

Figure 144.

The erosion factor is particularly true of the single burials and cists that in the Bhaltos
area were found to be predominantly located in originally stable, but now eroding,
machair. While machair was absent from the GLS and WLLP survey areas, it was

covered in detail by Cea(L). That survey located cist burials, burial cairns, single
burials and a cemetery on the Barvas Machair. This complex is similar in components

to those found at the west end of Traigh na Berie, but while all of the machair areas

have extensive settlement remains none, except Barvas and Traigh na Berie, have

produced burials. This may be because at Barvas and Traigh na Berie the stabilised
machair is suffering more erosion than any of the other machair areas. Ultimately the

discovery of such sites depends entirely on luck, and the machair eroding in the right

place at the right time.

Both the NMRS and, to a lesser extent, the Cea(L) data confirm that the distributions
of burial cairns, like the standing stone distributions (see section 5.4.25.2), are in the

vicinity of the ritual landscapes at Loch Roag and Broad Bay (Henshall 1972). This is
not to say that cairn burials do not exist outwith these groups. Sporadic examples occur

along the west coast of the island, especially to the north of the Barvas machair and at

Galson.

Examination of island-wide data also confirms the hypothesis, suggested in section

5.4.3.3, that the distribution of later ecclesiastical burial grounds can only be
understood on the wider scale. While later municipal burial grounds are not recorded in
the NMRS, those earlier sites attached to chapels are (see Figure 145). Later municipal
sites are also recorded where they were encountered, in the Cea(L) archive.
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The example quoted in section 5.4.3 was that of Garenin, which has burial grounds to

either side of, but not within, the survey area. This is clearly illustrated on Figure 143
which together with Figures 145 and 146 gives some indication of the wider
distribution of such features.

As with most monument classes, the area between Mangesta and Mealista and between

Sgiogarstaigh and North Tolstadh are blanks in the distribution of burials; this is also
the case in much of South Lochs. Again in some areas this is due to a lack of

fieldwork, but others seem to have been unattractive to settlement of any phase.

6.4.2.1 Summary of the distribution of burials at an island-wide level

Examination of the distribution of burials at the island-wide level confirms many of the

hypotheses that come out of the local study in section 5.2.3.4. Some general
observations can be made about the wider distributions. Firstly, single unmarked
burials may turn up in all terrain types but are found predominantly in areas of
stabilised machair that are undergoing renewed erosion. This is of course chance, and
need say nothing about the tme distribution of such burials.

Cairns and early cist burials are found mostly in the areas of the Loch Roag complex
and Broad Bay, which have already been pointed to as extensive ritual landscapes.
Such burials have also been found sporadically along the north-west coast of the

Island, but are absent in areas where there is no record of settlement of any period.
Such is the area between area between Sgiogarstaigh and North Tolstadh which seems

completely lacking in settlement apart from a few transhumance sites.

Later ecclesiastical burials are distributed at a resolution wider than one per township.
Modern graveyards serve between two and five townships, and earlier medieval plots
associated with the Teampulls and Tighs may have covered coastal areas as large as ten

kilometres (see section 6.1.4.1 and section 6.4.3).

Almost all burial sites lie near the coast, the exceptions being those in the area around

Achmore, which is one of the few townships on Lewis not on the coast. Areas of the
coast without settlement also lack burials, this suggests that burials are located where
settlement past and present has concentrated.
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6.4.3 Distribution of communication sites at the island-wide level

Only three communications sites are recorded in the NMRS record for Lewis; two

bridges, one on Bernera and one at Miavig and the airport at Stornoway. The Cea(L)
records list eighteen sites, consisting of a mixture of bridges and trackways, for the
most part providing local access. A number of the features recorded as marine industry

might also be considered to be communications features including piers, slipways and
harbours (Figure 151).

There are important communications sites on Lewis that remain unrecorded in all the

surveys including the NMRS (Figure 147). Many of these features could also be
considered industrial in nature and include the Pentland Road, which runs from NGR:

NB 4125 3400 to NB 2670 3630 where it splits and runs to the piers at Breaclete at

NGR: NB 2080 3520 and Carloway NGR: NB 1940 4225. This road, now used as a

back route from Stornoway to the west, started out as the line for a railway designed by
Lord Leverhulme in the early 20th century to carry fish from the west coast fishing

ports to the processing industry in Stornoway. The project was never completed and
the rail bed was abandoned before the tracks were laid (Figure 147.1).

A second narrow-gauge railway was completed to run from NB 4138 3740 to Loch
Mor an Starr at NB 3970 3860, where it provided access for constmction and
maintenance for a hydro-electric generator. Rails and rolling stock survive on the route

of the line though the system is now disused (Figure 147.2).

Road and rail transport are not the traditional mainstay of mobility on the island or in
the Western Isles generally. Very few of the modern routes seem to have a long

ancestry. This is particularly the case for the road that provides access to the west from

Garynahine to Timsgarry (Figure 147.3). This road was only formalised during late
1939 at the start of World War 2, prior to which the main route west was by water

departing from the pier at Calanais Farm (Figure 147.4). One route across the island
that may be older runs past Acha Mhor. This township is located in the heart of the

island, and is one of the few inland townships seen on Lewis. It is also the site of the

only inland stone circle recorded on the island (NMRS, NB32NW 02), which must

have had routes leading to it. Both sites lie on the north side of a low wide valley that
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bisects the island from Calanais in the west to Lochs in the east providing an easy line
of communication between the two shores (Figure 147.5).

Water based transport has traditionally been the principal mode of communications on

Lewis as in the Western Isles generally. Coastal waterways have provided in the past

the quickest and easiest way to travel particularly around the west coast of the island.
The convenience of the Loch Roag waters for boat travel may be one of the reasons

that settlement has concentrated in this area. Today the journey between Calanais and
Bhaltos takes 45 minutes by car or 15 minutes in a boat (Figure 147.3-4).

Accepting that the main means of access to some areas of the island was by sea, even

until quite recently, may help archaeologists to understand communications and
therefore political divisions on the island. For example, areas of the far west of the

Island, such as Brenish, Islivig and Mealista, traditionally communicated not with

Miavig, Calanais and Carloway to the east but by boat to the south and Hushinish on

North Harris. This was certainly the case right into the early 20th century when post

was still received from the post-master in Hushinish (D Roberts pers comm) (Figure

147.6). The implication is that accepted political divisions on the island, including the
two parishes defined by Martin Martin in the seventeenth century, may have been
artifical creations having only nominal political significance with day to day services

crossing political boundaries. This should also be tempered by the knowledge that one

of the most important political considerations affecting the lives of the whole island

population, the division of the ownership of the island into multiple estate land

ownership, is a recent phenomenon. For most of the medieval and crofting phases right

up to the early 1900s, one person owned the whole of Lewis and Harris.

It is also possible that inland lochs provided major lines of communications. Today it
is possible by means of short portages to travel for more than 18 kilometres from north
to south through the interior of the island (Figure 147.7); from the south end of East
Loch Roag, along the Grimista River into the complex of lochs starting with Loch

Foaghail an Tuim and ending in Loch Langavat, a water body more than thirteen
kilometres in length. None of the portages involved are longer than 800 metres. The

problem is to find evidence that such inland routes were utilised in the past. Finds of

boats, piers or portage posts would be required. Fortunately the environment of much
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of the interior of the island, till-covered plain covered by blanket mire, is perfect for
the preservation of such timber features, especially boats. Once again only future
fieldwork can provide the answer.

6.4.4 Distribution of ecclesiastical features at the island-wide level

While ecclesiastical sites are relatively well represented within the Aird Uig survey

area, none were found at Garenin and only one, the late graveyard, is recorded at

Calanais. At Aird Uig most of the sub-classes are represented by one or two records,

making informed discussion of location factors difficult and possibly misleading.

The NMRS data, illustrated on Figure 145, may be taken to be a relatively complete
record of these features with the exception of modern churches, of which it has no

record. This is because of the largely documentary nature of the NMRS record. Many
of the initial references to these sites come from Martin Martin's Description of the
Western Islands ofScotland (1698)9; subsequent field visits, cartographic sources and

surveys have also contributed to the record.

Of the twenty-four sites listed by Martin Martin, illustrated on Figure 148, many were

also picked up in the place-name survey (see section 6.1.5), and all are marked on the
NMRS distribution. Figure 146 illustrates the sites located during the Cea(L) survey.

While this record is not as complete as that of the NMRS, especially for pre-

reformation sites (the Teampulls), it does include recent burial grounds.

As has been indicated in section 6.1.5, most of the pre-reformation sites have place-
names that can be easily recognised: especially "Teampull", "Tigh" and "Cille". These
are illustrated on Figures 125 and 126. The distributions point up the correspondence
with settlement areas. This distribution is particularly regular along the north-west

coast, where the majority of the "Teampulls" are to be found.

Martin Martin records the presence of two Parishes on the island in 1695, Barvas and Ey. He then lists
twenty-four churches with saints names that he says were "before the reformation, Sanctuaries; and if a
man had committed murder, he was then safe once within their precincts" (1698, 106). Many of these
twenty-four sites now bear the Teampull name in association with the saint's name.
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There are, however, noticeable gaps in the distribution particularly in the area around
the south end of East Loch Roag. This may be accounted for by looking at the

transport system not in terms of roads but of waterways. This would make the chapel
in Kirkibost accessible to all of the settlements on the Loch. Similarly the north end of
Great Bernera has no ecclesiastical sites, but there are two on the south-east tip of
Little Bernera and which again are easily accessible by water and lie within fifteen
minutes of population centres such as Carloway and Bhaltos (for a discussion of water

based communications see section 6.4.3).

The distribution of possible monastic sites can be established by combining the data
from the NMRS and Cea(L). NMRS records possible monastic sites at Mealista

(NMRS, NA92SE 03), Carnish (NMRS, NB03SW 07), and Ness (NMRS, NB56NW

04), the last being the hermitage on the Pigmy Isle. Cea(L) adds to these the Chapel

Tigh a' Bheannaich, at Aird Uig (NMRS, NB03NW 01), two possible monastic

promontory enclosures at Ness (NB 5123 6564 and NB 5109 6516), and the Teampull
at Chicken Head on the Eye Peninsula (NMRS, NB52NW 01). These sites have been
identified at least in part on the basis of survey visits, which have revealed remains
consistent with a community/settlement associated with the chapels themselves.

These sites for the most part have one thing in common, their apparent remoteness

from contemporary settlement. There are two exceptions, the sites on promontories at

Ness. These are in the immediate vicinity of the Eoropie township, and the general

population concentration of Ness. They are also in the immediate vicinity of four

Teampull sites. Three different views may explain this, these sites are not monastic:

they are and are part of the wider ecclesiastical concentration at Ness; or they pre-date
the settlement build up in the area. The archaeological evidence may support this final

option. These sites are promontory enclosures but with the enclosing barrier consisting
of a line of turf cells. Inside this barrier all of the features recorded on both sites are

also constructed of turf. This suggests that these sites may be earlier than those at

Mealista and Aird Uig where all of the features were constructed of stone. On the other
hand there may simply have been a shortage of building stone in the Ness area, forcing
the use of turf. As yet all of these sites remain untested by excavation so their exact

date and nature are unknown.
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6.4.4.1 Summary of the distribution of ecclesiastical features

The conclusions reached in section 5.4.11.3 were based on very little data, but are

broadly supported by what is seen at the island-wide level. The following general

points can be made on the basis of the data discussed above and the place-name
evidence (section 6.1.5). Chapel and Teampull sites are located regularly along the
north-west coast of the island, normally in association with settlement concentrations,
and are correspondingly absent where no settlement is recorded. Their spheres of
influence (or parishes) may straddle lochs such as East Loch Roag to serve areas that
have settlement but no apparent church, chapel or Teampull.

The "Teampull" name can however be used on a local level to describe any pre-Free
Church ecclesiastical site. The best example of this is the Tigh Bheannaich, which is
known locally as the Teampull. True Teampull sites are invariably located in areas of

good grazing, including crofting lands and machair, whereas sites such as the Tigh a'
Bheannaich are found in areas of till-covered plain dominated by blanket mire, and in
areas dominated by bare rock.

Monastic settlement is believed to exist in four localities, Mealista and Aird Uig, Little
Loch Roag and Bernera, The Butt of Lewis, and the Eye Peninsula. Of these the Little
Loch Roag sites are known from place-names (see section 6.1.4.2). Monastic sites are

generally in remote locations with little or no contemporary settlement nearby. They
are primarily found in areas of till-covered plain used as poor grazing and dominated

by blanket mire and only occasionally on good grazing, machair and crofts.

More recent chapels/churches are found at regular intervals around the island, always
in association with modern settlement. As with the earlier Teampulls these sites may

serve an area of up to ten kilometres radius. The island is now divided into four

parishes for administration (Uig, Barvas, Stornoway and Lochs), but each parish has
several active chapels/churches.

Burial grounds (of crofting phase and later) are occasionally found in loose association
with an active church. They tend to be located separately, outwith the townships and

they may serve an area wider than just their own township. These cemeteries are
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administered not by the Free Church but by the Western Isle Council (the unitary

authority).

6.4.5 Distribution of industrial features at the island-wide level

In general terms the distribution of industrial features may be split into two groups, the
features of local significance that are associated with crofting and pre-crofting
settlement and those of wider significance that are part of the infrastructure of the
island. Industrial sites are mapped on Figure 149 (NMRS data) and Figure 150 (Cea(L)

data).

6.4.5.1 Local industrial features and the metaiworking industry

Local industrial features include corn drying kilns, illicit stills, and mills (which are

addressed separately), all of which have been examined as part of the local assessment

(see section 5.4.14). Such sites are relatively poorly represented at the island-wide

level, not least because they are difficult to identify from the cartographic sources

examined by FESP, that comprise much of the NMRS record. The Cea(L) records are

also few, as this study did not carry out any prospection within the crofting townships.

One class of local industry that is poorly represented in the Aird Uig, Calanais and
Garenin records is smithing. None of these survey areas yielded sites that were

primarily smithies. Three Garenin sites may have been secondarily used for smithing,
excavated between 1995 and 1998, these structures are thought primarily to have been
two still houses and a re-used barn. (Burgess and Gilmour 1995; Burgess and Johnson

(Eds) 2000).

The NMRS archive includes 4 records (from the FESP study) of smithies that were

active in the 1850s, in the townships of Brenish, Einaclete on Little Loch Roag,
Shawbost and North Tolstadh (NMRS: NA92NE 02, NB12NW 05, NB24NE 33 and
NB54NW 29 respectively). Either this record is incomplete, or these smiths attracted
business from a wide area. Whichever is the case this record only represents the

smithing industry at one point in time.
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The only references to the metalwork industry before that time are sporadic and form
no coherent pattern. There is the smithing in the two illicit stills at Garenin (NB 1931
4510 and NB 1948 4510), which are thought to be medieval and post-medieval in date;
there is a site at Swainbost (NMRS, NB56SW 14) which is a chance discovery, has

only partially visible associated structures and over one hundred small furnace bases

(see section 6.4.8). Other finds include tap slag, pieces of kiln fabric and a number of

diagnostic ceramic rims. The principle visible at the site, now being eroded out of the

surrounding dunes, takes the form of an apparently linear wall formed at its basal level

by vertical slabbing. This site and the metalworking site at Guinnerso (NMRS,
NB03NW 04) are thought to be broadly contemporary in the early medieval or

medieval phases. Finally there are occasional finds in the later prehistoric phase that

point to metalworking. These include slag present in middens at Dun Borranish (Plate

11) (NMRS, NB03SE 01), the site excavated by Armit on Traigh Cnip (NB 0975

3663) (Armit and Dunwell 1992 ,137-148) and metalworking recorded in the small
cellular phase excavated at the complex Atlantic round house in Loch na Berie (D.W.

Harding pers comm).

Almost all of these sites are in machair except Guinnerso, which was excavated for
other reasons, not for its potential as a metalworking site. The suggestion is that

present understanding of the distribution of these metalworking sites is chance,

dependant on erosion or their presence on sites excavated for other reasons. The
concentration in machair is certainly misleading, this being an environment

particularly prone to erosion.

6.4.5.2 Industry at the island-wide level

Industrial sites important at the local scale are not well represented in the island-wide

distribution, where larger industries, of the kind that may be considered part of the
island's infrastructure, are widely recorded. The most noticeable sites in this group are

the brickworks (NMRS, NB53SW 08) at Garrabost and the gasworks (NMRS
NB43SW 14) and paraffin works (NMRS, NB43SW 21) which are both located in

Stornoway. It is not surprising that these major industries should be located in the
island's administrative capital as this provides access to transport, Stornoway being the

largest port on the island, and also its largest single market. The siting of the
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brickworks at Garrabost on the Eye Peninsula is presumably to do with the availability
of raw materials, as large, accessible deposits of clay are rare on the island.

Cea(L) data adds to this distribution the hydroelectric power station recorded at Gisla.

Unfortunately no other sites of this type were recorded by any of the sources so it is
not clear whether this site is unusual, providing a local service, or whether there was a

network of such sites that remains unrecorded.

Large quarries are also part of the wider island infrastructure, providing stone to

developments10. They are, however, woefully under-recorded with only two being
noted in Cea(L) and two in the NMRS. Of the Cea(L) sites, the first is at Riof (NGR:
NB 1167 3451), and is a millstone quarry of possible prehistoric origin. The second is
located at Breaclete on Bernera (NGR: NB 1612 3777), and is a general extraction site
of the post-medieval phase.

The NMRS sites are firstly the millstone quarry at Shawbost (NMRS, NB24NW 09),
believed to date to the medieval and post-medieval, and still the site of modern stone

extraction; and secondly, a possible site of extraction for the Calanais Stones (NMRS,
NB23SW 06). This is somewhat to the south-east of the quarry, thought to be for the
same purpose, recorded in the WLLP record at NB 2290 3374.

Large modern quarries are a major issue in the Hebrides causing much local debate.
So-called "super quarries" have been opened, for instance on South Harris, where little

archaeological evaluation was carried out. The impact on the archaeological resource

of such sites is potentially massive and totally destructive.

There are a number of major industrial features that are recorded as part of the marine

industry class, and are therefore are not discussed here (see section 6.4.6).

6.4.5.3 Summary of the distribution of industrial features

Industrial sites serving agriculture, including corn drying kilns and mills are, not

surprisingly, well represented at the local level sufficient for conclusions about their

Some small localised quarries have been noted, but on the whole such sites do not appear in the record. It
is the case, however, that these sites do exist, providing small scale sources of stone locally, and that they
have not been recorded in a consistent manner in any of the surveys.
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distribution and siting to be drawn (see section 5.4.14.4). Metalworking and heavy

industry are not widespread on the island, and are largely absent from the local surveys

but have been recorded where encountered in the NMRS and Cea(L) records.

Extractive industries, specifically stone, may be widespread on the island but are

poorly represented in the record. The known quarries tend to be associated with
concentrations of settlement activity of a specific phase. Most are found in areas of
bare rock and rough grazing.

Heavy industry tends to be located close to the source of raw materials. In most cases

this means Stornoway, which is the island's major port and therefore source of

imported materials, and its communications and market focus. Specific heavy industry

may be found in areas outwith Stornoway, where sources of raw material dictate

especially brick production and stone extraction.

Metalworking sites have poor archaeological visibility and tend to be recorded by
chance, either in areas of heavy erosion, or during the excavation of other types of site.
Not surprisingly most pre-crofting metalworking has been found in machair. Organised

smithing seems, on the basis of the Garenin evidence, to be an adjunct to other
activities such as stilling, and was carried out in modest structures outwith the extents

of associated settlement in unobtrusive, inconspicuous, locations that usually meant

areas of poor grazing. The combination of smithing and stilling may of course be a

"one-off' in the Garenin region, and evidence of small scale smithing was also seen in
the township during the excavations carried out in 1998, suggesting that smithing

might have occurred on a localised level within the individual crofting establishment

(Burgess and Johnson 2000).

Crofting phase smithing appears (on the basis of FESP records) to be centralised in
four locations within crofting townships. It is, however, possible that there are other
such sites unrecorded on the County Edition Ordnance Survey maps, the primary
source for FESP.
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6.4.6 Distribution of marine industry sites at the island-wide level.

The distribution of marine industry features inevitably show best over the island as a

whole in the Cea(L) survey. This distribution, illustrated on Figure 151, is as near

complete as can be expected for the whole of the island excluding the South Lochs

area, which was outwith the Cea(L) remit. This survey, being designed specifically to

identify features in the coastal zone, has produced one hundred and fourteen separate

sites around the shores of the island. These may be divided into two groups, those of
local importance such as boat nausts and fish traps, and those important for the whole
island including harbours, lighthouses and piers.

In general terms these features occur in one large concentration and several subsidiary

groups. The vast majority of these sites are located around the Loch Roag complex,
because this is the largest stretch of Lewis coastline not dominated by high sea cliffs or

machair and characterised instead by low, mostly stable rocky foreshores, punctuated
with shingle and sand beaches. This area also has most of the records of local marine
sites.

Other smaller groups occur where settlements have access to the sea, and where the
coast is not dominated by machair, as it is at Islivig/Brenish, Camas Uig and

Stornoway. Here are most of the sites distributed at a wider level.

There are large areas of settlement where there are no records of marine industry

usually where the local littoral is unsuitable for siting marine structures. This is

especially true of high sea cliffs, which prevent any sort of access to the sea and also
machair which is too unstable for the siting of most marine structures. Machair has

good access to the sea, but the distance between the eroding edge and the actual water

can be measured in hundreds or, on occasion thousands of metres. Where marine

industry is seen around machair, it tends to be located on the fringes, where more

stable land may be found and the eroding edge is closest to the water.

6.4.6.1 Local marine industry sites

This group includes sites such as boat nausts, jetties, slipways, fish traps and lobster
walls. These features are, on the whole, associated with local harvesting of marine
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resources, fish, shellfish and crustaceans. They are mostly located around the shores of
the Loch Roag complex11, where the coastline is stable, the sea is accessible and the
waters are sheltered.

These features are associated particularly with areas of settlement, and are absent from

parts of the east shore of East Loch Roag around the township of Tolstadh Choalais12

only because the Cea(L)survey specifically excluded those parts of the coast where
crofts run down to the shore. Other, smaller concentrations of marine sites do occur

where access to the shore can be gained close to settlement. A typical example of this
is at Aird Uig, where high sea cliffs dominate much of the shore, but the township
itself is situated on a small bay with access to the sea. Within this bay several boat
nausts have been recorded.

6.4.6.2 Marine industry sites at the island level

At the island level marine industry sites include lighthouses, harbours, piers, shipyards,
smoke-houses and Life Boat stations. Distribution of these features only makes sense

at the island level, while the Life Boat Station looks to a national distribution. Most of

these infrastructure sites are located on the island where they are particularly required.

Harbours are found almost exclusively on the east coast where natural anchorages are

scarce. Main examples are at Port of Ness, Stornoway and Port Mholair on the Eye
Peninsula. On the west coast, where natural anchorages abound, piers are used for the

berthing of larger ships. These may be seen at Miavig, Breasclete and Carloway. In the

past all three had large coastal fishing fleets that took advantage of the sheltered

anchorages in the area.

Lighthouses are sited around the coast of Lewis wherever a particular threat is posed to

navigation by coastal hazards. They are located at Aird Liamashader, the Butt of

Lewis, Rubha an T-Siumpain13 on the Eye Peninsula and at Arnish to the south of

Stornoway Bay. While all these sites are now automatic, only that at Aird Liamashader
was originally designed to be so, the rest being typical of late Victorian lighthouses

The Loch Roag complex includes; Little Loch Roag, Loch Roag, East Loch Roag, Loch Barraglom and all
of the shores of Great and Little Bernera.

12 Pronounced Tol sta Hoo lish.
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with attached complexes of houses for the keeper and assistants. These sites are located
on headlands, high cliffs and in areas of heavy sea traffic.

The Life Boat station, part of a national distribution of such features, is located in

Stornoway where it can serve the Minch, one of the busiest stretches of coastal waters

in Scotland. Also in Stornoway are two Marine Fabrication Yards, one building and

repairing trawlers and one specialising in oil rig construction. Not surprisingly these
features are located in the island's largest port.

Smoke-houses are recorded in only one location on the island, at Brenish, in the far
south-west of Uig. This township is known to have had a fleet of as many as thirty
boats even at the turn of the century (D Roberts pers comm), and there was an active

smoking industry supporting this fleet. The buildings are located on common ground
outwith the township (NA 9842 2557), by the natural bay that was used for mooring
the fleet. It is likely that many of the small fleets around the coast of the island had
access to similar features, and it is possible that others have been misclassified as

blackhouses as there is a resemblance between the two types of building. Commercial
smoke-houses are also known to have existed in Stornoway, though none are recorded
in any of the surveys examined here.

The final category of marine industrial feature is that of wrecks. A number of these
have been recorded around the coast of Lewis, and they can occur anywhere. Normally

they come ashore in the inter-tidal and foreshore zones of places where craft are

regularly anchored and moored. Good examples of iron wrecks can be seen in the east
end of the Kyles of Little Bernera (NGR NB 1526 4004). Wooden wrecks can be seen

around many of the natural harbours of Lewis including Breaclete, Bragar, Stornoway
and Croir.

6.4.6.3 Summary of the distribution of marine industry features

The conclusions drawn about the distribution of marine industry features in Chapter 5

(see section 5.4.15.1) are largely confirmed by the evidence discussed above. But these

In English Tuimpan Head, this is pronounced Rue_a an Tuem_pan.
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wider distributions do fill in those areas which could not be satisfactorily considered at

the local level. The following general observations arise from the wider distributions.

Sub-classes including slipways, jetties, boat nausts, fish traps, fishing stances etc. are

located primarily in areas of low rocky foreshore which are punctuated by shingle

bays. On Lewis this means much of the Loch Roag complex, and very few other
locations. These features are located in the vicinity of settlement and are rarely, if ever,

found in machair zones.

Artificial harbours are found where no natural harbours exist, and also where large

fishing fleets survive. These are almost exclusively on the east coast of Lewis, though
there is an extensive harbour at Kirkibost on Bernera where a relatively large fishing
fleet still moors. Piers are found in areas where there are good natural anchorages,

being built to provide access to the shore for larger craft. These features are primarily
found on the island's west coast where natural harbours abound.

Major marine construction sites such as ship and rig fabrication yards are found in
those larger ports, which can provide the services and manpower to support the

industry. In the case of Lewis this means Stornoway. While similar industries such as

fishing boat construction may have previously existed elsewhere on Lewis, particularly
in the area of Ness, no remains of such boat yards were recorded.

Safety utility sites including lighthouses and lifeboat stations are distributed around the
coast of Scotland as need requires. In the case of Lewis, the lifeboat has always been
located in Stornoway to serve primarily the shipping in the Minch. Lighthouses are

found in prominent locations, their position dictated by hazards such as headlands and
reefs where major sea lanes pass close to the shore. In practice this usually means away

from settlement on poor grazing or bare rock.

Evidence of processing industries, such as smoke-houses, and scarce, is located
outwith townships, near a natural harbour or pier. Smoke-houses may easily be
mistaken for a small cluster of blackhouses. A number of structures were recorded as

part of the Cea(L) that could not be certainly classified, for the most part constructed in
a similar fashion to blackhouses, but also to the smoke-houses recorded at Brenish.
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They were built apart from settlement, whether crofting or pre-crofting, mostly as

single structures in the coastal zone. Smoke-houses are also known to exist in

Stornoway but these are larger and more commercial in nature and similar to those
recorded by the RCAHMS in Wick in Caithness (Hay and Stell 1986, 25-30). On
Lewis and in the Western Isles as a whole they have yet to be recorded in any detail.

Finally wrecks and hulks may be located anywhere on the foreshore or in the inter-tidal
zone around the island, but are usually seen in areas where boats are traditionally

anchored, including sandy bays and natural and artificial harbours.

6.4.7 Distribution of military features at a regional level

At the local level the only military site recorded was the RAF transmitter base at Aird

Uig (NGR NB 0480 3895). Inevitably modern military sites owe their distribution to

national defence considerations and political need, and it is necessary to examine the
whole of Lewis to gain some notion of their distribution. All but two of the features
recorded in this work are coastal and thus appear in the Cea(L) record and all of the
sites are illustrated on Figure 152.

All but nine records of military sites fall in the Stornoway area, logically placed there
to provide defence (at various periods) to the island's administrative capital and

primary port, and more recently to the airport. This distribution is part of the wider
national pattern of such sites.

Sites included in this group are two coastal batteries and their associated bunkers and
structures. One is located to the north of Stornoway on Broad Bay (NGR, NB 4510

3565), and one to the south at Arnish (NMRS, NB43SW 27). Also of the same period
are several glider/landing craft traps that survive on the sandy shoreline to the north of

Stornoway around Holm Island.

Of a different date, but performing essentially the same function are the records of the
location of three possible forts that date to the Cromwellian occupation of Stornoway

during the middle of the 17th century (NMRS; NB43SW 10, NB43SW 09 and NB 4375
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3208). These sites are located in and to the north-east of Stornoway, and in two cases

have surviving structural features including fragmentary turf ramparts. The
Cromwellian garrisons arrived in Stornoway in 1653 and were forced to retreat in 1654
after receiving heavy losses in battles with the local clans for the control of Stornoway

(MacDonald 1978, 34-35).

Of the sites located outwith Stornoway, three are modern, including the RAF base at

Aird Uig (see section 5.4.17), a post-war transmitter at Swainbost (NGR: NB 5080

6380) and a pillbox at Breasclete (NGR: NB 2119 3517). It is known that other
transmitter sites remain to be recorded on Lewis and have so far escaped a survey

remit. As yet the only pillbox outwith the Stornoway area is the one at Breasclete.
These features are likely to be found on hilltops and in coastal locations to control

route-ways and feasible landing sites, within and away from settlement.

The remaining five sites are all the locations of "castles". As in only one of these cases

are there surviving remains, it is difficult assess these records gleaned from the NMRS.
It is likely they refer to medieval strongholds or tower houses. These are all prominent
locations adjacent to modern settlement concentrations with access to the sea, at Upper

Carloway (NMRS, NB24SW 09), Shawbost (NMRS, NB24NW 01), South Dial

(NB46SE 06), Stornoway (NMRS, NB43SW 06) and Loch Seaforth (NGR: NB 2840

1645). The Stornoway site stood until 1653 when it was dismantled during the
Cromwellian occupation (MacDonald 1978, 34-35). The remains of this site may still
be seen, in the ground of the Lewes Castle College on the south side of Stornoway.
Martin Martin records that the "castle at Stornvay village was destroyed by the English

garrison, kept there by Oliver Cromwell" (1898, 90).

The only one of these sites which is not close to a major settlement concentration is
that at Loch Seaforth. This, too, is the only one not recorded by the NMRS from

documentary sources and has the only surviving upstanding remains. Its very survival

may be due to its remote location.
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6.4.7.1 Summary of the distribution of military sites

As was highlighted in the discussion of these sites in Chapter 5 (section 5.4.17), the

majority of military features owe their siting to national considerations. The exceptions
are "castles", whose siting has and island, rather than a local, significance. On the basis
of the evidence discussed some general observations can be made.

Military sites of the modern phase, such as anti-aircraft batteries and coastal defence
batteries, are primarily located to defend the regional political and administrative
centre, Stornoway. The same can be said of the military remains associated with the
short Cromwellian occupation of the island. Outwith Stornoway the majority of
modern military features relate to transmission stations, which are located on

prominent hills and high sea cliffs and are not necessarily associated with crofting
settlement.

Pillboxes and other coastal defence features are scarce, though they may still remain to

be discovered in areas that provide good landing for gliders or landing craft; this
includes particularly the machair zones. During the Second World War Lewis and the
Western Isles were a restricted zone for security and travel purposes, acknowledging
the fact that the islands presented unique opportunities for clandestine landings and
were difficult to police and defend.

Castle sites occupy prominent locations in the larger centres of population, having

nearby access to the sea. These features are now mostly invisible, having been

completely destroyed or dismantled. If ail the recorded sites are contemporary then the
sites may represent the centres of local clan government and administration during the
medieval phase up to, and immediately after, the Cromwellian occupation.

6.4.8 Distribution of stray finds at an island-wide level

Stray finds by definition are products of chance, and their distribution will therefore

say more about factors which turn and erode the soil, such as development, cultivation
and aeolian erosion, than about the finds themselves. Certainly at the local level
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(section 5.4.23) stray finds were too few for meaningful comment, inviting further

investigation at the island wide level.

Both Cea(L) and NMRS have extensive records of stray finds. The NMRS records,
illustrated on Figure 153 and by date on Figure 154 are formed entirely from

bibliographic and other sources emanating from the research body at large, and only

represents the extent of the published record to 1997. The Cea(L) data illustrated on

Figure 155, and by date on Figure 156 includes some of the NMRS records but for the
most part consists of finds located during fieldwork in 1996.

As these two sources are so different, the composite record is more complete than
could be offered by either on its own. NMRS records include finds brought to light by

agriculture, in fieldwalking and by erosion. The Cea(L) data is primarily the product of

fieldwalking the eroding coastline and covered both settled and empty areas of the
island.

The results provide a clear picture of the general distribution of stray finds. The NMRS
data suggests that they tend to come to light in three main locations: within crofting

townships, especially through agriculture; in the vicinity of townships, in peat-cutting
areas and thirdly in areas prone to erosion where archaeological visibility is

heightened, especially machair zones. Inevitably areas of high sea cliffs and stable
coastlines have produced few stray finds, except where disturbed by crofting activities.
Erosion in such circumstances can be catastrophic with features lost to the sea almost
as fast as they are revealed.

Three blank spots in the general distribution are noted from the NMRS data: Little
Loch Roag and the coast between there and Earshader; the area between Sgiogarstaigh
and North Tolstadh; and the south half of Lochs Parish. The first two are also blanks in

the Cea(L) record.

In the case of Sgiogarstaigh to North Tolstadh this is easily explained, as this area has
been pointed to in several sections above as one devoid of permanent settlement in any

phase. It is dominated by vast tracts of uncut peat and high sea cliffs, and without any

human activity stray finds are unlikely to turn up.
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The blank in the area of Little Loch Roag and Earshader is harder to explain, but may

in part be down to the stability of the coastline here, and in part to the lack of
settlement on the loch's east shore extending all the way around to Earshader. After the

Sgiogarstaigh to North Tolstadh stretch of coast, this is one of the most remote and
least used parts of the islands coastal strip. The Cea(L) survey has nothing to say about
the Lochs blank, as its remit only ran to the northern edge of this part of the island. In
this case, however, the void is more likely to be due to the lack of prospecting survey

in the south Lochs Parish.

Stray finds may be divided into two groups, firstly objects of a variety of compositions,
and secondly middens, defined on the basis of the materials they contain. An obvious
difference between them is that objects may well not be in situ, they may have been
lost, misplaced, dropped or re-deposited and without excavation their context and

relationship to other archaeological features will remain unknown. Whereas middens,
are usually in situ, and can be tested (for example by means such as thin section

analysis) to establish whether any re-deposition has occurred. This makes it easier to

evaluate the context of middens, and their relationship to associated structures and
other archaeological evidence.

In general the objects fall into seven composition group: ceramics, chipped stone,

polished stone, metal, wood, bone and other organic finds such as cloth, butter and
leather. In many cases, individual finds remain undated, especially the ceramics, where
so much of the material is undiagnostic. Others, however, can at last be broadly dated,
for example chipped stone and polished stone artefacts are largely early prehistoric,
and metal finds which may be dated on their form and metal, frequently belonging to

the early prehistoric, later prehistoric and Norse phases.

Ceramic finds have mostly come from the coastal strip of Lewis and in some cases are

sufficiently diagnostic to indicate medieval or later prehistoric activity, or less

frequently the Norse and early prehistoric phases.

Chipped and polished stone finds, mostly stone axes, belong to the early prehistoric

phase. These occur in three main groups centred on Loch Roag, Ness and Broad Bay.
Of these concentrations, the Loch Roag record is dominated by chipped stone finds;
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the Ness area by polished stone finds, while the Broad Bay area has an even mixture of
both. There are finds of stone artefacts outwith these three concentrations, mostly in
machair but also in crofts.

The patterns seen in this distribution are broadly in keeping with what has emerged
from the distribution patterns of relevant types of sites, such as burial cairns and

standing stones. The group of finds in the Ness area is, however, poorly matched by
site evidence, with only two stone settings, one standing stone and no associated
burials being recorded in the vicinity (see sections 6.4.2 and 6.4.9). One simple

explanation for this might be the concentration of modern settlement in the area. This
is likely to have lead to the destruction of much of the earlier landscape while

increasing the number of stray finds coming to light due to agricultural activities.

Metal finds are mostly concentrated in the area around Ness and the machair strip

immediately to the south-west. This concentration of finds extends from the early/late

prehistoric, including two bronze hoards (NMRS, NB56SW 06, and NB46SE 01)

through to sites that are potentially Norse or early medieval in phase including the

large iron-working site on Swainbost Machair (NMRS, NB56SW 14). This
concentration lends weight to the impression there was a third large centre of early

prehistoric activity around the Ness area.

Wood and bone artefacts remain largely undated except for the few specifically

diagnostic types such as bone combs. Both only occur in environments conducive to

their preservation, bone primarily in the machair where the alkalinity of the sand

preserves the calcium in the find, and wood in peat. In contrast bone finds are absent
from peat areas because the acidity of the peat attacks the calcium of the bone causing
the material to break down. The acidic anaerobic conditions of the peat blanket mire

preserves wood excellently, and finds include wood chips dating back to the Holocene.
Finds such as the Achmore Log (NB02SW 17) which was C14 dated subsequent to its
excavation to 3040-1270 BC (Historic Scotland 1997) are preserved in pristine
condition. Wood survives less often in machair where free-draining alkalinity
constitutes a more inimical environment, drying and bleaching any surviving remains.
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There are other organic finds which survive well in peat including, reportedly, bog

bodies14, though none have as yet been recorded in the NMRS. But the NMRS include
one instance of "bog butter" (NMRS, NB45NW 8) and an unidentified wool and
leather object from a peat cutting known as the Sheshader "thing", now believed to be
a boot or sock from the early prehistoric (C Knott pers comm. NMRS, NB53SW 12).

Middens normally have a low archaeological visibility, and tend to come to light

primarily in areas of high erosion. They are distributed around most of the coast of

Lewis, generally in machair areas where the archaeological visibility is high and the
contents (usually shell and bone) better preserved.

On the basis of the survey work carried out to date, four main midden types have been
identified: shell middens, kitchen middens (usually containing shell, bone, organic
remains and ash), middens with ceramics (a classification from the NMRS), and
unclassified middens. This last type represents the majority of the records in the
NMRS archive, whereas most of the Cea(L) examples are kitchen middens. The

majority are unexcavated and undated, and those that have been excavated are parts of

larger sites, such as the Norse middens at Bostadh Beach15 (Neighbour and Burgess

1996).

While the date of these features is largely unknown, it should be remembered that
much of the earliest prehistoric coastline is now submerged by up to five metres. This
would suggest that most of the Mesolithic-Neolithic coastal settlement now lie beneath
the modern low water mark. The temptation to date middens that predominantly
consist of shell to the early prehistoric is high, but should be avoided as shellfish

exploitation has always been intense on Lewis. One shell midden, at the west end of

Traigh na Berie (NMRS, NB35NE 02), has been sampled for dating as it is located in
the same general area as the scatter of microlithic flints recorded on the beach by
Lacaille (1937) but which is now lost. There is thus a possibility that it could relate to

Mesolithic activities in the area.

Rumours persist that a body, potentially of medieval date, is still being held in a mortuary freezer in
Inverness after its discovery in peat cuttings near Ness. Pathologists in Inverness are said to be unsure who
is responsible for the remains and who should fund their examination.
The later prehistoric structures at Bostadh were sealed by a midden associated with the fragmentary
remains of a stone long house thought to be Norse in date. The midden contained shell, bones, ash,
ceramics and fragments of a soapstone bowl.



6.4.8.1 Summary of the distribution of stray finds

The records of stray finds discussed above broadly supports the data seen at local level
and discussed in section 5.4.23. Stray finds in the material groups are well-represented
over the whole island allowing for some general observations to be made.

The location and distribution of small finds is entirely chance. Such finds will normally
have no archaeological visibility and depend on artificial or natural disturbance of the

ground, as in agriculture or erosion, for their discovery. The majority of finds have
therefore come from machair, from the townships or in blanket mire subject to peat

cutting. Because these are agencies concentrated mostly in coastal areas (within one

kilometre of the coastline) stray finds are nearly all coastal. The one exception to this
are the finds made at Achmore, one of the few crofting townships in the island's
interior.

Blank areas in the distribution, reflect general lack of settlement or erosion agencies,
but the absence of stray finds in Lochs Parish is probably due to the lack of prospecting

survey within the area.

Ceramics are found around much of the coastline, but often are insufficiently

diagnostic to permit dating. Chipped and polished stone finds believed to be early

prehistoric occur mainly in three areas; Loch Roag, Ness and Broad Bay with more

sporadic finds elsewhere.

Early prehistoric metalworking is mostly concentrated in the vicinity of Ness where the

majority of metal working finds of other periods also focus. This may be chance,
however ;as finds can occur almost anywhere on the island, particularly in the machair.

Bone artefacts have mostly been found in machair but only because that is where bone
survives best. Wood and other organic artefacts on the other hand usually come from
the peat mire that preserves them so well.

Discoveries of middens generally depend on erosion so they are seen mostly in
machair. Early prehistoric middens are likely to lie below low water mark, or in the
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inter-tidal zone, along with much of the other settlement evidence that dates to the late
Mesolithic and Neolithic of the island.

6.4.9 Distribution of souterrains at an island-wide level

Nine souterrains have been recorded on Lewis in the NMRS archive and no additional

sites have come to light in any of the local surveys or Cea(L). Their distribution is
illustrated on Figure 157 in combination with all the pre-reformation ecclesiastical

sites, for reasons which are discussed below.

Souterrains by their nature tend to be chance finds and their distribution over the island
as a whole sheds little further light on what was deduced at the local level. As was

indicated in section 5.4.24 in considering the examples in Uig and Bhaltos survey

areas, souterrains are recorded almost exclusively in machair areas as chance
discoveries due to erosion. The one exception is the site at Sgiogarstaigh (NMRS
NB56SW 10) which is recorded as being located on till-covered plain dominated by
blanket mire. This is a intimation that the distribution of souterrains as known is

largely meaningless, merely a product of chance, as sites are likely to exist
undiscovered on the "blacklands". On the other hand their construction could have

focused in machair areas because that is where they could most easily be built.

The distribution presented on Figure 157 combines souterrains and pre-reformation
ecclesiastical sites because, as has been noted above all, the souterrains recorded on

Lewis have been found in the immediate vicinity of one or more chapels or monastic
settlements. The exception again is the site at Sgiogarstaigh, though this general area is
one of intensive ecclesiastical activity, and there may be an undiscovered ecclesiastical
site somewhere in the immediate vicinity.

The juxtapositions include the souterrain at Mealista (NMRS, NA92SE 02), in the
immediate vicinity of the monastic settlement known as the Tigh nan Cailleachan
Dubha (NMRS, NA92SE 03). Of four sites recorded on the Bhaltos peninsula, one

(NMRS, NB13NW 04) is in the vicinity of Teampull Berie (NB13NW 04) though its

religious nature is uncertain (Armit 1992b, 48), while the remaining three sites
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(NMRS, NB03NE 03,16 and 17) are all in the immediate vicinity of Teampull Bhaltos

(NMRS, NB03NE 02).

The site recorded at Ness on the Swainbost Machair (NMRS, NB56SW 01) is located

immediately adjacent to Teampull Pheadair (NMRS, NB56SW 02) and Teampull
Thomas (NMRS, NB56SW 04), and finally the two sites located at Gress (NMRS,
NB44SE 04 and 09) are placed close to Teampull Amblaigh16 (NMRS, NB44SE 03).

On the other hand not all pre-reformation ecclesiastical sites have souterrains in their

vicinity. But while the sample of sites is to small to test statistically if the relationship
is meaningful or chance, there is a possibility that the Lewis souterrain is somehow
connected to the early medieval and medieval Church.

With the exception of the final phases of Cnip, which Armit interprets as a souterrain

(Armit 1996d, 168), no other example has been examined by archaeologists in recent

times. Most like, those at Gress (Liddle, 1875) were recorded in the Victorian era,

subsequently became inundated with sand and have not been seen since.

Other than the site at Tungadale on Skye (Armit 1996d, 132), one other excavated site
in the Hebrides may be comparable. This is the site at Killellan Farm on Islay which,
like the Lewis sites, was smaller than many of the souterrains of southern and eastern

Scotland. It was dug into a roundhouse settlement and then sealed with rich midden

deposits of the early medieval period. This site, too, lies close (within 500 metres) to a

pre-reformation chapel and also to the site of a holy well (C.B. Burgess pers comm).
Publication is imminent (A. Richie, forthcoming)

While the juxtaposition of souterrains and Teampull sites may be purely chance a

variety of explanations could be offered for their relationship. If souterrains were early
medieval and medieval and were broadly contemporary with the Teampulls it could be
that they served the ecclesiastical establishments as retreats and refuges, as areas for

storage or as secret or secluded shrines.

However, later prehistoric ceramics have been found in the vicinity of many

souterrains, which could point to a chronology more in accord with the evidence from
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other parts of Scotland. In this case were the Churches specifically sited to be close to
the souterrains? This would suggest two possibilities; that the souterrains were

structures the early church found useful, to serve functions suggested above, or that

they or earlier structures associated with the souterrains, represented whatever

indigenous prevailing beliefs that existed and which might be "usurped" or "cancelled
out" by the construction of a Christian church on or close to the same site. This process

was widespread amongst early Christians throughout Europe, and in much the same

way prehistoric menhirs were carved with crosses in Brittany, France and dolmens
were converted to chapels on the Iberian Peninsular. Also in Portugal there are

recorded examples where Moorish Islamic mosques were re-used as catholic churches,
as the writer has observed.

6.4.9.1 Summary of the distribution of souterrains

Whereas there were too few souterrains in the survey areas examined in Chapter 5 to

permit meaningful discussion their distribution across the island as a whole, though

sparse does provide a more useful insight. The majority have been found in machair (8
out of 9 or 89%), with the one exception to this, the site at Sgiogarstaigh, in blanket
mire. It is uncertain whether this pattern is meaningful, because souterrains have no

archaeological visibility and depend for their discovery on erosion and chance.
Machair areas more than any other terrain are constantly eroding and shifting,

providing opportunity for such chance finds.

The majority of souterrains are also found in the immediate vicinity of pre-reformation
ecclesiastical sites. But again the sample is too small to know for sure whether this

juxtaposition is meaningful or pure chance. There are ecclesiastical sites in eroding
machair where no souterrains are known, so the link remains uncertain. However

during 1998 two further sites came to light where a similar juxtaposition was noted: the

chapel on Eilean Colum Cille lies within 100 metres of a possible souterrain (observed

by the writer), and excavations for drainage at Teampull Eoin in Bragar are also said to

have revealed a "stone lined passage" up to 2 metres below the surface of the peat

(John "Brownie" Smith pers comm). Both add further weight to the juxtaposition
without however helping to explain its meaning,

Teampull Amblaigh is also known as St Aula's Church in the NMRS record.
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On the basis of the limited evidence available on Lewis and elsewhere in the Hebrides

it seems that these Western Isles souterrains differ in important aspects from those
found in the remainder of Scotland.. They tend to be smaller, shorter and straighter,
without the characteristic "banana" curved plan typical especially of eastern and
southern souterrains. The latter also normally do not occur in machair or dune systems

and are frequently found by aerial survey in intensively cultivated areas.

6.4.10 The distribution of standing stones and rock markings at an island-wide
level

These classes were relatively well represented at the local level by the Calanais

Complex (see section 5.4.25), but were absent in both of the other two survey areas

examined in Chapter 5. The evidence from the island as a whole was examined here to

determine whether there is any truth in the hypothesis which emerged at the local level

(section 5.4.25.2) that such sites are primarily associated, on Lewis, with large ritual

landscapes like that at Calanais. The distributions of standing stones and carvings are

illustrated on Figure 158 (NMRS data) and Figure 159 (Cea(L) data.

Both distributions display a concentration of standing stones in the Loch Roag area.

The NMRS record shows a concentration mostly around the south end of East Loch

Roag (including south-east Bernera) in the immediate vicinity of Calanais Township
which consists of stone alignments/avenues, stone circles and also several chambered
tombs. Cea(L) on the other hand, by virtue of its very nature, focusing on the coastal

strip, has its sites mostly around the shores of Great Bernera, in the centre of the Loch

Roag complex. These include two stone circles on the south-west coast of the island

(NMRS, NB13SE 02, and NB 1447 3456), five single standing stones found around
the centre and the north of the island and on the south shore, two cup-marked rocks

(NMRS, NB13SE 08 and 11).

The NMRS records from the rest of the island are also mainly coastal, one remarkable

group being that at Baile an Truisseil. This group includes the stone Clach an Truisseil
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(NMRS, NB35SE 01) and two stone circles (NMRS, NB35SE 02 and 13) with a

standing stone (NMRS, NB35SE 03) to the east.

The landscape around Broad Bay has three stone circles, but this represents no more of
a concentration than the background "noise" seen around much of the rest of the
island. But while Broad Bay lacks an abundance of standing stones, it does have a

concentration of burial cairns (section 6.4.2). It is possible that this concentration in
burials is genuinely significant or merely a function of this area being the most densely

populated on the whole of Lewis, with all that this means for more intensive

agriculture and a developed and heightened awareness of archaeological remains.

To the east and south-east of Broad Bay around the north edge of Stornoway and at

Achmore five more stone settings have been identified. This group of sites seems, at

least in part, to bridge the gap between the Calanais and the Broad Bay landscapes.
What is not clear, however, is whether they form part of one or the other. An
alternative explanation would be that these sites link the two previously identified

groups, Calanais and Broad Bay, together to form one overall landscape. These

standing stones also represent the only inland records of such sites, being located on

the northern slopes of the valley that links the west and east shores of the island,

providing a natural routeway across the island (section 6.4.3).

6.4.10.1 Summary of the distribution of standing stone and carved rock features

The distributions discussed above broadly support the theories thrown up by the local
evidence (section 5.4.25) suggesting that many of these sites seem to relate to major
ritual landscapes. Sporadic examples occur in other areas around the coast, but sites in
the interior such as those at Achmore are rare.

Cup-marked rocks are found only in the Loch Roag area, though this may be a function
of inadequate fieldwork in other parts of the island. Known examples have a coastal
distribution but again this may say more about fieldwork than the distribution of cup-

marked rocks, since similar features have been seen by the author on an inland site on

Harris at Dun Bhuraig (NCR NG 0335 9401).
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A small fragment area in the region of Baile an Truisseil township is noteworthy for its
concentration of two circles and two prominent single stones. Whether there are more

sites to be found in this area, and whether it was a separate ritual landscape like those
at Calanais and Broad Bay is unclear. Finally, the possibility that the "separate"

landscapes identified above, and in Section 5.4.25, might actually be fragments of one

overarching landscape should be considered. Neolithic, and early prehistoric

landscapes in general, have become extensively masked on Lewis by the growth of

peat and the rise in sea level as well as subsequent prehistoric and historic

development. What remains of the standing stone distribution may equally represent
their true distribution, or only fragments of a much wider cohesive landscape.

Certainly, if the discovery due to peat cutting and the subsequent excavations of
Achmore Stone Circle are anything to go by, many more megalithic sites might lie
undiscovered under the peat.

6.4.11 The distribution of settlement mounds at the island level

The consideration of settlement mounds in the three survey areas (section 5.4.26.1)

pointed up their small numbers in coastal areas compared to those recorded in similar

surveys in South Uist (Parker Pearson and Sharpies 1994). The NMRS records no

examples of settlement mounds though there may be a problem of terminology. Sites
such as the Norse mounds identified by Armit on Traigh na Berie (1992b) are included
in the record but under headings such as "Settlement and Stray finds" (NMRS
NB13NW 04).

The distribution of settlement mounds over Lewis as a whole (Figure 160) is drawn

solely from Cea(L) data. Thirty sites are mapped most of them undated. As with those
recorded in the three survey areas the Cea(L) sites are located in two kinds of terrain,
the first being machair. These sites are more likely to be dated as they are eroding and

revealing their material culture. Such sites include Mangesta Machair (NB 0049 3013,
NB 0091 3094 and NB 0032 3157), Traigh na Berie (NMRS NB13NW 04 and NB
1066 3546), Barvas Machair (NB 3488 5170), Tolstadh Sands (NB 5390 5120, NB
5349 4970 and NB 5457 4793) and at Broad Bay (NB 4418 3523).
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Secondly, there are mounds on more stable terrain, typically till-covered plain, both on

good and poor grazing; these sites are largely undated, none having been excavated
and none having produced dateable surface finds. Typically they occur where the coast

is not dominated by high sea cliffs, for example small concentrations on the southern
half of Bernera, around the south end of Little Loch Roag, and immediately to the
north of Tolstadh sands. These locations all have low stable coastal edges and good
access to the sea.

Yet there are large areas of the coast devoid of settlement mounds, particularly in the

north-west, between Ness and North Tolstadh and between Tolstadh and Broad Bay.
With the exception of the Ness to North Tolstadh stretch these are all populated areas

with long settlement records. They are, however, all areas that are dominated by high
sea cliffs with little or no access to the sea.

Several machair areas are also devoid of settlement mounds, notably Camas Uig and
the Swainbost Machair. There is no immediate explanation for these blanks in the
record, but it may simply be a matter again of terminological confusion and the miss-

interpretation of fragmentary sites eroding out of the sand.

6.4.10.1 Summary of the distribution of settlement mounds

Section 5.4.26.1 recognises the fact that too few coastal settlement mounds are known
to draw sensible conclusions. Over the island as a whole the data is also too sparse to

answer vital questions about the location factors, relationships with other sites and

chronology.

Settlement mounds are found both in machair and areas of low, eroding coastlines with

good access to the sea. While they occur most often in machair not all machair areas

have settlement mounds. To what extent they occur in the interior of the island is
unclear. The Cea(L) survey, by virtue of its remit contributes nothing to this question,
and none were recorded in the NMRS, which only leaves the group of sites recorded in
the WLLP survey (Chapter 5) as examples of settlement mounds in the interior.

Settlement mounds are found only in areas with other settlement past and present and
this is why there are none recorded along the coast between Sgiogarstaigh and North
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Tolstadh. This coast is dominated by high cliffs, and even though these are punctuated

by several small bays this is generally an area inimical to settlement. Clearly settlement
mounds have a very low archaeological visibility potential and are easily removed by

agencies such as agriculture. This explains why so often they have been found in
machair and why this may have produced a misleading impression of their distribution.
Where settlement mounds have been dated it is usually on the basis of surface finds,
with all of the inherent problems that that throws up. Many are believed to be of Norse
or early prehistoric phase, but the dating criteria employed by field teams have been
"rule-of-thumb" at best. Aceramic sites have tended to be assigned to the early

prehistoric, whereas Norse examples can be more confidently dated on the basis of
their pottery. So unforthcoming is the settlement pottery on the island, however, that
small assemblages taken to be later prehistoric or early medieval could equally be

medieval, or vice-versa.

This problem applies to much of the Western Isles, and should be born in mind when

considering the prolific settlement mounds of South Uist. It is acute on Lewis where
the hand-made tradition of plain pottery of the simplest kind continued right up to the
1930s, and can be indistinguishable from prehistoric material. In fact only one site can

be firmly dated to the Norse phase on Lewis, and that is the mound located at the

eroding edge of the Broad Bay mud flats (NGR NB 4418 3523), and this is dated not

so much from its pottery as from other diagnostic artefacts including whetstones and
bone comb fragments.

6.5 The Survey of promontory enclosures

While promontory enclosures were found to be fairly numerous in the three surveys,

particularly in the Garenin and Aird Uig areas, the Cea(L) survey gave a much wider

insight into the variety, morphology and distribution of these sites. Eighty were

recorded during in the Cea(L) survey, of which seventy-two have been confirmed as

definite sites and are mapped by date on Figure 161. The remaining eight sites are

more likely to be natural and cultivation features.
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Promontory enclosures were chosen for further work during 1997, because even

though they were relatively numerous, little was known about their morphological

range, distribution and purpose. Prior to 1997 promontory enclosures were thought to
be of little importance in the archaeology of Lewis, which had thirteen recorded

examples out of only twenty sites known in the whole of the Western Isles (Armit
1992a, 94). Lamb similarly dismissed the Western Isles, in his examination of

promontory forts around the whole country, as he did not even mark Lewis as an area

where promontory forts are found (1980).

Only two promontory enclosures have been excavated in the whole of the west coast of
Scotland and the Outer Hebrides; Berie_Garenin (NB 1985 4485) and Gob Eirer

(NMRS, NB03SW 21) (Figure 8) on Lewis, dug in 1995 and 1996 as part of the GLS
and ULS project. The results were inconclusive at Garenin but produced evidence of
Norse occupation at Gob Eirer. Unfortunately the Gob Eirer site is unrepresentative of

promontory enclosures and not like any other Lewis sites, even other probable Norse

examples such as Rubha Shildinish (NB 43SE 01).

The detailed re-examination of all of the promontory enclosures on Lewis undertaken

during the summer of 1997 suggests that thirteen types of site can be recognised. The

general distribution (Figure 161) covers much of the coastline of Lewis. Gaps occur for
two reasons, in particularly inhospitable areas which lack settlement of any kind, and
of course on those stretches of coast without suitable promontories, headlands or

stacks. Areas without settlement are those which keep cropping up in this study,

notably Sgiogarstaigh to North Tolstadh where there are many suitable sites but the
settlement potential is nil.

There are two areas that lack suitable promontories, both of which have extensive
settlement records of other types. The first is Little Loch Roag and the southern end of
East Loch Roag which is dominated by a low, eroding rocky foreshore, and secondly
the stretch of coastline between Bm and North Galson including Barvas Machair. This
area is similarly unsuitable, as it is dominated by soft eroding cliffs up to five metres

high formed mostly of glacial till and sand layers, and lacking promontories that could

easily or safely be barred (Burgess and Church 1997).



In general the sites can be seen to fall into five areas:

Area 1, Brenish, Islivig and Camas Uig (17 sites), typified by high eroding
sea cliffs with a mixture of high and low promontories, and several

knife-edge stacks. The north end of this area includes Camas Uig. The
blank area around Air Uig separates this area from area 2.

Area 2, Bernera and the Loch Roag complex (12 sites), typified by low

eroding edges punctuated by shingle beaches. This area includes
Bernera and the Bhaltos Peninsula, both of which have large machair
areas on their north sides. A change to high Atlantic sea cliffs at the
east side of the mouth of East Loch Roag marks the boundary between
this area and area 3.

Area 3, Garenin to Barvas (13 sites), dominated by high Atlantic cliffs with

frequent promontories, interspersed with small bays of sand and

shingle. A large blank area from Barvas to Galson separates this area

from area 4.

Area 4, North Galson Ness and Sgiogarstaigh (16 sites), dominated by
machair to the west and high cliffs to the east, all backed with flat croft

lands, this stretch is the smallest of the five discussed here. The coast

has a mixture of large low promontories and large eroding stacks
which have attached. The blank area between Sgiogarstaigh and North
Tolstadh separates this area from area 5.

Area 5, Tolstadh, Broad Bay and the Eye Peninsula (14 sites), this area is the
most dispersed of the five, covering the biggest geographic area. The
machair beaches that form Broad Bay dominate the area, and are

interspersed with low eroding cliffs of soft conglomerate rocks. The
east side of Broad bay is formed by the Eye Peninsula, which is
dominated by high sea cliffs punctuated by stacks and promontories.
To the south the terrain becomes one of low eroding edges, gentle
stacks and coastal islands before running into Stornoway bay.
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6.5.1 Distributions based on site location and natural physical features

Six distributions can be identified based on natural features: type of location, the
enclosed area, the height of the location, possible access to the sea, whether the site is
overlooked and the terrain type surrounding the site. All of these features (except for
the height of the site and whether it is overlooked which are unlikely to have changed
in the last 2000 years) are dynamic, and will probably be different now from when the
sites were originally constructed. This is a function of coastal erosion, that is actively

destroying many of the sites in this class.

6.5.1.1 Types of site loca tion

Promontory enclosures have been identified in four different types of location. These
are:

❖ Promontories - narrow necks of land extending from the shore and occasionally

widening again. Generally the barrier is drawn across the neck at the narrowest

point. The best example is Rubha na Berie (Berie_Shawbost, NMRS, NB24NW 02,

Figure 163, Plate 6).

❖ Headlands - These are barred at their base, at their widest point, and continue to

narrow beyond the barrier. The best example of this is Sheilavig at Crowlista (NB
0261 3418).

Stacks - linked or separated from the shore, barred at the obvious point of access,

and sometimes with a wall or rampart surrounding their entire perimeter. There are

many typical examples including Rubha Shildinish near Holm (NMRS, NB 43SE
01 Plate 4) and Stac a Castiel at Garenin (NB24NW 05; Plate 3).

❖ Cliff-edge enclosures -do not make use of a promontory or headland but instead

curving walls or ramparts describe a semi circular enclosure against the cliff-edge.
The best example is the enclosure on the south side of Tolstadh Head (NB 5519

4672).

These variations in location are mapped on Figure 162 and are listed by area in Table
7. Sites on promontories are the most common (73%), followed by stack sites (13%).
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Naturally geology determines the differences in sitings between areas. While much of
areas 1,2 and 3 show a predominance of promontory sites, in area 4 half the sites are

on promontories, and there are also four sites on stacks (25%) three cliff-edge
enclosures and one on a headland. It may be no coincidence that the sites in this area

are mostly thought to be early medieval or Norse in date on the basis of form and due
to the presence of "longhouses" in their interiors.

Location/
Area

Promontories Stacks Headlands Cliff-edge enclosures

1 14 2 1 o

2 11 o 1 0
3 11 2 0 0

4 8 4 1 3

5 9 2 0 3

Total 53 10 3 6

Table 7 Distribution of location types between the areas

6.5.1.2 Area

The sites recorded on Lewis fall into five size bands which are mapped on Figure 164.
Table 8 shows size against the five areas described above.

Area/
Area

1
2

3
4

5

Total

<1 ha lha 2ha 3ha >3ha

10 4 0 3 0

7 3 1 0 1

9 4 0 0 0

10 5 1 0 0

12 1

17

1 o 0

48
1 i

3 3
lilillilili

1

Table 8 Distribution of enclosed areas between the areas

All the areas have roughly the same proportion of sites under one hectare in size,

though it is likely that many of these were originally larger and have been reduced by

heavy erosion. Generally the size distribution is in the ratio of 66%, 25%, 4% 4%, and
1% respectively for each of the areas. There are however three anomalies apparent:
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❖ Area 1 has all of the 3 hectare sites but no 2 hectare sites.

❖ Area 2 has the only >3 hectare site (an enclosure of more than 1000

hectares) but this is a recent agricultural feature.

♦> Area 5 is dominated by sites of less than 1 hectare.

The presence of all of the largest sites in area 1 reflects the size of the promontories
available in the area. This stretch of coastline has some of the highest cliffs and some

of the largest promontories on the island. Similarly the lack of larger sites in area 5 is
indicative of a coastline where low stable edges are punctuated by small stacks and low

eroding promontories. The obvious exception are two sites occupying large

promontories on the Eye peninsula.

6.5.1.3 Height above sea level

Figure 165 maps sites by their height above sea level. Table 9 shows heights against
the five areas.

Height/
Area

<3m 3-5m 6-10m 11-20m 21-30m 31-40m 41-50m 51-60m 61-70m

1 I 9 1 1 1 2 2 1 0 0

2 10 2 0 o 0 0 0 0 0

3 0 0 7 2 3 1 0 0 0

4 3 2 0 11 0 0 0 0 0

5 2 2 1 5 0 2 1 o 1

7/1 7 9 19 s s 2 n 1

Table 9 Distribution of heights of Promontory Enclosures

The figures in Table 9 reflect the individual coastlines of the areas. For example, area 2
is dominated by the low stable shoreline of the Loch Roag complex, and all but two of
the sites in this area are on promontories of less than 3 metres above sea level.

Conversely area 3 is mainly cliffs between 6 and 30 metres in height, though most of
the sites are located at the low end of the scale while no sites are <3 metres. Several

sites are anomalous, including one site in area 5 of more than 61 metres. This site lies
on the unusually high cliffs of Tolstadh Head, and is actually a cliff-edge enclosure.
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6.5.1.4 Sites that are overlooked

It was noted during the re-examination of promontory enclosures that a number of
them are overlooked by immediately adjacent high ground, which on occasion is so

close as to overshadow the barring wall. Figure 166 shows the location of these sites.
Table 10 lists the number of sites overlooked in each area, and clearly shows that on

average 30% of site are overlooked. Area 2 has more, 50% of its sites being
overlooked. This may be because area 2 is a low coastline with the majority of its sites
on promontories less than 3 metres above sea level (see section 6.5.1.2 above).

On the other hand areas 3 and 4 have a relatively low number of sites which are

overlooked. In the case of area 4 this is to do with the terrain. While high cliffs
dominate the area, the land behind is flat and provides no vantage points overlooking
the littoral.

Area
■

Overlooked Not overlooked

1 5 12
2 6

„ » 6
3 3 10
4 3 13

5 5 9

Total 22
:

50

Table 10 Number of sites overlooked

6.5.1.5 Access to the Sea

Assessing whether a site has access to the sea is difficult, because erosion has clearly
altered many of the sites and may have either removed the original access or created
access which did not exist when the site was constructed. Sites with access to the sea

are illustrated on Figure 167 and are listed by area in Table 11.

On average 63 % of the sites in each area have access to the sea (today). In practice
areas 1 and 2 have a higher than average number of sites with access, and this reflects
the fact that both areas have most of their sites on lower locations. Conversely area

three has a higher number of sites without any sea access, because here most of the
sites are on cliffs more than 10 metres above sea level.
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Area Access to sea No Access to sea

1 : | 13 4

2 12 0

3 | 5 8
4 9 7

5 7 7

Total 46 26

Table 11 Number of sites with access to the sea

Not only is the question of contemporary access complicated by erosion but it is also

subjective in the sense that in most cases it is possible to scramble or climb down to
the sea, if only with the aid of ropes or ladders.

6.5.1.6 Surrounding Terrain

The terrain surrounding each promontory enclosure was assessed. The terrain types

employed in this assessment were the same as those defined in section 5.4. In fact no

sites are recorded within the limits of a crofting township or backed largely by bare

rock, so only three of the five major terrain types are relevant. The distribution of these
terrain types is illustrated on Figure 168 and are charted against the five areas in Table
12.

Terrain

/Area
Poor

Grazing
Good

Grazinp
Machair

o

1 9 6 2

2 6 4 2

3 11 2 0
4 6 9 1

5 4 9 1

Total 36 30 6

Table 12 Distribution of terrain types between the areas

This demonstrates that very few sites are located on machair (only 8% of the total)
while the remaining 92% are split fairly evenly overall between good and poor grazing.
It does also, however, display a terrain change between the west coast, where more
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sites are found on poor grazing (areas 1,2 and 3), and the Butt and the east coast, where
more sites are found in areas of good grazing.

6.5.2 Distributions based on site morphology

There are seven morphological aspects of the promontory enclosures that were

assessed: number of walls/ramparts, their construction, the number of ditches, internal

features, whether the site has segmented space division, use and date.

6.5.2.1 Number of enclosing walls

The number of wall or ramparts creating the bar varies considerably. While the biggest

group is univallate sites, there are substantial numbers of bi-, tri- and even multivallate
sites. This distribution is mapped on Figure 169 and is plotted against area in Table 13.

Walls/
Area

Univallate Bivallate Trivallate Mutivallate

i ! 12 3 2 0
2 9 2 1 0

3 I 10 2 0 1

4 8 5 3 0

5 ! 5 6 3 0

Total 44 18 9 1

Table 13 Number of enclosing walls by areas

The average ratio of these site types is 62%, 25%, 12% and 1%. This pattern is

generally adhered to with several noticeable exceptions including the lack of any

trivallate sites in area 3. This area does, however, have the only multivallate site in the

study (4 or more lines of rampart). It is certain that this site is of multi-phase

construction, as are many of the others, but it is likely that there was a trivallate phase,
these lines went out of use and a fourth line was constructed creating a univallate site.

The relatively low number of univallate sites in area 5 where the ratios are 35%, 42%
and 23% is also anomalous. This is the only area where bivallate sites outnumber the
univallate sites.
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6.5.2.2 Construction of the barring walls

The construction of the barring walls or ramparts of promontory enclosures varies from
site to site. These variations in construction are mapped on Figure 170 and shown

against area in Table 14. Where more than one wall bars the site, all of the construction

compositions used are listed (i.e. stone or turf/turf-and-stone - one turf wall and one

stone and turf wall.)

This table shows that 48% of the barriers are constructed of turf, 28% are constructed

purely of stone and 7% are of stone-and-turf. The remaining 17% of sites represent

those where different compositions were used for the various walls forming the site.
The numbers of walls constructed of turf may be exaggerated for it is likely that many

were originally constructed with turf-and-stone and the stone has later been robbed.

Proving or disproving this on a site to site basis would be a matter for excavation.

Area Turf Stone
Turf-
and-
stone

Stone
/Turf

Stone/
Turf-
and-
stone

Natural

Turf/
Turf-
and-

stone

Pos.

Palisade/
Turf-and-

stone

1 i 10 2 2 1 1 1 0 0
2 3 6 1 0 1 1 1 0

3 I 3 7 2 0 1 0 0 0
4 11 2 0 1 0 0 2 0
5 I 8 3 0 0 0 0 1 2

Total 35 20 5 2 3 2 4 2

Table 14 Distribution of construction techniques of Promontory Enclosures

This predominance of turf is not seen in areas 2 and 3, where stone walls are common,

and the percentages are 24%, 52% 12% and 16%. While the number of multi-

technique sites remains consistent with the other areas, there are slightly more stone

and turf-and-stone techniques in these areas apparently at the expense of purely turf
constructed sites.

This table also makes clear that a small number of sites rely in part at least on natural
features such as cliffs and streams for their barrier. These sites are found only in areas

1 and 2 and are synonymous with those promontory enclosures which have complex
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Atlantic round houses (see section 6.5.3) as internal features and are arranged in a

segmented manner. Two sites are singled out because they are believed to have used

palisades as elements in their bivallate barrier systems. These sites are adjacent to one

another on the Eye Peninsula (NMRS, NB53SE 01 and NB 5613 3332) and would

require excavation to check this possibility.

6.5.2.3 Sites with ditches

A number of the sites recorded are barred not only by walls but also by ditches. How

many, and whether they are external, internal or medial is mapped on Figure 171. Sites
with ditches against area is shown in Table 15.

Ditches/ No Single Single Single Double

Area Ditches External Internal Medial Medial

1 12 2 2 0 1

2 12 0 0 0 0

3 1 13 0 0 0 0

4 13 0 0 1 2

5 14 0 0 0 0

Total 64 2 2 1 3

Table 15 Number of sites with ditches by areas

This makes clear that most of the sites have no ditches; areas 2,3 and 5 have no sites

with ditches. Of those sites that do, the records of medial ditches are perhaps the most

interesting as these refer to large multivallate enclosures in areas 1 and 4. These are

some of the larger sites with multiple barriers, suggesting a defensive role and/or high
status, and are more typical of the promontory "fort" classification seen elsewhere in
Britain.

6.5.2.4 Sites with segmented area arrangement

During the re-examination of promontory and cliff sites, it was noted that some sites
not only have more than one barrier, contain but in their interior one or more additional
barriers creating segments or inner enclosures. These sites also frequently enclose
structures (see section 6.5.2.5) and more often than not these were found in the
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innermost segment. Figure 172 maps segmented sites, and Table 16 plots the number
of such sites per area.

Area No Segments Segmented
1 f 12 5

2 10 2

3 12 1

4 13 3
5 f 14 5

Total 61 16

Table 16 Number of segmented sites per area

This shows that the number of segmented sites in each area ranges from one to five set

against a non-segmented majority. Area 3 has the lowest number, with one record and
it is possible in this case (NGR: NB 3124 5005) that the bivallation and segmentation
are purely an agricultural feature, possibly a number of fields constructed over several

phases.

Two basic premises may explain the phenomenon of segmented sites: either they

represent a site that is un-segmented but has expanded or contracted requiring
additional barriers to be built, or they represent "nuclear" sites where a number of

contemporary barriers were constructed to create a series of enclosures or segments of

varying sizes and uses. In many cases the surface evidence noted during survey visits

suggests that the latter is the case, however only extensive excavation is likely to

confirm contemporaneity, or otherwise, of the segments.

6.5.2.5 Sites with internal features

A number of the sites were found to have structures constructed in their interiors, but

without excavation it is impossible to say how these relate to the sites' history. The

map, Figure 173, makes no attempt to address this problem, and is just a simple record
of sites with internal features. Table 17 lists the numbers and types of these internal
features against area. It shows that although half of the sites have internal features
there is considerable variation from area to area. Thus in area 5 only 29% of the sites
have internal features but in area 1 the figure is 59%, and in areas 3 and 4 it is 62%.
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The commonest internal features are rectilinear longhouses, which appear on 18% of
all of the sites. They are confined however to three of the five areas (1,4 and 5), where
as many as 28% of the sites contain these longhouses. This is reflected in the

postulated dates for the sites in these areas, which have more possibly Norse and early
medieval/medieval in date (section 6.5.2.7) than other areas.

Internal
features
/Area

None CARHs Cells CurvilinearEnclosures Longhouses Poss.
blockhouses Platforms Bouldercircles Mounds Cultivation.

1 7 1 3 1 4 1 0 0 0 0

2 8 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 5 0 3 0 0 1 1 3 0 0

4 6 0 2 0 5 1 0 0 1 1

5 10 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0

Total 36 4 9 1 13 3 1 3 1 1

Table 17 Distribution of internal structures by area

6.5.2.6 Usage of sites

The function or functions of promontory enclosures can only be speculation in view of
an almost total lack of excavation evidence. Four basic functions have been identified;

agriculture, transhumance, settlement and unknown, based upon the form and location
of the site. Where possible "unknown" has been avoided, though some sites offer such
little or such ambiguous evidence, that it was the only option. Use is mapped on Figure
174 and is listed by area in Table 18.

This distribution shows that the proportions of settlement, agricultural and unknown
sites are on average 68%, 18% and 14%, though area 4 has fewer agricultural sites and
more unknown sites. This reflects the fact than many of this area's sites are located on

the soft eroding strata to the west of the Butt, and have suffered so much damage that
little remains of their interior.
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Use/
Area

Settlement Agriculture Transhumance Unknown

1 12 2 1 2

2 9 3 0 0

3 7 4 0 2

4 10 1 0 5

5 11 2 0 1

Total 49 12 1 10

Table 18 Usage of sites per area

The four uses are very limited in their range and certainly some sites could have been
defined as being defensive, storage or ritual/religious in nature. However, not only are

these definitions contentious but even with excavation they are difficult to prove and in

many cases are a function of settlement of varying form. For that reason they have
been included in that general group.

6.5.2.7 Possible dating

As with use, in most cases dating is purely speculative. An extensive programme of
excavation of representative sites would be necessary to put Lewisian promontory

enclosures into some sort of chronological framework. The dates suggested on Figure
161 are suggestions based on the structure of the sites, and in a very few cases, surface
finds. Table 19 lists these dates against area and has references to more than the 72
sites which have been identified, as those thought to have multi-phase use may be
listed under more than one phase.

Date/

Area
early
ph

later
ph Norse earlymedieval medieval postmedieval pre-crofting crofting modern unknown

1 ! 0 7 4 4 1 0 0 0 0 4

2 0 8 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 3

3 0 6 3 3 1 0 0 0 0 3

4 0 6 3 4 0 0 0 0 0 6
5 2 7 4 2 0 0 0 0 0 5

Total 2 34 14 13 2 1 0 0 0 21

Table 19 Distribution of dates by area
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This distribution shows that the majority of sites (93% overall) fall either into the later

prehistoric/Norse/early medieval phases or are of unknown date. The average ratio of

percentages for these phases is 39%, 16%, 15%, 23%. While all of the areas have a

roughly equal number of unknown as well as later prehistoric sites, area 2 has fewer

Norse/early medieval, a notable contrast with the other areas. On the other hand this
area has a slightly higher than average number of later prehistoric sites (67%).

Area 4 has a slightly higher than average number of sites of unknown phase (31%)
which is broadly consistent with the fact that this area also has a higher proportion of
sites of unknown function than other areas (Section 6.5.2.6). The reasons are the same

in both classes; the high rate of erosion that is affecting many of the sites in this area.

6.5.3 Classification and distribution of promontory enclosures

On the basis of the sites discussed above in sections 6.5.1 and 6.5.2, the promontory

enclosures of Lewis can be divided into twelve sub-classes on the basis of form and

location.

Class 1 Possible Blockhouses. These sites bear certain similarities to the blockhouses

of Shetland and Orkney. Lamb notes that the tme Shetland blockhouses do
not completely bar their promontories, though slighter walls extend from the
blockhouse ends to complete the line. Also they have cells rather than an

inter-mural spaces. The Orkney sites, on the other hand, do completely
enclose their promontories and tend to have inter-mural spaces rather than
cells (Lamb 1980 11-46).

On Lewis the best preserved of the five sites in this class, Stac a' Chaisteil

(NMRS, NB24NW 05; Plate 3) at Garenin is inaccessible from the land, but

appears to have a gallery between its external and internal wall faces. In

complete contrast, Berie_Aird Liamashader (NMRS, NB14SE 07, Plate 5)
does not completely enclose its promontory, and has cells constmcted in the
wall thickness. The remaining three sites are poorly preserved, surviving only
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as foundations which makes their interpretation difficult. These sites are

located on both stacks and small promontories.

Class 2 Large Multivallate enclosures with ditches. Five of these sites have been
identified on Lewis. All are larger than 1 hectare in size and have two or

more enclosing walls/ramparts with medial ditches. It is possible that in three
of the four cases the sites also have a segmented/nuclear arrangement of
internal space, though their interiors are too disturbed for certainty. These
sites are located on large promontories. Three of the sub-class are located in
the Ness area and the fourth (the largest example) is located between Islivig
and Mangesta on a headland known as Aird Fenish (NGR: NA 9930 2930).
Parallels for these sites are recorded in the Northern Isles (The Landberg on

Fair Isle and Brough of Windwick on South Ronaldsay) and elsewhere,

including Ireland (Doon Eask in Co.Kerry) (Lamb 1980 47-64).

Class 3 Large Multivallate enclosures without ditches. Six such sites have been
recorded on Lewis. These sites have two or more enclosing walls or ramparts

of turf, stone or turf-and-stone with no apparent ditches. These sites are

frequently multi-phase in construction but none have internal enclosures that
indicate a segmented division of their interior, and very few indeed have any

visible internal features. All are located on large promontories.

The best-preserved example is Rubha Berie17 (Figure 163, Plate 5) which, has
three lines of stone-and-turf ramparts, and a fourth of stone that overlies the
innermost stone-and-turf line. It is possible that the stone line may be the
remains of blockhouse of the Shetland type.

Parallels for large multivallate enclosures without ditches may be found in
the Northern Isles (Castle Burwick on South Ronaldsay) and also in Cornwall

(Giants Castle near Scilly) (Lamb 1980 47-64).

Class 4 Large Univallate Settlements. Four of these sites are recorded, characterised

by stone, or turf-and-stone enclosing walls and an internal area of more than

Rubha Berie or Berie Shawbost.
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one hectare. Two out of the four have internal features; cells on the Brenish

Headland (NA 8300 2550) and platforms on the Berie_Garenin promontory

(NB 1869 4500; Figure 12, Plate 7). This site is one of only two excavated in
Lewis, two test trenches provided no dating evidence but proved however
that stone and wooden structures had been constructed on the platforms in
their interiors (Burgess and Gilmour 1995). Sites of this class are all located
on large promontories, and have no parallels recorded in Scotland.

Class 5 Stack sites with stone-and-turf longhouses. Eleven of these sites are recorded
on Lewis, the majority in the area of the Butt or around Broad Bay. These
sites are located on stacks, either free-standing or linked to the shore by
natural arches. There is usually a turf or stone wall at the point of access, and
this sometimes continues around much of the edge of the stack. Within it is
usual to find the remains of turf-and-stone or turf longhouses. It is thought
that these sites date to the Norse or early medieval phases, and excavations
on the site of Gob Eirer (Figure 13, Plate 8) at Crowlista (NMRS, NB03SW

21) seem to support this (Burgess et al 1996d). Other examples include Stac
Dhomnuill Chaim at Mangersta (NMRS: NB03SW 01, Plate 9).

Class 6 Monastic sites with cells. Two of these sites are included in this study, and a

third has since been identified at Aird Uig as part of the Tigh a Bheannaich

complex (NMRS, NB03NW 05). The other two are both near Eoropie on the
west side of the Butt of Lewis, one on a headland and the other a

promontory; both consist of an enclosing wall constructed of regular turf
cells. The larger of the two, on the headland site, NGR: NB 5123 6564, (Plate

10) has in its interior the rectilinear remains which are thought to be a Church
or Chapel. The site at Aird Uig is also on a headland barred by a stone wall
and in its interior has a stone chapel and as many as 20 individual cells.

Class 7 Multivallate enclosures with complex Atlantic round houses. Two of the

complex Atlantic round houses recorded on Lewis lie within multivallate

promontory sites, Dun Barraglom on Bernera (NMRS, NB13SE 05) and Dun
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Mara near Swainbost (NMRS, NB46SE 05; Figure 17). Both sites have an

outer barring wall and a second internal wall located against the face of the

complex Atlantic round house itself. But here the comparison ends, for Dun
Mara is one of the largest complex Atlantic round houses on Lewis18 and Dun

Barraglom is one of the smallest. As neither site has been excavated it is not

clear whether the complex Atlantic round houses are contemporary with their
enclosures. Also both sites seem to have post Atlantic round house reuse that
further obscures the complex Atlantic round house, and has led some to

doubt they really are complex Atlantic round houses.

These sites differ from the examples seen in the Northern Isles which tend to

occupy cliff-edge enclosures like Houbie and Snabroch on Shetland or large

promontories such as those seen at Broch of Burland on Shetland (Lamb
1980 47-64).

Class 8 Segmented enclosures with complex Atlantic round Houses. There are three
of these sites at present (Figure 176) though one, Bharabhat_Bernera

(NMRS, NB13NE 02), is located in an inland loch, suggesting that there is

potential in other areas for identifying similar sites. These sites consist of a

complex Atlantic round house located at the end of, or on an islet off the end
of, a natural promontory, barred either by walls or by natural features such as

a cliff.. The promontory is also barred at its neck, forming a second, larger
enclosure. The other examples are Dun Stuigh (NMRS, NB13NE 02) (Plate

12) also on Bernera, and Dun Borranish (NMRS NB03SE 01) (Figure 176,
Plate 11) located at the back of Camas Uig. This kind of segmented/nuclear
enclosure with a complex Atlantic round house as yet has no parallels
elsewhere in the Western Isles or in Scotland.

Class 9 Univallate enclosures of less than 1 hectare. There are ten of these sites
which are all barred by turf, turf-and-stone or stone wall/rampart and are for
the most part a fragment of a larger enclosure that has eroded away. This
makes the interpretation of these sites difficult, indeed their viability as a

Dun Mara, though classified as a complex Atlantic round house, may in fact be a round fort, and as such
would be unique on Lewis. As yet the site remains unexcavated or surveyed in detail.



separate class is doubtful. It is likely that many of the larger univallate sites
recorded in class 3 will eventually be reduced by erosion to this size.

Class 10 Large segmented enclosures. These five sites all have an internal area of
more than 1 hectare, and are divided into two internal areas by means of an

inner barrier some distance within the outer line. One site, that at Sheilavig
near Mangesta (NGR: NB 0053 3056), has a large oval enclosure within its
inner enclosure and clearly shows evidence of multi-phase construction in
both of its barriers. Two sites on the Eye Peninsula, Dun Dubha (NMRS,
NB53SE 01) and Sheshader (NGR: NB 5613 3332), both lie on promontories
with two knolls aligned perpendicular to the shore. In both cases enclosing
walls have been found barring the outer knoll, and it is thought that a palisade
barred the knoll closest to the shore. Sheshader has also produced pieces of
Unstan pottery in the wall core of its outer rampart which are thought to be

re-deposited from earlier settlement on the promontory (Burgess and Church

1997).

Class 11 Small segmented!nuclear enclosures. These three sites are similar in form to

those of class 10 but are located on smaller promontories of less than 1
hectare. It is believed in one case, the example at Suardial19 (NGR: NB 4968

3000), this is the original size of the site, but that site located to the east of
the Airport at Melbost (NGR: NB 4691 3341) is thought to have been

considerably larger when built. It is not clear, however, whether it would ever

have been more than 1 hectare in internal area. The Suardial site has the

remains of rectilinear longhouses within its outer rampart.

Class 12 Large agricultural enclosures. Six sites are so classified, they are large
headlands or promontories of more than 1 hectare shut off by a single turf or

stone wall of modest dimensions. These sites are classified as agricultural on

the basis of their slight barrier walls which are 1-1.5 metres wide against the
usual 3-5 metres. Such slight features, which frequently extend for several
hundred metres across the base of a headland can only delimit large
enclosures for grazing and stock management.
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6.5.3.1 The distribution of these classes

While the areas defined in section 6.5 may be described as arbitrary, they have

displayed individual characteristics and broader patterns within the distributions
discussed above. It might be said that these areas could be defined randomly and just
be as valid, but this is not the case. The areas are based on concentrations punctuated

by blanks in the overall distribution and by major changes in terrain.

The distribution of the classes described above (section 6.5.3) are mapped on Figure
177 , and shown against the five areas in Table 20. This shows that three sub-classes
are more numerous than the other nine. These are the unclassified sites (12%), sites on

stacks (Class 5, 17%) and univallate sites of less than 1 hectare (class 9, 17%). The

remaining types each have between 4% and 8% of the total record. In each of the five
areas the same general trends are evident, with some noticeable anomalies.

Class 12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Type/
Area

1

Unclassified. LargeMultivallatewithout
ditchesLarge

multivallate
withditchesPossibleBlockhouses

Large

univallatesettlements Stacks
withlonghouses Monastic

sites
with
cells Multivallatewith

CARHs
J

I

Segmented
withCARHs

Univallate
of

less

than
1

hectare
Large

segmented Largeagricultural
Small

segmented
0 2 1 0 1 4 0 0 1 4 2 0 2

2 4 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 2 1 0 1 2
3 2 2 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 1
4

5

2 1 3 0 0 5 2 1 0 1 0 0 1
1 0 0 4 0 3 0 0 0 2 2 2 0

Tot 9 5 4 6 4 12 2 2 3 12 4 3 6

Table 20 Distribution of sub-classes by area.

AREA 1 includes four sites with longhouses (class 4, 33% of the sub-class) and two

possible blockhouse sites (class 1). It has the largest class 2 site at Aird Fenish and also
includes two of the larger nuclear sites (class 10). It also has the only nuclear enclosed

complex Atlantic round house (class 7) outwith area 2. This site, Dun Borranish (Plate

11) (NMRS, NB03SE 01) has been partially surveyed and is illustrated on Figure 178.

Suardial is Swordale in English.
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Finally this area has no records of large multivallate enclosures without ditches (class

3)

AREA 2 includes 4 unclassified sites (25% of the sub-class) with remains so

fragmentary or disturbed as to be impossible to interpret. It has one small nuclear site
on the area's western edge at Traigh na Clibhe (NB 0804 3648) and includes two large

agricultural enclosures (Class 12). One of these, Aird Mor, on the east coast of Bernera
encloses circa 500 hectares with a barring wall circa 100 metres in length. This area

also has three enclosed complex Atlantic round houses. Of these two are class 7, with

segmented/nuclear use of the enclosed area. These are Dun Stuig and
BharabhatBernera, both of which are illustrated on Figure 176. Finally it has no

records of classes 1,2,3,5 or 10 (these are the biggest settlement classes).

Area 3 includes the two best preserved examples of blockhouses (class 1) on Lewis at

Berie_Aird Liamashader and Stac a Chaisteil (Plates 5 and 3) and two examples of
multivallate ditchless (class 3) sites including the fine example at Berie_Shawbost

(Plate 6, Figure 163). It also has two large univallate enclosures (class 4), one of
which, Berie_Garenin, has been the site of trial excavations (Figure 12, Plate 7;

Burgess and Gilmour 1995). This area has no enclosed complex Atlantic round houses

(classes 7 and 8) or any nuclear sites (classes 10 and 11) or any multivallate ditched
sites (class 2).

AREA 4 has more sites than any other area, yet is one of the smallest of all the areas. It
includes three multivallate ditched enclosures (75% of the sub-class). This includes the

impressive site of Berie_Ness (Plate 13; NGR: NB 5420 6400) which has two large

glacis ramparts and possible ditches obscured by heavy post-medieval cultivation.
Area 4 also has five stack sites with longhouses (42% of class 5). These include Dun
Eoradale (Plate 14; NMRS, NB56SW 13) and Dun Eistean (NMRS, NB46SE 05)
neither of which are accessible from the shore. It has the only two monastic sites (class

6) recorded in this study. These are both located at Eoropie on the west side of Ness

(NGR: NB 5123 6564 (Plate 10) and NB 5109 6516). While Area 4 has one enclosed

complex Atlantic round house (class 6) at Dun Mara (Figure 17), the precise nature of
the complex Atlantic round house here, is unclear. It has no records of either nuclear
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sites (classes 10 and 11), multivallate ditchless sites (class 3) or large univallate sites

(class 4).

AREA 5 is the most dispersed area and includes four multivallate ditchless sites(67% of
class 3) and three stacks with longhouses (25% of class 5). These include the

impressive and accessible site of Rubha Shildinish (Plate 4; NMRS, NB 43SE 01)
which encloses one Figure of 8 and three rectilinear structures on a stack linked to the
shore by a natural spur of land. This area also includes four nuclear sites (two class 10
and two class 11), notably Dun Dubha (Plate 16 and 17; NMRS, NB53SE 01) which is
located on a large bulbous stack up to 70 metres in height that is enclosed by stone-

faced walls surviving up to eight courses high (Plate 16). Finally this area has no large
multivallate ditched sites (class 2), no large univallate settlements (class 4) and no

blockhouses (class 1).

6.5.3.2 Summary of the distribution ofpromontory enclosures

As has already been indicated, promontory enclosures are found in five discrete areas

(described above in section 6.5). These areas are separated from the other by blank
areas in the distribution that relates to large areas of the poorest land, which has never

attracted settlement.

Twelve sub-classes of promontory enclosure have been identified and defined on the
basis of their barriers, location and other data set out in sections 6.5.1 and 6.5.2. These

sub-classes are distributed all around the coast of the island within the five areas and

no sub-class is unique to any of the areas. Eight sub-classes point to the presence of

major settlement activity.

Classes 2,3 and 4 are large un-segmented enclosures, their distribution tending to be

mutually exclusive. Class 2 is found mostly around the Butt of Lewis, class 3 on the
east coast and in the area between Garenin and Bru, while class 4 is found in all the

west coast areas but not at the Butt or on the east coast.

Classes 1 and 5 are smaller sites mostly located on stacks, and involving major stone

constructions, notably blockhouses and also longhouses on stacks. There are only five

blockhouses, of which four are located on the west coast. The stacks with longhouses
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are found mostly around the Butt of Lewis and on the east coast, but also in a

concentration around Camas Uig.

Finally there are classes 8, 10 and 11 the segmented/nuclear sites. These sites have
more than one internal area defined by multiply barriers, and in three cases also
enclose a complex Atlantic round house constructed within the outermost area. These
sites are found in every area except for around the Butt of Lewis and between Garenin
and Bru.

The remaining sub-classes are found in all of the areas and include sites that are too

eroded to classify or are features related to post-medieval/crofting agriculture. The
small univallate sites (class 9) are common in all the areas and no doubt their numbers
will grow as larger sites have their margins eroded by the sea, their internal area

reduced and few discernible features survive. Ultimately some promontory enclosures
must disappear entirely into the sea, a reminder that the seventy or more known sites
must be survivors of a once larger group.

Construction techniques vary depending on the nature and location of the site. Many of
the wall/ramparts recorded as being constructed of turf may well have been constructed
with a stone face and earth core, though equally the island's building tradition has
shown these walls might have had a turf face. With the exception of the glacis ramparts

seen at Berie_Ness all of the other construction techniques seen on these sites have
immediate parallels on the island. This is perhaps no surprise as the available building
materials have not changed. Earth cored walls, faced with stone or turf, or both are a

common theme throughout late prehistory and history on the island, dry-stone
construction is ubiquitous both in land division and stock management, disappearing

only latterly with the arrival of post and wire fences. Construction of monumental
stone architecture such as that seen at Berie_Garenin (Plate 7) and at Stac a' Chastiel

(Plate 3) is reminiscent, at least outwardly, of the construction seen in complex
Atlantic round houses such as those at Carloway and Berie_Roif, involving the use of

large flat slabs laid and keyed to provide a clean outer and inner face while also

apparently forming cells or an intramural space within the thickness of the wall.
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The two phases of study carried out to date, along with the two excavations, have
shown that this class of site is not one homogeneous unit but rather a complex group of
features with common locations that potentially span a time period from the Bronze

Age to the post-medieval period on the island. Furthermore their usages may be seen to

range from the traditional "defensive site" to agricultural and it cannot be ruled out that
some performed a ritual function or were a symbol of status in society.

Further research is required to answer many of the questions that have arisen. This
research will become harder as time and erosion takes its toll on the archaeological
remains. So many uncertainties remain, but perhaps most notably is that of the

relationship of many of these sites to later prehistoric settlement. Much has been

written, and is still being written on the monumental architecture of the region,

particularly relating to complex Atlantic round houses, however the data above
describes a major class of monument which remains comparatively unstudied. This is

particularly noticeable as the surviving remains indicate these structures would have, in

many cases, been equally as impressive or monumental as many of the complex
Atlantic round houses. Some even enclose complex Atlantic round houses, though this

relationship has not previously been noted or commented upon.

Future work should aim to establish where these sites fit chronologically, and question
what their relationship was with sites such as the complex Atlantic round houses and
other monumental late prehistoric structures.
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CHAPTER 7

... There are several natural and artificial forts on the coast of this
island, which are called Duns, from the Irish word Dain, which
signifies a fort. ... There are some cairns, or heaps of stones,
gathered together on heaths, and some of them at a great distance
from any ground that affords stones ... These artificial forts are
likewise built on heaths, at a considerable distance also from stoney
ground....

From Martin Martin's "A description of the Western Isles of
Scotland" 1695

7.0 A PROVISIONAL MODEL FOR THE LOCATION OF SETTLEMENT AND

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES OF ALL PHASES ON THE ISLE OF LEWIS

The site and settlement evidence presented in the previous two chapters has been
distilled in this chapter to provide two models of site and settlement distribution.
These models use the same data, presented in Table 21 (Appendix 10), in two

different ways to predict which classes of site can be located where on Lewis. The
uses of this model are twofold, firstly to determine, within a given terrain type,

location, or zone of Lewis what kind of collection of site and settlement evidence

one can expect to encounter, and look at the other ways to predict where

representatives of a particular class or sub-class are likely to occur.

This chapter examines the fields and definitions used in Table 21 and also in the
Access database (containing identical information to Table 21) included on CD as

part of this study. The access database on the CD also includes a number of sample

enquiries that suggest questions that may be asked of the model, in addition to the
two master queries that allow the model to be interrogated.

The chapter is completed by providing sample results from the database and Table
21. This data will go forward to Chapter 8 where it will be compared with the
results of the Bernera Survey carried out during 1996. This comparison will form
the basis of the testing of the model represented in the database and Table 21. The

comparison of data will also help to assess the hypothesis that it is possible to

gather primarily non-intrusive survey data and use it to model the location of wider
settlement and site location data.
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7.1 The model database: Classifications, Criteria and Terminology.

The data presented in Table 21 and the attached database use abbreviations to

allow the easy presentation of this large body of information. Many of the fields
are subjective and/or contain subjective information. The number of criteria used to

provide locational and environmental framework for each individual sub-class has
also been increased beyond the initial six terrain types (Machair, Crofts, Good

Grazing, Poor Grazing, Lochs and Predominantly Bare Rock) suggested at the start

of Chapter 5 (see section 5.4). These additional criteria became apparent as the data
was analysed, both at a local and at an island-wide level, as being additional factors
that could be used to refine the model beyond the levels provided by the original
six terrain types.

Also added at the end of the database/Table 21 are thirteen fields that indicate the

presence of a particular monument sub-class within thirteen zones of Lewis. The
definitions for a sub-class's inclusion or exclusion within a zone are discussed

below in section 7.1.3.

7.1.1 Classifications used

Forty fields or classifications are used to form the database, which for the most part

require a simple "yes", "no" or "possible" answer, with only five fields requiring

any sort of detailed text entry. The first and perhaps most important fields describe
the «site class» and «sub-classification» i.e. "Enclosures" / "Curvilinear
stone."

The thirty-eight criteria that follow this primary information of «class» and
«sub-class» can be divided into five groups of fields:

Information describing the distribution and its validity includes three fields,
«Local or Island-wide distribution», «Archaeological Visibility» and
«Good representation». These fields are designed to give a feel for the validity
of the information being presented for a particular sub-class. For example if a class
showed low archaeological visibility, and yet had good representation (i.e a high
number of records) on an island-wide basis and locational information suggested
that all of these records were in machair terrain, then it would be likely that the
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distribution was incomplete. This is because the low visibility of the class is

improved by location in machair (prone to high erosion) suggesting examples may

be located in other terrain types but will not normally be made visible by erosion.
The criteria used to determine the data in these fields are discussed below in

section 7.1.2.

Information describing siting includes thirteen fields that describe the general

siting of a sub-class. The information in these fields is taken directly from Chapters
5 and 6 and is answered for the most part with a simple "yes" or "no". Occasionally
however a "possible" response is used where a sub-class appears only occasionally
in a given location. A good example of this would be pre-crofting settlement (i.e. a

pre-crofting blackhouse), evidence being found within a crofting township.

Crofting townships are, for the most part, located on good grazing, as are many

pre-crofting blackhouses, but the intense activity of the township usually would
obscure the earlier evidence making it possible but not likely that such remains
would be found.

These fields may be divided into three groups that generally refine the information
about a sub-class. The first includes «Coastal» and «Inland» that describes

whether a sub-class is predominantly found in the coastal area (the area where
modern settlement predominates, within 500-1000 metres) of the shore or in the

interior, or in both. The second group consists of four fields «Inter-tidal»,

«High Cliffs», «Low eroding edges/bays» and «Machair» that describe
the situation of coastal features. The third group includes seven fields, «Crofts»,

«Jnterfaee between Machair and Grazing», «Good/improved Grazing»,
«Poor Grazing», «Blanket Mire, Lochs», and «Predominantly bare rock».
This group describes the terrain, whether inland or coastal.

Interpretation of these criteria requires the use of a certain amount of common

sense. For instance if fields «Class» «Sub-class» such as "Marine Industry",
"Pier" are described as being located on «Poor Grazing» this indicates that the
site of the pier in question is backed by poor grazing.

Information about the prominence of a site in the landscape includes four fields
that describe the nature of the situation, again requiring simple "yes" or "no"
answers. These fields are «Prominent Location», «Inconspicuous Location»,
«Hidden location» and «Defensive Location». A difficulty occurs under the
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«Prominent Location»field, since a site may be prominent in its immediate
environment but not in the wider landscape. This invites the response "locally". A

good example of this would be Inland Island Complex Atlantic round houses,
which dominate the lochs they are located in but tend to be inconspicuous in the
wider terrain.

Association Information fields describe which features a site may, or may not, be
associated with. Unlike many of the other fields these have textual responses

describing phase and class. The fields in the group are «Associated with a Ritual

Landscape», «Associated with a Place Name», «Associated with a monument

class» and «Not found in association with this monument class».

Zonal information pertains to thirteen zones dividing the island (see section 7.1.3)
and whether sub-classes have ever been located within a particular zone. The aim
here is to provide an idea of the classes one might encounter when working in
different parts of the island; these zones are illustrated on Figure 179.

The responses to the thirteen individual fields (one for each zone) are generally

"yes" or "no", indicating that a sub-class has been recorded within that zone.

Several variations do occur on this theme. These include a number (1 to 4) when
the exact number of records of a particular class is known to be less than five in a

given area. Another occasional variation is the use of "possible" where although
there are no records, it is felt that there is a strong likelihood that such a sub-class
will be located.

Ultimately these thirteen fields are very subjective. They give a reasonable picture
of what might be expected from the zone, but can only represent the state of

knowledge at the time of this study. Absence may be real or in many cases it may

just reflect the lack of work in an area and, despite the NMRS's best efforts, the
woeful inadequacy of their present archive for much of the island.

To illustrate the two extremes of knowledge, Zones 2 and 3 can be compared with
Zone 13. For Zones 2 and 3 there is a fairly complete picture of the overall site and
settlement distribution, thanks largely to the amount of detailed fieldwork carried
out in these areas. For Zone 13, South Lochs, virtually all of the classes1 have no

Military/Castles, Settlement/Modern crofting and some of the Shieling sub-classes are the exceptions
to this where records do exist within the NMRS.



record; they cannot even be entered with the "no" response as in most cases no

fieldwork has taken place.

One area that does have a large number of "no" responses is Zone 7, between

Sgiogarstaigh and North Tolstadh. This area has been frequently cited in Chapter 6
as having little or no settlement past or present. All fieldwork and desk-based
research to date (primarily carried out as part of Cea(L) in 1996 and FESP in 1997)
seems to support this void.

7.1.2 Criteria and terminology used

For the most part the terminology used within Table 21 and within the database is

relatively simple with first letter abbreviations predominating. Table 22 (Appendix

10) includes all those abbreviations used to condense the data presented in the table
and database.

7.1.2.1 An index of archaeological visibility

The fourth field used in Table 21 and the associated database is «Archaeological

Visibility». The use of this term is not new, and here it is meant to define how

visible the archaeological remains of a sub-class generally are. The criteria used to

fill this field are related to a purely subjective index, which includes six levels of

visibility. These levels are named and defined with examples in Table 23

(Appendix 10). As the index is purely subjective any number of subdivisions could
have been used to create a multitude of shades of information.

Six levels were chosen in the interests of keeping the index simple, and to prevent

undue weight being placed on the visibility index when using the model. The index
can only be a guide to archaeological visibility. The fields in Table 23 mostly give
a range beyond which features can be expected to be invisible.

7.1.2.2 Local, Island-wide and pseudo regional distributions

The third field in table 21, «Local or Istand-wide Distribution» can produce one

of four responses. Of these "local", "Island-wide" and "national" are fairly self-

explanatory.
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"Local" indicates that the available evidence points to regular distribution, so that

examples are likely to occur in most vicinities - in the case of the present study
within each of the three survey areas. "Locally" in this sense would include dykes,
cairns and blackhouses.

"Island-wide" indicates that the available evidence points to a sub-class being
distributed more sporadically over the island. Factors governing "Island-wide"
distributions are likely to relate to the island as a whole, rather than individual parts

of it, so this heading will take in most ecclesiastical sub-classes, crofting

townships, and heavy industry.

"Nationally" indicates a sub-class the distribution of which is determined by
factors originating outside Lewis, on a Scottish or even British basis. This applies
to, for example, Lighthouses, Naval gun batteries, Military transmitters and

Airports.

Occasionally the response "Pseudo Regional" is given. This is used where a sub¬
class is not well-represented at a local level, but examination at an island-wide
level indicates that its distribution is not governed by regional (island-wide)
factors. Either the lack of examples at a local level is the result of poor

archaeological visibility, e.g. stray finds, or alternatively the distribution may relate
to a unit somewhere between the local and island-wide levels that is to say a

smaller region that is no longer recognisable or definable. Sites that fall under this

heading include Atlantic round houses, cup-marked stones and all of the standing
stone sub-classes.

The standing stone sub-classes illustrate this idea perfectly, as all the evidence
indicates that they generally relate to widely acknowledged ritual landscapes such
as that seen around the Loch Roag complex. While there are no clearly defined
limits to this landscape, indications at present are that it did not cover the whole

island, but did take in a considerable area around Loch Roag, East Loch Roag and
Bernera.
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7.1.3 The Archaeological Zones of Lewis

The data in Chapters 5 and 6 suggests that Isle of Lewis can be divided into
thirteen zones (Figure 179), on the basis of terrain. In Table 21 and its associated
database these zones have been used to indicate which classes of site may be found
in which areas of the island. Zones 1 to 13 can be defined as discrete units using
the following criteria:

Zone 1, Aird Mor to Mangesta is typified by high eroding sea-cliffs, this area

covers the rocky unsettled coastal and mountain areas to the south of Mealista (the
most southerly point on the Uig Road), north to the edge of the machair area at

Mangesta, and includes the townships of Brenish and Islivig. This area is mainly
narrow coastal strip, backed by the highest mountains in Lewis, and includes some

of the roughest terrain on the island. It is dominated by rough grazing and areas of

predominantly rock and looks entirely to the west and the Atlantic Ocean. The
terrain and settlement patterns change noticeably at this area's northern extent due
to the presence of a number of machair areas including Mangesta and Camas Uig.

Zone 2, Mangesta, Camas Uig and Aird Uig includes the machair areas of

Mangesta, Carnish, Camas Uig and Traigh na Sruban, and the Aird Uig Survey
area. These machair areas are interspersed with areas of high sea-cliffs backed by

rough grazing. Zone 2 includes the townships of Mangesta, Ardroil, Timsgarry,
Crowlista and Aird Uig and is separated from Zone 3 by the steep cliffs on the east

side of the Aird Uig Peninsula. This area, like Zone 1, is also backed by the biggest
mountains on Lewis and looks predominantly west to the Atlantic Ocean.

Zone 3, The Loch Roag Complex includes all of the shores of the Loch Roag

complex (Loch Roag, Bhaltos, Little Loch Roag, Bernera, East Loch Roag and
Loch Carloway), this area is dominated by low eroding edges and sheltered sea

lochs. The northern fringe of Bhaltos and Bernera includes a machair area sheltered
to the north by a group of small uninhabited islands. The area includes the

townships of Bhaltos, Cliff, Reef, Loch Croistean, Geshader, Ungashader, Gisla,

Garynahine, Calanais, Tolstadh Choalais and part of Carloway. It is backed to the
south by mountains and to the east by the "Blacklands" of central Lewis. This zone

is distinguishable from Zone 4 which is dominated by high sea-cliffs facing north¬
west, due to its location around the extensive and relatively calm inshore waters of
Loch Roag.
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Zone 4, Aird Liamashader to Bru is typified by high, eroding sea-cliffs facing
north-west to the northern Atlantic. The cliffs are punctuated by a series of shingle
and sand bays, and are backed by a string of townships, including Garenin, Upper

Carloway, Dal Mor, Dal Beag, Shawbost, Bragar, Arnol and Bru. Zone 4 is backed

by blanket mire of the central Lewis "Blacklands" backs the area and is
differentiated from Zone 5 where the high coastal cliffs are replaced by machair
and low eroding edges.

Zone 5, Barvas Machair to North Galson consists of a low eroding edge and rocky
foreshore punctuated by large areas of eroding and stable machair at Barvas and
Galson. The coast suffers constant severe erosion and looks to the north-west and

the northern Atlantic. A series of large crofting townships are situated behind the
coast, including Barvas, Borve, Baile an Truisseil, Shader, Mealabost and Galson.
Behind this coastal strip is the Barvas Moor, rising to the hills of northern Lewis.
While this zone's terrain is comparable to that of Zone 6, the latter has a noticeably
increased concentration of settlement that sets it apart.

Zone 6, Ness and the Butt of Lewis is one of the most intensively populated on

Lewis outwith the Stornoway area. It includes the townships of Dail, Cross,

Swainbost, Eoropie, Port Niss, Lionel Adabroc and Sgiogarstaigh most of which
have coalesced to form one large area of settlement commonly referred to as Ness.
To the west of the Butt the coast line is dominated by low cliffs interspersed with
machair and backed by good grazing; to the east of the Butt the cliffs increase in

height, and the grazing becomes poorer until after Sgiogarstaigh it becomes cut and
then uncut blanket mire. Where this zone is highly populated, Zone 7, to the south,
has no settlement whatsoever.

Zone 7, Sgiogarstaigh to North Tostadh is typified by high sea-cliffs looking
eastwards over the Minch, this area has no record of settlement past or present, and
is dominated by great flows of treacherous uncut peat. This area is singled out

because it is so different to those on either side, and because it is probably one of
the few genuine settlement blanks on the island.

Zone 8, North Tolstadh to Broad Bay consists of extremely high sea-cliffs

interspersed with lower areas of machair and looks east over the Minch. It includes
the townships of Tolstadh and Gress, and is backed by blanket mire that rises over
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the northern Lewis Mountains. This zone ends at the north edge of Broad Bay,
where the high sea-cliffs are replaced by low stable edges.

Zone 9, Broadbay, the Eye Peninsula and Stornoway is typified by low eroding

cliffs, with areas of machair to the north and the tidal sand and mudflats of Traigh
Melbost and the high sea-cliffs of the Eye Peninsula. This varied zone forms the

large sheltered area of Broad Bay to the North of Stornoway. The zone includes the

townships of Bac, Tunga, Newmarket, Lacasdal, Melbost, Aginish, Swordale,

Bayble, Sheshader and the capital of Lewis, Stornoway.

Zone 10, North Lochs is dominated by the sea lochs of Loch Grimshader, Loch
Leurbost and Loch Erisort, this area has high sea-cliffs to the north that quickly

give way to the low stable edges around the sheltered sea lochs of east Lewis. The
area is predominantely poor grazing and includes the townships of Grimshader,
Leurbost, Laxay, Balallen Habost and Kershader.

Zone 11, Achmore is the smallest zone defined on the island and covers the only
two inland crofting townships on Lewis, Achmore and Loch a Ghainmhich2. These

townships are located entirely in the interior on the south facing slopes of
mountains of Esteal and Tom Roastal overlooking a low valley to the south that is
dominated by a series of small lochs. The area has no sea access and is surrounded

by blanket mire. This zone is defined separately from the other inland zone, Zone

12, as it is the only inland area that has recent settlement (crofting townships).
Settlement seems to have developed here because the south facing slopes provide
cultivatable ground that is marginally better than the surrounding blanket mire of
Zone 12. The valley this zone overlooks to the south is the easiest route way across

the island from east to west, and the modern road runs through the townships, the

presence of this route may also have encourage settlement in the area.

Zone 12, Lewis Interior covers all of the interior of Lewis, including the blanket
mire of the north, the mountains of the north-east and south-west, and the lochs of

the south. This area has no evidence of permanent settlement, but has a widespread
distribution of transhumance sites.

Zone 13. South Lochs covers the areas of Loch Shell, Loch Odhain, and Loch

Claidh this area includes the whole of south-east Lewis. It is a mixture of high sea-

Loch a Ghainmhich is pronounced Loch Gam_vick.
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cliffs and low stable edges, looking east and south east over the Minch with its
interior being dominated by blanket mire and rocky mountains. Settlement is scarce

but includes the township of Loch Seaforth Head. The zone is bounded on its west

side by Loch Seaforth, which runs north from Harris. Very little is known about
this area archaeologically, as it is very poorly served by fieldwork.

7.2 Interrogating the model

The model presented in Table 21 and as a database on the attached CD can be

interrogated either manually (by reading the columns in either source) or by use of
the query function within the database. Whichever approach is taken, it may be

interrogated in two different ways: Firstly, the model can be used to provide a list
of sub-classes one might expect to encounter on a specific terrain type or groups of
terrain types (vertical columns on the table). This information can be further

supported (or enhanced) by indicating the archaeological zone of interest.

Using the various terrain types the model should also be applicable, at least in

theory, to other locations in the Western Isles, especially Harris and North Uist.
The wider survey evidence presented in Chapter 2 points to the monument classes

being broadly the same for the whole of the Outer Hebrides, but the testing of this
theoretical use of the model is beyond the scope of this study.

The second use of the model is to examine specific sub-classes of site and establish
in which environments they should be located. This is achieved by looking across

the rows in Table 21 and again, though designed specifically for Lewis, should also

apply to the wider Western Isles.

Both methods of interrogating the model are supported by performer queries

presented with the database on the CD. These queries are called "Terrain" and
"Class" and simply require specific data to be entered to allow the model to be
searched. In the case of "Terrain" it is a matter of entering the terrain type and/or
zone that is required and a list of applicable sites will be provided. With "Class",

entering the sub-class of the site, or sites, in question will provide a list of the
terrains and zones that should be examined.
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Also provided with these queries are several examples of queries that have been

completed. The data resulting from these samples are discussed in the following
sections.

7.2.1 Query by "terrain "

Querying by "terrain" allows the user to choose a single terrain type or a group of
terrain types and the model provides results that take the form of a list of sub¬
classes that may be expected to be located within the chosen terrain types. This

query can also interrogate the association fields and the archaeological zones.

The tables that follow, formed using the Access database, illustrate this. The

queries are based on the "Terrain" template, and are set to save the results of the

interrogation to new tables.3 The first example, listed in Table 24 (Appendix 10), is
the result of a request for all sub-classes that are located in the Loch terrain type.

The results are listed along with additional information including the various
associations that may be expected with the twenty-eight sub-classes that are listed.

The second example, Table 25 (Appendix 10), lists the sites that should be found in

archaeological Zone 7. Again, as with the first example, further details have been

included, with the sub-class list providing useful data on associations and the

general distribution4. In this case nine sub-classes are recorded within the zone

(Zone 7) which, as has been indicated above and in Chapters 5 and 6, is largely
devoid of permanent settlement evidence.

The final example, listed in Table 26 (Appendix 10), lists all of the sub-classes that
are associated with the "Bost..." place name5 (see section 6.1). As with the other
two examples this table also includes additional fields other than the «class»

The deletion of the <Like "y" Or "p"> statements from the criteria box of the fields that are not
required alter the template. In the case of the examples demonstrated here information about only one
terrain type is requested from the table. The Criteria statement can be further altered by removing the
"p", this means that classes that are only possible located within the terrain type will then not be
included in the answer. Similarly the Criteria statement can be altered to be <Like "n">, which would
cause the resulting information to be a list of sites not found within the terrain type in question.
Data fields can be included or excluded in the result of any interrogation by clicking on the tick box
on the Show box within the query table before the query is executed.
This is achieved by the use of the expression <Like "*Bost*"> in the Criteria box of the «4s,soc
place-names» field. The result of this is a list of all of the sub-classes that have Bost as part of the
«Assoc place-names» field. This expression is used as Bost is just part of the field not its entirety.
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and «sub-class» fields. The result of this query includes records of six sub¬
classes.

7.2.2 Query by "class"

Querying by class allows the user of the model to choose one or more sub-class of
monument and find out which types of terrain and zone the sub-class/classes may

be found in. The results of such an interrogation can be displayed in a table as the

following example shows.

The following table lists the sites in the "Carving" and "Standing Stones" classes

showing in which circumstances these classes of site appear. Table 27 and Table 28

(both in Appendix 10) include all forty fields in the Model database6, and allows
the user to read across the data and see which fields have positive and which have

negative responses. While this display of data allows the user to see negative

responses it is cumbersome to use and view quickly.

The results here show that these features are found in coastal and inland locations,

but that such sites are not found in the inter-tidal zone, within crofts or on machair.

The sites are located on good and poor grazing and in areas of blanket mire. The
table also shows us that all of these sub-classes (except the cup-marked rocks) are

located in prominent locations. This is reflected also in the «Archaeological

Visibility» field where the standing stones sub-classes have a relatively high

rating of 4-5. Finally it can be seen in Table 28 that such sites are found in Zones 3,

4, 5, 6, 9, 10 and 11 but not in Zones 1, 2, 7, 8 and 12.

7.3 Testing the model

The model described above now needs to be tested to prove or disprove its validity.
This testing process will also prove or disprove the more general hypothesis that it
is possible to create a model based entirely on survey data for predicting the
location of monuments.

This search result is achieved by making sure that all of the fields have the Show tick box ticked. The
following statements are then used in the criteria boxes, in the «CIass» fields, < Like "Carvings"
Or "Standing Stones"> and in the «Sub-Class» fields, < Like "Cup marks" Or "Stone settings" Or
"Stone Circles" Or "Standing Stones" >.
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This testing is carried out in Chapter 8 and involves the comparison of the data

supplied by the model, to the data of the Bernera Survey of 1996. This area was

chosen as the control area as its physical location is between all of the other three

survey areas and also because of the four areas surveyed, (itself, WLLP, GLS and

ULS), it is the only one to include all of the terrain types.
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CHAPTER 8

198 berneray Beg. Besydis this Kealnsay foresaid layes
Berneray Beg, Haffe ane myle lange, ane myle of breadthe,
ane laiche rough ile, full of little roughe cragies and how
betwixte, of naturall fertile eirthe, with infinite sea ware on
every stane of the same. This ile is weill inhabit and manurit
and will give maire nor twa hunred bows of beire, with
delving only. It pertains to McCloyd ofLewis.

199 Berneray Moir. Besiydis this lyes Berneray-Moir, ane ilse
five myles lange, inhabit and manurit, fertill and fruitfull, with
maney pastures and meikell store, guid for fishing, an fewell
also. Itpertains to McCloyd ofLewis.

From Sir Donald Munro's "Description of the Western Isle of
Scotland." 1549

8.0 TESTING THE MODEL. THE BERNERA SURVEY PROJECT

Chapter 7 presented a model based upon the data discussed in Chapters 5 and 6.
The aim of this Chapter is to test the model and see if it truly applies in the
Lewisian environment. To do this a fourth local data set will be used. This is the

largest data set gathered on an area survey on Lewis to date and covers the whole
of Great Bernera and Little Bernera. However, this test will not primarily examine
the full data set, but rather will examine the results of a probabilistic sample of the
sites from the island.

This will allow the model to be tested against a data set that is not formed in the
same manner as that used to collect the data that formed the model. This is an

important test, as it might be expected that if similar methodologies were used to

gather the data for the model and for the test data set then similar results might be

expected. Problems could be compounded by the fact that the survey area used to

test the model is located in the centre of a triangle formed by the three main

surveys used to provide data for the model.

The comparison of the model to the random sample (described below) will be

coupled with a comparison between the random sample and the complete sample
for each distribution. This should enable an assessment to be made of the relative

survey techniques and prove whether a random sample can really be used to
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provide an accurate picture of the distribution of settlement and sites, which a

complete sample would provide.

The model will be used to produce lists of site sub-classes that should be located
within the different terrains of the Bernera survey, as well as a Zonal list for Zone 3
within which Bernera falls. These lists will be compared to the results for the
Bernera survey to assess the validity of the model presented in Chapter 7.

Any variations within the provisional model formed in Chapter 7 will be

highlighted and adjusted using the data gathered to produce a final model taking
into account the additional data recorded on Great and Little Bernera.

The Bernera Survey

This survey was carried out as part of the wider Bostadh Beach Project, the focus
for the project being the later prehistoric Figure of 8 houses located in the machair
at Bostadh beach on the north side of Bernera. The survey was designed to help to

place the excavated site in its wider settlement context.

The study area included the whole of Great Bernera, an area of circa 2100
hectares. Also surveyed was the island of Little Bernera, an area of 200 hectares
located less than 100 metres from the north shore of Great Bernera. The two

islands sit in the centre of the Loch Roag complex and separate Loch Roag to the
west from East Loch Roag to the east. Great Bernera itself is separated from
mainland Lewis by a 100-metre sound. Loch Barraglom, which links the two

Lochs Roag together. The island has a large number of recognised archaeological
features (both prehistoric and historic), and a long tradition of good agriculture and
settlement (as the quote from Sir Donald Munro above proves). Today Great
Bernera is still the site of seven occupied crofting townships (Kirkibost, Hacklete,

Barraglom, Valasay, Tobson and Croir), but Little Bernera is no longer occupied.

The survey of these islands was conducted with the same basic methodology as

that used for WLLP, GLS and ULS, and both islands, including the townships,
were surveyed in their entirety. The results of this exercise consist of one thousand
and eighty two records that cover all of the monument classes, but not necessarily
all of the sub-classes.



8.2 Testing the model

Bernera is unique amongst the four survey areas covered by this study in that it
includes examples of all of the terrain types covered by the model. This includes
small areas of machair at the north of Great Bernera and on the north and east side

of Little Bernera. What Bernera does lack is true inland "Blackland" areas similar

to those seen at Calanais. While areas of poor grazing, blanket mire and

predominantly bare rock do exist, one is never more than 1000 metres from the
nearest coastal area on the island. The closest that Bernera does get to an "interior"
is the area of blanket mire located inland of Barraglom and Kirkibost on the south
side of the island.

The remaining sections in this chapter will list the sites that the model predicted
should be found in the various terrains of the two islands, and in the general Zone 3
area (see section 7.1.3). This data will then be compared to a probabilistic sample
of the actual results of the Bernera Survey.

8.2.1 The probabilistic sample

Three probabilistic samples were generated from the Bernera survey data on the
basis of a totally random sample, a stratified systematic sample, and a random
linear sample. The first of these, the completely random sample, is based on a grid
of 250 x 250 metre squares aligned on the national grid. A twenty-five percent

sample was generated, and the resulting distribution of 301 sites within the sample

squares is mapped on Figure 180. The sites selected in this process represent 27.8%
of the sites recorded in the total sample of the island. Table 29 illustrates the

percentage of each terrain type on Bernera with till-covered plain separated into
land-uses and also displayed in this table are the percentages of terrain types in
each of the three samples.

This table shows that the random sample includes a greater proportion of some

terrain types, mostly rock, machair, and the modified till-covered plain types of

good grazing and crofts, than is representative of the island as a whole. However,
the proportion of till-covered plain dominated by blanket mire examined in the
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random sample is considerably less than that of the whole island (45.79%

compared to 64.18%).

Terrain Types Hectares Total % Random % Stratified %
Random
Linear %

Mostly Rock 174.90 7.88 12.71 5.71 3.00

Machair 17.41 0.78 2.29 0.71 0.36

Blanket Mire 1424.06 64.18 45.79 56.42 67.65
Good Grazing 44.79 2.02 8.12 4.64 1.25

Crofts 422.65 19.05 25.12 28.92 21.87

Lochs 134.93 6.09 5.97 3.57 5.87

■ mmHHH
Sample size % 100.00 25.00 25.00 30.00
Total Area (Hec.) 2218.74 554.86 554.86 665.62

Number of sites 1084 301 304 369
% of total sites 100.00 27.8 28.04 34.04

Table 29 Terrain type percentages for the total and probabilistic samples of Bernera

The stratified systematic sample also represents a 25% sample of the total area and
has a similar percentage of sites, 28.04%, to the totally random sample. This

sample was based upon the one kilometre national grid squares divided into four
and then one sub-division was selected from each square. The results of this sample
and the location of the grid units, is illustrated on Figure 181. Proportionally the
terrain types covered in this sample are more similar to the total survey area

percentages than those for the random sample. However, as with the random

sample, there is a higher percentage of till-covered plain modified to crofts
examined in the stratified systematic sample 28.92% as opposed to 19.5% for the
whole island.

The linear random sample consists of transects that cover circa thirty-five % of the
total survey area. Running from east to west, these transects were two hundred and

fifty metres wide, and were aligned with the national grid. The position of the first
transect was selected at random and then subsequent transects were spaced five
hundred metres apart. Using this spacing the location of the first transect dictated
the ultimate size of the sample, which might have ranged from between 25-35%.
The sample size could have been fixed to 25% by changing the gap between each
transect to take into account the location of the first transect and its relationship to

the location of the subsequent transects. The overall results of this sample are

illustrated on Figure 182. Table 29 shows that this sample matches much more

closely the proportional distribution of terrain types seen in the whole survey area.



The largest variations are in the mostly rock class, which is 4% smaller than for the
whole island, and in the till-covered plain dominated by the blanket mire class,
which is 3% larger than that for the whole island. This conformity is interesting,
and may possibly be put down to a purely random effect. However, it might be

argued that while the location of the first transect is totally random, the fact that the

sample transects bisect the survey area gives a greater chance for the terrain type

proportions to be accurately reflected in the sample.

As the sample size is larger for the linear random samples it is no surprise that the
number of sites included in this sample is also larger. This sample of thirty percent

of the terrain of the two islands returned 34.04% of the total monuments recorded

in the whole area. Looking at the three distributions together, all reflect the general
trend of the overall monument distribution seen for the total sample, illustrated on

Figure 183, that is, a concentration of sites on the south side of Little Bernera in the
areas around Tobson and Breaclete townships, and in the area on the south of Great
Bernera including Hacklete and Kirkibost townships. Blank spots in the
distribution are to be found in the interior of the island, to the north of Barraglom
and between Breaclete and Valasay.

For the sake of testing the model, only the random linear sample will be examined
and compared to the total sample. This is because, as has already been discussed in

Chapter 4, this form of sampling proves to be the probabilistic sampling method
most suited to prospecting survey of the type carried out in this survey. This is
further born out in the results discussed above, as this sample provides the most

representative cross-section of the terrain types encountered on the two islands.

8.2.2 The Model for Bernera

The information from the model proposed in Chapter 7 that pertains to the Bernera

Survey area is presented in three tables in Appendix 12. These include a

breakdown of which site classes appear in which terrain type in Table 30 and a

breakdown of which classes have been recorded in Zone 3 (the zone that has
Bernera at its centre) in Table 31, and finally Table 32 is a list of all of the site
classes that have so far not been recorded within Zone 3.
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8.2.1.1 Terrain types and sites classes

As has been indicated above, Bernera displays examples of all of the terrain classes
used to define the model suggested in Chapter 7. Many of these terrain types and

features, however, exist only in very small areas of the islands, particularly the

machair, inland areas, and areas of high sea cliffs.

The resultant data is displayed in Table 34 (Appendix 12), which contains much of
the information portrayed originally in Table 21 in Chapter 7. Here the rows and
columns have been reversed so that the user can take one type of terrain criteria
and read across all of the monument classes and sub-classes. Also, rather than

yes/no responses, "yes" responses are marked with a yellow circle and "no"

responses are left blank. "Possible" responses are marked with a green cross, and

finally "yes" responses that mark the main location of a class (where applicable,
i.e. crofting blackhouses) are marked with a large red cross.

It is the data in this table that will be used as the primary means of comparison with
the actual results of the Bernera Survey presented in section 8.3 below.

8.2.2.2 Site classes present and absent in Archaeological Zone 3

Table 31 (Appendix 12) lists all of the site types recorded in Archaeological Zone 3
of Lewis. The table includes ninety-six records which are displayed in conjunction
with the more general association data, and information about the distribution and

archaeological visibility of a class and sub-class.

This table allows us to view the wider picture of the archaeology already recorded
in the Loch Roag area (Zone 3, see Figure 179) and also to take account of the

visibility and associations of each sub-class. It will be used in the general

comparison of the results of the Bernera Survey, and to establish the accuracy of
the information pertaining to the archaeological zoning of Lewis. It should be

noted, however, that this zone is the most completely surveyed of any of the zones

defined on Lewis (see section 7.1.3). Therefore it might be expected that the results
of the Bernera Survey should be close to what is projected for the zone, as more is
known about it than practically any other on the island.

As well as those classes recorded as being found in Archaeological Zone 3 (see
Table 30) those classes not present should also be considered. These classes are
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listed in Table 32 (Appendix 12) and comprise fifteen records. The classes that are

missing from the area are important here to the assessment of the validity of the
zone model. Should one of the classes in Table 31 appear within the record for

Bernera, this would indicate a shortcoming or error in the zonal information and

help to give an understanding of how this part of the model can be adjusted for
future use.

8.3 The Bernera Survey Results

The overall record for the Bernera surveys is one of the largest for the four area

surveys carried out around the Loch Roag complex. Containing one thousand and

eighty-four records, including sites representing all phases of settlement, the
archive indicates the archaeological and historical depth of settlement on the two

islands. The gazetteer of these sites is listed in Table 49 in Appendix 11.

These sites are located mainly in the coastal areas of Great Bernera. Several large
areas of the interior of the island, around Druim Bhataroil and Ben Breaclete, have

no recorded sites of any class. These blanks may be a result of human failings,

shortcomings in the teams working in these areas (this possibility can never be
ruled out!), but are more likely an expression of the terrains that predominate in
these two areas. Ben Breaclete is predominantly bare rock, while Druim Bhataroil
is one of the few areas on the island to be covered by blanket mire with little bare
rock.

Other equally remote areas to the west and east have yielded some shielings,

though the RCAHMS record (see Figure 138, Chapter 6) for this class shows no

shielings recorded by FESP for the island as whole. These shieling groups are

clustered around the townships of Kirkibost and Hacklete on the island's south
side. It is possible that the more northerly townships (and their preceding

settlements) had no transhumance tradition (as seen at Garenin, see section

5.4.22.3), causing the blank areas in the record where their traditional grazing lands
lie.

The following sections examine the evidence recorded on Bernera monument class

by monument class. Each section first examines the predictions formed from the
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model for where sites of the given sub-class may be found. This is followed by a

comparison of the model to the random linear sample to assess the validity of the
model. The random sample results are then compared to the total sample to assess

whether the probabilistic survey evidence provides an accurate indication of the
distribution of monuments and settlement.

8.3.1 Atlantic Round Houses

The projected distribution for this class of sites projected by the settlement model
indicates that Atlantic round house sub-classes should be found in three different

locations:

❖ Coastal complex Atlantic round houses should be located prominently on

machair, good or poor grazing but probably not within crofts. Their location
should possibly be defensive or pseudo-defensive1 in nature and may be found
in the inter-tidal zone.

❖ Inland Loch complex Atlantic round houses should be located in inland
lochs surrounded by poor grazing or blanket mire and should be locally

prominent. Again these sites should be in defensive or pseudo-defensive
locations.

❖ Wheelhouses should be found in machair zones usually near the interface with
the grazing behind, but in areas that are eroding. These sites are located

inconspicuously, as when built they were dug into, and partially buried by,
sand.

8.3.1.1 The probabilistic and total survey evidence for Atlantic round houses

Only one record from this class is included in the linear random sample, as mapped
on Figure 184. The site recorded, Dun Barraglom (NMRS, NB13SE 05), is a

coastal complex Atlantic round house located on a small promontory enclosed
behind a stone-faced wall that may be contemporary with the primary structure.

Pseudo-defensive - sites that are located in apparently defensive positions that are tactically poor, i.e.
on a headland but overlooked. This might be pointing towards the location being a "strategically"
defensive role for the site where the immediate ability to defend the site is unimportant but the
statement the site makes within the landscape is important.
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The site is a prominent one, on till-covered plain modified to good grazing and
used as crofting land. This does not fit the pattern that the model suggests for the
coastal complex Atlantic round house sub-class, which indicates that such sites are

not generally found within crofting townships. However, this is not because such
sites avoid crofts, but because the intensive use of crofts tends to obscure or

obliterate the remains of this kind of site. Dun Barraglom is a freak of survival.

However, this site is not representative of coastal complex Atlantic round houses
on Bernera or on Lewis. The probabilistic sample does not, when compared to the
total sample, represent in any way the total distribution for the Atlantic round
house class on the two Bernera Islands. Six records of this class are found in the

archive for the Bostadh Beach Project, all of which are located on Great Bernera
with none found on Little Bernera; these sites are mapped on Figure 185.

Of the sites recorded, four, Dun Stuigh (NMRS, NB14SE 4), Dun Barraglom

(NMRS NB13SE 05), Dun Tiddaborra (NMRS, NB13NE 03 and 04) and the site
located at Rubha Thorab (NB 1560 4011) are coastal complex Atlantic round
houses. Three of these sites (Barraglom, Tiddaborra and Rubha Thorab) have little
or nothing of their original features surviving, at least at the surface. Both Dun

Barraglom and Dun Tiddaborra have later structures superimposed and Rubha
Thorab suffers heavy coastal erosion, and survives only in its basal course.

Dun Stuigh and Dun Barraglom are both on promontories. Barraglom is a type 7
enclosure (see Chapter 6) and Stuigh a type 8 enclosure with segmented/nuclear
internal arrangement. All of these coastal sites are in very prominent locations in
the proximity of later settlement, one on crofting lands, one on improved grazing
and two on rough grazing.

One inland island complex Atlantic round house is also recorded in the archive, the
site of Bharabhat_Bernera (NMRS, NB13NE 02). This site is situated in an inland
loch surrounded by poor grazing and is locally prominent. It also lies at the end of
a promontory suggesting it was part of a class 8 promontory enclosure (see section
6.5.3 and Figure 176).

The final site in the group is the roundhouse excavated in the machair at Bostadh
Beach (NMRS, NB14SW 02) (Neighbour and Burgess 1997). This site has been
classified as a cellular structure but is included here as it seems to show the same
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tradition of domestic use of space as the complex Atlantic round houses and
wheelhouses (see Chapter 4). It is a stone-constructed circular house that relies on

the sand into which it was built to provide pressure on the walls keeping them from

moving, in much the same manner to the wheelhouses. It is located at the interface
of the machair close to later settlement (the pre-crofting township of Bostadh), and
was discovered after heavy coastal erosion activity. Its location is inconspicuous in
the same way that a wheelhouse is inconspicuous, both being partially buried in
sand.

8.3.1.2 Summary of predicted model compared to the probabilistic and total
evidence for Atlantic round houses on Bernera

The probabilistic distribution discussed above is only represented by one site,
which does not strictly match what the model predicts. However, it does suggest

that unlike mainland Lewis, complex Atlantic round houses may survive in crofting
areas on the smaller islands. The comparison of the probabilistic and total samples

suggests that in this case the probabilistic sample does not provide an accurate

indication of the distribution of Atlantic round houses on Lewis. The probabilistic

survey does not give any indication of the wider distribution of coastal complex
Atlantic round Houses, inland complex Atlantic round houses or the possibilities
for wheelhouses that the total sample reveals.

The comparison of the model data to the total sample shows that the predicted
location of this class is correct in almost every sense for the sub-classes of coastal
and inland Atlantic Roundhouse. Wheelhouses have not yet been recorded on

either of the islands though the Bostadh house was originally thought to be part of
this sub-class prior to its excavation. However, the fact remains that on the basis of
the probabilistic sample and the total sample one anomaly has been identified in
the model -

Dun Barraglom, a coastal complex Atlantic round house is located on a

croft. The model suggests this ought not occur, and the implication is that
the entry should be changed from "no" to "possible" for this sub-class in
the «Crofts» field. The reason for not suggesting a "yes" response is
that prior to the Bostadh Beach Project survey no such sites had ever been
found to survive in this terrain. Dun Barraglom is the only complex
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Atlantic round house to survive on crofting land on Lewis, and this is one

of the most comprehensively recorded site types on the island.

With the exception of the change suggested above, the model's predictions for the
location of the sites in this class have been proved inconclusive by the probabilistic

survey, which only produced one site to compare to the model. However,

comparison to the total sample suggests that the model is largely correct. This is
also broadly true of the wider zonal model.

Also notable from Table 31 is the link with between Atlantic round houses and the

"Bhara..." and "Dun" place-names. In the case of the distribution discussed above,
"Dun" was linked with three of the sites (all coastal complex Atlantic round

houses) and the name "Bhara.." was linked with one site, an inland loch complex
Atlantic round house.

8.3.2 Blackhouses

The provisional model projects that the sub-classes of blackhouses should be found
in found in two locations:

❖ Crofting blackhouses should be found solely within the extents of crofting

townships, which are always located in areas of improved grazing and may also
be located on machair. This sub-class is almost always found in the coastal zone

(the exception being those townships in Archaeological Zone 11).

❖ Pre-crofting blackhouses should be found in coastal areas of the island, on

machair, machair interface, good and poor grazing. The model also indicates
that this class of site should be found in association with crofting settlement,
even within its boundaries, and in association with "Buaile" and "Clachan"

place-names.

8.3.2.1 The Bernera Survey probabilistic and total sample evidence for
blackhouses

The probabilistic sample of blackhouses includes sixty-five records, which are

mapped by phase on Figure 186. Of the two sub-classes, crofting blackhouses by
definition lie within crofting areas. The largest of these concentrations is within the
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township of Hacklete with others being recorded in the townships of Kirkibost,

Breaclete, Tobson and Croir where the transect crossed these areas. Several

crofting-phase blackhouses were recorded outwith townships, suggesting either
that the townships have contracted or that the blackhouse have been incorrectly
dated.

The model suggests that pre-crofting blackhouses are located primarily in coastal
areas on till-covered plain of all types, some within crofting townships and on good

grazing in the machair interface zone. This modelled distribution is borne out in the

probabilistic sample, with all of the pre-crofting blackhouses that are recorded in
the linear transects being found in the coastal areas of the two islands in the terrains

suggested above.

Generally the probabilistic sample gives a good indication of the distribution and
location of the sites in this class, matching closely the model's prediction.

However, the probabilistic sample does not provide a total picture of the extent of
settlements represented by this class of monument. Not only are concentrations of
blackhouses that indicate the presence of pre-crofting buailes missed in areas such
as Tobson and the north of Kirkibost, but a concentration of crofting phase
blackhouses that fall outwith crofting townships at Bostadh is also excluded. This
concentration of late houses marks the de-crofted Bostadh township which was

abandoned in the late 19th century2.

The Bernera survey archive includes one hundred and forty-five records for this

class; these sites are illustrated on Figure 187, Almost all of the sites are located in

clusters, and most of these clusters are found in proximity to or within crofting

townships.

The pre-crofting sites are in seven main concentrations. From north to south these

are, Little Bernera, Croir, Tobson, Hacklete, Barraglom and Kirkibost. The

majority of the sites linked with active crofting townships are found within the
extents of the crofts.

Bostadh Township was abandoned in 1878 after it was en-crofted. The reasons for this according to
local history were because of a lack of good grazing, fuel (peat) and fresh water (N McCiever pers
comm).



8.3.2.2 Summary of predicted model compared to the evidence for blackhouses in
the probabilistic and total samples

The parameters suggested for the location of the pre-crofting and crofting
blackhouses are seen to be correct when they are compared with the results of the

probabilistic sample. That sample also provides an accurate indication of the
distribution of blackhouses across the wider area of the two islands. However,

comparing the total and probabilistic sample shows that while the probabilistic

sample is representative of the overall distribution, it does not give a total picture
of the extent of settlement based on crofting and pre-crofting blackhouses. On
Great Bernera the specific example of the crofting blackhouses at Bostadh are not

recorded in the probabilistic sample as no transect covers that area. As a result this
settlement, which is important in the overall record as it is one of the few examples
of completely de-crofted townships on Lewis, is not recorded or predicted in the

probabilistic sample.

Comparing the total sample of crofting blackhouses with what the provisional
model predicts for their location shows a close match. The locations of pre-crofting
blackhouses also broadly follows the predictions of the model. One anomaly is
noted both in the probabilistic and total samples:

The provisional model suggests that the pre-crofting sub-class is rare

within crofting townships. The evidence on Bernera contradicts this, as

six out of eight concentrations of this sub-class are found within crofting

townships. This marks a change in emphasis, rather than a fault in the

model, which was correct in all other respects for this class.

The reasons for this change in emphasis may be ascribed to the small sample of

crofting townships surveyed in the other three studies (WLLP, Garenin and ULS,
see Chapter 5). In these three areas only two townships were surveyed (Garenin
and Calanais). Evidence at Garenin suggested that 1 in 4 pre-crofting blackhouse
settlements are found within the extents of crofting townships. At Calanais no such
sites were located in the township and at Aird Uig no townships were examined.
The Bernera survey effectively quadruples the total number of townships surveyed,

providing a much clearer picture of monument survival within their limits.
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Finally, the association evidence suggested in Table 31 is also matched by the
Bernera results, with crofting blackhouses being located in association with the
"...bost" name (at Kirkibost) and instances of "Buaile" being recorded in
association with pre-crofting blackhouses at Kirkibost, Hacklete, Breaclete, Croir,
Tobson and Valasay.

8.3.3 Burials

The provisional model suggested in Chapter 7 and in Tables 21 and 30 predicts that
the four sub-classes of cairn may be found in the following locations:

❖ Unmarked graves including cists should be found in coastal locations

particularly in areas of high erosion including machair and possibly croft areas.

These sites have no natural archaeological visibility and require the
enhancement provided by erosion and other processes which distribute the soil.

They were frequently located so as to be inconspicuous.

❖ Cemeteries should be found in coastal locations mostly on machair and good

grazing, occasionally on poor grazing but never within crofting townships.
These sites may be associated with pre-reformation chapels and the "Teampuir
and "Tigh" names.

❖ Cairn Burials should be found in all types of coastal terrain with the exception
of crofts, where any examples have been obscured by recent agriculture. These
sites are frequently found in prominent locations, and are associated with

standing stone monuments in ritual landscapes as at Broad Bay and Loch Roag.

❖ Marked Graves outwith Cemeteries should be located on the coast on improved
and poor grazing and on blanket mire. They are not found within crofts, and are

frequently associated with bays where bodies may be washed ashore and with
established cemeteries where "sinners" and "non-believers" are buried outwith

consecrated ground.

8.3.3.1 Probabilistic and total sample evidence for burials from the Bernera Survey

The probabilistic sample includes eight records of burials; these sites are recorded

by type on Figure 188 and by date on Figure 189. Of these sites five are
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unclassified cairn burials on the southern shore of Great Bernera, and three are cist

burials located on the Siaram Bostadh peninsula to the west of Bostadh Beach.

The provisional model prediction, that unclassified burial cairns should be sited on

the coast in any form of terrain, but not survive within crofts is born out by the

probabilistic sample with one exception. This lies within the township of Kirkibost;
the remaining sites all respect the boundaries of townships. The model's

predictions for unmarked graves such as cists are also broadly born out by the

probabilistic sample.

However, examining the probabilistic sample results on their own do not provide
the total picture of the distribution of burials for the two islands. The distribution of
burial cairns provided in the random sample could be taken to suggest that such
sites are concentrated along the south coast of Great Bernera. While this is the case,

the distribution does extend round most of the rest of the coast of the two islands.

There are also some sites in inland areas to the west of Tobson. Similarly while the

probabilistic sample suggests the model is correct for the cist sub-class (unmarked
graves), the total sample shows that one cist has been recorded in the inland area to
the east of Loch Bharabhat_Bernera (NGR, NB 1566 3563). The presence of this
site suggests that this sub-class, which has minimal archaeological visibility,
extends into the interior on till-covered plain dominated by blanket mire. But
without soil disturbance such occurrences will not normally be recorded.

Also totally excluded from the probabilistic sample are graveyards. Two are

recorded as part of the total survey of the islands, one at Bostadh (NGR, NB 1380

4020) and one on Little Bernera. The first of these is part of the wider modern
distribution of municipal burial grounds, while the latter is a now disused burial

ground that has its origins in the pre-reformation religious tradition in the Western
Isles and is related to Teampull Michael (NGR, NB 1512 4065).

The total sample includes nineteen records of burial sites of all types. Of these,
nine are possible burial cairns, all nineteen are illustrated on Figure 190 and by
date on Figure 191. They are mostly in prominent locations outwith crofts, on poor

grazing and blanket mire terrains.

Several are recorded as being located on the high sea cliffs of the west side of Little

Bernera, and seven look south over Loch Barraglom from the southern shores of
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Great Bernera. All of these sites fall in the Loch Roag area and may be considered
to be within the Loch Roag ritual landscape centred (today) on the Calanais stones.

8.3.3.2 Summary of predicted model compared to the evidence from the

probabilistic and total samples of Burials on Bernera

The probabilistic sample, while not including all of the burial sub-classes, does
conform to the locations predicted by the provisional model. However, as has been
indicated above, this sample does not fully represent the distribution of burials on

the two islands. Not only is the graveyard class not represented at all, but the
distributions of both cists and cairns is also misleading and cannot be said to be

representative of the distribution across the whole survey area.

The evidence for burials in the total sample closely matches the provisional model

predictions for all sub-classes except marked graves outwith cemeteries, none of
which have been found on either of the islands. The reason for this may relate to

the relatively sheltered waters of Bernera. As most of these burials tend to be

drowning victims, these graves are more likely to be found on the Atlantic coast of
zones 2 and 4.

8.3.4 Cairns

The distributions for the four sub-classes of cairns as suggested by the provisional
model may be found under the following different circumstances:

❖ Clearance Cairns should be found primarily in coastal locations, though they

may occur inland where there is settlement. They may be found in all terrain

types, though they are less likely to be recorded on poor grazing and blanket
mire. They are mostly found as elements of field-systems though their accurate

dating is difficult.

❖ Burial Cairns have already been discussed above and will not be duplicated
here.

❖ Single unclassified cairns should be located in all terrain types without

exception, including in inter-tidal and loch locations.
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❖ Navigation Cairns should be found in prominent locations in both inland and
coastal areas. These sites have not been specifically recorded within lochs and
in the machair interface zone. They are frequently associated with the place-
names "Cnoc" and "...abhal", the Gaelic and Norse for hill, these being
locations where the sites are visible.

8.3.4.1 Bernera Survey probabilistic and total sample evidence for cairns

Thirty cairn sites are recorded in the probabilistic sample mapped Figure 192 and

by date on Figure 193. Of these sites twenty-one are unclassified cairns, all of
which are located on the coast. While the model suggests that these cairns may be
found in all areas and on all terrains none were recorded in this sample in the
interior of the islands. The Bostadh Beach Project survey did not differentiate
between unclassified and navigation cairns as the distinction had not been made at

the time of survey. The prominent coastal siting of many of the cairns in the

probabilistic sample suggests that they are navigation cairns.

Clearance cairns are found for the most part in the southern half of Great Bernera
in the townships of Kirkibost and Hacklete in areas of till-covered plain that have
been improved for crofting. Of all the sub-classes of cairns it is the clearance cairns
which present the greatest chronological problems. Only the burial cairns,
discussed above in section 8.3.3 have a reasonably firm date.

The comparison of the probabilistic sample to the total sample shows that while the

probabilistic sample has no discrepancies with the data provided by the provisional

model, it does not provide a complete picture of the cairns on the two islands. It
does not include any clearance sites located either outwith crofting areas or

anywhere in the northern half of the island yet both are recorded in the total

sample. Examples of unclassified cairns recorded in the total sample are found in
concentrations within the townships of Tobson and the northern half of Kirkibost.
Such cairns are recorded in the southern half of Kirkibost by the probabilistic

sample. A concentration of four unclassified cairns there suggests that such sites
should be found in numbers within crofting townships. However, similar features
were not identified in the interior of the island in the probabilistic sample, but were

recorded there in the total sample.
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The total records of the Bostadh Beach Project Survey include ninety-nine cairns,
30% of which were recorded in the probabilistic sample; all of these sites are

mapped on Figure 194 and by date on Figure 195. Of the total nine are burial
cairns, twenty-six clearance cairns in fields and sixty-four unclassified cairns.

The clearance cairns are all located in association with field-systems (see section

8.3.11) and settlement (see section 8.4), on good grazing, poor grazing and with
crofts. Particular concentrations may be seen in association with the Kirkibost

township and between Croir and Bostadh on the north shore of Great Bernera. As
with most of the cairns, these sites are undated.

8.3.4.2 Summary of predicted model compared to the evidence from the

probabilistic and total samples for cairns on Bernera

The probabilistic sample generally matches the predictions of the provisional
model. This sample does not, however, represent accurately the total distribution of
cairns on the two islands, since neither unclassified/navigation cairns nor clearance
cairns are well enough represented in the sample to allow an indication of the wider
distribution to be formulated.

When compared with the total sample, the theoretical data supplied by the

provisional model is a close match for all of the cairn sub-classes, with one proviso
noted when one compares of the model to the total and provisional samples. This

survey did not differentiate between unclassified and navigation cairns, so that the
differentiation postulated above is a guess on the basis of the locations of, the

projected dates of the sites, and on the basis of the writers frequent visits to the
area. Many of the cairns observed would appear to have been for navigation

purposes.

8.3.5 Cellular structures

The provisional model predicts that all single cellular structures, excluding those
recorded as shielings or transhumance sites, which are dealt with below, share the
same locations. Multicellular structures on the other hand have a more restricted

distribution.
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❖ Non transhumance cellular structures should be found only in coastal
locations and in all terrain types except within lochs. They were not built to be

prominent or conversely to be inconspicuous and not associated with any

particular place-name though they may be found close to chapel sites. Cellular
structures inland are thought to relate to transhumance

❖ Multicellular structures are poorly recorded in all of the surveys discussed in
this study. However, where they have been recorded it is in machair, machair
interface zones and in areas of till-covered plain modified to good grazing and

crofting townships. Their distribution is entirely coastal, and they have been
recorded in later prehistoric, early medieval and medieval contexts.

Conglomerations of cellular structures have also been found constructed in the
within earlier structures, as in the remains of the complex Atlantic round house
at Berie_Riof.

8.3.5.1 Probabilistic and total sample data from the Bernera Survey evidence for
cellular structures.

Seven cellular structures were recorded as part of the probabilistic sample,

representing twenty-four percent of the total number of such sites recorded in the
total sample. These sites are mapped on Figure 196 and by date on Figure 197.
These seven sites comprise five single cellular structures, all undated, and two

curvilinear shielings, which will be discussed below in section 6.3.22. The five

single cellular structures are located in terrain areas that were suggested by the

provisional model, though not as extensively distributed as the model suggests.

Three of the sites are located on till-covered plain dominated by blanket mire, two

in coastal locations, and one in an inland location to the west of Loch

Bharabhat_Bemera. The remaining two sites are both located in crofting

townships, one in Breaclete and one in Kirkibost.

While the probabilistic sample broadly supports the predictions of the provisional

model, the small number of sites it encompasses means that it does not provide a

good indication of the wider distribution of such sites. This is particularly the case

for multicellular structures that are not represented at all in the probabilistic

sample. However examples of multicellular structures on the two islands include
sites of importance in the later prehistoric phase at Bostadh Beach, where three
"Pictish" period houses have been recorded and excavated. Another example has
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been recorded at Kirkibost, a multicellular structure that is thought to be related to

early medieval monastic settlement in the immediate vicinity.

The total sample includes twenty-nine sites all on Great Bernera with not a single

example on Little Bernera. These sites are mapped on Figure 198 and by date on

Figure 199. Of these sites only five are multicellular, the remainder being single
cell sites. Most are undated, though several in Kirkibost (NGR: NB 1727 3682) and
near Breaclete (NGR: NB 1727 3682) are believed to be later prehistoric in date.
Cellular sites have been located on all terrain types including the machair areas of
Bostadh Beach, and are found primarily in coastal locations, frequently on the
shore.

8.3.5.2 Summary of predicted model compared to the evidence for cellular
structures on Bernera

While the probabilistic sample echoes closely the distribution suggested by the

provisional model, it is too small to give an accurate indication of the wider
distribution of such sites on the two islands. Specifically no multicellular structures

were recorded in the probabilistic sample, so it would have said nothing about the
wider distribution for such sites.

Later prehistoric multicellular Figure of 8 houses are poorly represented on Lewis
as a whole with only two sites being recorded prior to the Bostadh Beach Project,
one at Berie_Riof and one at Galson. However, on Great Bernera there are three
houses of this class at Bostadh Beach. Also in this sub-class are the stone-built

multicellular structures such as those seen at Guinnerso in the ULS survey area.

One example has been recorded on Great Bernera, at the site of a possible chapel or

monastic settlement at the township of Kirkibost.

The total sample also supports the predictions of the provisional model. There are,

however, areas where the model suggests cellular structures should be found where
there are none. This applies particularly to the whole of Little Bernera, and also
stretches of the coastline of Great Bernera, not least between Kirkibost and

Breaclete and also Breaclete and Croir. This shows very clearly that the model can

be used to predict where sites may be found but does not guarantee that they

actually exist to be found.
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8.3.6 Communications features

The provisional model identifies three sub-classes of communications features that
it predicts should occur: may be found in different locations:

❖ Bridges on Lewis are built primarily for local reasons and have been found

particularly within crofts, but also in all other terrain types where they are

necessary for access.

❖ Island-wide communications features may be found in all terrain types except

for machair, which regional communications tend to avoid because of its

instability, and within crofts where the position of the site is determined by
local conditions.

❖ Tracks are dependant on local factors, and thus can occur in all terrains, even in
machair. They are particularly associated with early crofting townships and pre-

crofting settlements, but not with any particular place-names.

8.3.6.1 The probabilistic and total samples for communications features on Bernera

Seven communications sites are recorded on Bernera and are mapped on Figure
200. Of these two were identified in the probabilistic sample, mapped on Figure
201. The first is the bridge across the narrows of Loch Barraglom (NMRS,
NB13SE 12), linking Great Bernera to mainland Lewis. The second is a set of steps

forming a local link within the township of Kirkibost. Both sites are located in
areas where the provisional model suggests of both a local or island-wide

significance should occur.

The probabilistic sample included twenty-eight percent of the total number of
communications sites on the two islands, out of a small total sample. Their scarcity
in the probabilistic sample thus reflects the overall picture. However, the

probabilistic sample gave no clue to the existence of the five bridges, giving local
access, that form an important part of the total sample. These occur at Hacklete,

Valasay, and Tobson, and the biggest example is the bridge across the tidal
narrows between Valasay and Tob Valasay (NMRS, NB13NW 07).
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8.3.6.2 Summary of predicted model compared to the evidence for probabilistic
and total samples for communication features on Bernera

The findings in the probabilistic survey confirm the locations suggested by the

provisional model for sites of this class, though the probabilistic sample was small
and included no local access bridges or tracks. However, no roadways or tracks
were included the total record, which differs from the probabilistic sample only in
that it included local bridges. As no trackways or old roads were found on Bernera,
the model remains untested for these. The local model for bridge locations may be
taken to apply to other local features such as steps (seen at Kirkibost) and

presumably sites such as causeways and stepping stones that might also have been
built for local access.

8.3.7 Cultivation features

The data for cultivation features in the provisional model indicates that such sites
fall into three sub-classes, each with different location criteria:

❖ Feannagan should be located outwith crofting townships in coastal areas of

good and poor grazing, and even occasionally in areas of predominantly bare
rock. They are also occasionally found in inland areas where there are remains
of permanent settlement. Concentrations of feannagan may be found with pre-

crofting settlement.

❖ Square-cut lazybeds should be located almost exclusively within crofting

townships in coastal locations. Very occasionally they may also be found in
areas of good or poor grazing adjacent to crofting townships suggesting that the

townships boundaries have changed.

❖ Cord rig and similar narrow and plough-turned rig and furrow are extremely
rare on Lewis, the few examples being found on good and improved grazing,
and possibly in machair, crofts and poor grazing. They may be expected in areas

where no later cultivation is recorded, as they are fragile and easily destroyed.

They are unlikely to occur on blanket mire, as they are associated primarily with
the early prehistoric phase, and should therefore be buried under the peat. It is

likely that more examples will come to light at the bottom of peat cuttings or

eroding peat sections.
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8.3.7.1 The probabilistic sample and total survey evidence for cultivation features
on Bernera

The probabilistic sample for this class includes forty-one sites of which thirty-six
are feannagan and five are square-cut lazybeds, mapped on Figure 202 and by date
on Figure 203. The feannagan are usually located in areas of till-covered plain
outwith crofting townships, though several are found within, and on the fringes of,
Tobson and Kirkibost townships. Likewise the less numerous square-cut lazybeds
also match closely the criteria for their location suggested by the provisional
model. No early cord rigging or narrow rigs were recorded in the probabilistic

sample, not surprisingly since such features have so rarely been observed on Lewis
as a whole.

Broadly speaking there is agreement between the probabilistic sample and the total
record. Only one particular group of square-cut sites to the east of Bostadh Beach
could not have been predicted on the basis of the probabilistic sample. These are of
the crofting phase but lie outwith present crofting areas. This is due to contraction
of the crofting areas, the area was a crofting township until it was abandoned

during the 1870s (N McCiever pers. comm). This is one of very few similar sites on

the whole of Lewis.

The evidence for cultivation in the total record comprises one hundred and twenty

one records mapped on Figure 204 and by date on Figure 205. Sixteen of these
records are square-cut lazybeds, mostly concentrated in one location around the

township of Croir and Bostadh. Many of these are located on the machair interface
and good grazing. Mostly however, these sites fall outwith crofting areas around
the townships of Croir, Valasay and Kirkibost. This is likely to be due to a

contraction of these townships or may mark a local willingness to extend
cultivation beyond the accepted limits of the crofting townships.

The remaining records of cultivation on Bernera are all feannagan, located almost

completely outwith the extents of crofting townships (including the abandoned
Bostadh township). These features are primarily coastal in location and form, in

many places, extensive pre-crofting field-systems. The best example of this is the

heavily cultivated area of Tordal in the centre of Little Bernera, which has an

extensive system of feannagan and stone enclosures.
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8.3.7.2 Summary of predicted model data for cultivation features compared with
the probabilistic and total samples on Bernera

The location criteria provided by the provisional model is closely matched by the
results of the probabilistic survey. A comparison of this sample to the total sample
shows that generally speaking the probabilistic sample provides a reasonably
accurate picture of the wider distribution of cultivation features on the two islands.
However, there is a weakness in the probabilistic survey sample when it comes to

predicting distributions under unusual circumstances. Specifically this applies to

former township of Bostadh, where square-cut beds fall outwith present crofting

areas, but indicate the presence of the de-crofted settlement.

No trace of early prehistoric cultivation was recorded on either island though such
features are extremely rare on Lewis, with only two instances being recorded in the
three surveys examined in Chapter 5. The lack of such features in the Bernera

Survey is in keeping with what the model predicts for early cultivation.

8.3.8 Dykes and sub-peat features

The provisional model suggests three sub-classes of dykes may be defined, and
also that all sub-peat features may be addressed as one class:

❖ Stone dykes should be located primarily in croft lands and on good grazing, and
are associated with crofting and to a lesser extent pre-crofting settlement and

field-systems. The minority may be found in any terrain type, even occasionally
in areas of predominantly bare rock.

❖ Stone-and-turf dykes should be located in most terrain types with the possible

exception of crofts, where most walls seem to be of stone construction. That this
sub-class appears to be largely absent from the inter-tidal and loch terrains may

be misleading as the earth component of a stone-and-turf dyke would get

washed away in such environments, leaving a wall that appears to be solely
constructed of stone. Stone-and-turf dykes may be found in association with

pre-crofting settlement and later stone dykes.

❖ TurfDykes are extremely rare on Lewis as they do not survive well once they
fall into disuse. They may, however, be found on all terrain types with the

exception of crofts, inter-tidal zones and lochs. This sub-class is not found in
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association with other walls but may be found associated with pre-crofting
cultivation.

❖ Sub-peat features or fossil walls by definition have minimal or zero

archaeological visibility, tend to be revealed by chance due to erosion or

processes such as peat cutting. The known examples have been from where the
mire has been eroded by the sea or on loch shore. Fossil walls may also be
found in the machair, but not generally found in crofts and areas of good

grazing.

8.3.8.1 Evidence for dykes in the probabilistic samples and total record in the
Bernera Survey.

Fifty-four dykes, including eight sub-peat features were recorded in the

probabilistic sample of the Bostadh Beach Project survey area, these are mapped
on Figure 206. The majority of these sites are stone-built, and are distributed as the

provisional model predicts on all terrain and land-use types with a preponderance
in areas dominated by crofting townships. Seven remaining sites are constructed of
stone-and-turf and these are also found in most terrain types, but as the provisional
model suggests, avoid crofts and inter-tidal areas. Only one turf dyke is recorded in
this probabilistic sample to the south of Tobson on till-covered plain dominated by
blanket mire. This site also conforms with the location criteria that the provisional
model suggests.

The eight sub-peat features identified in the probabilistic sample are located in both
the inter-tidal zone and in the interior of the island. The provisional model suggests

that such features will only be revealed by peat cutting or active erosion. Those
found in the probabilistic sample conform with the provisional models predictions.

The probabilistic sample compared with the total sample accords well enough with
that overall picture, having 39.7 % of the total number of dykes recorded on the
two islands. The probabilistic sample suggests that the distribution of stone and
stone-and-turf dykes is primarily coastal, focusing on concentrations of settlement,
and this matches the total survey. So do the distribution of the few turf-only dykes
which avoid areas of intensive agriculture; and of sub-peat features, which are

found primarily in coastal areas, but occasionally in the interior of the islands.
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The total distribution of these sites is shown in Figure 207. The large majority of
the dykes recorded are of dry-stone construction. In the total sample these features
are found concentrated within and outwith the crofting townships, mainly
associated with known field-systems of crofting and pre-crofting phase (see section

8.3.11). They occur in all terrain types.

Stone-and-turf dykes are also found across the whole of Bernera, mainly outwith
the crofts. They occur sometimes in association with stone dykes, sometimes on

their own, but are not found in large concentrations. Only four turf-only dykes have
been recorded, all on Great Bernera at Bostadh (NGR: NB 1362 4014), Tobson

(NGR: NB 1480 3788), Breaclete (NGR: NB 1703 3676) and Valasay (NGR: NB
1409 3742). These are not associated with any of the concentrations of stone or

stone-and-turf dykes.

There are twenty-two records of sub-peat features spread across much of Great
Bernera located primarily in the inter-tidal zone, on the shores of inland lochs, and
in the machair at Bostadh. Two concentrations are of note, both on the shores of

Kirkibost Township, one centred at NGR: NB 1900 3500 and the other at NGR:
NB 1810 3410. Both consist of multiple fossil walls running from the shoreline
into the inter-tidal zone. The remaining examples are for the most part scattered
individual occurrences.

8.3.8.2 Summary of predicted model compared with the evidence from the

probabilistic sample and total record of dykes and sub-peat features on

Bernera

The probabilistic sample of dykes on the two islands closely matches the locations

predicted by the provisional model. Moreover, this sample provides an accurate

guide to the wider distribution of dykes over the islands as a whole. However, there
are more sites in the sample area than should have been found. The figure in the

probabilistic sample suggests there should be circa two-hundred and sixteen dykes
on the two islands, but only one-hundred and thirty-six sites were actually recorded
in the total survey.

On the other hand the locational evidence suggested by the provisional model for

dykes matches quite closely what was actually recorded in the Bernera Survey. No

major changes to the model seem necessary on the basis of the data arising from
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either the probabilistic sample or the total record. As was indicated in Chapter 4,
the recording of dykes in all of the surveys carried out for this study (West of
Lewis Landscape Project, Garenin Landscape Survey, Uig Landscape Survey.

Cea(L) and the Bostadh Beach Project) is deficient as these linear features were

recorded only by a single location rather than at the beginnings, ends and at

changes of alignment, and relationship to other sites.

8.3.9 Enclosures

The provisional model distinguishes three forms of enclosure, which it suggests

may be located on Bernera, each under different location criteria.

❖ Rectilinear stone enclosures should be located in all terrain types, both on the
coast and inland, except for the inter-tidal zone, areas of predominantly bare
rock and in lochs. They are particularly prevalent in crofting townships and are

associated with features of that phase of settlement.

❖ Curvilinear stone enclosures may be located in all terrains, both on the coastal
and inland, including inter-tidal zones and lochs, where they are believed to be
associated with early prehistoric settlement and agriculture, but not normally on

crofting lands. This sub-class is particularly associated with pre-crofting
settlement.

❖ Turf-and-stone, and turf only enclosures should be located in most terrain

types, both on the coastal and inland, except in crofting townships, the inter-
tidal zone and lochs. These features should not be found in association with

rectangular stone enclosures, as the two seem to be mutually exclusive.

8.3.9.1 The probabilistic sample and total survey evidence for enclosures on

Bernera

The probabilistic sample includes seventy-one sites, this representing 31.64% of
the total record for this class, mapped on Figure 208 and by date on Figure 209.

Broadly speaking the sample accords with the locational parameters suggested by
the provisional model. All of the sites are located on the coast though the model

suggests that all three types can also occur in the interior. This makes the point
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again that the model indicates where a site MAY be found, but not where it MUST
be found.

One exception thrown up by the probabilistic sample is that a number of rectilinear
stone-and-turf enclosures were recorded within the limits extents of the crofting

township of Hacklete. This group contradicts the provisional model, which

suggests that such sites should not occur in crofting areas, as they do not survive
the intensive agriculture of crofting.

In comparing the probabilistic sample and total record it can be seen that the
former gives a good indication of the wider distribution of the majority of
enclosures. For example, rectilinear stone-and-turf enclosures are found within, as

well as outwith, crofting townships as the probabilistic sample indicates. The total

sample comprises two hundred and twenty-four records, mapped on Figure 210 and

by date on Figure 211. Rectilinear stone enclosures are commonest with one

hundred and twenty-nine records. These sites are predominantly located within

crofting townships, but there is one major exception, a large group of sites
concentrated around the large pre-crofting field-system at Tordal on Little Bernera.

The next largest category is the curvilinear stone enclosures, with thirty-nine
records. These are found in association with the rectilinear stone enclosures in all

of the townships, but are concentrated in three particular areas. These are at

Kirkibost, in the area of the pre-crofting settlement at Leur Thob (centered at NB
1920 3500), outside of Croir on the northern fringes of the township, between there
and the coast, and in the field-system on Little Bernera at Tordal. These sites seem

to be primarily associated with pre-crofting settlement.

The remaining sites, those constructed of turf and turf-and-stone are all on Great

Bernera, where they occur in all terrains. Unlike the stone enclosures these sites
have not been recorded in groups, but appear singly both within crofts and in areas

of rougher grazing and blanket mire. While they may be found in the same general
area as stone-built enclosures they tend not to be in direct association, though they

probably relate to pre-crofting settlement. Very few are conclusively dated, though
several are thought to belong to the Norse, later prehistoric and early prehistoric
settlement phases on the basis of their form and location. It is likely that many of
the undated sites relate to crofting and pre-crofting agriculture though where
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individual sites belong, particularly the rectilinear stone enclosures, is difficult to

determine.

8.3.9.2 Summary of predicted model compared to the evidence for Enclosures
seen in the probabilistic sample and total survey on Bernera

The comparison of the two samples, probabilistic and total, shows that this class is
well enough represented within the probabilistic sample to allow a good picture of
the overall distribution to be drawn. Unlike some classes examined in the

probabilistic sample, this class does not even seem to have anomalies that have
been missed or could not be predicted by the limited information in the

probabilistic sample.

The results of the probabilistic sample and the total survey conform broadly with
the predications of the provisional model, though with anomalies presented by the

turf, and turf-and-stone sites:

1. These were found within the extents of crofts when the provisional model

suggests they should not be found there.

2. The provisional model suggests that such sites should not be associated with
stone-built enclosures, but the two do exist adjacent to each other on Bernera,
even if they are form a different phase.

3. The provisional model suggests curvilinear stone enclosures should be only

"possibly" located in the crofting environment, but the probabilistic sample
contradicts this, suggesting that townships are a likely location for such sites.

8.3.10 Ecclesiastical sites

The provisional model predicts that the three categories of ecclesiastical site were

subject to different siting factors, resulting in different locations.

❖ Modern Features, graveyards etc. are discussed above and will not be dealt

with here to avoid repetition, (see section 8.3.3).
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❖ Pre-reformation churches, Teampulls should be located in the coastal zone in

prominent locations, primarily in areas of good grazing and at the machair
interface. These sites may also be found in areas of poor grazing but are not

found in areas of blanket mire. Where they are found within townships they are

excluded from the actual crofts. These sites are associated with the "TeampulF

place-name and frequently also have a saints' name, i.e. "Teampull Eoin".

❖ Monastic settlements should be found in remote areas away from any

contemporary settlement. They may be sited defensively within an enclosure in

inconspicuous locations. They are found predominantly on poor grazing, though

they may also be found in areas of good grazing, machair and bare rock. They
are associated with the "Tigh" place-name.

8.3.10.1 Evidence from the probabilistic sample and total survey for ecclesiastical
sites on Bernera

Only two sites from this class are recorded in the probabilistic sample, as mapped
on Figure 212, the Teampull Michael on Little Bernera (NGR, NB 1512 4065) and
the site of a possible church or monastic settlement located in Kirkibost (NMRS,
NB13SE 03), recorded by Martin Martin as the Church of St Macrel (1698, see

Figure 148). Both lie in areas of good grazing. Teampull Michael on Little Bernera
lies in good grazing at the machair interface on the east shore of the island,

following closely the provisional model prediction. The site in Kirkibost is located
on till-covered plain modified to good grazing and used by crofting townships.
This site is located on a small promontory at the east end of a croft, and while the

provisional mode! does allow for such sites within crofts it suggests that they
should be excluded from the individual croft apportionment. This is not the case at

Kirkibost.

Comparison of the probabilistic and total survey shows that overall the latter is
small and that two out of the three sub-classes are covered in the probabilistic

sample giving a reasonably accurate guide to the distribution of ecclesiastical
features. It did not, however, include the presence of the modern graveyard located
to the east of Bostadh Beach (discussed above in section 8.3.3). This is not

necessarily a criticism of the probabilistic sampling strategy as this site owes its
existence to factors outside the local milieu, and the provisional sample is above all
a local strategy for examining the distributions. If one modern graveyard had been
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included in the probabilistic sample then it would have been reasonable to assume

that others might be found elsewhere within the survey area. This would then have

given a false picture of the distribution of this sub-class over Bernera and Lewis as

a whole.

The total survey found seven ecclesiastical sites on Great and Little Bernera

including the modern graveyard at Bostadh, mapped on Figure 213 and by date on

Figure 214. Excluding the graveyard at Bostadh these sites focus on two locations,
the south-east corner of Little Bernera and in the township of Kirkibost. On Little
Bernera there is the site of Teampull Michael located next to the site known as the

Teampull of Little Bernera3 (NMRS, NB14SE 05). Both lie next to a graveyard,
which has seen recent use but is of medieval origin; both are sited at the interface
between machair and good grazing. These sites are part of the wider distribution of

Teampulls along the west coast of Lewis.

The sites in Kirkibost bear the "Tigh" not the "Teampull" place-name. Both lie on

barred headlands with remains that suggest the presence of small chapels. It is

possible that at least one of these sites is a monastic settlement, though there is no

hard archaeological evidence to support this other than the "Tigh" place-name

("house") which is associated with monastic settlements to the west. These sites

today lie within crofts and the more northerly of the two is immediately adjacent to

a pre-crofting Buaile.

8.3.10.2 Summary of predicted model compared to the probabilistic sample and total

survey evidence for ecclesiastical sites on Bernera

The probabilistic sample for ecclesiastical sites on Bernera follows closely the

predictions of the provisional model. The one departure from the model relates to

the site of the "Tigh" chapels in Kirkibost. Whether these sites are monastic or pre-

reformation chapels, they are located within the extents of crofts, contrary to the
model which suggests there should be no ecclesiastical sites within crofts.

The problem here lies in defining the nature of these "Tigh" sites, which are not

traditionally Teampulls, of which there are examples within crofts at Ness

(Teampull Mholuidh, NMRS NB56NW 03). It is possible that these "Tigh" sites

Known in the NMRS as Teampull Bhearnaraidh Bheag which translates as the Church of Little
Bernera.
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are monastic, in which case the final model should reflect their location within the

croft lands. If this is the case then it is likely that these sites predate the formation
of the pre-crofting settlement recorded in the same area. This pre-crofting
settlement is thought to be relatively late on the basis of the structural remains (see

Figure 187), which indicate occupation immediately prior the en-crofting of
Kirkibost4.

The comparison of the probabilistic sample and the total record shows that, for the
most part, the former does reflect the wider distribution of ecclesiastical sites on

the Great and Little Bernera. While the Bostadh graveyard was not predicted by the

probabilistic sample, its dependence on external factors for its existence means one

could hardly have expected it to be predicted in the probabilistic sample.

8.3.11 Field-systems

The provisional model identifies four separate groups of field-systems which
should be found on Great and Little Bernera in different locations:

❖ Crofting field-systems should primarily be found in coastal locations and very

occasionally inland. They may be on most types of terrain but not surprisingly
occur mainly at the machair interface and in areas of till-covered plain improved
as good grazing.

❖ Pre-crofting field-systems (including medieval and post medieval sites) should
be found close to or in association with crofting settlement. They occur

primarily in areas of good grazing, at the machair interface and occasionally in
areas of poor grazing. All are coastal; none have been identified in the interior.

Dating is difficult, as such field-systems changed little in form from the
medieval through to the crofting phase.

❖ Early prehistoric field-systems can be found in coastal and inland areas, in the
inter-tidal zone, lochs and in areas of blanket mire. These sites have low

archaeological visibility and are only revealed by processes such as erosion and

peat cutting. Such locations explain how they have survived later agricultural

The name Kirkibost may also suggest the presence of a chapel, translating as "settlement ('Bos(') of
the church (or Kirk)".
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disturbance, but also make clear that the fragments found can only be peripheral
to once more extensive systems.

❖ Other field-systems (later prehistoric, Norse and early medieval) are rare on

the island as they suffer disturbance from later agriculture. So far these features
have been identified on rough grazing at Calanais and on good grazing at

Crowlista, but it is possible that they could appear in almost any terrain at the

margins of later agriculture.

8.3.11.1 The evidence from the probabilistic sample and total survey for Field-

systems on Bernera

As discussed in Chapter 5 (see section 5.4.12), "field-systems" in the present

context are a composite of the cultivation, dyke and enclosures classes. The

probabilistic sample includes fifteen sites that represent field-system fragments,

mapped by date on Figure 215 which shows the total record and the extents of the

probabilistic sample area. Leaving aside the seven field-systems associated with

presently occupied crofts, most of the remaining sites are pre-crofting in date. Both
the crofting and pre-crofting field-systems occur in coastal locations in areas of

good and poor grazing. This pattern is in broad agreement with what would be

expected from the provisional model.

Many of the pre-crofting field-systems are located in thin strips of coastal land with
one noticeable exception, that on Little Bernera which covers much of the interior
of the island and not just the coast. One fragment of an early prehistoric field-

system has also been identified in the area to the south-west of Kirkibost, but its
extent is unknown. No other field-systems have been identified on either of the
islands.

The probabilistic sample includes over seventy-one percent of the field-systems
recorded on the two islands, but only because one is dealing with site sizes so much

greater than that other classes examined (with the exception of settlement records
examined in section 8.4). However, such a high level of recovery in what is only a

twenty-five percent sample hides much data that is fragmentary. For example,

field-systems in the townships of Croir, Tobson, Breaclete, Hacklete and Kirkibost,
are represented in the sample but in none of these cases is the complete system

included in the record. This is not necessarily a problem as the extent of many of
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the systems, particularly those of pre-crofting and earlier date, are difficult if not

impossible to define.

The information provided by the probabilistic sample is enough to give a good
indication of the distributions of field-systems on the two islands, but as with some

other classes previously considered, does fail to identify exceptional sites such as

the de-crofted township field-system of Bostadh. There is no data in the

probabilistic survey or the model that would have pointed to such a site.

The total sample comprises twenty-one field-systems on the two islands, though it
is possible that some of these separate records may actually join parts to form
wider systems.

8.3.11.2 Summary ofpredicted model compared to the probabilistic sample and total

survey evidence for field-systems on Bernera

The locations of field-systems predicted by the provisional model closely match
the findings of the probabilistic sample and the total survey. No evidence for field-

systems dating between the later prehistoric and the early medieval was identified
on either island, though one might have deduced this from the model, as such

systems are extremely rare over the whole of Lewis.

8.3.12 Habitation enclosures

Habitation enclosures divide into two groups in the provisional model, which

predicts that they should be found in distinctly different locations:

❖ Rectilinear stone sites should be located primarily within crofting townships,
but may also found in areas of good grazing, machair, and poor grazing. Their
distribution is primarily coastal, but they may also be found in inland areas.

❖ Others (primarily curvilinear turf and turf-and-stone sites) should be found in
almost all terrain types except for the inter-tidal zone and in lochs. The
distribution is coastal and inland , but they are rarely found in crofting

townships where they would have been destroyed by later agriculture.
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8.3.12.1 Survey evidence for habitation enclosures from the probabilistic sample
and total survey of Bernera

Fourteen habitation enclosures were recorded in the probabilistic sample of the two

islands, these are mapped on Figure 216 and by date on Figure 217. Of these nine
are rectilinear stone structures, which the model suggests should be primarily
located in crofting townships. However, the probabilistic sample has five sites
located outwith crofting lands suggesting that the emphasis of the model should be
modified.

The remaining five sites comprise four rectilinear turf structures and one

curvilinear stone-and-turf example, lying in areas that conform to the provisional
models predictions. These sites should lie mostly outwith crofting townships and
indeed only one, a rectilinear turf site, is located within, on the northern extremity
of the Hacklete township.

Comparison of the probabilistic sample to the total record shows that the former
includes thirty-five percent of the latter. The probabilistic sample, while containing
more than its proportional share of the total record of this class, does provide a

good overall picture of the of the distribution of habitation enclosures.

The total record includes forty sites, mapped on Figure 218 and by date on Figure
219. Most are rectilinear stone sites (late whitehouses) and are found almost

exclusively within crofting townships. The exceptions lie mostly in areas of poor

grazing in proximity to crofting townships. The vast majority of these sites are

thought to date to the crofting and modern phases of settlement.

Of the two remaining sites, one is a rectilinear turf structure at Croir (NB 1510

4013) that is thought to be medieval, and one is curvilinear stone-and-turf
enclosure (NB 1415 3920) thought to be Norse. This second site is located to the
west of Tobson and is named Middle Shalaval, an Anglicisation of the "...abhal"
extension which is Norse for hill or mountain.
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8.3.12.2 Summary of provisional model predictions compared to the evidence from
the probabilistic sample and total survey of habitation enclosure on Bernera

The sites of this class recorded in the probabilistic sample and total survey occur

where predicted by the provisional model. Only two of the second sub-class (other

sites) were located, reflecting the fragility of turf structure in a landscape that has
suffered intensive agricultural activity.

The three houses at Bostadh beach could also be included in this sub-class, but are

not discussed here as they have been included under cellular structures (above).
Rectilinear stone-and-turf structures are also not included in the distribution

discussed above as they are treated as part of the blackhouse group discussed in
section 8.3.2.

8.3.13 Industrial features

The provisional model treats industrial sites under six headings, each located under
different circumstances. Of these, the heavy industry group is represented in this

Archaeological Zone (Zone 3, see chapter 7) by the presence of the chemical

factory between Breasclete and Calanais, this site is the only such site in the zone,

and heavy industry is not found on Bernera:

❖ Stills should be located in coastal locations, in hidden or inconspicuous sites in
areas of poor grazing and blanket mire, though they may also be found in areas

of good grazing and even in machair areas. None have yet been recorded in
crofts though oral histories relate that such sites did exist.

❖ Dams should be found in coastal and inland locations and are primarily
associated with lochs, but they may also be found on streams and in association
with milling complexes (see section 8.3.15). They are primarily located on poor

grazing and blanket mire, and occasionally in machair, but not hitherto within
crofts.

❖ Metalworking sites and smithies should be located in coastal areas, and are

found in all types of terrain with the exception of the inter-tidal zone, lochs and
areas that are predominantly bare rock. They occur mostly in machair areas and
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examples revealed by erosion tend to be well preserved. Smithies may be found
in association with crofting townships but are usually on the fringes of
settlements. Their distribution may well be determined by factors at an island-
wide level, outwith the local community.

❖ Heavy industry is distributed according to factors at the island-wide level and is

mostly located in the Stornoway area where transport and raw materials are

readily available through the town's port facilities. Such sites are usually found
on low rocky foreshores in areas of poor grazing.

❖ Extractive industry should be found in coastal and inland areas, in all terrain

types with the exception of the inter-tidal zone and lochs. These features tend to

have low archaeological visibility as they are back-filled or used as rubbish tips.

❖ Corn-drying kilns should found in coastal areas, primarily in crofts or on good

grazing, and are associated with crofting townships and pre-crofting settlement.

They do not occur in areas of poor grazing, blanket mire and of predominantly
bare rock.

8.3.13.1 Survey evidence for industrial features based on the probabilistic sample
and total survey of Bernera

The probabilistic sample of Bernera included only industrial sites, which are

mapped on Figure 220. These comprise a still and a smithy located in the township
of Kirkibost, and a dam lying to the east of the Bernera Bridge. While this sample
is very small these sites do generally conform with the parameters predicted in the

provisional model. However, the presence of a still within Kirkibost township does
contradict the model. Its presence may be explained, however, if it pre-dates the

apportionment of the township. In this case it shows once again that some pre-

crofting sites did survive the rigours of crofting agriculture, and the model should

perhaps be adjusted to cover this circumstance.

Comparing the probabilistic sample with the total record reveals that some of the

categories of industry recorded on the island are not represented in the probabilistic

sample, including quarries and kilns. But the total record is small and the

probabilistic sample, scanty though it is, amounts to thirty percent of the whole.
This is slightly more than might have been expected from the size of the area
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sampled. However, because the total record includes examples of five of the six
sub-classes the probabilistic sample could hardly be considered representative of
the wider distribution of industrial sites on the two islands.

The total survey comprises ten industrial sites mapped on Figure 221. None fall
under the heading of heavy industry, which is represented within the archaeological
zone (zone 3) but not on Bernera itself. Of the sites recorded, two are corn drying
kilns, both of which are located outwith crofting townships but in their immediate

proximity; and two are quarries both of which similarly lie immediately outwith

townships. There are also two dams, one on Loch Gobhlach and the second on the
course of the stream that runs from the south end of Loch Nishavat to the sea at

Loch Barraglom. It is probable that both of these features served mills in the
immediate vicinity (see section 8.3.15).

Two structures believed to be illicit stills are recorded on the east shores of Loch

Bharabhat. These sites (NGR, NB 1579 3512 and NB 1564 3556) have been
classified on the basis of their inconspicuous location and structural similarities to

those sites excavated at Garenin. Both sites are sited away from pre-crofting and

crofting settlement in areas of poor grazing and blanket mire. They did not appear

in the probabilistic survey which could not, therefore, have predicted their
existence. Further, they contradict the model, as they are inland, and not in a

coastal location. They are, however, adjacent to the largest inland water body on

Great Bernera, Loch Bharabhat.

Two structures immediately adjacent to one another in the pre-crofting settlement
at Totarol in Kirkibost (see section 8.4) are believed to be part of a smithing

complex. One of these was originally recorded in the survey as an illicit still, but
this seems unlikely as its conspicuous location within a settlement contradicts

everything known about such sites. Excavation evidence at Garenin has suggested
that smithing and stilling can take place on the same sites, however, both of the
sites excavated at Garenin were remote, inconspicuous and located on poor grazing
with access to water as the model predicts.



8.3.13.2 Summary of predicted model compared to the evidence for industrial
features recorded in the probabilistic sample and total survey of Bernera.

The sites identified in the probabilistic sample and the total survey match the
location predictions of the provisional model. As heavy industry on Lewis is
almost entirely in the Stornoway Area (Zone 10) for reasons outwith local control,
it is not surprising that none was recorded as part of the Bernera record. The

question of the still/smithy building in Kirkibost is resolved if it is accepted that a

site in such a location simply cannot be a still. A more serious anomaly in the

provisional model is the presence of the two possible illicit still sites in an inland
locale adjacent to Loch Bharabhat, when the model predicts only coastal siting.

Again, the comparison of the probabilistic sample to the total record shows that
where the overall record is small the results of the former can be misleading, either

missing types of site altogether or over-emphasising the extent of the distribution
of others.

8.3.14 Marine industry

The provisional model makes its prediction on the basis of eight types of marine

industry sites, of which four are not represented in Archaeological Zone 3 that
includes the Bostadh Beach Project survey area:

❖ Utilities (lighthouses etc.) have distributions determined at the island-wide

level, but should be located in prominent coastal locations on high cliffs backed

by most terrain types. They are not found in crofting townships or areas of
machair. The model suggests that these features will not be found in

Archaeological Zone 3.

❖ Seawalls are located by definition on the coastal and should be primarily found
on machair coasts, which suffer high levels of erosion. They are generally in

positions that may be considered to be inter-tidal, and may be backed by most

terrain types. The model suggests that seawalls should not be found in

Archaeological Zone 3.
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❖ Slipways, jetties and nausts should be found in coastal locations where the edge
is low and stable. These sites are found in areas of good and poor grazing, in
crofts and also in inland lochs, but are not normally located in machair areas.

❖ Processing industry (smoke houses) should be located on the coast, in
association with recognised harbours and piers. These sites are not found in
areas of high sea cliffs but should be found in most other terrain types, possibly
even in machair areas, but not inland lochs and areas of predominantly bare
rock. No sites of this sub-class have as yet been recorded in Archaeological
Zone 3.

❖ Wrecks and hulks should be located in all coastal areas backed by all types of

terrain, but are particularly common in the inter-tidal zone in the vicinity of

recognised piers and harbours.

❖ Heavy construction features have distributions determined at the island-wide
level and are located near large ports (Stornoway) in areas of poor grazing on

coastal margins with low stable edges and good access to the sea. As yet no

sites of this sub-class have been recorded in Archaeological Zone 3.

❖ Piers and harbours all lie on the coastal margins with low edges, not in areas

with high sea cliffs, and should be backed by any terrain type with the exception
of machair. They can be found within crofting townships and in the machair
interface zone.

❖ Harvesting features (fishing stances, fish traps and lobster walls) should be
found primarily on the coast but also occasionally in inland lochs. They are

generally found in areas of rough grazing and blanket mire but not on coasts

with high cliffs for obvious reasons.

8.3.14.1 Survey evidence for marine industry features recorded as part of the

probabilistic sample and total survey of Bernera

The probabilistic sample includes twenty records of marine industry, mapped on

Figure 222. This sample represents twenty-eight percent of the total record of
marine industry this class of sites on Bernera. However, of the twelve categories of
site identified on the two islands only seven are represented in this sample,

meaning that the probabilistic survey could not have predicted the full site
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repertoire for the two islands. Those missing from the sample are harbours, wrecks,

fishing stances, lobster walls and seawalls.

The sites recorded in the probabilistic sample conform with the distributions

predicted by the provisional model, but overall the probabilistic sample cannot be
said to have provided a full picture of the total record of marine industry on Great
and Little Bernera.

The total record comprises seventy-one sites mapped on Figure 223. One seawall,
on Bostadh Beach, is included, this is the first of its kind to have been recorded in

Archaeological Zone 3.

Jetties and nausts are found both on the coastal and on inland lochs, but no

slipways are recorded on either island. A concentration of jetties, piers and small
harbours is recorded in the vicinity of Croir on the Kyles of Bernera, which is
known locally as being a good natural anchorage. Also in this area are a number of

wrecks, including abandoned wooden hulks and several engine blocks of larger sea

going craft.

Bernera is particularly noted for its marine harvesting sites, both numerous large
fish traps and several lobster walls. A concentration of these sites may be seen in
the area of Aird Mhor to the east of Breaclete, which includes the largest lobster
wall on the island (NGR: NB 1716 3722). This group of sites falls partially outwith
the probabilistic survey, which could thus record only part the concentration. The
lobster wall encloses an area of circa 4.5 hectares and is said to have been capable
of holding hundreds of thousands of lobsters when it was in use during the late
19th and early 20th centuries. Bernera has been renowned in the past for its marine

harvesting industry, which sold to much of southern Europe including Italy and

Spain (N McCiever pers comm).

Bernera is also the site of a putative kelp processing industry located on the
headland to the west of Bostadh Beach. Several sites thought to be kelp kilns are

recorded though this has to be confirmed by excavation and further comparison to

known kelping sites.
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8.3.14.2 Summary of predicted model compared to the evidence for marine industry
features from the probabilistic and total surveys of Bernera.

The provisional model performs reasonably well in its distribution samples against
the probabilistic and total survey records. However, the zonal model suggests that
four classes should not be present locally, utilities, seawalls, processing and heavy
construction. Two of these, processing and seawalls, have been located in the
Bernera Survey indicating the failure of the zonal model for Archaeological Zone

3, which will have to be revised for those types of site. One of these types, kelp

processing, was picked up by the probabilistic sample, but the seawall found in the
total survey escaped both the probabilistic sample and the model.

8.3.15 Mills

The provisional model takes account of two types of mill that should be found
under differing location criteria:

❖ Vertical Mills are extremely rare on Lewis and their siting was determined on

an island-wide basis. They should be found outwith crofting townships in
coastal locations, and in areas of good or improved grazing.

❖ Horizontal Mills should be located in coastal areas in all types of terrain except

on crofts, where they have never been recorded. These sites may also be found
in the inter-tidal zone, where they rely on tidal water to drive the wheel. Overall

they are associated with dams and the "Muilne" place-name.

8.3.15.1 Evidence for mills in the probabilistic sample and total surveys of Bernera

Four mills were recorded in the probabilistic sample of the two islands; these are

mapped on Figure 224. Three are horizontal mills and one is a dam that is likely to

have been associated with a mill. All of these sites are located coastally in areas of
till-covered plain dominated by blanket mire, which conforms with the parameters

suggested by the provisional model. A comparison of the probabilistic and total

survey shows that the former, while representing thirty-five percent of the area of
the two islands, includes forty percent of the total number of milling related record.
The probabilistic sample thus gives a fair, if slightly over inflated indication of the
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distribution of most mills on the coast, but examination of the total survey shows
that it does not predict those mills located in the interior.

The total survey includes ten records, all on the island of Great Bernera, mapped on

Figure 225. They are all outwith crofting townships in areas of poor grazing and
blanket mire, two are found to the south of Bostadh Beach, two in the interior to

the west of Croir, three between Valasay and Hacklete, two to the south-east of
Breaclete and one to the east of Barraglom. All are horizontal mills and one to the
east of Breaclete (NGR: NB 1673 3710) located on Loch na Muilne, has been
reconstructed by the local community. The example at Valasay located on the Tob

Cheannullgatob (NGR: NB 1515 3674) to the east of the township lies in the inter-
tidal zone, and is believed to be powered by tidal water. This involves trapping
water at high tide behind a dam and then letting the water run out through the mill
to drive the wheel. This is one of the few examples of this form of mill recorded on

the island.

8.3.15.2 Summary of predicted model compared to the evidence from the

probabilistic sample and total survey of mills on Bernera.

The mills recorded in the probabilistic sample all conform with the location criteria

proposed by the provisional model. The zonal model suggests that Archaeological
Zone 3 should also be the site for vertical mills. This is because one of only two

such sites known to be on Lewis is located within Zone 3 to the north of Calanais.

The provisional model does however acknowledge that this form of site is

extremely rare on the island. Finally the model predicted that these sites should be
found in association with the "Muilne" place-name, and on one site out of the ten

recorded this was the case.

8.3.16 Military features

No military features were recorded in the Bernera survey but as their siting tends to
be determined by national or island-wide criteria, outwith local control, this
absence was always likely. Comparisons with the model cannot therefore be made,

except in the negative sense that it predicted a number of military categories that
would not be found within Zone 3:
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❖ Modern Gun Emplacements

❖ Forts

❖ Modern Transmitters

❖ Castles

The gun emplacements, the transmitters and the forts are distributed according to

national requirements, and the castles on an island-wide. One category that is

already recorded within Archaeological Zone 3 is modern coastal defences (glider

traps, tank traps and pillboxes) which, though governed by regional/national
location factors, has one pill box to the north of Breasclete on the east shore of East
Loch Roag.

8.3.17 Miscellaneous sites

No sites of this class were recorded in the Bernera Survey, though the zonal model

suggests that all of the four sub-classes identified within this class should be found
in the area. This may be partly because of the specific instruction given to survey

teams that drains were not to be recorded as part of the Bostadh Beach Project

programme of survey.

8.3.18 Man-made and utilised natural islands

The provisional model takes account of three site categories under this heading:

❖ Man-made islands (crannogs) should be found in inland lochs, which should
be broadly within the coastal belt. They are generally surrounded by poor

grazing or blanket mire, may be defensive in their siting and prominent in the
local setting, but inconspicuous in the wider landscape. These sites may be
associated with the "Bhara.." place-name.

❖ Utilised natural islands with structural remains should be located primarily on

the coast, less often in inland lochs. They are frequently in the inter-tidal zone,

and may be found in machair and in the machair interface zone, but they can
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also occur on most other terrain types, particularly on good grazing on the coast.

As yet no sites of this class have been recorded within the crofting environment.
These sites are locally prominent.

❖ Utilised natural islands without structural remains should be found primarily
inland in lochs, less often in coastal areas. These sites are found mainly in areas

of poor grazing and blanket mire, only occasionally in areas of good grazing. As

yet no examples have been recorded in machair or on crofting lands.

8.3.18.1 Evidence for man-made islands and utilised natural Islands from the

probabilistic sample and total survey of Bernera

The probabilistic sample recorded only three sites mapped on Figure 226, two

utilised natural islands without structural remains, one utilised natural island with

the remains of a cell on it. These sites all lie in the inter-tidal zone between the

townships of Tobson and Valasay. Two sites, including the one with the structural
remains, are on the shores of the tidal loch of Tob Valasay, and one is located on

the west coast of Great Bernera on Camas Sandig. All of these sites are in areas of
till-covered plain dominated by blanket mire, and conform broadly to the

provisional models distribution predictions. However, the location of these sites in
the probabilistic sample demonstrates a different emphasis from the model, as both
of the utilised natural islands without structural remains are found in the inter-tidal

zone, where the model suggests they should be mostly found in inland lochs.

Comparing the probabilistic sample to the total record, the probabilistic data
includes forty-three percent of the total number of sites and does not give an

accurate picture of the wider distribution of such sites over Bernera as whole. For
the total record includes utilised natural islands without structures in inland lochs,

and also an man-made island in an inland loch, none of which were predicted on

the basis of the probabilistic sample.

The total survey of Bernera includes six utilised natural islands and one man-made

island, these are mapped on Figure 227. Of the three utilised natural islands
additional to those recorded in the probabilistic sample, only one shows any

structural remains, the site on the tidal Loch Tob Valasay (NGR: NB 1455 3785)
with a cellular structure; its hinterland is poor grazing. The remaining utilised
natural islands are all located in areas of poor grazing, three in tidal waters (also
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recorded in the probabilistic sample) and one in the inland lochs including one at

Loch na Muilne to the west of Croir (NGR: NB 1460 3970). Another utilised
natural island is located at the south end of Loch Breaclete (NGR: NB 1628 3644),
and although it has no structural remains it does have two lateral groins that guard
the island end of the causeway. These features are similar to those seen on sites
such as Loch an Duin5 (NMRS, NB35SE 04) and on the promontory enclosure in
Loch Bharabhat_Bernera (NGR: NB 1564 3542). It is possible that further remains
exist on the island, but unfortunately it is covered by mature heather and peat.

The last site in this distribution is the man-made island located in Loch

Bharabhat_Bernera, on which sits the complex Atlantic round house, Dun
Bharabhat (NMRS, NB13NE 02) and which forms part of the larger promontory

enclosure site located on the east shore of the Loch. This site follows the pattern of
man-made islands being found in lochs with the Bharabhat place-name, and is
similar to those seen in Bharabhat_Crowlista, Bharabhat_Cnip and

Bharabhat_Breasclete. Even though it has the complex Atlantic round house, this
site is only prominent locally in a landscape that is predominantely blanket mire.

8.3.18.2 Summary of predicted model compared to the evidence from the

probabilistic sample and total surveys of man-made and utilised natural
islands on Bernera

The utilised natural islands with and without structural remains found in the

probabilistic sample conform broadly to the location parameters of the provisional
model, though the probabilistic results suggest that some modifications to the
model are required, in particular its emphasis on utilised natural islands without
structural remains being found largely outwith tidal areas. This should be adjusted
to take account of the presence of such sites located in the inter-tidal zone on

Bernera.

Comparison of the probabilistic sample with the total record shows that the sample
did not predict the wider distribution of this class throughout the two islands. The
total survey includes the man-made island and more examples of utilised natural
islands located according to the criteria suggested by the provisional model. In

general there was agreement between the model predictions and the sites located as

part of the total survey. The distribution for these sites suggested by the

5 This is the site also known as Loch an Dunan, Bragar.
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probabilistic sample is an incomplete picture, highlighted by the results of the total

survey. Were the results of the sample to be extrapolated across the whole island, it
would suggest a distribution consisting solely of coastal utilised natural islands.
The provisional model suggested that such a distribution would also include not

only utilised natural islands in the interior but also the presence of man-made
islands. This predicted distribution was born out in the results of the total survey.

8.3.19 Platforms

The only platforms recorded in the Bernera Survey are cultivation platforms

("square-cut cultivation"). This sub-class has already been addressed under the

heading of "Cultivation" (see section 8.3.4). The zonal model predicts that all four
sub-classes of platform recognised in the provisional model should exist in

Archaeological Zone 3, but as yet only the cultivation sites have been identified.
This is not a surprise as platforms, both enclosed and un-enclosed, and "hut
circles" are poorly represented in the archaeological record.

8.3.20 Promontory enclosures

The provisional model recognises twelve sub-classes of promontory enclosure, all
with their own locational characteristics. To date only five of the twelve have been
located in Archaeological Zone 3:

❖ Possible blockhouses (Class 1) should be found primarily in coastal locations
on high sea cliffs, but also on low eroding edges and in machair areas. These
sites may be backed by areas of good and poor grazing and blanket mire and are

located in locally prominent defensible positions. The type may be associated
with the "Berie" place-name, and this sub-class is not recorded in

Archaeological Zone 3.

❖ Large multivallate with ditches (Class 2) should be found in coastal locations
on high sea cliffs backed predominantly by poor grazing and blanket mire. They
are in prominent defensive locations and are not, as yet, recorded in

Archaeological Zone 3.
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Large multivallate without ditches (Class 3) should be found in coastal
locations on high sea cliffs backed by good or poor grazing or by blanket mire.
These sites are in prominent defensive locations. They may be associated with
the "Berie" place-name but as yet have not been recorded in Archaeological
Zone 3.

Large univallate enclosures (Class 4) should be found primarily in coastal
locations on high sea cliffs and also on low rocky foreshores. These sites can be
found backed by good or poor grazing and blanket mire, occupying prominent
defensive positions and are associated with the "Berie" place-name.

Stacks with longhouses (Class 5) should be found in coastal locations,

predominantly in areas of high sea cliffs but also in areas of lower edges where
stacks exist. They can be found in areas of good or poor grazing or blanket mire
and are located prominently in defensive positions. They are not recorded in

Archaeological Zone 3.

Monastic sites with cells (Class 6) have a coastal location on high sea cliffs,
low edges or areas of machair, and should be backed by areas of predominantly
bare rock, poor or good grazing or blanket mire. These sites are situated

inconspicuously, away from contemporary settlement and may be described as

defensive. They may be associated with the "Tigh" place-name. To date they
have not been recorded in Archaeological Zone 3.

Enclosed complex Atlantic round houses (Class 7) should be located coastally
on high sea cliffs and low edges and may be backed by areas of good grazing or

croft; these sites may also be found in the machair interface zone. These sites
are found in prominent defensible locations, sometimes associated with the
"Dun" place-name.

NuclearIsegmented enclosures with complex Atlantic round houses (Class 8)
should be found both in coastal and inland locations, on high sea cliffs and low

edges, and in machair and in the machair interface zone, and backed by all of
the terrain types except for crofts. They are located prominently in a defensible

position, and may be associated the "Dun" place-name.



❖ Sites of less than 1 hectare (Class 9) should be found in coastal areas in any

sort of terrain and may be located defensively with a view to either prominence
or being inconspicuous. Many of these sites may once have been larger, but
have been reduced by erosion, and as such they tend to be found in areas of high
wave erosion activity.

❖ Large nuclearIsegmented enclosures (Class 10) should be found in the coastal
zone primarily on high sea cliffs, less often on low edges, and may be backed

by good or poor grazing and blanket mire. They are located in prominent
defensible locations and to date have not been recorded in Archaeological Zone
3.

❖ Small nuclear/segmented enclosures (Class 11) should be located on the coast,

on either high sea cliffs or low edges, backed by backed good or poor grazing
and blanket mire. They are inconspicuous in their siting, which is chosen for

defensibility.

❖ Large agricultural enclosures (Class 12) should be found in coastal locations
on high sea cliffs, low edges and machair, in areas of good or poor grazing and
blanket mire.

❖ Inland enclosures (Class 13) are rare in the record but should be found only on

inland lochs backed by poor grazing or blanket mire. This sub-class is not

recorded in Archaeological Zone 3.

8.3.20.1 Evidence for promontory enclosures from the probabilistic sample and total

survey for Bernera.

Five promontory sites were recorded in the probabilistic survey for the two islands,
these are mapped on Figure 228. Three are sites of less than one hectare in size,
and are so reduced by erosion that they cannot be classified. All are found in areas

of low eroding edges. The fourth is a class 12 site, a large agricultural enclosure
located in an area of till-covered plain dominated by blanket mire, matching the

predictions of the provisional model.

The fifth site is of class 7, a univallate enclosure with a complex Atlantic round
house in its interior, located on the south shore of Great Bernera at Barraglom. The

provisional model suggests that this class may be found on low or high edges
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backed by till-covered plain modified for use as good grazing or crofts, and may be
associated with the "Dun" place-name. Dun Barraglom thus fits the criteria of the

provisional model. However, it has to be pointed out that this site is one of two on

Lewis, the other being Dun Mara near Ness, both identified in the National
Monument Record of Scotland and as part of the Cea(L) survey; and since these
two were the key sites that provided the data upon which the parameters for this

category within the provisional model were based, Dun Barraglom can hardly be
used to test the model.

Comparing the total record to the probabilistic sample shows that the latter does

give a picture of the mainly coastal distribution of promontory enclosures on

Bernera. However, even though the probabilistic sample includes 33% of the total
number of promontory enclosures within the 25% sample area the sample still fails
to recognise the full range of sites in the survey area. It gives no indication of the

presence of several types recorded in the total survey, including the possible
monastic enclosure in Kirkibost and the two segmented/nuclear enclosures with

complex Atlantic round houses at Bharabhat_Bernera in an inland loch, and Dun

Stuigh on the coast.

The total record has fifteen promontory enclosures mapped on Figure 229. There
are six class 9 sites, so eroded as to be impossible to classify except as sites of less
than one hectare barred by a single wall which once, of course, would have been
much larger. They are found in all terrains from crofts and good grazing to machair
and blanket mire.

The remaining nine sites include four of class 12 sites, two of class 8, one class 7
site and one possibly of class 6. The class 12 sites, large agricultural enclosures, are

all in coastal locations, in areas of low rocky foreshore backed by poor grazing and
blanket mire. These sites include one of the largest enclosures on Lewis, Aird Mor
at Breaclete (NGR: NB 1738 3707), which encloses an area of more than 500
hectares with a wall less than 150 metres long across its narrow neck.

Three of the sites have a complex Atlantic round house within their interiors and
fall into class 7 and 8. Both of these classes are poorly represented on Lewis, with
class 8, having 66% of its total representation in two sites on Great Bernera. The
class 8 sites are promontory enclosures that have a nuclear/segmented division of

space and enclose within the inner enclosure a complex Atlantic round house.
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These sites, Dun Stuigh and Dun Bharabhat_Bernera, are located coastally and in
an inland loch respectively; both backed by poor grazing. While the site of Dun

Stuigh is prominent, that of Dun Bharabhat_Bernera is prominent only at a local

level, within the catchment of Loch Bharabhat.

The remaining enclosed complex Atlantic round house is that of Dun Barraglom

(NMRS, NB13SE 05), one of only two class 7 sites known on Lewis. Two walls
bar a promontory barely larger than the complex Atlantic round house itself. The
location is prominent, on a croft and on the low stable rocky edges that border the
north side of Loch Barraglom. It can be found to the east of the modern bridge

linking Great Bernera to Lewis, which is constructed at the narrowest point of the
narrows between the two islands.

Finally, one possible class 6 promontory enclosure is recorded in Kirkibost. This

example site (NGR: NB 1908 3459) is the site of the old chapel (NGR: NB 1914

3460) within the township that is believed to be medieval or even early medieval in
date. The site is known as "Tigh Phail" and consists of a conglomeration of poly-
cellular structures located on a small promontory enclosed behind a stone wall. The

place-name, presence of an early chapel and the poly-cellular structure all point to

a monastic enclosure, though more survey and possibly excavation would be
needed for certainty.

8.3.20.2 Summary of predicted model compared to the evidence from the

probabilistic sample and total surveys for promontory enclosures on

Bernera.

The probabilistic sample included examples of only three sub-classes of

promontory enclosure including the one class 7 site which had already been
identified in the Cea(L) assessment and provided fifty percent of the data used to

define the model for that sub-class. It would be a circular argument to suggest that
this site demonstrates the correctness of provisional model. Promontory enclosures
are distributed around much of Lewis and enough of the island has been intensively
examined to make it extremely unlikely, but not impossible, that further class 7
sites will come to light to make it possible to test this aspect of the model. A
detailed coastal survey of the Lochs parish or of the island of Harris offer the best

remaining chance for turning up another class 7 site which could be used to test the
model.
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Those types that are identified in the total survey, classes 6,7,8,9 and 12, all closely
conform to the locational predictions of the provisional model, with one exception:
the possible deviation occurs with the possible monastic site at Kirkibost, which is
located on crofting land and is adjacent to a pre-crofting settlement, in
contradiction to what the model suggests. On the other hand there are three

mitigating factors, firstly the pre-crofting settlement is thought to be relatively late
in date and may post-date the promontory enclosure, secondly the monastic site

may post-date the promontory work, and thirdly the site may not be monastic

anyway. However, the following adjustment should be made to the provisional
model:

The addition of a "possible" indication that such a site may be found within
crofts.

It should be noted at this point that most of the promontory enclosures on Bernera
were included in the island-wide study of such sites made in Chapter 6 (see section

6.5), but not the sites on Little Bernera and the sites located around the Kirkibost

township, as these areas were not covered in the Cea(L) study which provided the
basis of the detailed exercise.

In terms of the zonal model, two of the promontory classes found within

Archaeological Zone 3 (class 4 and class 11) were not found on either island. Of
the seven classes not recorded so far in Archaeological Zone 3, six were absent
from the Bernera survey and the seventh (class 6, monastic enclosures) was

recorded only as a possible site.

Overall the probabilistic sample has proved to be poor at identifying and

quantifying the extents and range of promontory enclosures in the study area. This

may be because of the way the sample was derived, leading to a relatively small
section of the coast being examined. A random sample aimed at examining 25% of
each terrain type (including the foreshore) may possibly have been better suited to

providing a model of the promontory enclosures of Bernera.



8.3.21 Shielings

The provisional model accommodates four sub-classes of shieling, each with its
own locational characteristics:

❖ Day shelters should be located on the coast and not normally inland. They may

be found on high cliffs and low edges, and in all terrains including crofting and
machair zones. They usually occur within 1000 metres of settlement.

❖ Curvilinear turf sites should be located primarily in inland areas, and only

occasionally on the coast. They are found predominantly in areas of blanket
mire and poor grazing, less often in machair, on croft lands and good grazing.
This sub-class is associated with the Sidhean place-name.

❖ Rectilinear turf and curvilinear turf-and-stone sites should be located

primarily inland, less often in coastal areas. They occur predominantly in areas

of blanket mire, but also on poor grazing. A few examples are found in machair,
on croft lands and good grazing. These sites are also associated with the
Sidhean place-name and are frequently in locally prominent locations. They

may be found in association with earlier sub-classes of shieling.

❖ Rectilinear stone, turf-and-stone and curvilinear stone sites should be found

primarily inland, only occasionally on the coast. Their siting is predominantly in
areas of blanket mire and poor grazing, rarely if ever in machair and on crofting
lands. They are associated with the Sidhean place-name and usually occupy

locally prominent positions. They may occur in the vicinity of earlier shielings.

8.3.21.1 The probabilistic sample and total survey evidence for shielings on

Bernera

The probabilistic sample of shielings on the two islands comprises 20 records,

mapped on Figure 230 and by date on Figure 231. The vast majority of these sites
are of the rectilinear stone-and-turf form, and as the provisional model indicated,

they were found in coastal and inland areas, primarily on till-covered plain
dominated by blanket mire used as rough grazing.

Three curvilinear stone shielings were also recorded in the sample, in similar
terrains to the rectilinear stone enclosures and in several cases in association with
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them. This again bears out the location predictions of the provisional model. The
other sub-class recorded in the probabilistic sample was the day shelter. The

provisional model suggests that these should be found located outwith crofts in
coastal areas but generally within 1000 metres of settlement. The three examples
found were all in coastal areas within 1000 metres of the township of Tobson,

conforming exactly with the criteria of the provisional model.

Comparing the probabilistic sample to the total record shows that the former does
for the most part give a fair indication of the wider distribution of shielings on the
island. Admittedly chance helped in this as the random sample did take in part of
the concentration of sites recorded in the inland area between the townships of
Breaclete and Kirkibost. This group is so large that it would have fallen into the

probabilistic sample no matter where the first linear transect was placed. Unlike
other classes of monument, the probabilistic sample did not misrepresent the
number of sites in the total record as it produced nearly 36 % of the total shielings
from its thirty five percent of terrain coverage. However, as with so many other
monument classes, the probabilistic sample does miss some of the subtleties of the
overall picture by failing to pick up some of the rarer shieling types. These include
the rectilinear turf-and-stone structures found at Bostadh, and some in the

Breaclete/Kirkibost concentration noted above.

The total record comprises fifty-six sites, mapped on Figure 232 and by date on

Figure 233. All of the records are for Great Bernera as no examples were seen on

Little Bernera ,a feature born out in the probabilistic sample.

The total record includes two main concentrations of shielings that are dominated

by the rectilinear stone examples. The bigger group is located north of Kirkibost
and south-east of Breaclete around Loch Gobhlach, and consists of fifteen

rectilinear stone sites. It is fringed on its north-west side (towards Breaclete) by a

group of curvilinear stone and rectilinear stone-and-turf examples. Most of this

group is believed to date to the crofting period, though the curvilinear stone and
rectilinear stone-and-turf sites seem to represent an area of pre-crofting
transhumance activity immediately to the east of Loch nan Geadraisean. Almost all
of these sites are located on rough grazing and blanket mire, though two are located
in areas of predominantely bare rock. Whether they may be considered to be
coastal or inland in their wider location is a matter for debate, they are sited mostly
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quite close to the coast of Great Bernera, but are still on the islands "Blacklands"
such as they are.

The second group of sites is considerably smaller, and is spread along the east

shores of Loch Bharabhat. It consists of six rectilinear stone sites thought to date to

the crofting phase, and four curvilinear stone and one rectilinear stone-and-turf
sites that are thought to be pre-crofting. This group indicates that the use of
transhumance grounds on the island has continued from pre-crofting into crofting
times and that grazings were used over long periods, though with new structures

being constructed in the vicinity of old. These sites are all on blanket mire, and

many are in prominent locations on the crests of ridges and low mounds.

8.3.21.2 Summary of predicted model compared to the evidence from the

probabilistic sample and the total survey of shielings on Bernera.

The probabilistic sample found examples which includes three of the sub-classes of

shieling and confirms the location criteria suggested by the provisional model. This

sample also gave a reasonable indication of the total record for the island. It did,

however, fail to pick up at least one of the rarer sub-classes, rectilinear stone-and-
turf shielings.

Not all of the shieling sub-classes occur on Bernera. Rectilinear stone, stone-and-
turf and curvilinear stone sites and the day shelters group are all found there, but
there are none of the curvilinear turf, and curvilinear turf-and-stone types that are

thought to be earlier in date.

These sub-classes that were recorded all match exactly the location predictions of
the provisional model, though there is a difficulty in deciding whether individual
sites are coastal or inland, inevitable on such a small island. On Bernera most of

the sites are found in the interior of the island, though few are far from the coast.

Further survey in an inland area of Lewis, similar to that carried out at Calanais
would most certainly provide a better test of the provisional model's predictions for

shielings. The problem on Bernera is that nowhere is more than 2000 metres from
the sea so that by Lewisian terms everywhere is "coastal" and nowhere are there
"Blacklands" like those found at Calanais.
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8.3.22 Settlement mounds

The provisional model identifies three different locations where settlement mounds

may be found, all have previously been recorded in Archaeological Zone 3:

♦> Coastal mounds with dating evidence should occur almost exclusively in
machair areas, though they may also be found around the machair interface
zone and in good grazing.

❖ Inland mounds should be found on blanket mire and poor grazing, and are

frequently located prominently on ridges and hills.

❖ Other mounds without dating evidence should be mostly in stable coastal areas

in machair, machair interface, and on till-covered plain modified as good

grazing and croft lands.

8.3.22.1 The probabilistic sample and total survey evidence for settlement mounds
on Bernera.

The total record of settlement mounds comprises four possible sites; these are

mapped by date on Figure 234. Three of these were picked up in the probabilistic

sample and are mapped by date on Figure 235. These sites include one Norse
settlement mound located on the west shore of Little Bernera, and two undated

mounds in stable coastal locations, one to the south of Tobson and one west of

Kirkibost. No inland mounds were recorded in the probabilistic sample.

The two undated mounds conform to the locational parameters suggested by the

provisional model, but the putatively Norse example does not, as it is neither in
machair nor in an area of good grazing, but is instead in an area of rocky foreshore
and cliffs where till-covered plain is dominated by blanket mire. Originally,

however, it may have been sited in a machair interface zone that has been
transformed by aeolian erosion and rising sea level. This would certainly be the
case if the coastal contraction model suggested for this stretch of the former
coastline of Bernera is correct (Figure 8 in Chapter 3). On this basis there might be
more such sites in areas that once were machair and good grazing but have been
turned by environmental change into something quite different. Such areas could

perhaps be identified by environmental investigation.
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8.3.22.2 Summary of predicted model compared to the evidence from the

probabilistic sample and total survey for settlement mounds on Bernera

All of the settlement mounds recorded on the two Bernera islands fall into the sub¬

class of "other mounds without dating evidence", with the exception of the Norse

example at Pheghinn as'lar on the west coast of Little Bernera (NGR: NB 1380

4983). Putting this site to one side, the others do conform to the location

predictions made by the provisional model, but deciding which is coastal and
which is inland makes difficulties for the model. However, though inland mounds
have been recorded in Archaeological Zone 3, they did not appear either in the

probabilistic sample or total survey for the islands. Out of all this, one change will
need to be made to the provisional model, to allow for the possibility of finding
dateable coastal mounds outwith areas of machair and good grazing.

The comparison of the sample and the total record shows that the probabilistic

sample is misleading, as it includes seventy five percent of the total records for the
class. If this result was projected across the whole of the two islands it would

suggest they should have eight or nine such sites, rather than four, and three of
these (37.5% of the predicted total) should be of the datable coastal sub-class.

8.3.15 Souterrains

The Bernera Survey has recorded no sites of this class. This is not unexpected as

souterrains are not well represented on Lewis, in any case are generally found in

large areas of machair, the like of which do not exist on Bernera. The zonal model

does, however, suggest that examples should be found in Archaeological Zone 3,
on the strength of the two sites located immediately to the west in the machair of
the Bhaltos Peninsula. The possibility should not be ignored that souterrains may

have existed in the larger, but now submerged machair area around the north end of
Great Bernera and Little Bernera. As has already been suggested in section 6.4.9.1
such sites seem to occupy similar sites to early churches, and one such site is
located on the south-east shore of Little Bernera, at the machair interface.
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8.3.24 Standing stones and rock markings

The provisional model suggests that all of the sub-classes of standing stone may

have the same location criteria. The rock marking class is included here as they
tend to be located in the same wider landscapes as standing stone settings:

❖ Standing Stones should be found in prominent locations in coastal and inland

areas, in terrains ranging from till-covered plain used as good or poor grazing,
to blanket mire. As yet none have been recorded on crofts or in machair areas.

This class seems usually to be part of larger ritual landscapes.

❖ Rock markings (cup-marks) should be located in coastal areas, and have yet to

be recorded inland. They seem to be located inconspicuously, often in areas of
bare rock, in almost every kind of terrain. They may also be part of ritual

landscapes.

8.3.24.1 Standing stones and rock carvings from the probabilistic sample and total

survey of Bernera.

The probabilistic sample recorded five sites in these two classes, these are mapped
on Figure 236. There is one cup-mark site, two stone circles and two standing
stones. All conform closely in their siting to the criteria suggested by the

provisional model.

Comparing the distributions of sites from the probabilistic sample and the total
record shows that as with burials, (cairns etc. see section 8.3.3), the probabilistic

sample suggested that there should be a concentration of such sites along the south
coast of Great Bernera and not elsewhere on the two islands. The total survey

shows this to be misleading.

There are eleven records of standing stones and six of the rock markings in the
total survey, mapped on Figure 237. All of these sites were found on the island of
Great Bernera. The total record shows that the distribution of these sites on the

islands is much more complex than the sample suggested. Five of the records are

for stone circles, three of which lie along the south coast of Great Bernera in

prominent coastal locations on poor grazing. The fourth lies on poor grazing terrain
on the west shore of the island between Valasay and Tobson and the fifth site is
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located in deep blanket peat on the west shore of Loch na Muilne to the east of
Breaclete.

Six standing stones have also been recorded, in three coastal locations. Two lie to

the east of Bernera Bridge in good grazing and crofting lands. Three form a "line"
about half way up the island, one lying west of Tobson, one to its east and one on

Eilean Mor at the north end of Aird Mor on Great Bernera's east coast. Finally a

fourth stone is situated to the west of Croir on the coast of the Kyles of Little
Bernera (on Great Bernera's northern shore); this site is situated in poor grazing.

Of the six cup-mark sites, all coastal, two are in Kirkibost, one in the crofts and one

outwith the crofts on the township's south side. Two lie adjacent to each other on

croft land in the township of Barraglom on rocks adjacent to Dun Barraglom. One
lies in poor grazing to the west of Valasay and one in croft land in the township of
Croir.

Why the probabilistic sample indicated such sites should occur only along the
south coast of Great Bernera may be to do with the orientation of the transects.

These fell parallel to the island's southern coast, running from east to west, with
one actually running along the southern shore. This means that any coastally
located features are sampled by a transect more than 3000 metres long on the south

coast, but on the east and west coasts only areas of 250 metres were in the sample
at intervals of 1000 metres where the transects cross the shore. The problem is
further exasperated because no transect covered the north coast of Great Bernera,
with the exception of the very tip of Siaram Bostadh on the north-west corner of
the island.

8.3.24.2 Summary of predicted model compared to the evidence from the

probabilistic sample and total survey for standing stones and rock markings
on Bernera

The results of the probabilistic sample and total survey for these classes both match

closely the locations predicted by the provisional model, with one exception

demanding revision of the model:
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One standing stone site located within the boundary of the crofts of

Kirkibost, when the model suggests that standing stones should not occur in

crofting terrain.

It should also be noted that no examples of stone settings were identified on either
of the islands. This may, however, be a matter of interpretation: one person's stone

circle being another's stone setting.

8.3.25 Stray finds

The provisional model identifies twelve sub-classes of stray finds, which can be

arranged into ten groups defined on the basis of where they may be found:

❖ Ceramics should be located primarily in coastal areas but may be found in all
terrains including the inter-tidal zone and lochs and even in areas of predominantly
bare rock.

❖ Chipped stone scatters should be located primarily in coastal areas but possibly in
inland areas too. They can be found on all terrains, even in the inter-tidal zone.

❖ Polished stone should be located both in coastal and inland areas under all terrain

types but particularly in areas of blanket mire.

❖ Metals should be located primarily on the coast in machair areas and in the machair
interface zone. Though less likely, they may also occur in most other terrains with
the exception of the inter-tidal zone and lochs.

❖ Wooden objects should be located both in coastal and inland areas and are

primarily located in blanket mire terrain, less often in other terrain types including
machair.

❖ Organic objects (fabrics, human remains etc) should be found primarily in inland
areas in blanket mire terrain. They may also be found in both poor and good

grazing, but are not found in machair.
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❖ Bone objects should be found primarily in coastal areas and particularly in the
machair and machair interface areas but they may also turn up in crofting lands and

good grazing.

❖ Querns and millstones should occur in all areas and in all terrains including areas

of blanket mire.

❖ Unclassified and kitchen middens and middens with ceramics should be found

primarily in the coastal zone, less often inland. They are found predominantly in
areas of eroding machair but also in crofts and good and poor grazing.

❖ Shell middens should be located entirely in the coastal areas, mostly in machair,

occasionally in the inter-tidal zone. It is also possible that they may come to light
on crofts and good and poor grazing.

8.3.25.1 Survey evidence for stray finds recorded in the probabilistic sample and
total survey of Bernera.

Three stray finds were recorded in the probabilistic sample, these sites are mapped
on Figure 238. Two of these were chipped stone scatters and one a polished stone

specimen. All three conform with the criteria laid down in the provisional model
for their location, though the pseudo-regional6 nature of the distribution of this
class of site means that the models predictions are vague and tend to suggest that
such features may be found in almost all terrains and locations.

The total record comprises twelve stray finds, all on Great Bernera; these are

mapped on Figure 239 and by date on Figure 240. Seven of these finds, four
kitchen middens, one shell midden, and two ceramic scatters, come from the

machair of Bostadh Beach and are believed to go with the later prehistoric
settlement there.

Of the remaining sites, two probably early prehistoric chipped stone scatters are

located on bare rock and blanket mire to the east of the township of Croir. Finally,
two polished stone finds came to light and have been located around Kirkibost

township, comprising fragments of a font (NGR: NB 1903 3477) found near the

Pseudo-regional distribution is where the sub-class is not well-represented at a local level, but
examination at an island-wide level indicates that its distribution is not governed by regional (island-
wide) factors (see section 7.1.2.2).
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chapel site of Totarol, and a "priest's ball" (NGR: NB 1789 3440) found in the
inter-tidal zone on the north shore of Loch Barraglom.

8.3.25.2 The provisional model compared to the evidence from the probabilistic

sample and total survey for stray finds on Bernera

The limited number of stray finds from the Bernera Survey fits with the location

parameters suggested by the provisional model. Only five of the twelve sub-classes
of stray finds were actually found by the survey. The model predictions for the

remainder, metal, wood, bone, organics, querns and mill stones, unclassified
middens and middens with ceramics, therefore all remain untested.

More than 50% of the records for this class were located in the area of machair at

Bostadh Beach, a reflection of the normal spread of stray finds in machair areas

where the eroding and shifting nature of the sands is constantly revealing anything
buried there.

Comparison of the probabilistic sample and total survey again confirms that the

probabilistic sample does not provide an accurate forecast of the wider distribution
of the sites or finds in question. But contrary to the findings for other classes the

proportion of the total record recovered in the probabilistic survey, twenty-five

percent, was actually smaller than the proportion of the total area covered by the

sample survey. The special factor here was that comparatively little of the machair
on the islands was included in the probabilistic survey area, as a result no

allowance was made for the concentration of so many find types in that terrain. In
the Bostadh Beach Project survey more than half of the all the stray finds found
were recorded in the Bostadh Machair.

8.3.26 Wells

The wells identified in the model fall broadly into two groups, those within

townships, and those outwith. Unfortunately there is little or no structural
difference between the two, and the location of within or outwith does not

necessarily indicate the phase of construction, just where a suitable spring is
located. While the state of repair might indicate that a well had been used in the

preceding years, decades or even century, it is no help in indicating the age of the
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well as all such structures require regular maintenance to keep them in a

functioning state.

As a rule the provisional model highlights those wells located within townships,

usually that show signs of more recent use, and wells located outwith townships on

almost any terrain, that frequently show signs of extended disuse, indicating

perhaps their relationship to a pre-crofting phase of settlement.

8.3.26.1 Survey evidence for wells in the probabilistic sample and total survey of
Bernera.

The probabilistic sample records two wells on Great and Little Bernera, mapped on

Figure 241. One lies within and one outwith crofting lands and both follow the
criteria for location suggested in the provisional model. However, this probabilistic

sample would indicate a total of six wells on the two islands, of which three should
be within and three outwith townships. This contradicts the results of the total

survey which records fourteen wells all located on Great Bernera; these are mapped
on Figure 242. Of these twelve lie in townships, two in Croir, two in Tobson, two

in Valasay, two in Breaclete and four in Kirkibost. As yet none have been recorded
in Hacklete.

Only three sites were found outwith townships, one in rough grazing to the south of

Tobson, one to the west of Kirkibost in good grazing, and one to the north of the
same township in poor grazing. All of the well sites on Bernera are coastally
located.

8.3.26.2 Summary of provisional model compared to the evidence for wells from the

probabilistic sample and total survey of Bernera

The wells found on Great Bernera accord with the location parameters suggested

by the provisional model. As yet, however, no wells have been located in the

townships of Barraglom and Hacklete, or in the deserted township at Bostadh. In
the case of Bostadh this is no surprise, as wells need to be regularly maintained or

quickly become overgrown and are then only located by chance.

The failure of the probabilistic sample against the total record was, however, more

extreme than for any other class of site. Not only did it predict too few sites by a

factor of more than two, but also its balancing of the types erred to an even greater
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degree. However, the lack of wells recorded outwith townships does not

necessarily mean that such features did not exist, it may simply indicate that they
are difficult to locate. If this was the case then it could be suggested that the

probabilistic samples predicted balance between those sites within and outwith

townships was an accurate reflection of the truth. Unfortunately this is difficult to

prove, and the alternate possibility, that the sites located within the townships

represent the majority of wells with many dating to the pre-crofting period and

being re-used, is an equally compelling explanation of the results.

8.4 The distribution of settlement on Bernera

As with the surveys at Calanais, Garenin and Aird Uig the evidence presented in

considering various monument classes has been amalgamated to form an overview
of the distribution of settlement on Great and Little Bernera. Settlement in this

context means a habitation site; less precise indicators of settlement are not used,

e.g. an early prehistoric field-system, while indicating the presence of settlement
somewhere in the vicinity, in this context is an insufficient precise indicator of
habitation.

8.4.1 The provisional model for settlement location and distribution

The provisional model for site and settlement distribution identifies six groups of
settlement by phases, each with different location parameters:

❖ Early prehistoric settlement should be located primarily on the coast but also
inland. It should be found mostly in the inter-tidal zone, but also in areas of

poor and good grazing and blanket mire. It is possible that such settlement may

also occur on crofting land and machair.

❖ Later prehistoric settlement should occur primarily in coastal areas, and in any

terrain apart from the inter-tidal zone and areas of predominantly bare rock.
These sites may be located prominently, inconspicuously or may even be
hidden. Some may occupy defensible positions. This class of settlement is
associated with the "Bhara..", "Berie" and uDun" place-names.
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♦> Norse settlement is purely coastal in location and is found mostly in machair
and the machair interface zone, in both good and poor grazing and also on

crofting lands. Such settlements are associated with the "Bost.." and "...shader"

place-names.

❖ Early medieval and medieval monastic settlement should be located primarily
in coastal locations in all terrains even within crofts, but not in lochs and the

inter-tidal zone. These settlements are associated with the "Tigh" place-name.

❖ Medieval, post-medieval and pre-crofting settlement should be located in
coastal areas and may be found in all terrain types, including blanket mire, but
not bare rock and lochs. These settlements are associated with the "Buaile",

"Clachan" and "Sidhean" place-names, and are found close to crofting
settlement.

❖ Modern crofting settlement is situated usually on the coast, occasionally inland,

always on good grazing, frequently in machair or the machair interface zone.

These settlements are associated with "Buaile", "Clachan", "Sidhean", "Bost.."

and "...shader" place-names, and are frequently found close to pre-crofting
settlement.

8.4.2 Settlement evidence from the probabilistic sample and total survey of
Bernera.

The probabilistic sample found fifteen concentrations of settlement on the two

islands, ranging from the later prehistoric to the crofting phases, these are mapped
on Figure 242. This sample represents rather less than fifty percent of the number
of settlement sites recorded in the total survey. Again the sample is misleading, not

only because it leads to a higher number of settlements than actually found on the
two islands, but also because it gives an inaccurate picture of their chronological

spread.

This is particularly the case for later prehistoric settlement, with only one record in
the sample suggesting that there should be only three such sites on the whole
island. In fact seven were found. Conversely six crofting townships were recorded
in the probabilistic sample and this would suggest a total of seventeen such
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settlements where in fact there were only seven. Only one such settlement, at

Barraglom, is excluded from the probabilistic sample. The reason for this is that

crofting townships are relatively so large that they would be difficult to miss with
the random distribution of the linear transects.

The total survey found thirty-one separate concentrations of settlement from the
later prehistoric onwards. Only the early prehistoric is missing, no settlements of
this phase having as yet been identified on Bernera. These sites are mapped by date
on Figure 244.

Only one later prehistoric settlement was identified in the probabilistic sample, at

Dun Barraglom. This site conforms to the criteria of the provisional model but

gives no hint that a further six sites are included in the total record. Four of these
sites are on the coast at Bostadh, Croir, to the east of Croir, and Kirkibost, but two

sites are in inland areas in the centre of the island at Loch Bharabhat and Loch

Breaclete.

The settlement evidence of this phase focuses on the monumental architecture of
the complex Atlantic round house and the Atlantic round house classes. It is
located in machair, rough grazing and crofting terrains. Four of these sites have the
"Dun" place-name and all seven lie on Great Bernera.

Two Norse settlements were identified in the probabilistic sample, one on the west

shore of Little Bernera and one in the township at Kirkibost. Both of these sites are

coastal, and conform to the parameters of the provisional model. However, the

probabilistic sample suggests there should be five or six Norse settlements on the
two islands, and in fact only three were found in the total survey of Bernera. The

only one not picked up in the probabilistic sample is located in the Bostadh
Machair (with the "Bost..." name).

Early medieval/medieval monastic settlement is represented by only one record in
the total survey in the crofting township of Kirkibost. This site was not recorded as

part of the probabilistic sample as it lies just outwith (less than 100 metres to the
south of) the most southerly transect of the sample. The site is a promontory in an

area of crofts and good grazing and is associated with the "Tigh" place-name.
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Medieval, post-medieval and pre-crofting settlement has been located on both
islands. Six sites were recorded in the probabilistic sample, suggesting that there
should be sixteen or seventeen such sites on the islands. In fact there are only nine
in the total record. In the probabilistic sample five of the six sites are located either

in, or immediately adjacent to crofts. The sixth is located on the south side of the
island of Little Bernera in an area of till-covered plain that has been recorded as

being poor grazing, but infact includes areas of improved grazing.

The nine sites found in the total survey reveal the predictions of the probabilistic

sample to be a considerable over-estimate. Some of these sites are within the

recognised crofting townships, including the abandoned Bostadh township. Those
outwith townships, include a concentration to the west of Kirkibost near

Tiddaborra on good grazing, and a large concentration on the south coast of Little
Bernera in an area of poor grazing. These settlement groups are associated with the
"Buaile" and "Sidhean" place-names.

Crofting settlement, all coastal, is confined to Great Bernera with no townships on

Little Bernera. The probabilistic sample included part of all of the crofting

townships on the island with the exception of the abandoned township at Bostadh.
The total sample consists of eight sites, of which one, Bostadh, is now abandoned.
All of these townships are surrounded by poor grazing apart from Kirkibost, which
lies amidst large areas of improved grazing.

8.4.3 Summary of provisional model compared to the evidence from the

probabilistic sample and total record of settlement on Bernera

The settlement evidence from the probabilistic sample matches closely the
locational criteria of the provisional model. Of the six sub-classes suggested by the
model, only one was not represented on Bernera, the early prehistoric settlement
that is everywhere notoriously difficult to locate since it has mostly been

submerged by rising sea levels or buried under blanket mire. There is one revision
to be made to the model:
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The likelihood of early medieval and medieval settlement occurring on

crofting land should be raised from "possible" to "likely" on the basis of
this phase of settlement being found in Kirkibost township.

Finally, the zonal model suggests that all of the sub-classes of settlement should be
found within Archaeological Zone 3 of Lewis. This is broadly supported by the
results of the Bernera Survey; the one exception is the absence of early prehistoric
settlement.

Comparison of the probabilistic sample to the total record shows that while the two
conform in terms of location criteria with the parameters of the provisional model,

any predictions that would have been made from the probabilistic sample would
have been for the most part totally inaccurate, especially for the the pre-crofting
and crofting settlement which the sample overrepresents. Furthermore early
medieval monastic settlement was not picked up at all in the probabilistic sample,
as the only example on the two islands lies outwith the randomly located transects.

Flad, on the other hand, the monastic settlement at Kirkibost fallen within one of

the transects the projection of the results of the sample would have suggested a

total of two or three monastic sites on the islands, so in this respect, too, the sample
did not, and could not perform well against the total survey.

8.5 Conclusion: the validity of the model and the probabilistic method

The results of the probabilistic sample survey show that generally it confirmed well
the provisional model's location predictions. This comparison has confirmed that a

site location model can be constructed on the basis of survey data.

One important observation follows from this comparison; that although the model

suggests where a particular monument type should be found in a given area, it does
not guarantee that an example of that monument type will actually be found within
that area. In other words, the model predicts where sites should be if they exist, but
not that they do exist.

Table 33 shows the terrain types against the monument classes and sub-classes.
This is an adjusted version of Table 30, and it displays in yellow those sub-classes
that were not represented in the Bernera Survey, and therefore which parts of the
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model could not be tested in this Chapter. In short thirty-six percent of the total
monument repertoire were not found on Bernera. This means that sixty-four

percent of the model was tested and has been found to be basically valid.

Examining all one hundred and thirteen sub-classes of monument against the

eighteen defined types of terrain (a total of 2034 responses), only eight monument

location predictions were found not to conform; this represents 0.39% of the total
number of predictions in the model. These anomalies in the predicted locations
have been corrected and are highlighted in table 33 as red cells. Alternatively, if
one takes this to mean that eight of the one hundred and thirteen sub-classes were

incorrectly modelled, it implies that only 7.09% of the overall model was defective.

The basis of this percentage error is immediately apparent as all of the problems
occur in the «Crofts» terrain type field. It transpires that on Bernera, a number
of site sub-classes were found on crofting land that the WLLP and GLS surveys

indicated should not occur there.

As the Bernera survey increased fivefold, from two to ten, the number of crofting

townships surveyed in the present work, it is likely that in most cases the error is
with the model rather than in the Bernera data. The model was developed on the
basis of only two townships examined, Calanais and Garenin, and these suggested
that intensive agricultural development within the crofts had obliterated much of
the archaeological evidence that pre-dates en-crofting. The much larger sample of

crofting townships examined on Bernera suggests that this damage is not as total as

had previously been thought. The implication is that detailed survey within this
environment, whilst being time-consuming and difficult logistically, may prove not

only rewarding but also necessary to complete the picture of settlement

development in a given survey area.

8.5.1 The Zonal Model

The zonal model for Archaeological Zone 3 is perhaps the most advanced for the
whole of Lewis, because of the intensive prospecting survey that has been carried
out within the zone. Taking this into consideration, assessing the usefulness and
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accuracy of this part of the model suggests that it performed adequately but not

brilliantly.

At least two sub-classes previously found in the zone were located during the

survey of Bernera, "marine industry, sea walls", and "Promontory enclosures,
monastic cellular". Furthermore many sub-classes that were known to exist within
the zone were not located in the Bernera survey. This shows that the zonal model

only gives an indication, and like the wider model does not guarantee that a site
must be present in any one part of the zone.

As already stated, the zonal model for Zone 3 must be the most complete of the
zonal models on Lewis, as it is based on the largest body of data. This suggests that
the usefulness of the other zonal models would be fairly minimal, as the amount of

prospecting survey that has taken place in the other Archaeological Zones is

negligible. However, these zonal models if kept up-to-date might be used to give a

broader picture of the site and settlement distribution in a given area. They would
also indicate the degree of research that has occurred with an area.

Finally, there are zones where the model data is maybe more reliable. These are

Archaeological Zones 7, 12 and 13. Zones 7 and 12 have no settlement record of

any kind and since they have been subject to some sampling with nil results, the

prevailing impression may be accurate. In Zone 7 this was done as part of Cea(L)
and in Zone 12 this was a part of WLLP. Enough prospecting was carried out in
these zones by these surveys to suggest that in settlement terms these truly were

blank areas. In contrast what the model suggests for Archaeological Zone 13 must

be correct in a sense, as it contains little positive and no negative information at all,
as a result of the complete lack of research in the zone.

8.5.2 The final model

As indicated above Table 33 contains the corrected terrain information based on

the Bernera Survey. This table does not, however, represent the whole model. This
is given in Table 34, which has the updated zonal and terrain information included.
As with Table 33 the corrected fields are marked in red and the unchecked sub-
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classes are marked in yellow. This table may be found on the CD under the name

"Revised Model".

8.5.3 The Probabilistic Sample.

While the probabilistic sample was necessary to test the provisional locational
model it performed indifferently against the total record, especially in the case of
site classes which were not present at all in the sample. As a result some site
classes were tested against the provisional model only as a part of the examination
of the total record.

From the point of view of the overall distributions, the probabilistic sample often
failed to provide a realistic picture of the overall distribution which emerged from
the total survey. Further more, while distributions for some classes were predicted

fairly accurately, the sample survey failed repeatedly where oddities and unusual
circumstances were concerned, or where the overall number of sites was small.

Thus the overall picture for classes such as blackhouses were predicted reasonably

accurately, presumably because the class is so well represented. But for classes
with fewer examples, such as complex Atlantic round houses, with a complex
distribution pattern, the probabilistic sample was at best a poor guide and at worst,

completely misleading.

An additional recurrent problem is the fact that while the probabilistic sample
examined circa thirty-five percent of the area of the two islands, the survey

frequently returned more than thirty-five percent of the sites in the total record. As
a result the sample projects a greater number of sites in a given class for the two

islands than actually exist. When the sites in question are large in size, such as

crofting townships, this imbalance in the projection can be adjusted manually.
Where the site size is small, as is the case for shielings for example, then it would
be impossible to assess the accuracy of the projection without full survey. The

problem is similarly acute when only one example of a site in the total record falls
in the random transects. With a thirty-five percent area sample, this single site
would be projected 2.8 times across the whole survey area.
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The largest problem in dealing with the probabilistic sampling strategies is that the
errors encountered on the two Bernera islands were not consistent. In some cases

the distribution was projected reasonably, though never perfectly. In other cases the

percentage of the total record recovered in the sample was less than the percentage

of the surface area sampled, but more often it was greater.

The reasons for this included the fact that Bernera has comparatively little machair,
a terrain where a large number of sites are found, and while the probabilistic

sample took in 35 % of the total area of the islands, it included 50% of the total

machair, most of this on the east shore of Little Bernera. The machair of Bostadh is

totally excluded from the sample and yet the intensity of work in that particular

area, where the Bostadh Figure of 8 houses were excavated, has artificially

weighted the records for that area compared to any other machair area in the two

islands. A further problem presented by Great Bernera is the unique circumstance
of the de-crofted area of Bostadh township. This is now till-covered plain modified
for use as good grazing, but, not surprisingly it contains features that are usually
found in crofting areas. As none of this area falls within the random transects it
cannot be accounted for in the projections of the probabilistic sample. If the

probabilistic sample was the only survey to be carried out on Great and Little
Bernera and no terrain was examined other than the random transects, then unusual

areas such as Bostadh would be totally missed. Projecting site classes and sub¬
classes such as blackhouses and square-cut lazybeds from the sample results would
indicate for such an area of good grazing, as Bostadh, a nil return. However, the
total survey record includes examples of both of these sites. This discovery in the
total survey triggered further documentary and oral research which resulted in the
identification of a ninth crofting township apportioned at Bostadh, on Great

Bernera, but that had later been abandoned.

In conclusion, the probabilistic sample provided a means of testing the provisional
model using data formulated in a different manner from that used for all the other

surveys, which went into the creation of the provisional model. Further, in view of
doubts often expressed about the validity of the probabilistic sample survey, the
Bernera study provided a rare opportunity of testing a sample survey against a total

survey. The result confirmed the doubts of those suspicious of probabilistic sample

surveys. The Bernera sample, despite the fact that it took in a much larger

proportion of the total survey area than normal, the errors were for the most part



not consistent and in normal circumstances, when sample surveys must suffice,
their deficiencies would never come to light.

The realities of today's archaeology are that probabilistic sample surveys are

normally all that are possible given the available time and resources. It is the
author's belief, however, that such funds would be better expended on carefully

planned total survey of a smaller area carefully chosen within sensible boundaries,
than on a theoretical sample of the whole; or on attempting a total survey using as

large a number of skilled volunteers as possible (as was the case with the
Newcastle University, Evora Survey, 1985). The Bernera results suggest that

sample surveys alone are always likely to be of doubtful validity.

Exponents of probabilistic sampling would refute this conclusion, suggesting that
this whole study takes total surveys of parts of Lewis and uses them in a

probabilistic manner to project wider distributions across the whole of the island
and the Western Isles as a whole. This of course is true, but the defence in the

present study is that its probabilistic sample units, the survey areas, were selected
on a none random basis, with the aim of examining areas that could be considered
either politically or topographically, as enclosed systems or free standing units. The

picture of monument distributions that these areas provide is as near complete as

can be obtained, thus allowing each of them to identify with an absolute record of
site and settlement distribution. It is the completeness of the records of the Uig,
Garenin and Calanais areas that gives confidence that their projections across the
whole island are more reliable than that of random probabilistic surveys.

Also the current survey was not aimed at projecting total numbers of sites and their

disposition across the whole island, but rather at modelling the distribution of sites
and settlement in terms of their location characteristics in relationship to prevailing
terrain conditions. For example, with complex Atlantic round houses the aim was

not to say.

"this is likely to be the extent of their total distribution on the basis of
the limited sample."

Rather it was to say
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"this is where we might expect complex Atlantic round houses to be
located, for reasons of terrain form, type and due to the presence of

specific associated features. Also, these are the cultural artefacts - such as

place-names - we might expect to point to the presence of such a site".

Of course the model was tested using sample and total surveys to examine whether
the model's data was only applicable to data gathered in a total survey, or whether
it would apply to any data gathered by any method. Since the Bernera survey is
located in the immediate vicinity of the other three survey areas, it could be argued
that the proximity of the source areas and the test area would be guaranteed to

produce similar data. This admittedly, is a possibility, and ultimately the best test

of the model and the method will occur when areas such as Lochs Parish on Lewis,

Harris, the Uists, Barra and Benbecula etc. are subject to total survey.



CHAPTER 9

The second-sight is a singular faculty of seeing an otherwise
invisible object, without any previous means used by the person that
sees it for that end; the vision makes such a lively impression upon
the seers, that they neither see nor think of anything else, except the
vision, as long as it continues.

From Martin Martin's "A description of the Western Isles of
Scotland" 1695

(A description of second sight, called in Irish Taish, that is possibly
an appropriate description of archaeological research today..)

9.0 CONCLUSIONS: LEWIS FROM MESOLITHIC TO MODERN

Two hypotheses were posed in the introduction to this study: that a model for site
and settlement distribution for Lewis could be formed using, primarily, survey

evidence; and that that model would prove valid when tested against a set of
control data.

These hypotheses have been thoroughly explored in this study. The wider evidence
of the Western Isles and the environmental background for Lewis have been

examined, pointing up widespread research that has concentrated very specifically
on prehistoric and later prehistoric settlement, or has tried to model wider
settlement patterns using existing models from English and Scottish contexts.

Evidence from three localised surveys and two regional surveys has been examined
in detail. These surveys have all been aimed at examining the wider settlement
distribution from Mesolithic to Modern. Inadequacies in the recording systems

aside, the results of three studies provide the most complete picture of settlement
on Lewis that has ever been compiled.

This mass of data has been used to form a model of site and settlement distribution

for all phases, on the Isle of Lewis specifically and the Outer Hebrides in general.
As has been seen in Chapter 7, it is possible to form a model of site and settlement
distribution to describe and predict site location, based primarily on survey data;
thus proving the first hypothesis correct.
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In the process of constructing this model we have also seen that in general terms

each phase of settlement affects follows, impacts on the settlement that went

before, and in turn will be impinged upon by what comes after. This is clear in
most periods, for example, the activity of prehistoric farmers has helped to leave
Lewis with a legacy of blanket mire, and much of the crofting settlement is located
where it is because preceding agricultural activities have made some areas

unusable except as rough grazing, in effect much of the interior, and improved the

quality of the coastal soils, so that settlement has concentrated on the coast in phase
after phase. The effect, inevitably, has been to obscure and destroy so much of the

past settlement record.

In Chapter 8 the model was successfully validated by testing it against a

probabilistic and total survey of the two Bernera islands, thus demonstrating the
second hypothesis to be true. This process also showed up the model's main
weakness: its reliance on survey data, much of which was gathered from very

restricted areas of the island. The three survey areas that provided much of the data
for the model are all located within twelve kilometres of each other on the west

coast of the island. The Cea(L) survey, which provides an indication of the
distribution of classes for much of the rest of the island, searched only a very

narrow coastal strip, and took little notice of the terrain behind this coastal belt. To

complicate things still further the control area used, Great and Little Bernera, is
located in the centre of the triangle formed by the WLLP, GLS and ULS survey

areas. It could be said, therefore, that it is no surprise that the model has been so

thoroughly validated by the control survey. But in choosing the areas for study in
this thesis, chance and availability of resources, as so often in modern archaeology,
were the controlling factors, rather than the ideals of research. There is no doubt
that the model and the record in general would benefit from more prospecting

surveys in northern and eastern Lewis and especially the area of South Lochs,
which is, archaeologically "undiscovered territory" within Scotland's

archaeologically "undiscovered country", Lewis.

In defence of the model presented in Chapter 7 and tested in Chapter 8, it must be
the case that a model developed in the Western Isles, using Western Isles data has
to be more relevant, however biased it may be towards one area, than models

imported from elsewhere in Scotland or England. And although the data collected



was predominately west coast in origin it did take in all of the major terrain types

and locational situations found on the island.

While erosive processes are less on the island's east coast (Burgess and Church

1997), the areas of machair at North Tolstadh and Gress on the east coast should be

comparable to those of Camas Uig and Bhaltos on the west. The Cea(L) survey

seems to support this, producing similar results from all of the major machair zones

on Lewis. Similar comparisons can be made between the low rocky foreshores of
the lochs of the Loch Roag complex in the west and the Loch Erisort area in the
east.

Finally the Cea(L) data is supported at a regional level by the RCAHMS database
which, while not attributed to any one source or survey exercise, provides

background details for all phases of settlement. This database represents the pre-

crofting and early crofting settlement pattern particularly well as it includes the
sum of the FESP data for the island.

Ultimately there is only way to be sure of the model's validity, firstly on Lewis and
then in the wider Outer Hebridean area: that is to use it to predict the site
distributions for areas on the east coast of Lewis where there has been no survey;

and then extend it to on the other islands in the archipelago and then re-test its

validity. The perfect location for this test might be the South Lochs area, one of the
few truly virgin archaeological areas of settled terrain in Scotland.

One interesting spin-off from this study was the examination of the validity of

probabilistic sampling as a method of data collection. While this was not intended
as part of the original research aims of the study, the necessity of using a

probabilistic sample to test the validity of the model gave an unmissable

opportunity to look at the method.

The detailed examination of the results from the probabilistic survey transects has

highlighted many of the shortcomings of such methods. These may be best
summed up as being related to the nature of the archaeological features to be
examined. In principle, if a particular type of site is common then the accuracy of
the results from a probabilistic sample should be good. However, this falls down if
these sites are located in one or more concentrations. If the concentration falls

within a transect a misleading picture of greater frequency of distribution may be
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predicted. If the concentration is missed by the transects, then the presence of such
sites may not be predicted at all.

The problem is more acute where the numbers of a particular type of site are small.
Then a complete distribution may be missed, or equally may be included in a

transect giving an indication of a much larger distribution which does not really
exist. The only types of site the probabilistic method does seem to predict correctly
are those of large area and regular distribution, such as crofting townships and
other types of field-system. However, even in these cases while the numbers of
such sites are easier to predict, their extent is not.

Perhaps the core of the problem is that probabilistic samples are aimed at

examining a small percentage of the evidence and then using that detail to predict
the whole. The results of the Bernera survey showed that the only accurate way to

predict the whole is to survey it in totality. Projections from the probabilistic

sample for Bernera proved to be misleading and unhelpful in many cases, giving a

false picture of the overall archaeological landscape.

As proponents of such sampling would point out (and the author does not disagree)
the total survey of extensive areas is expensive and impractical. However, total

survey of several thousand hectares is possible as has been shown, and the results
can be used not only to give an accurate local picture of settlement and landscape

development, but also to provide a good indication of the broader picture.

What is important is not to try and model the whole overall landscape to the nth

degree on the basis of a small sample. Rather we should try to step back try to look
at the bigger picture with the aim of understand the interrelationship of particular
site types and settlement phases with the environment and each other. We should
consider how these relationships lead to the formation of the current landscape and
how they effected each other during that formation process.

The Concise Oxford Dictionary defines archaeology as "the study of human history
and prehistory through the excavation of sites and analysis ofphysical remains

(Thompson, (ed) 1995, 64) While most archaeologists would wish to expand on

this (and many might throw their hands up in horror and disagreement) this

partially sums up what has been attempted in this work: the study of human history
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and prehistory on Lewis through SURVEY, excavation and analysis of physical
remains.

Archaeology is not the study of any given period, but rather a set of tools and

techniques that may be applied to all periods. Excavation (as is indicated in the
definition above) is one of those techniques, survey is another, and this study
shows that neither is effective when used separately from the other. But they are

often separated for two reasons. Some archaeological practitioners suggest that
excavation is the only valid and accurate way to study the evidence of settlement.
In one sense this is correct, as excavation is the only way ultimately to confirm a

site's phase or date. On the other hand survey is frequently favoured because

generally it is a cheaper process, allowing the examination of greater areas for less

money. This is also true; financially survey is more economic, and beyond that
does not concentrate on one site but examines whole landscapes.

Ultimately neither can succeed without the other, as survey provides the wider

picture, and excavation, of type-sites for instance, adds detail to that picture. This

study has approached the problem of settlement and site distribution from the point
of view of primarily survey results and has used excavation evidence where it is
available, which is relatively infrequently on Lewis, to amplify and clarify the
results of the surveys.

It has, however, been consistently recognised that to place the dating and spatial
framework of this study of settlement on firm ground a wide-reaching excavation

programme of typologically representative sites is necessary. Unfortunately, the

present climate is one where excavation and archaeological fieldwork in general is

becoming prohibitively expensive1, and at the same time the available sources of

funding are being radically cut, especially to research-based projects.

Cea(L) cost 10 times the amount of a similar survey that was executed 15 years before on Lewis by
Trevor Cowie and the National Museum of Scotland. This is purely a survey based project;
excavation costs are astronomical in comparison. Sites such as that at Bostadh Beach cost in the
region of £300 000 (and rising) to complete satisfactorily.
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systems Crofting R

Field- Early Pre-
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03-Apr y
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0-1

Field- Pre-
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Enclosure
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s r stone L

3 y
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Industry Dams L
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Industry
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3 y
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03-Apr n

02-Apr y
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Shader, Crofting
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Stone
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M
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Crofting
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s, pre-
crofting

Clachan settlement M,PM,PC y

Buaile,
Shader, Crofting
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Other
settlmenet
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Crofting
townships
and Pre-

Crofting
Buaile, Settlemen
Clachan t
n Mills

LPH,N,E
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M,PC,C n
ALL n
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Settlemen
t

Smithing Settlemen
remains t

Settlemen
t

All y

M.PM.PC n
M,PM,PC,
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Stornoway
Settlemen
t
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C.Mod

Harbours
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